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Dedication

For my long-suffering husband Andrew.

And to Jamie and Sam,

the beautiful bright rays of sunshine in my life.
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Foreword

by Dr George W. Yu,

Clinical Professor of Urological and Pelvic Cancer

Surgery, 

George Washington University Medical Center,

Aegis Medical and Research Associates 

and President of the George W. Yu Foundation for

Nutrition & Health

I read Jane’s book in one day and took ten pages of notes. It is a wealth of

information, yet it reads like a novel, well-organized with many excellent

references to put the theme of ‘Starving Cancer Cells’ as part of a paradigm

shift away from traditional cancer protocols.

The book centers on ‘off label drugs’ (used for other medical diseases) with

impressive cancer research results and clinical outcomes using Metformin,

Dipyridamole (Persantin), natural Progesterone, Berberine, and even Statins

and NSAID anti-inflammatory drugs. All are shown to have efficacy for

cancer beyond their original indications.

How to Starve Cancer is a must read for the brave individuals with

progressing cancers who want a better choice than just a poor ultimatum.

For patients navigating uncharted waters with little more than hope, this

book will inspire them to take control of their destiny.

It is also a must read for medical doctors to understand their patients, the

diligent search for answers, seeking help, guidance, thoughtfulness and

empathy from us their physicians, just as Jane did with her doctors. These

patients are not looking for a completely different protocol regime but a

program that fits their individual needs and their constitution.

In 1971 the father of American oncology, Sidney Farber, explained to

United States Congress:

‘It is not necessary, in order to make great progress in the cure of cancer, for

us to have the full solution of all the problems of basic research. The history

of medicine is replete with examples of cures obtained years, decades, and



even centuries before the mechanism of action was understood for these

cures.’ – This is what repurposed and off label drugs are about!

The landmark research by W. Shaeffer on Cancer Nuclear Transfer

studies and the work of the late Albert Lehninger (chairman of

Biochemistry), Peter Pedersen (discoverer of Hexokinase 2 in cancer

mitochondria) and Young Ko (discoverer of 3 Bromopruvate ,

metabolic blocking agents) and now Gregory Riggins’ research on

Mebendazole of Johns Hopkins Medical Institute, educated us

clinicians to understand that the cancer cells’ mitochondrial metabolism is

constantly adapting. It can first fuel its needs with sugar fermentation and

then adapt to use glutamine and eventually even use ketones for growth and

survival.

Success depends on a multimodality ‘cocktail’ approach ‘sequentially and

pulsed’ just as our successful treatments with HIV and AIDS disease.

As a surgical oncologist and urological cancer surgeon for thirty-five years, I

have incorporated intermittent Calorie Restriction Ketosis and Metabolic-

Enhanced Chemotherapy with growing and gradual success, including

repurposed drugs in patient management. The success of surgery and

chemotherapy for metastatic testicular cancer made me a great believer in

chemotherapy; yet my experience working with Dr  Irvin and Dr  Dennis

Burkett on Burkett’s Lymphoma as a missionary surgeon made me

understand the toxicity of these drugs and that lower doses can also cure

patients, as Jane explains in this book.

Jane is a brave, courageous woman who had a successful profession as a

Chartered Physiotherapist and then in the Beauty Industry, who was plagued

with two aggressive cancers with metastatic spread. She used her great

passion for research to discover medical treatments on her own, step by step,

mistake after mistake, to finally prevail and survive today. Each one of us

who develops a cancer will go through much of what she experienced; they

should be encouraged by her success to find wisdom when current

traditional routes have predicted fatal outcomes.

Dr George W. Yu



‘It is not enough to be remembered for one’s wealth,

knowledge, and achievements. One does not make a

difference unless it is the difference in people’s lives.’ –

Joseph Schumpeter, Adolph Drucker The World According to Peter Drucker

1998

‘More so, the mark of true achievement and truth is to

change the life of the common man who will never know

who you are.’ – George Yu, M.D.

Organised by the Yu Foundation and the Reichhart family, experts in cancer

metabolism across the globe converged in Baltimore for the Tripping

Over the Truth Retreat (2017). Their talks are now available online.

Speakers included Dr George Yu, Jane McLelland, Travis Christofferson,

Professor Thomas Seyfried, Young Ko, Dr Gregory Riggins and many

others.

Go to howtostarvecancer.com or YuFoundation.org for details.
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Introduction

I was supposed to die. That’s what my doctors expected in 1999 when they

broke the news that my cervical cancer had spread to my lungs. It was stage

IV. There is no stage V. The statistics gave me approximately twelve weeks

to live.

Few things are as motivating as the spectre of certain and imminent death.

No way was I ready to shuffle off this planet. I was young, only thirty-five

years old. I  was in love. I  desperately wanted to have children. I  had

professional ambitions. I could not accept that there was no treatment other

than the conventional chemotherapy and radiation. I  refused to accept that

I had no future.

Determined to find a cure, I threw myself into research. I was sure that the

medical profession was missing something. As a Chartered Physiotherapist,

I  had a scientific background that enabled me to dig up and assimilate

information quickly. Cancer, I  realised, behaves just like a parasite. The

cancer cells in my body were stealing nutrients, blood and immunity from

me and using them as weapons against me. Parasites thrive and reproduce

unabated until they either exhaust their food source or kill their host. With

cancer, it’s usually the latter.

But how could I  starve cancer of these nutrients without starving myself?

This was the question I set out to answer, using myself as a guinea pig. To

my knowledge, no-one had done this before. No-one had yet come up with a

constellation of therapies, using safe old drugs and natural compounds that

would attack the abnormal cancer metabolism as well as the genetics, i.e.

attack the cells from every direction.

Cancer, I have learned, has several food sources: glucose, glutamine, fatty

acids and ketones. It also uses saturated fat to travel around the body. I knew

I would have to starve my cancer cells of all of these if I were to kill them

off, especially at an advanced stage of the disease. I  would need a large

arsenal of weapons. But they would have to do minimal harm to me.

I began a cancer-starving diet, eliminating sugar and other foods that cancer

loves to feed on. When that was not enough, I added powerful supplements.



Ultimately, it was a combination of common old drugs uncommonly used,

the diet and supplements that forced my cancer cells to melt away. When

I used all of these weapons together they worked synergistically, their

anti-cancer effects were heightened. Boom! My cancer slunk off into

remission.

Since 2004 it has not come back.

At long last the concept of ‘starving cancer’ has become the hot new frontier

of cancer research, validating my long-held theories. Several studies have

demonstrated the effectiveness of cancer-starving diets. In 2015, I  was

absolutely thrilled to discover that a clinic in London had begun studying a

combination of drugs nearly identical with the cocktail I invented. And their

results are impressive. A clinic in Istanbul is also using a combination of

methods to starve cancer, again with outstanding results. Pharmaceutical

companies are now falling over themselves to develop metabolic drugs to

attack cancer.

But solutions exist already, and cost only pennies a day. The medications

I  took are widely prescribed for other medical conditions. They include

metformin, commonly prescribed for diabetes; statins, often used to treat

high cholesterol; dipyridamole, given to stroke patients; and an anti-

inflammatory drug (aspirin then later etodolac). And in 2007 for three

months I took a drug called cimetidine, available over the counter in many

countries for stomach ulcers, but I took it for its immune-enhancing effects.

Taking my drug cocktail for just a few months was enough to halt my cancer

in its attempts to take over my body.

All these medications are cheap and off-patent, which is why they have

largely been ignored by the pharmaceutical industry, despite research

supporting their effectiveness against cancer. Pharmaceutical companies are

all too often more interested in making money than in curing people.

Remember the 1980s, when a diagnosis with HIV was a death sentence?

Now, most HIV infections can be controlled with a cocktail of drugs. HIV-

positive people can lead healthy lives and have near-normal lifespans. This,

I believe, could also be the future of cancer.



A fundamental transformation in oncology is long overdue. The number of

people to be diagnosed with cancer is predicted to rise 70 per cent by 2030.

A new approach is desperately needed if we are to halt this increasingly

tragic situation which is set to be a bumper time for the pharmaceutical

industry. We are mostly living longer, but not more healthily. This has to

change. Taking personal responsibility for our own wellbeing is a necessity.

There are now several trials under way, using old forgotten medications to

treat a range of cancers. Sadly, most test only one drug at a time alongside

the orthodox treatments, so progress is painfully slow. The elusive cancer

stem cells (the initiating cells untouched by chemotherapy and radiotherapy)

can be reached and obliterated with many of these medications. This means

that in combination with other treatments – given at less toxic doses – they

offer the exciting possibility of turning cancer into a long-term chronic

disease or permanent remission (i.e. a cure!).

This is the story of how I  beat all the odds and forged a unique path,

somewhere between complementary and orthodox medicine, not only

ridding myself of cancer but regaining vibrant health on the way. On my

journey I discovered some simple truths that ultimately led to my approach

to beating cancer; starve it, stop it spreading, then snuff it out.

I stubbornly clung to life like a Yorkshire terrier refusing to let go of an old

shoe, grrrr, and I want to show you how you can dig your teeth in too. If you

have been told that nothing more can be done, I am here to let you know

that this is almost certainly not true.

Wishing you a healthy, happy and ‘revolting’ life.



Ten Steps to Starving Cancer

First, the background…

In 1924 Otto Warburg discovered that all cancer cells have an altered

metabolism  – he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology for this

discovery in 1931. The way cancer cells use nutrients for energy has

regressed. He noted that the mitochondria (the powerhouses) in the

malignant cells stop functioning correctly and the energy is made in the cell

cytoplasm, reverting to how the cell worked when the atmosphere was

anaerobic or lacking in oxygen. Warburg was in fact only partly right. The

cancer cell can also upregulate other pathways to maintain its energy needs,

including the normal oxidative phosphorylation pathway.

This abnormal metabolism needs huge amounts of glucose and glutamine

(an amino acid) and there is also an increase in lipid (fat) metabolism.

Unbelievable as it sounds, it took until 2011 for researchers to recognise this

and acknowledge the Warburg Effect as a hallmark of cancer. Worse still,

the somatic (gene) theory is still accepted by the medical profession as the

only driver of cancer. On the other hand, integrative doctors have never

forgotten Warburg.

In the 1950s the field of oncology emerged with the use of chemotherapy

and radiotherapy that targeted the cell’s gene and the cell cycle. This genetic

approach was further boosted when it was discovered in the 1960s that the

p53 gene was implicated in many cancers. What was not acknowledged was

the p53 affected the metabolism, increasing glycolysis (the breakdown of

sugar for energy) and glutaminolysis (the breakdown of glutamine for

energy) as do many of the main genetic mutations (e.g. BRAF, c-MYC).

These metabolic changes trigger further mutagenic changes.

Cancer comprises a genetic component, a metabolic component and

abnormal cell signalling. Currently, mainstream oncology treats only the

genetic component, it focuses merely on the abnormal cell division and

mutated genetic targets, although there have been recently approved drugs to

target the immune check points with a small degree of short-term success.



What is less understood is that treating the metabolism combined with these

genetic approaches will enhance any other cancer therapy, often reversing

‘drug resistance’, a common phenomenon where the genes have mutated and

become resistant to chemotherapy or immunotherapy.

Research into the cell nucleus, the double helix of DNA (seen as the ‘code

of life’) and decoding the genome through the Human Genome Atlas Project

was meant to reveal all the answers. Instead, what was discovered was a

random mess. There was no genetic answer to cancer. But the altered

metabolism, the increased uptake of glucose and/or glutamine was found to

be common to all cancers.

Starving cancer is now the ‘hot’ area of research and drug discovery, even

though cheap, off-patent and highly effective solutions exist already.

I discovered these on my own between 1999 and 2003, with no assistance

from the medical field. They were simply never suggested to me. Instead

I had to persuade several medics, complementary and orthodox, to prescribe

them.

As the drugs I discovered are off-patent, there is no financial incentive for

large pharmaceutical companies to explore them and they continue to be

ignored. There is even an attempt to suppress these old drugs because they

represent a financial threat to these major corporations and big cancer

charities.

With the advent of better detection methods (MRI, PET scans) that showed

chemotherapy and radiotherapy shrinking tumours quickly, the mainstream

continues to be sold on the somatic theory. It’s a rash decision, fed by panic

and the hunger for quick results. In the mad dash to get rid of a tumour, the

patient is over-treated with high levels of either chemotherapy, radiotherapy

or targeted therapies. This approach is doomed to fail – it only makes the

patient more resistant to future treatment. Focusing on the DNA does not

affect the cancer ‘stem cell’. Cancer returns harder and more aggressively

than before. The cancer mutates and eventually becomes resistant to these

‘targeted’ treatments.

Treating the cancer metabolism, on the other hand, alongside targeted

approaches, will reach the stem cell and offer the real opportunity for a cure.



But these treatments are much slower, taking many months. The patient and

the oncologist will both need patience.

*****

By the 1970s two distinct camps emerged, alternative and conventional. The

war between the two has gradually escalated, each camp saying the other is

wrong. Now it’s at fever pitch, leaving the poor patient in the middle. Who

should they listen to and what should they do? All the patient wants is to get

better. It is confusing and frightening.

Indeed, neither approach is ideal. Patients are regularly over-treated and

poisoned with too much chemotherapy. Furthermore, used on their own,

recommended diets seldom work unless they are very extreme and most

patients struggle to follow these.

What I discovered was the whole is greater than a sum of its parts. In other

words, that to combine metabolic and genetic approaches more than doubles

the effectiveness of each. They work in synergy, magnifying each other’s

effects.

So, when you or a loved one are diagnosed with cancer, what should you

do? First and foremost, arm yourself with knowledge. Seek the community

and the solidarity you need not only to overcome the cancer but to thrive.

And remember, no matter what you’re told by conventional medicine, there

is so much more that can be done.

1. Join my revolution

My Facebook group ‘Jane McLelland Off Label Drugs For Cancer’ (catchy

title!) has lots of chat and discussion about various off label drugs.

I  encourage scientific and peer-reviewed articles and of course stories of

personal experience are always inspiring!

www.facebook.com/groups/off.label.drugsforcancer

Also visit and sign up for email updates on www.howtostarvecancer.com .

Personal data will never be shared.

2. Attend the Care Oncology Clinic

This ground-breaking clinic has now treated over a thousand patients with

its off label drug combination of metformin, atorvastatin, doxycycline and

http://www.facebook.com/groups/off.label.drugsforcancer
http://www.howtostarvecancer.com/


mebendazole. All these drugs, their benefits and the ones I  used are

discussed both in this book and on my web pages.

3. Partner with an Integrative or Functional Medicine

Practitioner

You should immediately bring complementary therapy into your treatment.

The right practitioner can check your micro-nutrient status, work on gut

issues (leaky gut, dysbiosis), recommend supplements and intravenous

vitamin C or other treatments if necessary.

4. Partner with a nutritionist

You should find a nutritionist experienced with intermittent fasting,

ketogenic, low glycaemic, macrobiotic or reduced-protein (e.g. the Paleo

Diet). He or she should tailor your nutrient intake to your personal

requirements, ensuring that the diet is neither unnecessarily complex or

extreme as the drugs help this. Although there are no trained oncology

nutritionists at the moment, your own knowledge of what fuel your cancer

prefers (the glutamine: glucose: lipid ratio) will guide food choices and help

you starve your cancer. For instance, virtually all cancers respond to a

reduced glucose intake, glutamine-fuelled cancers require a lower protein

intake and fat-driven cancers (e.g. prostate, melanoma) need to avoid

ketogenic diets. Reducing saturated fat is also important for every type of

cancer.

5. Educate your oncologist

Go to www.howtostarvecancer.com or my Facebook group, download the

relevant articles and show them to your oncologist. It is vital to keep your

oncologist on side. Emphasise that you want to combine genetic approaches

with metabolic approaches. You need a collaborator not a dictator! Sadly

most oncologists currently do not agree with a combination approach, for a

myriad of reasons. Find one that does (see my website

www.howtostarvecancer.com for an up-to-date list  – oncologists who

initially resist may eventually be won over).

6. Exercise

Recent research by the diabetic community shows that appropriate exercise

can dramatically enhance cancer therapy. The secret may not be how much,

http://www.howtostarvecancer.com/
http://www.howtostarvecancer.com/


but when you take your exercise. Fifteen to twenty minutes after eating, a

brisk walk pulls out glucose from the blood and redirects it to the muscles.

This effectively starves the cancer-cell micro-environment.

7. Monitor your blood glucose and blood markers

You need to track your blood glucose to find out how well you metabolise

carbohydrates, just as diabetic patients are told to do. Have your antigen

markers taken and make sure you track them.

8. Sleep and de-stress

The right amount of sleep at the right time, together with lowering stress,

will improve immunity while also reducing cortisol and insulin resistance.

Yoga, meditation, exercise, even beta-blockers such as propranolol (which is

a very effective cancer-growth blocker) can all help improve your chances of

beating cancer.

9. Keep hydrated

Good hydration levels are important to lower the glucose concentration of

the blood. Raised salt levels change the osmotic potential of your blood,

encouraging the growth of pathogens. This creates inflammation around the

cancer cell (the ‘terrain’) and inflammation drives cancer growth.

10. Don’t give up

Continue with a good low-glycaemic diet, the supplements and the off label

drugs incorporating lots of olive oil (a safe fat, despite its omega-6 content).

Avoid alcohol until the cancer is under control and markers are stable and

normal; then one unit of either wine or a spirit (not beer) may be permitted

per week with vigilance. Be strict about avoiding smoke and carcinogens,

especially those that affect your hormonal balance. It is imperative that you

monitor your blood glucose and track your triglyceride levels. Specific

supplements, exercise and drugs will keep insulin and glucose levels low. It

is possible to live with cancer, though you may need to develop a long-term

approach (like living with diabetes).

The major barrier to achieving the above ten steps is that your cancer

diagnosis must come from an oncologist and most are currently not

supportive of the combined metabolic and genetic approach. I  have

witnessed some oncologists sabotaging results when the patient is showing



healthy improvement, by increasing the dose of chemotherapy, effectively

killing the patient. Some refuse traditional treatment altogether if the patient

includes off label drugs in their treatment programme. Or the oncologist

suggests a trial where the inclusion criteria means the patient must stop all

metabolic drugs. I  have witnessed many patients with rampant disease

stabilise on the Care Oncology Clinic drugs, then be forced off them for a

trial and deteriorate rapidly. Combination treatments work. When the data

are released from the Care Oncology Clinic, they will show success at an

unprecedented level.

Until the metabolic approach is accepted as standard of care, arm yourself

with knowledge and seek the help you need. Yes, it’s a tough road, but like

me, you too can make it.

It is my aim to inspire you with my story and my discoveries and to

convince you that there truly is more hope than you may think.

Take action. Do not be passive. Doing nothing is not an option.

Starve your cancer. Stop it spreading. Snuff it out.

Hello brand-new you.



‘It is in the nature of revolution, the overturning of an

existing order, that at its inception a very small number of

people are involved.

The process, in fact, begins with one person and an idea, an

idea that persuades a second, then a third and a fourth, and

gathers force until the idea is successfully contradicted,

absorbed into conventional wisdom, or actually turns the

world upside down.

A revolution requires not only ammunition, but also

weapons and men willing to use them and willing to be slain

in the battle.

In an intellectual revolution, there must be ideas and

advocates willing to challenge an entire profession, the

establishment itself, willing to spend their reputations and

careers in spreading the idea through deeds as well as

words.’

Jude Wanniski, The Way the World Works, Touchstone Books 1978

Join my revolution. Spread the word.

Research articles, podcasts, interviews, blogs from survivors will be on my

website

www.howtostarvecancer.com

Lively discussions, peer-reviewed medical articles to download,

inspirational patients (my Facebook family)

www.facebook.com/groups/off.label.drugsforcancer

http://www.howtostarvecancer.com/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/off.label.drugsforcancer


Part One

The Discovery of My

Metabolic Protocol



Chapter One:

Maracas

‘Come on, wake up!’ I heard the words faintly as I  tried to open my eyes.

I had had another fractious night, taunted by nightmares. Just as I had finally

fallen into a deep sleep, someone was nudging me awake.

‘It’s 6 o’clock. You need to get up. We have to get down to the coast by 8.’

My husband Andrew gave me another affectionate prod.

‘Okay, I’m moving,’ I lied. Then I remembered why I had to get up. I was

going racing! I  grinned in the dark. Excited but still groggy, I  pulled the

covers off and headed to the bathroom.

The last time I had sailed with the team – in a reckless attempt to lead a

‘normal’ life – I hadn’t yet finished my six months of chemotherapy. I had

not been fit enough. During the first race I  had very nearly thrown up all

over the spinnaker and my arms had felt like lead while I packed it into a

sail bag down below. I  hoped I  would feel better this time. I  desperately

needed to feel better.

Nine months earlier, in the summer of 1999, I  had been diagnosed with

stage IV cancer. Nearly five years after the primary cancer was diagnosed in

my cervix, it had spread to my lungs. My illness and the relentless rounds of

chemotherapy had led to my spending the winter hibernating, struggling to

get through each day. Now I  was emerging with the spring, making a

conscious effort to fight the exhaustion that drained my strength. I  had

decided that a bit of exercise might fight the fatigue away.

Grabbing my ziplock bags of supplements from the kitchen, all botanical

extracts apart from a low-dose aspirin, I headed for the door, stuffing them

deep into a pocket out of sight. Andrew was waiting at the wheel of the car

and I slid gratefully into the passenger seat. It takes an hour and a half to

drive to Lymington. Perhaps I could catch a few more zeds on the way.

Trying to swallow supplements while on chemotherapy had been difficult.

I  had ignored my oncologist’s advice not to take anything at all and had



done my own research. Some supplements, like EGCG from green tea and

curcumin found in turmeric, enhanced chemotherapy. Now that I  had

finished those dreadful infusions, the number of supplements I was taking

had skyrocketed. I wanted all the help I could get. And they might just make

the difference.

When we arrived, the crew were gathered on the dock. My friend Louay was

carrying an armful of t-shirts. Everyone in the twelve-strong team was

handed one with his or her crew nickname on the back.

My husband opened his, emblazoned with his nickname ‘SPOTTER’. With

his boat-nerd ability, he can instantly tell from a distance the make, model

and engine size of any boat, as well as who built her, when, and how well

(yawn). I giggled and wondered nervously what Louay had in store for me.

‘Jane, this one’s for you,’ he said with a grin. As I  turned the shirt over,

I saw it: ‘MARACAS’. I laughed. ‘Damn it! I thought you hadn’t noticed all

the pills!’

Louay looked at me incredulously. ‘You have to be joking. We’ve all seen

those little ziplock packets you take everywhere. And that green muck you

drink? If you were trying to hide it, you failed miserably.’

Bother. I hadn’t been quite as discreet as I thought. These pills and the green

drink – what I liked to call my ‘primordial soup’ – were my lifeline. I had

wanted to keep my illness a secret, a private nightmare. It was unfair to drag

anyone else into it. I was terrified about my future, which, if I listened to the

medics, would be extremely short. But how ridiculous to think I could hide

anything from twelve crewmates on a 48-foot boat! There were no secrets,

no matter how hard I tried.

Mixing up the daily drink  – spirulina, chlorella, and all manner of

pulverised shrubbery  – and organising daily sachets of supplements took

some time. But it was a small price to pay for getting out of the house and

living a bit. It was surviving. Please God, I silently prayed, don’t let this be

my life forever. It was so hard to stay upbeat and positive with all the

uncertainty.



I hated drawing attention to my problems. I couldn’t bear the thought of my

teammates treating me as an invalid, as someone to be pitied. I wanted to

continue to be Jane, their rugged and quirky sailing buddy. I wanted them to

joke with me as they always did, not to ask anxiously how I  was feeling.

I understand that some people are proud of their chemotherapy baldness and

lymphoedema stockings – their surgery scars are badges of honour. Not me.

I  just couldn’t see it that way. My mild right-leg lymphoedema, caused by

extensive surgery to remove my lymph nodes, remained hidden under long

skirts and trousers.

Fortunately, unless I  pointed it out, most people didn’t even notice. And

when my hair fell out with all the chemo, I did not wear a scarf or hat. Too

obvious. I  wanted to look as normal as possible. Even though they were

unbearably itchy, I wore wigs partly because I wanted to deny even to myself

that anything was wrong and partly because even I  was shocked when

I caught sight of my hair-free noggin in the bathroom mirror. It made me

catch my breath. Even after several months, the horror at my reflection

hadn’t got any easier.

As soon as my hair had started to drop out (in great big handfuls), I  had

rushed out and bought some decent wigs in Selfridges. I  bought three at

once, in three different styles. When I  wanted to feel glamorous, I  could

wear the long wavy wig. Sporty? The bob. Everyday? The mid-length

straight hair. ‘Which wife would you like today?’ I  would ask Andrew as

I  got dressed in the morning. It certainly confused the builders who were

extending our attic at the time when I came downstairs with short hair one

day and long hair the next.

I used the shortest wig for sailing because it was easier to wedge on under

my cap. Sailing was my passion. It was helping me to keep my sanity when

I was perilously close to despair. Being so surrounded by a team of close

buddies, laughing at each other’s stories and competing in intense racing

was a help, even if only for the briefest time. The activity and friendship

took my mind off the pain, disfigurement, and the loss of who I once was.

And death. I was desperate to believe that this was not my last season racing

on the boat.



While I was thoroughly exhausted by my treatments, I was keen to pretend

that nothing out of the ordinary was happening. It was business as usual.

I  forced myself to carry on sailing, although on race mornings I  wanted

nothing more than to dive back under the bedclothes. Once out with the

team, I  insisted on throwing myself into the action on board, despite some

crewmates’ concerns that I  wasn’t up to it. With the benefit of hindsight,

I  realise that this might have been selfish, slowing the team down. I  was

taking much longer to get myself back up on the rail and to keep the boat

level.

Upwind, I would be down below, packing the enormous spinnaker, usually

on my own. It can be awkward packing a sail the size of a tennis court into a

few feet of space, especially when the boat is constantly changing direction,

keeling over at a 45-degree angle. It was exhausting even if you weren’t

poorly – particularly if it had got wet. When we reached the top mark and

turned the boat to run downwind, I was the ‘trimmer’, constantly checking

the set of the spinnaker, ensuring that we were sailing as fast as possible.

I loved the feeling of exertion, the wind on my face, the ozone, and the sting

of the spray as the boat cut through the water in a gentle sway. It soothed my

worries, this game of chess on the water, working out the shifting wind

directions and the tides. Tactics and strategy were more Andrew’s field, but

all of us on board needed to be aware of where we were and what we needed

to do to get ahead and stay there – and to prepare for sudden manoeuvres.

Sailing has been in my blood for generations. My father owned a succession

of boats in Guernsey, where I grew up. Sailing on a little 26-foot yacht with

my elder sister Suzie was one of my earliest memories. We mostly cruised

around the other Channel Islands, especially Herm and Sark, but some

summers we nipped over to Saint-Malo in Brittany, on the north-western

coastline of France. It was a heavenly childhood, one I  associated with

sparkling seas and stunning island beaches.

Even amidst the frantic activity during a race, there would be moments of

quiet and calm, with just the soothing sound of the waves as a backdrop.

I  would often become lost in thought, trying to recapture that long-lost

stress-free feeling of pure bliss from my youth. It was gratitude tinged with



sadness that my love of sailing, the sea and of life itself might soon come to

an untimely end.

In my teens I had been desperate to take a more active part in yacht racing.

Sailing with my father was immensely frustrating because he was very old-

fashioned and never let me touch any winches or ropes (I was a girl, after

all). Eventually I gave up, worked during the holidays, saved up and bought

myself a windsurfer instead. I loved the challenge of learning this new skill

and I became a total surfing bum, never off the beach in the summer. But the

competitive spirit inside me still wanted to race boats.

The opportunity came in the form of a lovely sailing boat called Assuage

(affectionately known as Sausage by our opposition). Assuage was a

42-foot Swan, a boat known for its solid yet streamlined design, the perfect

marriage of safe cruising and speed. She had come over to Guernsey to

compete in the Swan European Sailing Championships in the early 1990s

and she needed one more crew member. I  leapt at the opportunity. Once

I was on board, they weren’t getting rid of me!

Sailing on Assuage was brilliant fun. For years, my weekends and

holidays were taken up racing around the south coast of England. I was also

lucky enough to sail in Antigua, Majorca and Sardinia and to compete in

many offshore races to France  – even in the notorious Fastnet Race. My

uncle had drowned during that race in the great storm of 1979, so I  had

always been reluctant to enter. By the time I talked myself into it, our team

had racked up an impressive list of trophies. It was still a hobby, but a

complete contrast to my day job as a Chartered Physiotherapist with the

seriously ill.

I had initially worked in neurology. Much of my time was spent

rehabilitating people who had suffered head injuries and strokes. I  helped

them relearn how to use their bodies, to move their hands and legs. It had

been physically demanding. Later, I specialised in orthopaedics and sports

injuries. Many high-level athletes became dependent on my expertise.

Despite sailing with Andrew for many years on Assuage , it had taken us

ages to get together. He hadn’t liked my former boyfriend and I hadn’t liked

his former girlfriend, so we had rarely socialised. We’d made some poor



choices, but eventually we both ditched our partners. A year later we found

ourselves snogging outside the Cherbourg Yacht Club after a boozy day,

celebrating a win after a rough offshore race.

You might expect sailing to be a supremely healthy hobby, but this is far

from the whole truth. Sure, we got exercise and fresh air. But we were also

consuming copious quantities of chocolate bars and quick carbs during the

races, then downing serious amounts of rum and Coke in the evenings. The

good was very much outweighed by the bad. Our crew mantra was, ‘Eating

is cheating’. Leaving the bar to eat a proper meal was frowned upon. It now

makes me wince to even think about that. Clearly there were more than a

few significant errors in my lifestyle choices. Looking back to my days as a

physiotherapy student, when I believe the cancer may have begun, I can see

that my diet was terrible. A good meal involved a pile of mashed potato,

melted cheese and bacon. Green vegetables? What green vegetables? Idiot.

Now that I  had terminal cancer, the fear of death that haunted my every

breath could be shaken off briefly in the heat of the action. But then, with

regular and hideous force, the reality of my diagnosis came back and

smacked me full in the face. It was as if the Grim Reaper were standing

right behind me all the time, an ever-present spectre, breathing down my

neck, waiting for the right moment to strike.

When the team started to plan sailing events for the next season, my first

thought was, will I still be here then? It made me immensely sad to think

about the future, a future in which the world would go on as before without

me.

I now took my diet seriously. Gone were the so-called ‘energy snacks’ and

the sugar-fuelled drinks. The crew got used to my bringing odd snacks on

board and never questioned my low-carb choices. Sailing was more to me

than just a frivolous bit of fun. I could forgo all those sugary foods easily.

All I  craved was just a little return to my old life, and if that meant a

complete change of diet and knocking back a handful of supplements, that

would be a small price to pay.

So there I was, on that bright April day in 2000, less than a year after my

diagnosis of a secondary – and terminal – cancer. Despite recently finishing



chemotherapy, I still had a PICC line in my arm that led all the way up a

vein into my chest. I  had kept it in place for intravenous vitamin C

infusions. It was fully bandaged to avoid being damaged, even so, this was

not the best attire for a race! Wearing my Maracas tee-shirt under layers of

waterproofs, I left the dock with my crewmates and headed out to the start

line. The sun was shining and the wind was a steady 15 to 18 knots. Breezy.

Perfect.

On the first beat, we found ourselves pounding upwind in a close tacking

duel with another boat. A quick tack led to a scramble from one side of the

boat to the other. During a tacking manoeuvre the crew has to get across the

boat, in windy conditions, as quickly as possible. This meant ducking my

head under the guardrails before rushing across the deck to sit out over the

rail on other side.

Squashed together, it was hard to get out from my position. In my hurry,

I misjudged the distance and felt the guardrail scrape off my sailing cap. As

if in slow motion, my hands reached out to grab it – but it was already swept

away by the wind, over the side of the boat, still attached to my wig.

‘Nooooo…,’ I cried, watching in dismay as they floated off together down

the Solent. ‘Bugger,’ I  said, watching my lovely locks disappearing like a

drowning rat under the waves.

Andrew was looking at me with an expression that implied asking whether

we should go back. Well, only for a millisecond. We all wanted to win, and

turning back would have been disastrous. It was never an option. ‘Leave it!’

I yelled.

Everyone else was staring at me, stunned. It was the first time that anyone

had seen me bald. The cold wind whipped past my ears. Suddenly I  felt

vulnerable, exposed. I  put my hands to my scalp, trying to cover up its

nakedness. I was mortified. A crewmate saw my look of horror, took off his

own cap, and gave it to me without a second thought.

‘Well, get back on the rail! We have a race to win!’ he shouted with a grin.

How I loved him – and the whole team. They didn’t care about my baldness

or my illness. They were still going to treat me as me. Indeed, we did have a



race to win. This wasn’t a jolly on the river with gin and tonics! Moments

later we were all back on the other rail, roaring with laughter.

I have been called many things, but ‘Maracas’ was the nickname that stuck

during my many years of racing with Assuage . I  rattled with pills as

I took them several times a day. It meant lots of complicated planning (and

I am first to admit being organised is not my strongest suit!), but I managed.

Looking back now at that long list of supplements, I  can see that it

contained several mistakes; doublings up, unnecessary items, and at times

even cancer-promoting ones. I  had started to fight back, but I  had a great

deal more to learn. Rough winds and rocky waves were nothing compared

with the turbulent journey that lay ahead of me.



Chapter Two:

A Spot of Bother

I was first struck with cancer in 1994. That makes it sound like a sudden

event, but it wasn’t. No cancer happens overnight. For years I  had been

seeing a consultant for abnormal cervical changes.

Cervical cancer is totally preventable and treatable if caught early and given

proper attention. I  had trusted the gynaecologist to do his job and I  had

naturally assumed that he was treating me correctly. I  had been given a

colposcopy a few years earlier in 1989 when a few mildly abnormal cells

had been found. After several return visits to the hospital and years of

repeatedly being told that there were no more abnormalities to be seen,

I  thought my worries were over and I  assumed the problem had been

eradicated for good.

But I was wrong. A repeat smear performed at my local doctor’s surgery had

shown the problem had returned as ‘severe dyskariosis’, a sign that further

treatment was warranted.

However, the gynaecologist at the hospital had told me that my biopsy,

within the same four weeks, had shown no such abnormalities. Surprised by

this contradiction, I  wondered who I  should trust, the GP’s results or the

hospital’s? My instinct was to trust the hospital and the specialist as a biopsy

was surely more reliable than a smear?

My GP told me that there were a few cases where abnormal tissue reverts

back to normal. ‘You might be one of the lucky ones,’ he said. Perhaps

I was. He asked if I wanted to be referred to another hospital. But this South

London hospital was a main teaching hospital. A relative had trained as a

doctor there. Surely it was one of the best? I stayed put, little guessing the

fate to which I was consigning myself.

Like anyone diagnosed with a potentially serious illness, I was desperate to

believe that my body was capable of healing itself. Was it possible that I had



reversed the abnormal changes on my own without any surgical

intervention?

I shudder when I think back to those visits to that South London hospital. It

was during my last visit that I  became suspicious of the specialist’s

behaviour and his overly casual, indifferent demeanour. Every time I saw

him he prescribed a progestin tablet for the symptoms of ‘spotting’, but I

had no idea that this is a synthetic form of progesterone which raised my

risk of breast cancer, and may have made the cervical cancer worse too. 1

Not only that, it raised my risk of blood clots and cardiovascular disease, so

progestin may have poured fuel on the fire. The specialist dished them out

like candy.

Put simply, he wasn’t doing his job correctly, a fact that would be confirmed

four years later in 1998, when there was a national recall of over a thousand

of his patients. All the women recalled already had moderate or severe

abnormalities detected by a standard smear test. They were each sent a letter

stating that there were ‘grave concerns’ about the screening. Women given

the ‘all clear’ were going on to develop cancer. I knew nothing of this at the

time but became increasingly concerned when repeated visits over a year

revealed worsening symptoms.

On my last visit I was begging him for a hysteroscopy, an examination of the

uterus that might tell me why I was continuing to have spotting. He replied

without even looking at me:

‘I’m booked up. You’ll have to wait until after Christmas for that.’

Wow. Really? It was only September. I somehow doubted he couldn’t fit me

in between September and January. This didn’t sound right.

‘But I’m losing weight. Believe me, it’s most welcome, but it’s going from

places I have never lost it before. I am extremely worried. I simply must get

this sorted out. It hasn’t got any better.’

Because I had just started seeing Andrew, I had initially convinced myself

that it was the first flush of love causing me to shed the pounds. But the

pattern of weight loss was different. I never lost weight from my inner

thighs. The supermodel ‘thigh-gap’ eluded me no matter how many inner-



thigh exercises I  performed. And yet this normally stubborn fat was

disappearing before my eyes.

Without looking up, he went on, ‘You really are worrying over nothing. I’m

sure we can sort this out with more progestin.’

‘But it isn’t helping!’ I protested.

Was the NHS in such a bad state that I had to wait until next year? What if

I  did have cancer? I  had already had treatment for early cancerous cell

changes and now I  had other classic symptoms, not only the unusual

spotting that was getting worse, but the weight loss. Surely this was urgent?

He gave me a thin smile devoid of any hint of compassion. ‘Extra bleeding

between periods is very common. But I  will make another outpatient

appointment for you in two months’ time.’

Two months’ time? For just another chat? This was totally unacceptable.

Years later, following the recall of his patients and an ensuing enquiry, I was

to learn that this doctor typically biopsied only 64 per cent of his patients

with cervical changes, against a national minimum guideline of 90 per cent.

These women had come to his clinic with abnormalities, all needing further

investigations to rule out cancer. A review of his colposcopies also found

those to be inadequate. Of the 64 per cent he did biopsy, far too little tissue

was excised to make a valid diagnosis. No wonder my problem had

returned. The enquiry was to find that as many as nineteen women with

advanced cancer were misdiagnosed or incorrectly treated. And the rate of

cancer in his patients was 34 per cent above the average.

I knew nothing of this at the time, but a nasty thought occurred to me.

I  wondered if there were doctors who allowed cancer to progress on

purpose. I blotted it out. Surely not. Weren’t all doctors interested in getting

patients well? Didn’t they take the Hippocratic Oath? But what if a doctor

had made a serious mistake when treating a patient, and instead of owning

up to it and risk being sued and losing their licence, they stuck their head in

the sand by persisting with inadequate treatment? Dead patients don’t sue.

Might there be doctors out there who weren’t giving their patients the



medical attention they needed, knowing they had a life-limiting disease?

I dismissed the thought. I was being ridiculous.

But his apparent indifference to my pleas was enough for me to decide to go

private. I’d had enough. I knew there was a problem and he was not taking it

seriously enough. My health was at stake.

I flew back to Guernsey with these grim thoughts and worries nagging away

at me, but I  convinced myself he was probably right. I  was by nature a

worrier and I was panicking over nothing. The tests at the hospital so far had

been clear, hadn’t they? But why had he not done any more biopsies? What

if he had biopsied the wrong area? Incompetence would be easy for any

gynaecologist to cover up. Who would ever know? It was his word against

the patient’s. The courts always took the side of the expert.

I busied myself back at work in my clinic and made an appointment with a

private gynaecologist locally. This problem needed to be sorted even though

the gynaecologist at the hospital had suggested it wasn’t anything to worry

about. Apart from anything else, I  had a new boyfriend, with whom the

spotting was a bit of a passion killer to say the least. It was embarrassing

and inconvenient.

When the specialist in London learned that I had arranged a private referral

in Guernsey, he totally changed his tune. In his referral letter, he insisted

that treatment was urgent and that a hysteroscopy should be performed

immediately. It was as if it had been written by a different person. He had

never said anything like that to me. He hadn’t even given me a biopsy for

nearly a year.

Why this sudden change? Although it was all highly suspicious, I had little

choice but to put my faith in the system. What else could I do?

The hysteroscopy took place on a Thursday afternoon and I  remember

waking up to find lots of medics peering over me, looking concerned. I told

myself that was probably normal after anaesthetic.

The following day, Andrew flew over to visit me. I  had the weekend to

forget all about it. I was sure by Monday the results of the operation would



reveal little more than minor changes that might at the most need another

colposcopy. I had no reason to believe otherwise.

It was a beautiful crisp autumn evening as I waited in the Arrivals hall for

Andrew, an irrepressible grin on my face. I was sure he was the one for me.

I was so looking forward to spending the weekend with him, walking on the

cliffs, sailing on my Dad’s boat, going out and visiting friends. The flights

and phone bills between Guernsey and London were costing us both a small

fortune, but we didn’t care. It was money well spent.

One of my former boyfriends had initially been charismatic and charming. I

had thought he was a keeper. But then he began going out every evening and

what started out as verbal threats gradually became physical. He was always

very remorseful the next day and he would promise to make it up. But

things got worse.

I hate confrontation but I was not willing to let myself be abused. I argued

back, which only exacerbated the situation. One evening, he told me never

to leave, grabbed me around the throat, and what happened next I will

describe as a ‘window incident’. Fortunately I was unharmed, but shocked

to the core. Never leave? I was done . I packed my bags the next day and

ran back to the safety of my island home. I didn’t think my ex would dare

come and threaten me surrounded by my family.

Andrew, his polar opposite, was exactly what I  needed. He was calm and

dependable, kind and thoughtful, not too bad-looking and a top sailor to

boot. It was an irresistible combination. He had already talked about the

longer term and was making it clear he was keen. No arguments, no

violence – things were looking up.

After settling back in Guernsey, I had found myself a great job in a private

physiotherapy practice. It was a busy clinic and I was earning good money.

And Guernsey was beautiful. A ten-minute drive after work would take me

to the marina, where I  could leap into a boat and go out sailing for the

evening.

But where would my relationship with Andrew lead me? Would I have to

give up my Guernsey paradise to live in London? If we had kids, would

I  have to bring them up in England or would he be prepared to live in



Guernsey? I turned it over in my mind as I paced around Arrivals. My hopes

and dreams, the two of us, building a future together.

And then there he was, running to give me a big warm hug. ‘Hi, darling,’ he

said as I took his hand and led him to the car. It was a short journey back to

the rented house I shared with another girl. On the way he tentatively asked

about my operation the day before.

‘I really don’t want to talk about it. Can we just forget about it and go out for

supper? There’s nothing I  can do about the result so let’s not give it a

moment’s thought.’

But that was not to be. We pulled into the drive and as I  looked up at the

house I  saw my flatmate Carol-Ann hurtling down the steps to meet me.

Before I had even stepped out of the car she blurted out, ‘Jane, your GP has

been looking for you! He was here half an hour ago.’

What? At 7 o’clock in the evening on a Friday? I  looked at Andrew with

horror. We both knew that this was not a good sign.

‘I have to phone him,’ I  said, my voice trembling. I  ran upstairs, shut my

bedroom door and dialled. My doctor was insistent he had to come and see

me. ‘No, please just tell me now,’ I begged. ‘I know it’s bad news, otherwise

you wouldn’t have driven over. I can’t wait, I need to hear it.’

So reluctantly he told me. He had talked to the gynaecologist who had just

operated on me. I would need a hysterectomy. It was cancer.

He said that they had already arranged an operation the following Tuesday at

Hammersmith Hospital. The surgeon had called in a favour with one of his

friends in London to get it done quickly. I wondered if they thought it must

be quite aggressive to have progressed so fast without anyone noticing. Or

had it been ignored? I was too overwhelmed by the diagnosis to ask.

My head was spinning. I tried to compute his words, but it felt as if I were

overhearing a conversation with someone else. This couldn’t be happening.

I put the phone down, stared at it for a minute and then I  began to sob

uncontrollably. My world had imploded. I was thirty. I had cancer. I hadn’t

had children and now it seemed I never would.



I must have stayed in my bedroom for over an hour. When I finally came

downstairs, I managed to stammer the one word: ‘cancer’. They had already

worked that one out. My smeared make-up and puffy red eyes told the story.

Andrew hugged me and suggested we get some fresh air.

Wrapped in warm clothes, we drove to a coastal path and sat in the

moonlight on a bench overlooking the cliffs and the sea. I was in shock. So

was Andrew. This shiny, happy new relationship was suddenly not so shiny.

We had been together for only two months. Would our fledgling relationship

survive this unexpected challenge? I was deeply distressed by the diagnosis

and what it meant to both of us.

I was young. I would survive. I felt certain of it. Cervical cancer if caught

early was perfectly curable, I had been told. Well, I could only hope it was

still at that stage.

But I  would never carry my own children. Perhaps someone could carry

them for me? I had heard of surrogacy arrangements. I would still have my

ovaries. The subject of death only briefly occurred to me. I  had so many

other worries. How badly would the operation affect my sex life? Would

I  still be able to have my own biological children using my eggs? I didn’t

even want to discuss these things with Andrew. I was too terrified that he

would now turn his back on the relationship. Already it felt like an invisible

curtain had come down between us. This diagnosis was going to change

everything.

Andrew was saying very little. I  was unable to guess his thoughts, too

consumed with my own. He had not seen this coming. He had no experience

of dealing with such a situation and felt completely out of his depth. If we

had been sailing and the mast had come down or the rudder had fallen off,

he would have been the first to know what to do. But dealing with a

distraught thirty-year-old about to lose her womb to cancer?

While I  was obsessing about my infertility, he was worrying about how

serious it might be. It was comforting that he didn’t want to lose me. But

I  wondered if a self-protective instinct was kicking in, keeping him from

growing closer to me. If he were shutting me out, my situation would be far

worse. A depressing sense of isolation began to descend on me.



Only hours into my diagnosis, I was realising that cancer’s effects extend far

beyond physical illness. I tried reassuring him that I didn’t feel as if I were

dying, but I  could see that he was not convinced. A diagnosis of cancer

means different things to different people. Some take it far better than

others, but this diagnosis had implications for both of us. It would ruin our

sexual relationship, certainly in the short term, and I had no idea about the

long term.

The gynaecologist at the South London hospital had told me only a few

weeks earlier that there was nothing to worry about. He had always

reassured me that cervical cancer grew very slowly. I  had been proactive,

having a colposcopy and going for check-ups. So surely I must have caught

it early enough? I ignored the niggling doubt in the back of my mind that it

might have been growing for years and that perhaps he had failed to do his

job properly all this time.

As we sat there looking out to sea, I  convinced myself everything would

somehow work out, that I  would eventually land on my feet, even if my

plans had to be altered. I could save my ovaries, perhaps have them frozen.

Then perhaps find a surrogate to carry my child. I  had to get through an

enormous operation the following week, but I was young. I would cope with

this.

Death was not my immediate concern. It was having children that mattered

to me. A happy home filled with kids’ laughter was what I  had always

dreamt of. Somehow, no matter how difficult, I had to find a way to make

that dream come true.

The rest of the weekend passed in a different mood. We cancelled plans to

meet friends, but still went sailing. Andrew and I  made practical

arrangements, but the passion in our relationship had vanished. In its place

was fear and worry. My feelings ranged from disbelief and anger to intense

sadness and beyond. It all seemed so unfair. Just when I thought I had found

my ‘happily ever after’.

I knew I  had to break the news to my parents. They’d be devastated,

especially as they’d been concerned about the way I had been treated at that

South London hospital. I couldn’t face telling them in person, so in the end



I chose to do it over the phone. I could tell that Mum was very distressed,

but she immediately offered to travel to London with me on the Monday, to

help me prepare for the operation on Tuesday. Our relationship had at times

been difficult, as mother-daughter relationships can be, but I welcomed her

support. I didn’t want to refuse her company even though I knew it would be

extremely hard for her.

Mum had been diagnosed with early stage breast cancer a couple of years

earlier, but she had kept her treatment to herself, telling us all it was just a

‘spot of bother’. We weren’t very good at sharing our feelings, but I knew

she would be deeply traumatised by my diagnosis and my loss of fertility.

She was really hoping to become a granny and was disappointed that I had

kept on calling off engagements (two to be precise). I never told her about

the ‘window’ incident.

I had very basic knowledge about cancer, just what I’d been taught as a

physiotherapy student, but it seemed obvious that the early decisions were

crucial. Some doctors and surgeons were better than others, too. I  had

already learned this, at great cost. I worried that my choice could determine

whether or not I survived.

I was being pushed into surgery without any time to think or to check my

surgeon’s background. If you are diagnosed with an aggressive and fast  –

growing cancer, it is important to be able to make educated decisions fast,

but I  was given no opportunity for spending time on research. Was it so

aggressive that I couldn’t wait a week? All the urgency made me wonder just

how bad it could be. All I had was a basic computer but no Internet access

in 1994. It was impossible to explore ways of saving my ovaries or to

prepare for the extensive surgery.

When I arrived at the hospital on the following Monday, the surgeon seemed

nice enough. I had a long list of questions for him, not least the subject of

saving my ovaries. I was desperate that they should be spared. I wanted to

know what would happen if the cancer was worse than everyone thought.

He told me that if the cancer had progressed to any lymph nodes, I would

need chemotherapy and radiotherapy. He didn’t offer suggestions about

saving my ovaries, but I knew that those treatments, especially radiotherapy



to the pelvis, would put them at risk of shutting down. I asked if he could

perhaps freeze one of the ovaries if, when he opened me up, he thought

I might need further treatments. He looked at me and nodded sagely. Was

that a yes? I assumed it was. He quickly moved on to the operation and the

risks.

The next day I woke up groggily after the seven-hour operation. As soon as

I saw the surgeon, I needed to find out exactly what he had done. ‘Did you

freeze my ovaries?’ was my first question. I was desperate for reassurance. It

was a shock to learn that no, he hadn’t. Perhaps he thought the cancer wasn’t

too bad. But when the histology results came back, they showed that the

cancer had spread to a great many of my lymph nodes.

As he told me this, I  was shaking with a mixture of fear, fury and

disappointment. There was no question that chemotherapy and radiotherapy

would follow, and these would switch off my ovary function for ever. Why

hadn’t he frozen one of them as I’d requested? How could he have just

brushed this request aside?

As I lay there, I realised that all was not completely lost. I had a window of

a few weeks before the chemotherapy started. I would see if I could still find

a fertility specialist, anyone to help me save my chance to become a mother.

Time was of the essence and it was ebbing away fast.

The operation had been huge, and two weeks went by before I could even

get myself discharged. While still an in-patient, my surgeon recommended

that I  see a well-known fertility specialist on the ground floor of the

Hammersmith Hospital.

My hopes were instantly dashed. He didn’t think anyone would be able to

find my ovaries and, in any case, he felt surrogacy was too cruel and

emotionally challenging for the surrogate mother. I  had taken my sister

Suzie along, and despite her noble offer of her own womb, the fertility

specialist told me quite bluntly that nothing could be done. It was the

harshness of his tone that was so shocking. I  was so distraught I  could

hardly walk out of his clinic. I  staggered back up to the ward, held up by

Andrew and Suzie, wracked with grief. My children were gone for ever and

I was powerless to get them back.



Infertility tortured me. Everywhere I  looked, on the street or on TV, I saw

babies, children and happy families. Every advert seemed to be about

nappies or infant milk formula. Unless I shut myself away from civilisation,

I was constantly confronted with my loss. There was no escape. The pain of

infertility hurt like a knife plunged into my chest. Every day when Andrew

went to work I  lay on the bed and sobbed with despair and grief for the

children I was never going to have. My hopes and dreams for the future lay

in tatters. I felt empty. Shattered. I felt I had died already.

Anger built up inside me. I  felt violated by the first gynaecologist, further

admonished by the specialist at Hammersmith, robbed of my femininity, my

womanhood, as well as the family I had always wanted. I wanted to sue, but

this would be impossible if I wanted to get well. That task alone would take

everything I  had. Allowing emotions to surface, the anger and my deep

sadness would not be helpful. Stress I knew would potentially make things

worse.

‘Chemotherapy is only for a couple of months, to sensitise your cancer cells

to radiotherapy,’ my oncologist had said.

‘So if it sensitises the radiotherapy treatment, why is there a gap of a month

between the two treatments? Why don’t you give the treatments closer

together?’ I asked, confused. It made no sense to me.

‘Well, you might be right, but for now we don’t have the evidence. There

have been no trials on using them together.’ Surely it would be better to

combine them? It seemed illogical.

Even though it was a short course of chemotherapy, I lost most of my hair

and was violently sick. I couldn’t be sure it had shut down my ovaries, but

I knew without any doubt that the intense radiotherapy that followed would.

When the first rays of radiotherapy had passed through me, effectively

wiping out any chance that my ovaries would work again, I had wept on the

radiotherapy table. The radiotherapists milled about, unsure what to say to

help, offering tissues. ‘Are you OK?’ they had asked. Of course I  bloody

wasn’t. I wanted to rage, to shout and scream. ‘Do you know what you’ve

done? Murderers! You have killed my future children!’ They were only



doing their job, of course. It wasn’t their fault. Instead I lay there in silence,

tears rolling down my cheeks.

My hormones plummeted to zero. I  hadn’t been warned about that.

I  plunged from being a hot-headed, hormonal thirty-year-old into instant

menopause. Few will understand what that’s like. It’s bad enough for many

women when their levels of oestrogen dwindle naturally with age, but for a

flirty spirited young female to be stripped of her hormones overnight was

nothing short of traumatic. Without any warning the flashes would set my

body on fire at the most embarrassing moments. Every night I  was so

drenched with sweat that I’d have to rip off the covers and dash to the

shower.

Ovaries produce not only female hormones, but a small amount of

testosterone as well. Because I  was such a sporty character, I  think I  had

more than my share. Without my normal mix, my mood was low, my sex

drive was understandably zero and my skin was pallid and dry. In the longer

term, my hair might become thin and I ran the risk of osteoporosis and heart

disease. Gloomily, I  assumed that as no-one had offered me hormone

therapy, it meant that I  should avoid it. Perhaps the hormones were

implicated in driving the cancer. My mother’s breast cancer had been

oestrogen-driven.

At least I no longer had periods, but this was no compensation for all I’d

lost. My mood was now permanently low. I no longer had any zest for life.

No mojo. Nothing. Hormones play a huge part in defining who you are as a

person. Without them there was little left of ‘me’.

When I  looked in the mirror, I  no longer recognised myself. I  vaguely

resembled the old Jane, but the person staring back looked different. And

I felt different. I was nearly bald and had gained a stone and a half thanks to

steroids, several courses of antibiotics, and comfort eating. Where was the

upbeat, carefree sailing and surfing chick? Had she gone forever?

My relationship with Andrew was thrown into turmoil. We found ourselves

in a completely unexpected situation neither of us had prepared for. I knew

he was finding it hard to allow himself to get close to me. While

I  understood, it was incredibly painful to accept. He would say things



I  found unsympathetic and hurtful, like ‘Will you always be resentful and

angry?’ Well, yes, if you put it like that, I will be. I was upset that he seemed

unable to understand or empathise, or to give me the time I  needed to

overcome the devastating diagnosis. Looking back, I realise that I must have

been suffering from a form of post-traumatic stress disorder.

I didn’t feel that my low mood was in any way unjustified. I had every right

to be upset, furious, eaten up with grief. It had a disastrous effect on us as a

couple. We couldn’t talk about the future, we couldn’t make plans. We had

no idea what lay ahead. Conversations were stilted and superficial. After a

few months our relationship began to cool and slowly break down. We were

having real difficulties. For Andrew the concept of fatherhood was not

paramount. It wasn’t woven into his being, as motherhood was for me.

Thanks to the surgery, sex was not what it had been. Necessarily there were

a few months of abstinence and when action eventually resumed it was

agony. It was incredibly depressing, but I tried to put on a brave face. I didn’t

want him to know just how painful it really was. Thankfully he was a kind

and considerate lover, but I had no idea whether it would ever be ‘normal’,

pain-free and pleasurable again. The doctors assured me that things would

improve slowly, but this aspect of our relationship made me incredibly

insecure. Why would anyone want to stay with me?

In the past, I had never had any trouble getting and keeping boyfriends. I’d

been engaged twice. I  had never been desperate to be loved and needed.

Relationships had been on my terms. But now, all that, it seemed, had

changed. I was no longer a ‘catch’. Instead, I was on the scrap heap, spurned

by the opposite sex. I  felt despair at how much cancer imposed itself on

every facet of my life. It was overwhelming having to deal not just with the

illness but with the emotional and financial complications that came with it.

I lied about how I was feeling to keep friends and relatives happy; I listened

and allowed others to have a say in my treatments. I  constantly worried

about keeping it all together in front of everyone, putting on that mask,

pretending I was fine when all I wanted to do was just to cry. And turn back

the clock.

My relationship with Andrew became so difficult that, with huge reluctance

and a heavy heart, I decided we needed some time apart. I was aware that



I was becoming too needy and suffocating with talk of children and a future.

He could not see how much I was striving for hope and he wasn’t ready for

these discussions.

Despite my instinct to stay, I knew I had to find my feet, to find a way to be

strong and show I could manage on my own. I was too reliant on him. He

had to conclude that he still wanted me in his own time. It hurt me deeply,

but once again I found myself leaving a relationship, running away, booking

myself on a flight back to Guernsey, back to my island sanctuary. I told him

I was going home to my parents and back to work.

But I  didn’t want my parents to see the depths of my grief and despair

either. I  rented a cottage on my own, resisting their help even though the

treatments had made me weak and tired.

Being alone did nothing but make my mood sink further. I felt so isolated,

so misunderstood. Magnifying my misery, my knee, damaged from a ski

accident, now became so painful that I could hardly walk. And the other leg

was showing signs of early lymphoedema, because of all the lymph nodes

removed during surgery, a chronic condition that causes swelling in bodily

tissues. I was an inflammatory mess, a hormonal mess, my body little more

than a scarred piece of wreckage.

My whole world had fallen apart. I knew I would never be completely fixed

again. I felt lost, in a body I no longer recognised, thinking thoughts that had

never been there before. I  was consumed with grief, not just for the

devastating loss of my future babies but also the loss of myself. I just wanted

to die.

At my lowest point, I  found myself on the phone to the Samaritans. Once

I put the phone down, I felt ashamed. How had it come to this? Was I truly

suicidal? I could never subject my family and friends to that kind of pain.

No. I  gave myself a stern talking to. Self-pity was no way to get better.

Where was Jane the Fighter? The woman I  had been before cancer? Was

I  really going to let this kill me? Would that incompetent specialist win?

I needed to find something in my life that gave me joy. I needed meaning

and fulfilment.



I tried briefly to go back to work as a physiotherapist, a job I used to love.

But now patients whinging over the most trivial problems just irritated me.

My compassion had vanished. I  had stupidly thought the job might help

distract me, but how could I be sympathetic about a sprained ankle when

I was dealing with cancer? It was hopeless.

I quit and instead focused on selling BATHrobics , a fun bathtime exercise

book I’d created before becoming ill, which so far had been selling well

through bookshops and the Innovations Catalogue.

The book turned into a flip chart that stuck over the side of the bath with a

rubber sucker. This novel and practical design proved very popular. I turned

my energies to promoting it and driving up sales. Ironically, I  had just

started writing a new exercise ritual for pregnant mothers when I’d become

ill. I made the decision to finish it and publish it before the end of the year,

torture though it was. I  was determined to find a way to be a mum and

vowed that one day I  would give BATHrobics for Pregnancy to a

surrogate carrying my baby. I would make it happen. It was the only way

I could handle the pain.

There was still little joy in my life. Fortunately, my passion for sailing and

the sea came to the rescue. I went out sailing in the evenings in Guernsey

and travelled back to the UK at weekends to race with Assuage .

Gradually I felt my inner strength returning. I was getting fitter. At long last

a doctor prescribed some hormones to replace those I  had lost. I  began

feeling more like the old me.

Andrew started to see that I was still the same person underneath the misery

and that the grief-stricken creature before him was, deep down, still the

woman he loved. After sailing one day, he took me out for supper.

‘It’s going to take a while to get you back up, with all engines firing,’ he

said. ‘But I’m here, right by your side, to help you through all this. I believe

in you and I  love you. I  really want you to come back to London and live

with me.’

I cried with relief. Thank God! I wanted to forget about the cancer so badly,

to move on with my life, to patch up my broken body and fix what I had lost.



But losing my fertility was beyond my ability to fix and the subject of

children was still hanging between us.

I continued to cry every single day, on my own, when no-one was looking.

When I went for check-ups, it was hard to hide my feelings and my grief.

The medics were understandably concerned for my mental health. They

offered me Prozac but I  refused. No antidepressant was going to hand me

back my fertility or cure my lymphoedema. So instead they sent me to

counselling. I was doubtful that this would help but willing to give it a try.

The therapist listened to my problems, occasionally offering the odd

platitude, but her main job during these sessions was to supply endless

tissues as my grief came out in torrents. She was very nice but she offered

no practical solutions. Andrew, who accompanied me a couple of times, was

a large part of the solution. Ultimately, therapy just compounded my issues,

particularly as Andrew was immoveable about children. I  knew he was

worried about the prospect of ending up a single parent. Even so, I knew he

was by my side, solid as a rock.

Surrogacy required us to be married and he seemed averse to this subject

too. His lack of commitment was killing me. Was he deep down a romantic

who just needed to do things in his own time? My situation demanded the

comfort of knowing. I wrestled with my inner voice, which was telling me at

times to walk away. My former self would have had no problem with this,

but infertility and cancer made decisions far more complicated. I wanted to

see this through, to keep going and get back to where we were at the

beginning, if that was possible.

What I hadn’t realised was that the doctors had been far more honest with

him than with me. They’d been upbeat and positive to my face, giving me

the impression I  would survive, while telling Andrew and my family a

different story. This, it turns out, is not uncommon for cancer patients. They

are often the last to know of the seriousness of their situation.

A turning point came one evening when Andrew and I were at home. We

had just watched a movie, I was tired and was just about to get off the sofa

and head to bed when he turned to me and held me back.



‘I’ve been thinking a lot about kids. I’m sorry I found it so hard to discuss

before, but I’ve decided I’m ready,’ he said.

‘What! Really? You really want children? You’re not just saying that to cheer

me up?’

‘Believe me, I’ve thought about it non-stop! I have always wanted children.

I know you’ve not been given the all-clear yet and I’m still worried about

you. I’ve had to think about the worst-case scenario. But I think I can handle

being a dad on my own if it happened again.’

I threw my arms around him and vowed I was not going to die. No way. This

was what I had been hoping for. We were planning a future! The relief was

immense. We stayed up late discussing the options. Andrew thought that

adoption would be the best route, although I strongly favoured surrogacy. In

his eyes, we would be coming at the problem together, that somehow having

his genes and not mine in our child would be selfish if we pursued the

surrogacy route.

What he didn’t realise was that choosing him included choosing his

genes, that what made Andrew Andrew was part of the equation. If

I were to select a biological mother then wasn’t I, in effect, selecting both

sets of the baby’s genes? The child would still be my creation.

Still, I knew the process of surrogacy would not be easy. Would anyone take

on a woman who’d been through cancer?

I didn’t want to rule out any options, limited as they were, so I wrote letters

and waited. I  contacted the adoption agencies and despite Andrew’s

concerns, I wrote to COTS (Childlessness Overcome Through Surrogacy),

the surrogacy organisation founded by Kim Cotton in 1988. I  expected to

have a battle with the agencies, guessing that they would probably refuse me

on health grounds.

I wasn’t wrong. A refusal from an adoption agency soon arrived, stating that

I needed to be clear of cancer for at least five years before I could even be

considered. This was exactly the response I’d been expecting.

In five years I would turn thirty-five, too old for the agencies’ strict criteria

to be considered anyway. Yet again time was not on my side. It seemed too



young to me – lots of women were becoming mums at forty – but there it

was. In fact, Andrew had a much better chance of adopting as a single male

than we had as a married couple.

While apologetic, the letter went on to argue that the child might suffer

further emotional loss on top of what he or she had already gone through if

I were to die. I understood this view and realised there was little point in

contesting this decision. Even so, I  couldn’t help looking through the

pictures of the children again, their little faces staring up into the camera, so

desperate to be loved. My heart bled. I could have offered them a stable, safe

and loving home. I  would never get anywhere with their rigid rules and

blinkered attitudes. Angry, I threw the letter in the bin.

With adoption out of the equation, I persuaded Andrew to focus his energies

on surrogacy. He still worried that it was an inequitable arrangement, but

with no other available options he was on board. Surrogacy, I hoped, would

eventually provide the missing pieces in my life.

And so began the task of finding a suitable surrogate and perhaps an egg

donor too. COTS was a young agency and getting ourselves onto their books

took ages.

The public largely viewed these arrangements as not only bizarre but risky.

Biased and sensationalist press articles didn’t help. One story I  read was

about a surrogate who had kept the baby. This was something that worried

us too. How far could you trust anyone in these circumstances? The article

suggested that the problem stemmed from ignoring the pregnant surrogate,

leading her to think the baby wasn’t wanted enough. It didn’t seem to have

anything to do with an emotional bond between the mother and the baby.

Since that report, more background checks on surrogates had been put in

place, so finding women prepared to take on such an extraordinary act of

selflessness, having them properly assessed to verify their good intentions,

all took time. I would spoil my surrogate rotten if I ever found one.

I knew I should be waiting until the magical five-year ‘all-clear’ mark before

we started this process but there was no harm in exploring how to go about

it in the meantime. I  had already quietly gathered information without

telling Andrew. I desperately needed this scrap of hope.



COTS finally sent through a list of possible surrogates with their profiles:

where they lived, their age, weight, education, work, hobbies, etc. One

Thursday evening I  was busy leafing through some of the profiles and

reading the COTS newsletter, when my phone rang.

It was my dad. He never called, it was always Mum. I  knew something

serious must have happened.

In a broken voice, he told me that my mother’s breast cancer had spread and

was now in her liver. I  nearly dropped the phone. I  knew that once the

disease reached the liver, lungs or brain this meant only one thing. She was

stage IV, terminal, and only sixty. She was far too young to die.

1 Fournier A, Berrino F, Clavel-Chapelon F. Unequal risks for breast cancer

associated with different hormone replacement therapies: results from the E3N

cohort study. Breast Cancer Research and Treatment. 2008;107(1):103-111.

Progestin raised risk significantly whereas progesterone did not.



Chapter Three:

Tell me the Truth!

I instantly felt a strong sense of solidarity with my mother. I  knew how

alone and isolating it felt to be diagnosed. Even worse, she was now facing a

death sentence. I could only imagine how terrible this was. I  immediately

began a frantic search for anything that might help her, knowing full well

that time was not on her side and conventional medicine on its own would

be futile.

The Internet in 1996 was pretty sparsely populated, but there were a few

stories of people surviving cancer by adopting a radical change in diet. The

more I  looked, the more I began to wonder why some of these treatments

and altered diets weren’t suggested or explored by more cancer patients.

As I delved into the world of alternative treatments I began to uncover facts

about cancer that no-one had ever told me. For example, I  learned that

glucose feeds most cancers and that IGF-1 (an insulin-like growth factor

hormone found in high levels in dairy and meat) was implicated in driving

its growth.

Wow. Why hadn’t I  known this before? Cancer cells have many glucose

receptors on their surface to ‘feed’ them glucose and give them the

enormous amounts of energy they need to replicate. Reading further,

I  learned that they’re always hungry. Their insatiable appetite for nutrients

helps them carry out their relentless proliferation, giving them both the

building blocks and the energy to keep on doubling in size. It seemed all the

focus for conventional treatments was on the genetic mutations and division

in the cell nucleus. What about targeting the altered metabolism too? Why

was this not addressed?

I learned that cancer doesn’t survive in oxygenated environments. It prefers

anaerobic conditions and a process called glycolysis (a breakdown of

glucose in the cytosol, not in the mitochondria) to ‘ferment’ and grow, a bit

like yeasts ferment. This ‘fermenting’ process is a grossly inefficient way of

making energy, almost as if the cell had reverted to primitive times when the



world had no oxygen. I  learned how cancer sends messages and signals to

build new blood vessels to feed itself (a process called angiogenesis) and

that it needs other factors to feed its exponential growth. And I discovered

the importance of maintaining a functioning immune system, ironically

something that’s ruined by too much chemotherapy. None of this had ever

been discussed with me.

As a fully trained physiotherapist, I felt I should have known all of this or

learnt it when I was diagnosed. I felt I’d been very remiss, but it seemed that

even the medics themselves didn’t understand these facts or at least disputed

their importance. When I questioned them, they told me that diets had never

been shown to help. I asked if there had ever been any trials. There hadn’t.

Trialling diets was notoriously difficult. But that was no proof they didn’t

work, right? And what about targeting the immune system? No use. The

immune system was so overwhelmed by cancer that it failed to treat it as an

invading force. Believing the cancer to be just another part of the body, the

immune system no longer attacked it, so there was little point targeting it.

This seemed a defeatist argument to me. But perhaps the tumour needed to

be ‘switched off’ somehow to allow the immune system to be switched back

on. How could that be achieved? Perhaps by slowing or turning off the

altered metabolism of cancer?

Oncology was not a speciality I’d been familiar with as a physiotherapist.

As a result, I  had placed all my faith in my colleagues in the medical

profession to get me well. At the time I  hadn’t even questioned the

treatments I  was given. I  spent little time researching how effective they

really were or whether there were complementary alternatives that might

help. I  had naturally assumed I  was getting the best treatment possible.

I believed the doctors’ reassurances that I’d be cured.

Over the following weeks, as I watched my mother die, the burden of my

grief only intensified. It was a depressing realisation that the oncology

profession was not tackling cancer on enough levels. My emotional state

must have been massively detrimental to my immune system and I felt guilty

that my own cancer diagnosis must have, in turn, deeply affected my mum.

Nothing I  said could persuade her to cut out or reduce sugar and high



glycaemic, refined carbohydrates in her diet. And taking supplements was

not something she was prepared to do.

In any case, I think it was probably too late to rescue her. Like many of her

generation, she worshipped her doctor. She blindly did everything he told

her, like eating cake and biscuits to ‘feed her up’ and ‘give her energy’. I was

the only one telling her to try something different. But I  was merely a

physiotherapist, while other members of my family are doctors. They

weren’t overtly against what I was saying but I felt they thought my efforts

were misguided and of little value.

It was frustrating and painful to see my mother wasting away, but by this

time there had been too much damage to her body from both the cancer and

from the chemotherapy. Slowly, she grew weaker and weaker until she was

bedridden and one evening in early October she finally died peacefully at

home with me, my dad, and my brother holding her in her last moments.

Even though it was a peaceful event, it was devastating to witness. I  will

never forget it. I had felt so helpless and powerless. Again, I hit rock bottom.

Modern medicine had let me down and my mother too. Death suddenly felt

very real indeed, no longer something that happened to other people. I was

still in my early thirties and suddenly I wasn’t feeling as invincible as I had

when I first got cancer.

I knew I had to do more research and prepare myself if cancer came back.

Thanks to the confusing and misleading grading and staging of cervical

cancer, only now did I begin to realise that my ‘stage Ib’ cancer was in fact

stage III, as it had been in many of my lymph nodes. I was only one step

away from a terminal diagnosis of stage IV.

In the months after my mother passed away, not only was I grieving her loss

deeply, but I was haunted by visions of myself on that deathbed. Instead of

seeing her, I imagined myself lying there, staring into the distance, drawing

my last breaths.

This was a loud wake-up call. I  needed no further encouragement. The

shock and trauma of this experience made me look at my life through fresh

new eyes. I  had too much to live for. I  didn’t know it at the time but her

death was going to save my life. Her passing became the platform for a



turnaround in my own health. I  began to modify my diet, exercise more,

research more, and pay more attention to the fact that my body had suffered

cancer. I had focused all my energy on infertility but now I no longer tried

to brush the disease under the carpet as if it had never existed. I knew my

health demanded my full attention, that cancer was a lesson to which I had

so far refused to listen.

I had to reduce my sugar levels at the very least, so I cut out many simple

carbohydrates like bread and sugar (although at this stage I didn’t take it far

enough) and I removed dairy and most meat, which both contain the IGF-1

hormones that drive cancer growth. I  rarely ate red meat anyway, but now

I cut out foods I  found inflammatory, such as potatoes, tomatoes, rhubarb,

grapefruit, and strawberries. I felt these were too acidic and they seemed to

stimulate an inflammatory reaction in my body. I  could tell. I’d just been

through a knee operation for the ski accident and my joint would make it

clear the next day if I’d made a dietary error. Inflammation seemed to be a

driving force for cancer and if what I ate sparked inflammation in my knee,

might it spark further cancer?

To monitor my diet this carefully meant paying close attention to how food

affected me, whether I  felt tired afterwards, whether I was bloated or had

joint pain. I eliminated foods and made lists of everything I’d been eating to

try to work out which foods didn’t agree with me. It was very much trial and

error, and it took some time to sort out which foods where a problem.

Today, tests exist to detect IgG antibodies, so the offending foods are easily

identified. This is far simpler than this hit-or-miss approach, which was time

consuming and inaccurate. Wheat and dairy, it appeared, were the worst

offenders. I swapped normal tea for green tea and began juicing. I cut right

back on alcohol and started popping more supplements. If the cancer came

back I  sure as hell was going to be prepared. I  was already hoofing

glucosamine supplements for my knee, but I increased my intake of vitamin

C and other vitamins.

The glucosamine sulphate it turned out was a good thing. It’s a great

prebiotic, excellent for maintaining a healthy gut, a fact that is still largely

unknown and I was to discover it is also a matrix metalloproteinase inhibitor

(more on this later, but in short, it helps halt progression). But I realise with



the benefit of hindsight that I may have fuelled my disease by taking oral

vitamin C and vitamin E. I had assumed by taking these I was preventing a

‘metastasis’, where the cancer sends out a mass of little satellite cells and

strikes in a new zone of the body. What I  had yet to learn was that

supplements for cancer prevention were totally different to those you

need when you already have cancer. The assumption I had beaten it would

turn out to be entirely wrong.

By the end of 1998 I  started to get a nagging cough. I’m not the kind of

patient who runs to the doctor at the merest tickle, but I was worried. I knew

enough about my cancer now to know the lungs were the most likely place

for it to spread. So naturally I found this new complaint extremely stressful.

I was on high alert.

The doctor told me I had a chest infection, that was all, but one round of

antibiotics failed to clear it. I  tried another course, which again failed, so

I  decided to adopt the tactic of waiting for it to clear by itself. It didn’t.

Every time I  went back to the doctor I  was prescribed another round of

antibiotics and another bug would be revealed, as if I were peeling back the

layers on an onion. One infection hiding another.

Two months later, I was still coughing badly. No longer content to accept it

was just another infection, I went back to the doctor and asked for an urgent

X-ray. My GP duly obliged and that afternoon I walked up the road to the

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital’s radiology department, my X-ray request

clutched in my hand, with trepidation about what it would reveal.

I told the radiographer I’d been treated for cancer already and that I feared it

might have spread. I asked if she could please take a lateral X-ray too, as the

GP had put only one view on the request form. A ‘lateral view’ is side-to-

side. Another angle helps rule out anything suspicious. About thirty minutes

later, she came out smiling, saying it had been looked at and there was

nothing to worry about, it all looked perfectly clear and a lateral view was

not needed.

Phew! I really should try to stop worrying, I told myself. I was behaving like

a typical cancer patient, getting anxious over every niggle and ache. But

I had been let down by tests before.



Another two months on and the cough was still coming and going. My

nagging doubt continued to grow. I’d started legal proceedings against the

first gynaecologist and the South London Hospital and my trust in the

medical profession was at an all-time low. Why had my lungs suddenly

started giving me all this trouble, and why couldn’t it be fixed with

antibiotics? I was constantly dismissed as a ‘worrier’ by the surgery.

Then one Sunday afternoon in August, after a coughing fit, I tasted blood in

my mouth. Whoa! Had it really been blood? I said nothing to Andrew but

quietly took myself upstairs to cough into the basin in the bathroom. Right

in front of me, as clear as day, was a big streak of blood. Oh God. Could this

mean anything else? I sat on the edge of the bed trying not to panic. Think,

Jane! Had I eaten something that’d scratched my throat? I coughed again and

there it was, even more blood. Shit. Shit. Shit.

I called Andrew upstairs. He stared at the blood but somehow remained

calm. Perhaps he didn’t quite understand. Even after I  explained the

seriousness of what he was looking at, still an expressionless face. He would

be great at poker. Often I found his outward lack of emotion irritating but in

a time of crisis like this his logical, calm and practical approach was

incredibly useful.

We sat there trying to figure out the best course of action. Where should we

go? I could no longer trust the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital. I had a

suspicion my X-ray there had not been read correctly. We decided to head

back to the Hammersmith Hospital, where I’d had all my previous

treatments in 1994-5.

It was a longer drive and I would have done anything to avoid ever entering

that hospital again. The memories and the trauma of it all had left me with a

deep-seated fear and loathing of the place. Reluctantly, we headed back to

the grim, dilapidated building, the Hammer House of Horror.

In Accident and Emergency that Sunday evening, the staff were trying to

deal with hordes of demanding and angry patients. An elderly man who’d

clearly had a lot to drink had accidentally cut his finger off. He was charging

about shouting and accusing everyone of being useless, his finger in a bag of



ice. Perhaps they were being useless. Hard to tell. Someone surely should

get him into surgery straight away.

The blood kept coming to my mouth every time I coughed. How long would

we have to wait? After about an hour we were seen by a young and nervous

junior doctor who led us into a cubicle. He asked the usual medical history

questions, then tried every vein he could find in my arms and hands to get a

blood sample. He was about to move down to try my feet when I suggested

someone else should maybe have a go. Andrew has never been very good

with blood and needles and he had to leave the cubicle as he was feeling

faint. ‘Man up!’ I teased through the curtain. I was feeling like a pincushion.

After that, I was sent for an X-ray. I was still telling myself it must’ve been

something rough I’d eaten at lunch. But the blood was still there, it hadn’t

stopped. It had got worse. As my business advisor used to tell me, ‘There is

nothing worth worrying about unless you’re going to die. And if you’re

going to die there’s no point worrying.’ A mantra that somehow didn’t fit the

context of illness, where the real possibility of pain and suffering lay ahead,

but I decided he was right, I’d stay calm and positive until we knew exactly

what we were dealing with, if anything. Stay in the present, Jane. Deep,

slow, calm breaths.

I made sure the radiographer took both a posterior-anterior (back-front) as

well as a lateral view. Then Andrew and I sat down and waited. And waited.

A junior doctor came out to see us. He looked seriously concerned. ‘I just

have to get someone else to check this,’ he said. Fine, I wanted it checked

properly. Even if he came back saying it was clear I was going to get a copy

and at least another opinion. I  wanted to be 100 per cent sure there was

nothing there. I had lost faith in relying on one voice on anything to do with

cancer.

We started leafing through magazines and tried not to think about it too

much. Still, we occasionally addressed the question, ‘What if?’ I  braced

myself for any bad news and decided whatever the outcome I  was now

knowledgeable enough about stage IV cancer that I was at least going to be

able to have a go at beating it. Knowing where to start digging for

information was something I had already tackled. I had a head start.



We waited and waited. A couple of hours passed. ‘Okay, this is normal for a

busy outpatient department,’ I said to myself. It was just typical NHS, too

many patients, too few staff. It was now about nine o’clock in the evening

and Andrew was getting peckish. I was too worried to eat and I didn’t want

him to wander off and leave me on my own in case we were called. We sat

there trying to stay upbeat. But the staff on the desk were acting strangely. It

looked as if they were quietly talking about us. I told myself I was imagining

it and tried to ignore them.

Why were they taking so long? Where were they? I already knew the answer

but I continued to deny it to myself.

Finally, a doctor made his way over and asked us into a side room. I held

Andrew’s hand and squeezed it. We looked at each other and silently

acknowledged that this was not a good sign. If the X-ray had been all clear

we would have been sent on our way ages ago, not been made to wait and

then pulled in here. I took a deep breath and summoned up every ounce of

bravery I could muster.

Once inside I perched on the edge of the bed, trying my best to act normally.

He shut the door and came straight out with it.

‘Unfortunately, it appears there is a shadow in your right lung.’

I already knew. He stuck the X-ray up on the viewer and showed us the

slightly irregular round lump in my right lung. Yes, there it was, cancer. It

had come back and I knew without him saying so that I was now stage IV,

so-called terminal or incurable. Try to stay calm, Jane. Looking down, I saw

my hands were shaking uncontrollably.

‘How many tumours can you see?’ I  asked, my voice quite composed

despite the turbulent emotions inside me. ‘Well, we can’t be sure it’s a

tumour. We need the results of the blood test to be sure, and a biopsy of

course,’ he said.

‘Look, I’m a physiotherapist and I know it’s almost certain to be a tumour.

I’ve had cervical cancer, the most likely place for a secondary is in the lungs

and now I’m coughing up blood with a shadow right there. Please be honest



with me! The chance of it being anything else is extremely remote. How

many tumours can you see?’

The doctor looked at me silently for a few seconds and realised there was

little point trying to fudge the information as they normally do, or to break

the news gently in half-truths, not being completely honest with the

seriousness of the situation.

‘Well, yes, it is most likely a tumour, but the good news, if there is any, is

that it looks like there’s just the one, although it is bigger than a golf ball.

The bad news is, I’m afraid you’re going to have to stay in hospital. We’re

worried you might need emergency surgery if a major vessel bursts, so

we’ve arranged a bed on one of the wards.’

Whoa. Okay, that hit me like a punch on the nose. They thought I might be

close to popping my clogs at any moment? Shit. Andrew looked at me and

I  murmured, ‘I’m going to be alright, don’t worry. I’m sure they’re just

being over cautious.’ Although I really had no idea if they were. It may seem

strange that here I was, just diagnosed with terminal cancer and I was taking

it far better than five years earlier. Losing my womb, my womanhood and

the family I’d always craved more than anything else in the world, had been

far worse.

I would usually describe myself as an emotional train crash. I  cry at the

most pathetic adverts on the TV. But a strange calm came over me now.

I felt a surge of strength, a new purpose and meaning flow through me. The

survival instinct was flooding through my veins. I was being reborn.

I knew what I had to do. And it didn’t involve crying, taking a passive role

or relying solely on the medical profession. I had been let down too often.

I’d had such faith in the NHS and the medical system as a physiotherapist

and been so sure I’d be looked after and put back together. It was a painful

and bruising lesson to discover just how ineffective it could be at times.

In the end, it had come as a depressing realisation that cancer treatments

were not nearly as effective as they make out in the mainstream press. The

‘game changers’ rarely were. The system was inherently flawed, set up to

benefit the pharmaceutical industry rather than the patient. Patients were

routinely let down by a lack of proactive treatment. Prevention did not seem



to exist. Rather, it was a matter of waiting for the cancer to come back, for

the axe to fall, before they got off their backsides to treat you with their

latest array of toxic chemicals.

The doctor asked what my last squamous cell marker had been. ‘My what?’

He said I  could have had blood markers that might’ve shown up any

progression, but I had never been offered one. Ever. Why? It was so simple

and non-invasive. Why had no-one ever suggested them? Where was the

proactive approach in all of this so-called care?

When the doctor left us alone to work out what we wanted to do, I put my

arms around Andrew and we just hugged in silence for several minutes.

I had no clothes or toothbrush with me for an overnight stay.

‘Come on, you’d better run home and get my things,’ I said.

‘I don’t want to leave you,’ he said. ‘I can’t go back home tonight while

you’re all alone after what he’s told you. It’s not right. I want to stay with

you.’

‘Look, I really don’t feel that bad. I’m sure they are just being ridiculously

cautious about the whole bursting blood vessel thing,’ I said, trying to sound

reassuring. ‘We can get through this. Let’s take it one day at a time.’

I was quite surprised I was even able to speak without sounding panicked.

An inner strength had emerged that I  had no idea existed. I’d never felt

stronger. I felt I was rising up from the ashes. I could do this. I was sure of

it. I was being faced with the greatest challenge of my life, and I would face

it full-on, with bravery. Time to ‘man up’ as I had told Andrew earlier.

With this terminal diagnosis, suddenly everything came into focus. Despite

all the grief that had overcome me before, I  realised I  could not waste

another ounce of energy on that destructive emotion. I  had to channel

everything into survival. Dying was not an option. It might seem an obvious

thing to say, but I’ve met many patients who accept their fate with little

resistance. Almost with a shrug of acceptance. ‘Well, I’ve had a good life,’

they say, conceding that it’s over without even considering a fight. That

somehow bad luck had dealt its card and there was little they could do.



No, I had too much living left. I was still only thirty-five and I resolved to

investigate everything I  possibly could. There was said to be no cure, but

I was sure the answer had to be out there, perhaps buried in old papers or an

overlooked study. I would somehow find it.

I refused to see myself as a wounded soldier limping to my untimely demise.

I was a fighter, back on the front line. Although I was carrying many deep

scars physically, mentally and emotionally, they were not enough to stop me

from picking myself up and walking back into the fray.

Was I ready? Bring it on.



Chapter Four:

Collaborators not Dictators

It took a lot of persuading to get Andrew to leave me at the hospital that

night. To be honest, I nearly refused to stay. The warmth and comfort of my

own bed, the normality of being at home, the reassurance of waking up next

to him was the only thing I wanted at that moment. But the situation was

apparently life threatening. So reluctantly Andrew drove home, gathered up

some clothes for me, and sped back to the hospital to meet me on the ward.

It was after visiting hours, but the staff showed some compassion and

allowed him to stay for an hour. I had a side room to myself, which was a

relief. The last thing I wanted was the hurly-burly of a ward. I needed space

to think. I was still coughing up the blood, a nasty reminder of what was

going on inside. Otherwise, physically I didn’t feel that bad.

Mentally, I was terrified, of course. What if they were right and I burst a

major vessel in the middle of the night and needed emergency life-saving

surgery? Andrew was equally terrified, but we chose to think about other

things, practical stuff, organising ourselves to deal with this enormous

change in our circumstances.

Our wedding had been planned for three months’ time. The church, the

reception, everything was booked and invitations had been sent out.

I realised with dismay that there was a good chance I was going to be given

chemotherapy yet again. Not only would I  feel sick, I  would be bald,

which  – let’s face it  – is not the best look for a bride. It wouldn’t be the

wedding I  had always dreamed of, looking gorgeous, healthy and radiant.

Bugger this cancer. It had ruined my chance of a family and now it was

ruining my wedding too.

We’d have to postpone. We would wait until we knew just how far the

cancer had spread before breaking any news to anyone except for my sister

Suzie, a doctor. I would talk to her. She had been amazing at helping me

through the first time, although I knew I’d relied on her too much and hadn’t

done enough research for myself. She knew very little about alternative



treatments and I  knew that orthodox medicine this time would not be

enough to save me.

At eleven o’clock that night, the staff nurse came in and said she really was

sorry but she couldn’t allow Andrew to stay any longer. We had a long hug.

It was so hard to let go. ‘I promise I’ll be fine. I have a phone. I’ll text you

first thing tomorrow.’ He struggled to leave, lingering at the door. After the

doctors had put the fear of my imminent death in his head, he wasn’t sure if

this was the last time he would see me.

‘Go on, go home! I’m absolutely fine!’ He slowly turned into the corridor,

blowing me a final kiss. I was left alone with my thoughts.

Back at home, Andrew got straight onto the Internet and looked up the

statistics and my chances of survival. In 1999 no-one could source

information at the click of a button on a mobile. For me, stuck on the ward

that night, it was probably a good thing, but for Andrew it was a different

story. I don’t think he got any sleep that night.

Sitting there alone in my hospital room, five miles away from home with no

depressing statistics to ponder, I  was already starting to feel more upbeat.

I decided I wanted to see the X-ray taken months earlier at the Chelsea and

Westminster Hospital. I needed to know if the cancer had been present then,

as I was deeply suspicious that it had been missed. From that we could work

out what the tumour ‘doubling time’ was, how fast it was growing. I  had

learnt quite a bit about cancer looking after my mother but nowhere near

enough. Why had I not known about the blood tests?

Amazingly, I slept well. By the time the doctors crowded into my room first

thing in the morning, I was smiling and cheerful. Honestly there must have

been ten of them, all full of morbid fascination to see this thirty-five-year-

old with stage IV cancer. I felt like a prize exhibit.

I think they were more than a little surprised by my upbeat attitude. Perhaps

they thought I hadn’t quite grasped the gravity of the situation. Well, I was

still alive, wasn’t I? I hadn’t bled to death during the night. That was a good

start.



They looked carefully at the X-ray and decided the major blood vessels were

a sufficient distance from the tumour not to pose an immediate threat to my

life. So, I could go home provided I came back later that day for more tests.

Hooray! I  wasted no time checking myself out of the Hammer House of

Horror. I phoned Andrew who immediately drove over to collect me.

The relief of being back home was overwhelming. After cuddling my two

gorgeous cats I allowed myself to cry for the first time. Big sobs came from

deep down as I buried my head in Andrew’s arms. But as I cried, I knew

I had to get to work. I didn’t have time to feel sorry for myself. I needed to

be in control. I too wanted to know what the statistics said. Andrew told me

not to look but I needed to know. What I saw shook me to the core.

Everything the doctors did to me from this moment on could affect my

chances of survival, and too many mistakes had been made already. This

time I  was going to play a big part in my treatment choices, whether the

doctors liked it or not!

I had been too traumatised and depressed by my diagnosis the first time

round to be able to do anything other than agree to suggestions and meekly

and submissively take the first path offered. I had been too passive and too

desperate to get rid of the cancer.

This time it was going to be different. It was my body they were treating.

I was going to run the show and the doctors were going to play important

parts but not the lead role. That part was mine, thank you.

Many doctors are a little affronted by a patient armed with a long list of

questions, particularly about alternative treatments. And if you dare mention

diet then expect a quick and scornful dismissal (don’t even think about

bringing up the subject of nutritional ketosis  – it sounds too similar to

ketoacidosis  – your doctor will immediately tell you to avoid it!).

Oncologists are, on the whole, in a league of their own, certain that they

know what’s best for you with a ‘My Way or the Highway’ approach.

Despite this mostly dogmatic attitude, instilled by years of training, I knew

there were some super ones prepared to listen to the patient and respect their

wishes.



Good oncologists even acknowledge that patients can be their greatest

teachers. But I have come across too many who are arrogant, who seem to

enjoy belittling those in their care. This does nothing for the confidence of

the ordinary patient, who is made to feel ignorant and stupid in the presence

of their superior medical knowledge. All it does is feed the oncologist’s ego.

Attitudes are slowly changing, but even today I know a doctor whose coffee

mug reads, ‘You are confusing your quick google research with my six-year

medical degree’, which he’ll leave strategically on his desk before meeting

the incurable hypochondriac. Social media and the Internet has meant many

patients now become experts in their own disease.

There is no doubt that there are doctors who are highly skilled and

knowledgeable, who understand their patients’ diseases. They appreciate the

interaction of drugs and they are aware of the course of the cancer, the

statistics and the conventional options. They are there to help guide you

through the medical minefield with its confusing terminology and hidden

pitfalls. I have great respect for their knowledge. Despite this, it seemed to

me that my oncologist was missing the bigger picture.

I was going to have to become my own expert. I would need to learn all the

medical terms if I  was to understand the research, be treated as an equal,

and have the doctors listen to me, rather than treat me as a patient with a

lump that had to be shrunk. And I  would have to learn fast. Time, the

doctors reminded me, was not my friend. But I already had a great deal of

medical knowledge  – that was a bonus. And I  had already learned much

about cancer from researching for my mother. Terms such as ‘angiogenesis’

and ‘apoptosis’ were already familiar.

I was never going to turn my back on conventional treatment completely, but

there had to be other options to the surgery and chemotherapy. It seemed

medical progress had made little headway for decades. To survive, I needed

to take the treatment further than anyone had done before, to add things to

my treatment not only to address the genetic mutations but the metabolic

problems that went with it, an area that seemed to be ignored by the

mainstream, despite Otto Warburg’s research dating back to 1924.



To beat it, I had to know my enemy. I had to discover its every little nuance,

exploit its weak points, its Achilles’ heels, and hit them all together. I would

tackle it from every angle I  could, whether with conventional drugs,

supplements or alternative therapies. There had to be more to it than surgery

and chemo.

As a physiotherapist, I  had been trained in science and evidence-based

medicine. I knew that elsewhere, combinations of drugs were being tested,

such as for HIV infections. Several different drugs with different actions

were being used together, a combination sometimes called a drug cocktail.

Cancer was indeed a complexity of abnormal pathways and cell signalling,

so where were the combinations to match it? They didn’t exist.

When I  spoke to my sister the following night, she tried to keep upbeat

despite being clearly upset. ‘Oh no. You have another spot of bother,’ she

said, using Mum’s phrase for her cancer. A spot of bother. Was she being

dismissive? No, she was trying to minimise the emotional impact. ‘Yes, let’s

just think of it like that, an irritating little problem, a disobedient child that

needs a time out. Not some invincible foe.’

I started to formulate my plan. I  drew out a map of how I  was going to

attack it. In the centre, I made a little jagged circle, the ‘Spot of Bother’, and

then drew arrows hitting it from every direction. From the North whizzed

the surgery arrow. From the South, chemo attacked. But those two arrows

were not enough. I knew it had also to be hit by arrows from the East, West,

and everywhere in between. I even visualised it in 3D.

One thing I knew for sure was that my diet would need even more drastic

changes. Cancer wanted glucose. Lots of it. If I  could reduce this, at the

very least it would weaken its defences. Surely this made logical sense?

I  ignored the medics telling me that diet would make no difference. How

could it not?

During the first three days after I’d started coughing up blood, I had been

given CT scans and ultrasounds and was prodded and poked by various staff

of the hospital. By Wednesday of that week I had been ‘staged’. The search

for other tumours was over. To my immense relief, there were none but

I was still diagnosed with stage IV. The realisation that I had only one ‘spot



of bother’ made the diagnosis that bit easier to accept. I had been convinced

that if the cancer had been lurking inside me all this time, it must have

spread elsewhere.

Had I been lucky or had my change in diet since my mother died already

helped slow it down? The disease at this stage was normally rampant and

aggressive. I knew whatever I’d been doing must have had an effect. This

was strangely reassuring amidst all the gloom. I was certain my low sugar

intake and the supplements I’d taken must be helping. Diet makes no

difference? Rubbish. I’d already proved to myself that it did.

The oncologist also wanted to take a biopsy from my tumour. No way was

I going to let them do that! What the hell for? Just to prove it was a tumour?

That was investigation for the sake of it. It was highly unlikely to be

anything else and it wouldn’t make the slightest bit of difference to my

medical plan. They were still going to remove it surgically.

As far as I was concerned, they could wait and perform the histology after it

was cut out properly. I did not want to risk breaking the capsule surrounding

the cancer, thus increasing the likelihood of it spreading elsewhere. Surely

this was common sense? To my mind, biopsies were a sure-fire way to mess

with the body’s attempt to contain damage.

Tumours have a kind of fibrous capsule. A tumour the size of a tip of a

pencil can contain billions of cancer cells and surgeons do their utmost not

to spill those when operating, especially during lung surgery. I was aware by

now that post-surgical metastatic spread was a widespread phenomenon,

something surgeons never mention to the patient or even seem to

acknowledge. What was the point of stabbing it with a biopsy cutter and

leaving the barn door wide open? It seemed completely farcical. I  didn’t

want any more tumour cells whizzing around my body looking for another

cosy place to live.

This difference of opinion led to a heated ‘discussion’ with the doctor for a

good thirty minutes. I  told him in no uncertain terms that they’d leave it

alone. In the end we reached a compromise. I allowed him to take nearby

sputum sample by bronchoscopy but on absolutely no account was he to

break into the tumour. He got the message. I was starting to feel as if I might



have some control, that perhaps I would be allowed a voice in this medical

merry-go-round, but my goodness it was not going to be easy.

I was not seeing eye-to-eye with the oncologist I had been allocated at the

Hammersmith Hospital. I can’t even remember his name, as he lasted only

two visits. He had been brusque, dismissive and scornful of my point of

view. Stuck in his rigid, blinkered approach, he wasn’t able to answer many

of my questions and seemed resentful that I was asking them at all. It wasn’t

long before he got the flick off my team.

I wanted to find the professor who had treated me first time round. She had

moved out of London to Guildford, an hour away, but I knew she would be

worth the trip. I  would rather make the longer journey for someone who

knew me and was more likely to tolerate my difficult and awkward

behaviour. She listened and she respected me. I needed a collaborator, not a

dictator.

It had been a revelation that between the primary and secondary diagnosis,

on any of my routine six-monthly visits over the past five years, a simple

blood test could have been taken to detect changes. I felt despair that the

system had failed me on so many levels. Now the test came back showing

high levels of the squamous cell carcinoma antigen – around 190. A normal

reading was under 150. The higher the number the more active it was. So a

reading of 190, while bad, was not terrible. I felt sure my diet and healthier

lifestyle was keeping the reading lower than it could have been. Was it

starving the cancer of what it needed to grow?

I contacted the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital and got hold of the X-ray

they’d taken of my lungs. When I showed it to my oncologist, she could see

it clearly showed the tumour. I felt I could not let this go without comment,

so I wrote to the hospital manager. Surprisingly, I received a contrite letter

of apology, but at least they had admitted guilt.

Getting hold of the X-ray was not to say, ‘I told you so’, although the

temptation was huge. I wanted to show the medics just how much bigger it

had grown over time. Sure enough, there was a tumour in the same place, a

little smaller, but there. Once I knew where it was, it was easy to spot. It

should have been obvious to any decent radiologist. And it had not grown



rapidly since the last X-ray, not at the rate I feared, which also meant I was

doing something right.

Given that I had lived with it for several months, I was not in an enormous

panic. Perhaps I  could control my tumour with an even more radical diet

and supplements? I took big positives out of this. I decided I was not going

to be rushed into any treatment or surgery. I needed to do further research

and take my time before I  let the medical profession loose on my body

again. I made the decision to wait a few weeks before I had surgery, to take

stock and prepare myself for the battle ahead.

My other siblings were understandably shocked when we broke the bad

news. I have two younger brothers as well as an older sister. Going through

Mum’s illness had brought us all quite close together. My new diagnosis

coming so soon after we buried our mother was a blow to them all. Would

they have to suffer that anguish and heartbreak once again?

Although we were united in the fight against cancer, having doctors in my

family made my route to health more complicated because we held different

views. They had been sceptical about what I’d suggested to Mum, so

I decided I wouldn’t discuss my ‘alternative’ plans with them, in case they

put me off or influenced me in some way. I wanted to be entirely responsible

for my decisions if I  decided to take a different path. I  was open and

receptive to their ideas and suggestions, but I  would try to steer my own

course. They decided wisely to let me do my own thing without offering any

judgement.

Suzie, I later learned, had quietly informed the family that she thought I was

unlikely to survive a year. I am so glad I didn’t know this. Being told would

have been worse. Fortunately, no-one ever said it outright to me, even

though I’d read as much online. Twelve weeks had been the average.

Predictions like that can become self-fulfilling, particularly from someone in

the medical profession. That damn white coat is just too powerful.

I have often wondered whether patients should be told by medics how long

on average a person with their stage and level of disease has to live. On the

one hand, it is deeply depressing. Also, every patient is different. Many go

into a protective cocoon from which they never emerge. On the other hand,



it’s important to know just how deep in the quagmire you’re standing, so

you can take the appropriate level of action.

Armed with some knowledge already, I  was tough enough to know my

statistics. No-one would fight this as hard as I would. I was going to defy

that death sentence. I could see that as cancer progressed it became harder

and harder to treat, becoming more and more resistant to conventional

therapies. By stage IV, the oncology profession regard the disease as

unstoppable. Oncologists remain convinced that the fight is futile, that

treatments will ultimately fail, that we’re merely ‘delaying the inevitable’.

I needed to try something drastic. Throwing a bucket of water onto a raging

fire was not enough to put it out. It was an urgent situation that required an

immediate response. Stage IV in most cases means you have a year or less to

live, if you stick to orthodox definitions. Stage III means you generally have

at least a year to live, with the possibility of overcoming the cancer

completely – if you’re lucky. The bigger it is, the more aggressive it is and

the further it has spread means the response must be proportionally greater.

And, I  surmised, be attacked from more angles. Was this not common

sense? So why did oncologists persist in their monotherapeutic approach,

attacking merely the genetic angle and not the metabolic?

It was clear that I had lots of work to do. Monotherapy meant treating every

single cancer patient like a guinea pig in one great big experiment. We all

buy into trials because we’re sold the belief that it’s ‘for the greater good’.

But a disease as complex as this demands an equally complex solution.

Combinations of metabolic and genetic. The metabolic approach was not

even acknowledged, it was as if it had no importance at all. And what of

patient choice? A stage IV patient is defined as ‘terminal’ or in the ‘final

stage’. Were we not allowed any say in our treatment decisions? In the

manner of our deaths? Were we just pawns in a system that serves the

pharmaceutical industry?

I was not going to let fear guide my decisions.



Chapter Five:

A Cancer Sherlock Holmes

And so began my quest for answers.

I didn’t limit my search to alternative treatments, as many patients do.

I couldn’t turn my back on conventional treatment altogether. In fact, many

useful areas of conventional oncology seemed to be completely ignored.

I became a ‘Pubmed’ explorer, scouring endless published medical articles.

A cancer ‘Sherlock Holmes’, piecing together clues and trying to make

sense of the confusing and complex picture.

Research had focused primarily on the activity of genes in cancer. But what

about the rest of the tumour, like the growth factors it used to fuel itself?

These growth factors, like IGF-1 and Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor

(VEGF), were clearly linked to inflammation and metabolic changes which

sugar, meat and dairy intake would only make worse. It seemed to me that

oncology researchers’ focus on genetic changes blinded them to the overall

picture and led them to ignore the general health of their patients. Cancer

was a systemic disease; markers were detectable in the blood, so it affected

the whole body. It was not just a ‘lump’ to be excised.

Patients often talked of being ‘healthy’ before getting cancer, but this was

almost never true when you dug a little deeper. There were always prior

infections or gut issues or both. In the medical literature, I  came across

references to cyclo-oxygenase or COX inhibitors being useful for cancer.

I  had no idea what the heck these were when I  first started looking, but

I sure as hell would made it my business to find out.

COX (cyclo-oxygenase) was an enzyme linked to inflammation. COX

seemed to be involved in the process of helping to stimulate new blood

vessel growth around the cancer, stimulating Vascular Endothelial Growth

Factor (VEGF). These new blood vessels brought nutrients to the cancer to

allow it to keep increasing in size, to fuel its growing biomass. With my

troublesome and often swollen knee, I  wondered if I  had low-grade

inflammation throughout my body. Perhaps that’s why it was so slow to get



better. I had little doubt I had an inflammatory component to my disease and

my gut instinct told me I needed to damp this down.

Would a simple anti-inflammatory stop this enzyme? Indeed, aspirin was a

COX 2 inhibitor and a Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor inhibitor. It

seemed like a good idea to me – all I had to do was walk to the pharmacy

and get it over the counter. But why was it not mentioned or implemented

already by my doctors?

‘How much does my tumour express COX 2?’ I asked my thoracic surgeon

who was soon to operate on my lung.

‘My goodness,’ he said in a somewhat condescending tone, ‘you have

been doing your homework.’

‘Yes, I  have. I  want to know if you think I  could take it,’ I  said, slightly

affronted by the implication that it was beyond mere laypeople (he’d

forgotten I  was a physiotherapist) to investigate these things, let alone

attempt to understand them, then muster the sheer audacity to use their

special secret language.

‘There’s not enough evidence to suggest it’s useful,’ he said.

‘Surely surgery causes inflammation? Wouldn’t an anti-inflammatory before

and after surgery be useful in that case?’ I pressed on, not in the slightest bit

fazed by his dismissiveness. I had read that tumour markers invariably shot

up after surgery. Was this rise caused by inflammation? Or spillage of

cancer cells into the blood? Or a dampening of the immune system? Or

quite possibly all of these?

‘Well, I  would be very worried about stomach bleeds,’ he added. ‘I don’t

advise it. It’s up to you if you want to take that risk, but if you do take it

I don’t want you taking it too close to your surgery as it makes you bleed

more.’

Fair enough. I  wondered if another non-steroidal anti-inflammatory like

ibuprofen might be better in the run up to the surgery as it wasn’t a blood

thinner like aspirin. He thought this would also be risky. It seemed illogical.

Or was he really saying that anything I tried would be futile anyway?



I wondered what the real risk of taking aspirin was. Other non-steroidal

anti-inflammatories carried a higher risk of stomach ulcers. As far as I was

aware, aspirin seemed to be liberally prescribed for stroke and heart attack

prevention. If it was good enough for them, it was good enough for me.

I would look up the stats when I got home.

I made the decision to take aspirin at low dose despite his negativity, but his

words wormed their way into my psyche in a way that would prove

catastrophic years later. Indeed, if only I  had known the risk with aspirin

was a mere 2%, which compared to my 100% risk of dying, would have

made it an easy decision. Any improvement in my survival odds was surely

a risk worth taking! Besides, keeping the cancer cells circulating would be

better than letting them stick to my blood vessel walls and set up camp

somewhere new.

I continued to probe.

‘Okay… this surgery. I know that right now it’s only one tumour, but I’m

really worried it might come back sometime in the future and I might have

more tumours next time. Have you operated on more than one tumour

before?’

‘Oh yes. Many,’ he said with a reassuring smile.

‘How many have you taken out at one time?’ I had a macabre curiosity.

‘Oh… about twenty!’ He said this with obvious pride. Crikey. Twenty! Was

there any lung tissue left after that? I wanted to know just how skilful he

was.

‘Did the patient survive?’ I  immediately regretted asking this question.

I knew the answer before he shook his head.

Again the reality of my situation hit me like a train. I was going to die.

If I was going to die, I might as well enjoy myself feeling well while I could.

Coughing up blood was a constant source of alarm, but otherwise I  really

didn’t feel ill as such. Tired, but not ill. I knew it was the upcoming barbaric

treatments that would mess me up and make me feel terrible, not the tumour

itself.



I continued my questioning, putting on my brave I-can-defeat-this face,

trying not to stammer with fear or look shaken by this revelation.

‘Andrew and I have just married. Would it be okay if I delayed the operation

for a few weeks while we have a honeymoon?’

‘I’m sure that’d be a good idea. Go ahead and I’ll book you in for the end of

September.’

Wow. Five weeks away. An age, particularly when I  only had a mean

survival of twelve weeks. Either he didn’t give me much hope and thus

wanted to grant me one last holiday, or perhaps he genuinely felt I  could

afford some time to relax. I decided, probably incorrectly, it was the latter.

My brain refused to accept he thought my chances were zero. It was all too

depressing. In any case, I felt it was important to prepare for the onslaught

of surgery. Five weeks would be time well spent. I was definitely in no rush.

As I left the hospital, I’d already decided the conservative approach was not

for me. He hadn’t given me a straight yes or no about the aspirin and like all

risk-averse doctors, had erred on the cautious side, but sod it. I had stage IV

‘terminal’ cancer. My developing theory was that anything that might

weaken the tumour had to be a good thing.

Attack from every angle. That was my mantra. This was war. No question

I was going to take aspirin! The doctors found it easy enough to recommend

high-dose chemotherapy! Why was it so hard to recommend humble aspirin

if my gut was okay? Was he just blindly accepting what he assumed was my

predetermined fate, that any intervention, no matter how small, was

ultimately a waste of time? Perhaps he worried about the heavy hand of the

General Medical Council coming down on him because of the lack of a

randomised clinical trial? The gold standard which ensures no doctor steps

out of line. God forbid doctors should try anything innovative like low dose

aspirin to help a dying patient!

It was true that we’d just got married. Four days after discovering the

tumour in my lung, I had realised there was no point waiting until my hair

grew back to hold our wedding. I  had no idea how I  might respond to

chemo, if indeed I  decided to have it. Also, if I  was brutally honest with

myself, I didn’t know how much time I had left on the planet. I had to be



realistic as well as positive. Despite my best efforts, I might not be around in

six months. My feeling was we may as well go ahead and tie the ol’ knot.

Having confirmed that Andrew did still want to marry me despite this new

diagnosis, I  followed up with, ‘How about this Saturday?’ I  wanted to be

married but I  didn’t want the distraction of planning it. My dreams of a

fairy-tale wedding were already shattered and I kind of needed it out of the

way. I had a bigger task ahead that demanded my full attention.

I was delighted to hear Andrew respond, ‘Great idea! Let’s do it!’ So I took

it upon myself to organise the event last-minute, having only just finished

cancelling the arrangements back in Guernsey. I think Andrew was mighty

relieved, to be honest. He hates big parties (I love them) and was not

relishing the idea of a huge event dominated by my massive family. A quick

registry office affair was much more up his street, even though it wasn’t

mine.

‘I’ll book it then,’ I said, glad to have something positive to do in the midst

of so much depressing news.

I phoned the Chelsea Registry Office, but because it was such a popular

venue, and this was August, it was completely booked up. The Fulham

Registry Office was also fully booked that weekend. But after I  put the

phone down, I ran over there in person and had a little chat with the registrar

face-to-face. After I callously played the ‘terminally ill card’, he slotted me

in between two other brides who can’t have been too chuffed about the

wedding assembly line they found themselves on that day.

Andrew’s only two tasks in the whole event were to (1) turn up and (2)

bring a ring. The second half of this extensive list he somehow managed to

completely forget.

‘You do have the ring, don’t you?’ I  asked on the morning, innocently

assuming he’d gone shopping as we discussed the day before while I  was

having the bronchoscopy. The look on his face was akin to realising a

tarantula was running up his leg and if he moved the wrong way he might be

dead.

‘Um… ah… oh.’



Without another word, he turned on his heels and dashed out the door. He

told me later he frightened the life out of the cleaner in the jewellers (who

had yet to open) by bashing on the door so loudly while she was hoovering

she thought it was an attempted robbery. Fortunately, he had my engagement

ring for size, so, quick as a flash, the jeweller sorted it out. Andrew came

back looking very sheepish, but I  was not cross. We laughed! He was

understandably a little distracted by recent events.

Our wedding day was beautiful. The sun shone, we drank champagne in the

garden and were joined by 23 close family and friends, some of whom had

flown over from Guernsey. We had cocktails outside in our garden, a case of

pink champagne arrived, courtesy of my fabulous aunt Jane in Guernsey,

then we all walked over the common to the Registry Office.

After the ceremony, we headed off to lunch in a French restaurant in

Pimlico. There were tears of joy, problems forgotten, more drinking (at least

by everyone but me) and much merriment.

This photo was taken that day in 1999. I have the lung tumour but I really

don’t think I  look unhealthy. I  certainly didn’t feel it. I  bought the dress

hurriedly on the Thursday afternoon (my real wedding dress was only half

made) and the flowers were chosen the evening before. Amazing how much

you can arrange in a couple of days. All this less than a week after my

diagnosis of terminal cancer.



Do I  look weak and defeated? No. In that picture is a strong determined

Jane. (And a particularly strong new husband).

The evening finally ended in a fabulous art deco suite in Claridge’s, bigger

than most London flats. This had been a complete surprise, arranged by our

lovely friends  – we thought we were going back home. I  felt happy and

blessed to have such support and love. What followed was quite some party.

We had to nudge people out of the door at 2am.

I woke up the following morning a married woman. It felt good.

But with the wedding over, it was back to the serious business of research.

As every cancer patient soon realises in this situation, it is an exponential

curve of discovery. I was convinced the clues to survival were out there if

only I could find them. I could not believe after all these years of medical

and scientific advance that there weren’t drugs or treatments that could

destroy my cancer.

It was 1999. We flew people to the moon, landed rovers on Mars, connected

the world via the Internet, built the International Space Station, and we had

the spectre of genetically modified food. How and why did we not have a

cure for cancer?



Chapter Six:

No Stone Unturned

‘Good God!’ Andrew cried in horror as he picked up a receipt from the Health

Food shop. I’d left it casually – carelessly – on the kitchen surface. ‘I knew you’d

be a high maintenance wife,’ he added with a grin.

‘‘I know. Sorry,’ I said sheepishly as he looked through the bill.

‘Well, as long as you really need them all and you’re not just creating expensive

toilet trips,’ he said, watching me expertly swallow five supplements at a time.

He was right, of course. How could I  be sure they’d do anything? Were they

mostly filler? Did they have the correct amount of active ingredient? How much

lead, cadmium, arsenic and other nasties did they contain? Was I  just throwing

my money straight down the toilet? It was so hard to tell. I bought quality brands

I  felt we could afford and kept my fingers crossed. Even if I  only absorbed a

little, it might be enough to tip my body back into health and make the difference

between death and survival.

Every time I read about some exciting new supplement to target cancer, it went

into my cocktail, another addition to my Spot of Bother Chart. What I had failed

to learn at this point was that there’s a clear distinction between supplements that

prevent cancer and supplements that treat it. There is a tipping point in

cancer development, where some antioxidants useful for prevention (low oral

doses of vitamin C, E and N-Acetyl Cysteine aka NAC, a precursor of

glutathione, a master antioxidant) then switch allegiance and support the enemy,

helping to promote and fuel its resistance to apoptosis (death), effectively making

it immortal. I was to learn this later. In these early days, I simply took the lot.

Over the next few months, between hospital visits, my head was stuck into every

reference book I could find, discovering, learning, trying to decipher fact from

fiction. Hearsay and anecdotes were not enough to convince me to try something.

I drove my oncologist and integrative doctors mad with questions, almost to the

point of mental combustion. I rifled through endless scientific papers. There had

to be real hard scientific evidence. Although there was often no real ‘science’

behind the stories, anecdotes of survival against the odds were also therapy.



I bought as many of these as I could, looking for any kind of recurring pattern

that linked them. I was desperate to find clues that it was even possible.

Every unusual disappearance of the disease was described as a ‘spontaneous

remission’ by the medics, a deprecating term when you realised the herculean

effort involved to achieve it. Each appeared to be linked with a radical change in

diet. Cutting out sugar was a common theme. While these worked for some

cancer patients, few anti-cancer diets I  investigated seemed to go far enough in

lowering glucose. The term ketogenic diet , a more extreme low glycaemic

diet, had not even been coined in those days. Bizarrely, some diets still included

honey and pizza, bread and other starchy foods, foods I  would class as high

glycaemic, they released a lot of glucose. As a result, they still raised insulin

levels. Surely these would be disastrous for cancer patients.

This was the diet espoused by Professor Jane Plant in her bestselling book, Your

Life In Their Hands . Her focus had been on lowering IGF-1 by cutting down

on meat and dairy. Professor Plant’s diet suggested a swap from sugar to honey,

which seemed illogical to me. How would that starve the cancer of glucose?

Sugar is sugar in all its guises, honey included.

My Spot of Bother Chart thus far only had treatments I’d heard about while

researching for my mother. It was 1999 and information was still hard to come

by. Now Facebook is awash with ‘cures’ and alternative doctors ready to share

the latest trend. In fact, it has now become too confusing to track.

Back then, with a bit of digging online I  found the Gerson diet, macrobiotics,

proteolytic enzymes, bitter almonds, and intravenous vitamin C. I  hadn’t been

radical enough with my diet but I was not convinced that Gerson took the whole

low sugar approach far enough either. Potatoes were allowed for a start – they

were definitely on my banned list! Not only would they potentially elevate insulin

and glucose levels, they were part of the nightshade family of plants and could

cause gut reactions. While potatoes were alkaline foods and neutralised acid

foods, they can also cause inflammation, something I knew to be a major factor

in my cancer. Today, you can buy kits to test yourself for inflammatory reactions

to food with just a few drops of blood. Interestingly the Gerson approach seemed

to work best for melanoma patients. What was so different about this cancer?

Was it metabolically different to other cancers, less driven by glucose? (It turns

out it is more driven by fat and glutamine – so ketogenic diets are a disaster for

melanoma patients).



Cancer diet books in 1999 focused mainly on either macrobiotics or Gerson.

I  thought both had their merits and pitfalls, but the low-glycaemic approach of

macrobiotics with its emphasis on whole high fibre complex carbohydrates

seemed to make more sense to me. The seaweed element, disgusting as it

sounded, was probably useful; I’d wondered if I  might have an underactive

thyroid and I wanted to boost my iodine levels naturally. Seaweed was said to do

just that.

I instinctively felt my focus should be on starving the cancer, but there was very

little information about keeping blood glucose low. I could find no information

on this specific to cancer.

A diabetic friend of mine had discussed low-glycaemic diets with me when

I  treated him with physiotherapy. I had saved him from major back surgery. At

the time I had been researching for my mum and as a thank you, he gave me a

book by a Frenchman called Michel Montignac. Michel Montignac was the first

to actively promote a low-glycaemic diet to the public. It was called Eat

Yourself Slim . Perhaps my friend was really just telling me I was a fatty!

His diet method became very popular in Europe in the 1990s. It was designed for

weight loss, to avoid cardiovascular disease and diabetes, but not for cancer.

Montignac had been a seriously chubby young man and had ended up working

for the pharmaceutical industry. He realised that it was the high glycaemic foods

that caused weight gain and health problems. He was the first to expose the hoax

of calorie counting. The quality and choice of what you ate was far more

important than counting the energy input versus the energy output. Je Mange

donc Je Maigris (I eat but lose weight) was a very popular book. It certainly

seemed a good idea to adopt the low glycaemic principles.

I discovered that eating fat on its own was apparently not a problem for insulin

and glucose levels. It wasn’t the demon it was made out to be for cardiovascular

health. I memorised the glycaemic value of different foods, the amount of insulin

released by the pancreas to deal with the sudden spike of glucose released after a

meal. And how food preparation and the method of cooking could make big

differences to the glycaemic index.

Reducing blood sugar was my primary focus but I worried about the type of fat

I  ate. High-fat diets had been linked to cancer too. As if to prove the point,

I  discovered Michel Montignac had died at the young age of 63 of prostate



cancer. His heart and insulin levels perfect. Prostate cancer I was to learn was

driven by fat and protein.

Low-glycaemic diets made perfect sense to reduce blood glucose. I still lacked

any further specific information on how precisely to starve my cancer of the

nutrients it craved. But lowering glucose and saturated fat seemed to be critical.

I  was concerned that high fat diets might be too taxing on my liver and

gallbladder.

Je Mange donc Je Maigris was a forerunner to the more famous Atkins diet

and the recent Eat Fat Get Thin by Dr Mark Hyman, who has gone further

into healthier fats – from eggs, nuts, avocados, olive oil and coconut oil. Both

books are focused on losing weight; they weren’t written for cancer. Cancer

nutrition needs specialist attention beyond weight loss and heart disease. The

principles of the diet, though, were the real message. In particular, they taught

me which foods raised glucose and insulin (high-glycaemic foods); how to best

combine foods; how to best prepare foods; and that slow cooking was preferable

to both speedy cooking and overcooking.

Simple carbohydates – refined grains, sugars, some fruits – triggered spikes in

glucose and insulin levels. The liver then converted excess carbs and fat to more

fat. This was the problem. Slower-release carbohydrates, in contrast, did not lead

to an insulin or glucose spike. Fat without sugar just got shuttled out of the body

(through the reverse cholesterol transport system, I would later learn).

But I  still wasn’t sure what to do about fat. Too many of the omega-6 oils

(sunflower, canola) routinely used for cooking encourage angiogenesis  – the

growth of new blood vessels around a tumour to provide it with nutrients. These

were definitely on the banned list.

Perhaps it was a lack of omega-3 fats in our diets? Found in fish, these damp

down inflammation and help put the brakes on cancer. Did some saturated fats

help drive cancer, then? Coconut oil was saturated. Could it be trusted? It’s

become the ‘oil du jour’ nowadays and an integral part of a ketogenic diet.

Coconut oil may in part be good  – the Medium Chain Triglycerides  – MCT

part  – which makes up 13-15% of coconut oil, but the rest might be less

beneficial. I  decided to stick to olive oil and small amounts of butter to cook

with. Grass fed butter contains an important ingredient called CLA (conjugated

linoleic acid) which has been linked to lower rates of cancer. I also took CLA as

a supplement (sea buckthorn oil may be a better choice).



Researching cancer treatments was as clear as mud. Particularly if there were no

proper trials conducted or the data had been manipulated. 2 I was learning that

gut health was crucially important for the immune system, but I was more than

dubious of those coffee enemas encouraged by the Gerson Protocol. I worried

that while they allegedly ‘cleansed’ the colon, probably a good thing, if the

enemas were done to excess (and the Gerson diet seemed to suggest three times a

day!) then you might be losing valuable nutrients or electrolytes, like

magnesium.

According to the Gerson diet, the enemas could encourage more glutathione to

be released by the liver, which I  soon learned might actually help cancer

progress. Might this be a potential disaster? Like most patients I’ve met, I made

the common mistake of thinking glutathione would be beneficial for cancer. If

I  were to try enemas, it would be straightforward colonics after my

chemotherapy and using water only.

Proteolytic enzymes are a large part of Gerson therapy and would do me no

harm, as far as I could tell. They’d at least help me absorb food better. But the

suggestion was to take these between meals, allegedly to dissolve the outer fibrin

protection of cancer. I was not sure this was the reason they worked. Cancer had

been often linked to parasites. Perhaps they helped get rid of parasites in the gut

by dissolving their protein membranes. Not that I knew I had any at this stage. 3

Bitter almonds or laetrile seemed interesting. Could they help to selectively kill

my cancer? Every time I  found something that looked useful there was

something conflicting in another book or website.

I bought many books, subscribed to integrative cancer and health journals, and

spent weeks in the library, sipping green tea, popping my ever-expanding

quantities of supplements and knocking back (as quickly as possible) my

revolting ‘primordial soup’. I scoured medical journals, PubMed, and Medline.

I  read many self-help books and huge tomes on alternative cancer therapies,

desperately looking for clues. Dr  Ralph Moss and Burton Goldberg were

fascinating and informative on complementary treatments. How many of these

might help me? Iscador, a mistletoe treatment, seemed interesting. Coleys toxins?

Essiac tea? No stone unturned. But what had the best evidence? Intravenous

vitamin C at high doses seemed to have good evidence for increasing oxygen

around a tumour. That would help kill it.

I wondered what might happen if I  combined chemotherapy and intravenous

vitamin C. Would it boost its effects and help maintain my immune system?



I  was tempted to have a go at alternating the two, but in the end fear of the

unknown got the better of me. I would have it as soon as I finished chemo and

perhaps the supplements would be enough to maintain my immune system.

After visiting Dr Etienne Callebout, a very knowledgeable integrative doctor, my

Spot of Bother Chart was filling up nicely. I collated all the information and went

with my gut, as well as with my research, on what I felt would work best for me.

Dr  Callebout wanted to do a full examination, send off a stool sample for a

thorough analysis of my gut bacteria and take a blood specimen to evaluate my

vitamin, amino acid and fatty acid status. But as soon as he learnt I was to have

chemotherapy he decided there was little point until I’d finished. These blood

and stool tests went on my ‘to do’ list. I would wait for a month post-chemo to

allow my poor body to settle.

Dr Callebout also guessed I was low on folate, as I had been given methotrexate

chemotherapy when I  was first diagnosed. Folate is necessary for the de novo

(‘from new’) formation of a nucleoside, a building block of DNA, specifically

thymine. Methotrexate in effect ‘starved’ the cancer of this vital B vitamin

needed to create a new daughter cell DNA.

Interesting. Was it safe to add folate into my regime again? Dr Callebout said if I

was not taking methotrexate or 5FU then I should supplement with B vitamins –
these were essential for detoxifying my body of excess ‘bad’ oestrogen

(oestradiol), which I  knew to stimulate cancer growth. He also recommended

I  take the B vitamin niacin, even though it gave me an odd flush for a few

minutes. This happens to most people who take it. It is totally normal and does

not suggest toxicity. 4 I  now believe niacin should be part of most cancer

protocols – it helps starve cancer by reducing fat.

I was now taking supplements I hoped would target and block different cancer

pathways and growth factors, angles ignored by conventional medicine. I  was

soon on a first-name basis with the owners of my local health food store – I’m

quite sure I  single-handedly kept them in business. All further receipts went

promptly into the bin, out of Andrew’s sight.

At first, I found it hard to believe that potentially useful treatments were forced

into obscurity. Yet the more I researched, the clearer it became that many studies

were biased, that data was often hidden, and that methodology was frequently

twisted to confuse the results. As my knowledge grew, so did my realisation that



cancer was first and foremost a business. Anything that didn’t have a patent was

belittled by the industry, particularly by some of the big cancer charities.

Survival with alternative approaches seemed to be littered with failures, but then

so were conventional ones. I guessed this may have been partly because patients

often started to look for complementary therapies too late. Generally, the longer

cancer is present, the harder it becomes to treat. So I kept an open mind.

I noted that people tended to throw their faith behind just one modality.

Nowadays people are not only terrified by chemotherapy, with more patients

refusing it than ever before, but there seems to be an obsession with cannabis oil,

regardless of the strength of the THC or CBD content. I see many patients using

cannabis, DCA, or the ketogenic diet to the exclusion of anything else. It seemed

obvious to me that combining approaches was far more effective.

But combining treatments requires a huge dollop of courage. What will the

interaction be? Is it safe? Targeting different cancer pathways at the same time

were surely the way forward, but a patient needs the guidance of a qualified

doctor experienced in nutritional and medical interventions. The growth in

numbers of Functional Medicine Practitioners is a relief to all cancer patients.

However most people cannot afford this kind of help, and with a shortage of

integrative oncologists, many go it alone on a wish and a prayer.

The first rule in war is to Know Thy Enemy. This rule underpinned everything

I  did. I  had to put fear of the unknown aside. This was ‘no time for feak and

weebleness’ as my sister used to say when I was feeling drained. She was right.

A lot of it was in my head. Stay strong, stay positive, and never give up looking

for answers. I was convinced they were out there, even if neither the conventional

nor the complementary side had the complete answer. What else had I missed,

that neither side were using?

A hallmark of cancer is that a patient’s white blood cells fail to recognise their

own cancer as the enemy. Cancer seems to switch them off. They needed to be

woken up again. Might it be possible to reactivate the immune system in some

way? If each treatment I discovered weakened and ‘switched off’ a different part

of cancer’s armour, adding them all together might eventually allow my immune

system a chance to gain the upper hand. Could it then deliver the final punch?

Still unsure about chemotherapy, I  came across a new option called insulin

potentiated chemotherapy. The insulin made the cancer cells more permeable to

chemo, so you didn’t need as much. It was reportedly getting a lot of success.



Still I didn’t like the thought of all that extra insulin. It might make the cell more

permeable to glucose too. I decided to put it on the backburner in the event that

everything else failed.

Andrew and I sat down and had a chat about how we should handle the problem

of having so many options and no clear roadmap.

‘The only way is to approach it scientifically,’ I said. ‘We need to know how all

these different options actually affect my cancer. I’m getting blood markers taken

now. Maybe they’ll show what’s working and what isn’t.’

Andrew set up an Excel spreadsheet and we began plotting my blood antigen

marker levels on a chart. Although there was likely to be a bit of variation,

I might be able to spot a trend when I began a new line of treatment. I wanted to

approach it with my decisions based on evidence, not guesswork, even though

I knew I could be making mistakes. I was aware it could all go horribly wrong

and time could run out before I’d discovered anything.

Hunting for reliable advice on the Internet is as confusing as trying to sail in

thick fog. And potentially as dangerous. I  came up against conflicting and

alarming advice, especially about the use of supplements, vitamins, and juicing.

Trying to extrapolate and dissect out the truth can be difficult.

For this reason, Dr Google can be your foe. Half an hour on Cancer Research

UK (the aim of which is to reduce the number of deaths from cancer) has a

strategy to get more patients into trials, – it’s ‘Big Pharma’ thinly disguised, or

on Wikipedia (founder Jimmy Wales has long been a staunch critic of alternative

and complementary therapies) will have you running a mile from anything

unconventional. Pharmaceutical companies do not want you to try anything other

than their unholy trinity of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and surgery or the latest

targeted drugs and immunotherapies. I had to dig deeper. Much, much deeper.

Big Pharma would rather you didn’t know about a natural substance until they’ve

worked out a way of copying the beneficial effects with a lucrative patented drug.

At the time of writing, if you look up ‘disproven cancer treatments’ on

Wikipedia you can see two major cancer charities in action. Quick, before they

change it! One of these charities has tried for years to patent a synthetic

formulation of resveratrol while denying that this supplement is of any help

despite easy-to-find research that proves just how useful it is.

The same with hydroxycitrate, a supplement that mimics fasting and improves

the effectiveness of chemotherapy. The same charity is happy to tell you that a



diet or short-term fasting is dangerous, despite burgeoning evidence to the

contrary. What about stage IV terminal cancer? Isn’t that more dangerous? The

advice is not to try any diet or supplement until there’s a nice patented drug

available.

Debate and contention was just as evident in 1999 as it is today. Back then,

research did not fall into my lap at the touch of a button. No Facebook, no

support groups, no Internet chat rooms, no list of resources from helpful

charities like Yestolife.org.uk . All I had were journals, books, and medical sites

like Pubmed and Medline.

Only a couple of weeks after my diagnosis and intense research, I was brimming

with new knowledge and ready to take a much-needed break. We flew off for a

few days’ belated honeymoon in Majorca, soaking up some essential vitamin D,

taking the rest of my supplements with me in their ziplocked sachets. I was quite

sure I  was going to be stopped at security and forced to explain why I  was

carrying this suspicious-looking stash.

Andrew had booked us into the honeymoon suite of a four-star hotel. Our room

opened out onto a private pool. We were greeted by rose petals strewn over the

bed in the shape of a heart. It was a relaxed, soothing atmosphere. The husband

had done well! Tick.

It was just what I needed. For five days, I meditated and swam every day, went

on long scenic walks and ate a healthy low carbohydrate Mediterranean diet

doused with lots of extra virgin olive oil. It was heaven.

This was a pre-surgery strategy I  can highly recommend to anyone who can

afford it. Having surmised I was not about to drop dead from the tumour, that it

wasn’t pushing on vital arteries or any other life-threatening structures, I took my

time to make sure I was in a fit state for the operation, mentally and physically.

I knew what treatment traumas lay ahead.

Delaying my surgery was a decision I will never regret. The knee-jerk reaction of

almost every cancer patient is to want to remove a tumour as soon as humanly

possible. The thought that they’re harbouring a parasitic alien creature in their

bodies means they can’t book themselves in for surgery fast enough. Panic

influences far too many early decisions and patients often feel bullied into early

operations. Having evaluated the dangers of my situation, I  decided I  needed

time to allow the aspirin, my radical diet and the supplements to get to work.

I was not going to be rushed.

http://yestolife.org.uk/


Surgery replicates the inflammatory process of mass ‘apoptosis’ and subsequent

fibrinogen (scar tissue) production and this suppresses important T cells and

Natural Killer cells, exactly the ones your body needs to knock out the cancer. It

triggers an inflammatory reaction in the body, one reason I  felt non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs like aspirin were so important. Tackling the problem of

post-surgical metastatic spread is an area still ignored by mainstream medics

despite its huge potential for massive improvement in survival outcomes at little

cost or toxicity.

Science has revealed that my decision to take aspirin perioperatively was correct.

Anti-inflammatory drugs used for two or three weeks before surgery and then

for up to a year after have been shown to massively improve survival statistics.

Around 90 per cent of cancers are not immediately deadly, but cause death by

metastasising. Cancer patients regularly live with large tumours, so it was

stopping further metastases that was important. Low dose aspirin (75mg)

prevents metastasis by about 20 per cent 5 , greater gains can be made in some

inflammatory cancers with short term stronger NSAIDs up to 70%. Instant

improvements in survival by these simple interventions continue to be

overlooked by surgeons who pride themselves that good surgery is the main

reason that cancer patients survive. They could vastly improve statistics if they

would only add an anti-inflammatory before and after their excellent surgical

skills.

I knew my natural defences needed to be at their highest during surgery. Why

give my already stressed body all that extra work?

After the negativity of my surgeon I still had my worries about gastric bleeding,

so I asked my GP his thoughts. He was a little more encouraging.

‘Lots of people take low dose aspirin to prevent heart attacks and strokes so it

should be okay,’ he said after a little thought.

‘Would taking an antacid help protect my stomach?’ I asked

‘I’m not sure about that. We don’t like to suggest taking more than one drug at a

time and I don’t know what effect it would have on your cancer, so best not,’ he

added

If only I  had discovered cimetidine (or Tagamet) at this time. This was in

widespread clinical use for gastric ulcers, and the first antacid on the market. It

used to be freely available over the counter in the UK and has since been shown



to have enormous potential, attacking cancer through multiple pathways. Long

term use of antacids has been linked to gastric cancer though, but a short-term

hit could have been a great help.

When I  discovered cimetidine in 2007, many years later, I  took it for three

months for its immune-boosting effects and I  still occasionally take it.

Cimetidine, I realise now, would have also helped protect my stomach from the

aspirin and may even have provided a bigger anti-cancer punch if I’d taken them

together. The downside is that this anti-histamine inhibits a detoxifying liver

enzyme (cytochrome P450), meaning it increases the dosage of any other drug

you may be taking. But this could be used in a beneficial way too, increasing

either the plasma level of a drug or delaying clearance to maintain the anti-

cancer effects in the body.

One of its potential uses may be post-operatively. If you are a patient recovering

from surgery, there is a critical period of seven days when you experience a

surge of T suppressor cells. These subdue levels of white cells called tumour

infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), which are the good guys that fight your tumour

cells. Suppression of these allies is one reason cancer may flourish after surgery

in the inflamed environment, the effects becoming visible about 10 months after

surgery.

Cimetidine helps reverse the suppression of the T suppressor cells, which in turn

helps keep the levels of tumour infiltrating lymphocytes up. If I had discovered

this vital piece of evidence before my lung operation I have little doubt I would

have taken it after my lung operation for those critical seven days. 6

Cimetidine is also sometimes effective against Epstein Barr Virus, even when the

virus is latent, and this is implicated (along with the HPV virus and MMTV) for

activating many breast cancers. When the patent lapsed, cimetidine went out of

fashion in the UK and unless you have friends in either Canada, the US or

Germany where it’s still available over the counter, it can be hard to obtain.

Ranitidine (Zantac, an H2 inhibitor) and cetirizine (H1 inhibitor), are both

readily accessible antihistamines that can be bought over the counter. These may

be useful for both their antiviral and anti-cancer effects, boosting tumour

infiltrating lymphocytes, and helping to protect the gut from gastric bleeds,

possibly working best together. (As always, check with your health practitioner).

Perhaps I should have been more confident about my aspirin use, which I  took

cyclically, a few weeks on, a few weeks off, put off by my surgeon. A study 7 by



Professor Peter Elwood at Cardiff University’s School of Medicine, looking at

the overall risk of stomach bleeds using aspirin had shown there was no

increased risk of death from stomach bleeding in people who take regular low-

dose (75mg) aspirin, and that the spontaneous bleeds from non-users were far

more dangerous.

Elwood hoped his study would make doctors more comfortable prescribing

aspirin. Other research agrees. Low doses of aspirin, given alongside

chemoradiation, boost the effects of this therapy and increase the five year

progression-free survival (86.6% vs 67.1%) with a lower risk of metastasis. 8

Generally caution is needed giving aspirin alongside chemotherapy as this could

increase the risk of bleeding but there are benefits to adding it to radiation

therapy. My rationale was, and still is, that all these little additions were not just

cumulative but worked in synergy, multiplying each other’s effects. If

I approached from all these different directions, would I be able to tip the odds

back in my favour and steer a course to health?

The early use of anti-inflammatory drugs and growth blockers, like the humble

aspirin, made so much sense to me. Why was it that oncologists and surgeons

who should know these facts, still resisted? When faced with overwhelming odds

of failure, why was it unreasonable to try a combination that might produce a

synergistic and potent anti-cancer formula?

If 90 per cent of deaths are a direct result of the cancer spreading, stopping 20

per cent of metastases would improve cancer survival statistics significantly. And

that’s just with aspirin. It is shocking that only in 2016 did Cancer Research UK

begin a trial of aspirin  – the ‘AddAspirin trial’  – but at dangerous levels of

100mg, 300mg and even 600mg! It’s a double-blind trial, meaning neither the

patient nor the doctor will know the dosage given. If and when patients end up

with stomach bleeding as a direct result of these higher doses, will they then

claim that the risk is too great, putting cancer patients off taking it and thereby

keeping the pharmaceutical industry alive? Every other piece of research

suggests the half dose of 75mg is enough and the evidence is there to see.

Professor Peter Rothwell has run many trials on aspirin, all reported in the

Lancet or Lancet Oncology. Simply, I believe the trial is not needed and is a

waste of public money. It would be more productive for the cancer charity to

lobby NICE to change their guidelines and list low-dose aspirin as an anti-cancer

medication.



If you’re one of the intended 11,000 participants in the AddAspirin trial, I urge

you to check the literature and discuss with a doctor familiar with gastro-

intestinal problems before taking what could be potentially harmful levels of

anti-coagulants. Consider taking a smaller amount of aspirin, otherwise you may

be putting yourself at unnecessary risk of harm. In the meantime, patients could

needlessly die without that small preventative dose. As Benjamin Franklin said,

‘An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.’ Ah, but there is no money to

be made in prevention.

Many natural substances can help reduce inflammation. I had included quite a

few of them in my pre-surgery regime: ginger, curcumin from turmeric and of

course omega-3 fish oils, clinically proven to reduce inflammation and

increasingly used in lieu of drugs for conditions such as rheumatoid arthritis. All

these supplements have well-researched anti-cancer effects. Even old-school

oncologists know of curcumin! They don’t suggest it though.

As I  went about discovering more about cancer, I  realised I  needed to reduce

something called vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF is a main

stimulator of tumour growth, encouraging the development of new blood cells to

feed itself  – a process called angiogenesis. Aspirin, as well as reducing

inflammation, also reduces angiogenesis.

At this point, my menu of supplements was as follows:

green tea with high levels of the catechin ECGC

ellagic acid (found in pomegranates, raspberries, walnuts, and very har

source as a supplement at the time!)

resveratrol

silibinin (milk thistle)

Pycnogenol

B vitamins (sublingual methylated form of B12 and folate)

Glucosamine sulphate

Curcumin

CLA

Pycnogenol, like aspirin, can increase the risk of bleeds so it needs to be taken

with caution. It’s a patented blend of several bark extracts (aspirin comes from

bark too) but it can also lower blood sugar. I  took it with aspirin even though

I  might have been doubling their risks, reasoning that cancer patients have far

worse risk of blood clots. As instructed, I  stopped all anti-coagulants several



days (some surgeons suggest a week) before my operation. I had no intention of

bleeding to death on the operating table!

The operation went well with no complications. One third of my lung was gone.

Oh well. I could live with that. Pre-op I’d had exceptionally good lung volumes,

above normal, so now I was about average. Damn. I didn’t like being average.

After surgery, my blood antigen markers were taken again. Post-surgical

metastatic spread is a common problem, and I knew that blocking VEGF with

the aspirin peri-operatively would have helped. But waiting to hear the results

made me feel sick with worry.

It took all day to summon the courage to phone up to find out. On the one hand,

I wanted to stay in denial. But on the other, I knew I needed to plot and chart

these markers. My head eventually won the argument. Sticking it in the sand was

not going to help.

Andrew stood next to me as I  received the news. I  was gutted to learn my

markers had surged to a new high, a reading of nearly 600, up from 190 despite

my best efforts. Normal was anything under 150. This meant I now had tumour

cells roaming around my body in my blood. I couldn’t bear to think about it.

I was so dismayed. I told myself it was to be expected, surgery always did this,

but I was incredibly disappointed. I felt I was failing already. My positive mood

sunk again. Would I  ever get back in the driving seat or did the cancer now

control me? Medical interventions had made me worse, but I  was hoping this

was just a temporary problem. Had I  tipped it to the point of no control? Was

I powerless to defeat it? How could I get those markers down now? Had surgery

been a mistake?

Andrew was far more practical. ‘We knew that was going to happen, you told me

the markers would go up. Try not to worry about it too much. It won’t help. You

always said there’d be a spillage of tumour cells and inflammation. Let’s stick to

the plan and keep those tumour cells whizzing around your system. You told me

it was when they got stuck in the blood vessel wall that they can then

metastasise.’

He was right. I had decided the best strategy would be to keep those pesky cells

in my circulation and not allow them a chance to settle, to cling to the blood

vessel linings (endothelium) and set up camp somewhere else in my body. It was

the metastases, or secondary cancers, that caused death. If I  kept the little

blighters moving with aspirin, an anti-coagulant, might my army of cancer-



killing white cells be able to pick them off? Aspirin was also an anti-platelet

drug. If the platelets were kept from forming little clumps that hid the tumour

cells, would my Natural Killer cells, my white cell army, find it easier to win?

I now added nattokinase, an enzyme supplement that digests fibrin to reduce my

tendency to excessive scarring. Combined with the aspirin, they would help keep

my blood from becoming too sticky. With hindsight, some blood clotting tests

(rather than just self-hacking) would have been useful. Clotting issues can be a

tricky and very personalised area requiring professional advice. Getting this

wrong could be dangerous.

After the operation, life was a daily ritual of green and

apple/carrot/celery/beetroot juices, swallowing pills, meditating, and engaging in

gentle exercise, such as a brisk walk or a bike ride. Then came the dilemma of

chemotherapy.

I wasn’t sure what to do, but now that my cancer markers had shot up so high,

chemo seemed the right choice. It would help mop up the potential of ‘micro-

metastases’, any little clumps of cancer cells. However, it would also suppress my

immunity.

What if I  only had enough chemo to kill cancer but not enough to wreck the

immune cells in my gut? Perhaps I could have half the normal dose for twice as

long? It might be less damaging. Why did I have to have the ‘maximum tolerated

dose’ anyway? Was more really better? It seemed so brutal. And one-

dimensional. Given that I was already attacking the cancer from so many angles,

was it possible that chemotherapy could be equally effective at much smaller

doses?

And were there drugs or supplements that might synergise with chemotherapy?

I’d discovered green tea, resveratrol and curcumin all made it more effective and

decided to carry on with these if the nausea would allow it. 9

When I had raised the subject of taking supplements with chemotherapy to my

oncologist, her response had been immediately negative.

‘You have to try and make this as effective as possible. Antioxidants can wreck

chemotherapy’s power. It’s best if you avoid all of them.’

But green tea was an antioxidant. So was resveratrol. Both had well reported

anti-cancer effects in combination with chemo. I deduced there were particular

antioxidants that were synergistic with chemotherapy and others that might



interfere. I was not convinced she was right. The articles I had read stated quite

clearly that there were benefits.

Ultimately, I  decided that chemo was something I  probably had to undergo,

despite my huge reservations. I  was under a lot of pressure, not just from the

oncologist but also from my family. I knew if I refused it would cause enormous

stress for them. They’d be terrified that I  was turning it down and ‘doing

nothing’, passively waiting for cancer to return. But to me, chemo felt like

passive acceptance.

As I have come to realise, many patients die of politeness to their oncologist and

fear of upsetting their loved ones. It happens far more than anyone would

imagine. Relatives and friends wade in with their personal opinions on what you

should do, pushing for high-dose toxic treatments because that’s what the men

and women in the white coats recommend. Conversely, some well-meaning

relatives put patients off chemo altogether, when it could be so much more

effective if used differently. Oncologists give either the maximum tolerated dose

or a palliative dose. Too much or too little. Neither will be curative. Where is the

sensible middle ground? One that doesn’t crucify the immune system? Perhaps a

low dose of chemotherapy that is used in combination with other treatments?

Being ill is quite enough to contend with, without this extra emotional baggage.

Tip-toeing around everyone to make sure all their wishes and wants are looked

after. My family were of course gunning for me to survive and fortunately for me

they didn’t interfere with my decisions, though I  was sure they didn’t always

approve. They were expecting the disease to return, expecting to watch the ‘car

crash’ happen in slow motion. The medics among them had been told there was

no cure and that death was inevitable. They watched silently, not sure what to

say, wondering whether I  might be harming myself or making things worse,

hastening my demise.

Chemotherapy reduced the size of tumours. Agreed. It was hard to argue against

it. But did it get rid of cancer? I had read that chemotherapy given to stage IV

patients encouraged the cancer to come back faster and more aggressively than

before. This is because chemo and radiotherapy fail to touch the cancer stem

cells. My oncologist agreed that it was a crude and blunt tool and that it caused

much collateral damage, but she had little else to offer me. How to get those

pesky cancer stem cells? Would they respond to being starved? Be that cancer-

starving supplements or an altered diet?



So my choice was either high dose or nothing. Low dose was not even an option

in 1999 (and still isn’t offered, despite good evidence that it’s as effective and

less damaging to the immune system). Cancer was an invincible foe requiring the

most barbaric of treatments, wasn’t it? A full onslaught with huge potential for

personal suffering. How else could it be defeated? Anything less would surely

not be enough.

But as much as I told myself that, another voice inside me whispered that there

were options. Perhaps I  could start with a high dose and taper it off? After a

couple of months, maybe I could persuade my oncologist to gradually lower it if

I was responding well. That seemed to be a good compromise. I might have to

lay it on thick though, complain loudly about side effects to persuade her.

I knew boosting my immunity would be key to surviving. The immune system is

ultimately the master controller, the final piece of the jigsaw, and it would be

needed to wipe out the cancer cells naturally. In contrast, high dose chemo was

an immune system destroyer and the statistics clearly showed it failed in every

case at my stage of disease. Perhaps a reduced tumour load would make it easier

for my body to cope? Even as I said it to myself, I was not convinced.

Reducing the stress hormone cortisol would be essential. Raised levels

suppressed lymphocytes in the gut, in an area known as GALT, the central hub

of my immune cells. Intermittent fasting or reducing food quantities, I’d read,

also helped immunity. On the advice of Dr Callebout I dropped my food intake

significantly. I finished eating for the day at 6 o’clock in the evening (although he

suggested 3 o’clock) and ate a late breakfast. I  added medicinal mushrooms,

maitake-D-fraction, beta glucans, a rice bran extract called MGN3, DHEA, and

melatonin at night. All would help boost the number of Natural Killer cells (NK

cells) in my body to help counter the immune depleting effects of the

chemotherapy.

Although I was outwardly positive and upbeat, I desperately needed to address

my rocketing stress levels. My constant research was taking over my life and

inevitably I’d regularly come across my deeply depressing survival statistics. No

matter how hard I tried they’d knock me back for days.

I knew making it to six months would be an achievement. The cloak of death

could descend at any moment and smother me, striking me down when I  was

momentarily off-guard. Cancer demanded my full attention. Someone told me

I  would have to get through ‘180 dark days of the soul’ until I  could start to



come to terms with the diagnosis. Would I even get that far? My soul felt pretty

gloomy already as I peered over the edge into that fathomless abyss below.

These negative feelings needed banishment. I was tormenting myself with such

morbid thoughts. Cancer was all-consuming, it allowed precious little time for

joy, laughter, and fun.

I had read that hypnotherapy might be useful, so I  sought out a brilliant

hypnotherapist based in Putney. He was wonderful. After every session, he

handed me a personalised tape of his treatment to play back at home. When

I  first started seeing him, my future timeline stopped at just six months.

Eventually he talked me into believing I had a future that would last years. Yes!

His sessions helped me improve my diet and encouraged me to drink more  –

I had been very dehydrated. He also focused on the white cell army roaming my

system. Through visualisation, l could see those white cells as soldiers, picking

off the nasty intruders one by one.

As well as hypnotherapy, I  also received spiritual healing from a local healer,

I learnt to meditate, went for walks in the park, and spent time connecting with

nature. When everyone else was complaining about the wet, blustery weather, I’d

wrap up warm and grin as I paced around the park, Mother Nature battering me

with her awesome power. I  saw beauty when everyone else saw the mundane.

The twinkle of dew drops, the greenness of the leaves, the majesty of trees and

the hills, the sparkle of the spray when I was sailing. Why did everyone complain

so? Why didn’t people rejoice every morning to be, well, alive? It was as if the

rest of the world was too busy, wrapped up in day-to-day minutiae to realise what

an incredible blessing it was to be part of creation.

I would lie on the ground, stare up at the sky and feel my connection to the

infinite universe. How small and insignificant I was. How lucky I was to be alive.

I felt reborn, like I was seeing life through the eyes of a child.

Just three months after finding the spot of bother in my lung, I’d made huge

strides. My list of supplements was growing, even if it seemed to be never

ending. I wanted the terrain, the area around the cancer cell, to be as inhospitable

as possible and the rest of my body functioning as well as it could. My diet was

becoming ever more extreme as I gradually added in more low-glycaemic foods

and took out simple carbohydrates and inflammatory foods. To my surprise, I felt

less hungry on this diet and my energy levels soared. I felt truly alive!



Shopping for health foods in 1999 was another nightmare. Choice was extremely

limited. Even green tea was virtually unheard of in those days. Waitresses stared

at me in confusion when I asked for it in a cafe. ‘Do you mean peppermint?’ they

would ask. Aargh! I took to keeping a ready stock of teabags with me wherever

I went, along with my little sachets of pills.

I was still on the hunt for supplements to lower blood glucose. It seemed

increasingly clear that the medics were ignoring the obvious. Diabetic patients

were a third more likely to contract cancer – they had higher insulin and higher

glucose and both fuelled cancer’s growth. Was I oversimplifying the problem?

I didn’t think so. Inner wisdom told me that perhaps diabetes medications might

help control blood glucose in cancer patients too.

I knew nothing about the wonder drug metformin at this point. I only associated

diabetes with taking insulin. But insulin, I  deduced, would fuel the fire by

allowing the tumour to take up yet more glucose. This was not the answer.

I wanted to pursue the natural route, supplements or a diet that might lower my

blood glucose without raising insulin.

It was then that I stumbled on research in a Journal about an ancient Traditional

Chinese medicinal extract that it seemed no-one else in the West was using for

cancer. It would control my blood glucose and offer several other incredible anti-

cancer properties. It would help with every aspect of my treatment.

2 See Doctored Results by Ralph Moss.

3 I later discovered that I had Blastocycstis hominis a common gut parasite

4 No-Flush Niacin brands are now available

5 Peter C. Elwood et al. Aspirin in the Treatment of Cancer: Reductions in

Metastatic Spread and in Mortality: A Systematic Review and Meta-

Analyses of Published Studies. PLOS ONE, 2016; 11 (4): e0152402 DOI:

10.1371/journal.pone.0152402

6 Long term use of cimetidine (over years) has been linked with cases of

gynaecomastia (enlargement of the breast) and hyperprolactinemia, so perhaps it

has a hormonal component that some cancers should steer clear of. But short term

the benefits, in my opinion, may outweigh those negatives.

7 ‘Benefits of daily aspirin outweigh risk to stomach, study suggests.’ Science Daily

, 30 November 2016.

8 Restivo A, Cocco IMF, Casula G, Scintu F, Cabras F, Scartozzi M, Zorcolo L (2015)

Aspirin as a neoadjuvant agent during preoperative chemoradiation for rectal

cancer. Br J Cancer 113(8): 1133–1139.

9 Hydroxycitrate, fasting, statins and metformin would have helped but were yet to

be written about.



Chapter Seven:

Summoning My Inner Dragon

My discovery of berberine, a herbal extract used for centuries in China to treat

diarrhoea and other infections but almost unknown in the West, came out of left

field. I  had quizzed my oncologist extensively about my tumour. I  needed to

know not only the basics of the cancer biology but exactly how and what my

tumour was made up of, the types of cells, how quickly they were dividing, my

cancer’s doubling time. All of this information helped me to determine I had a

keratinising tumour. Keratin is a protein found in hair, nails, and skin. It was also

an epithelial cancer, in other words a surface tumour.

As I listened to my oncologist, I realised the description of my tumour had many

striking parallels with psoriasis. They were both made up of squamous epithelial

cells. Both involved inflammation, rapid cell turnover, and an over-production of

keratin. That was interesting. Could any psoriasis treatments be useful for

cancer? I decided I’d look into it.

One afternoon, I  was leafing through health journals when I  came across an

article on psoriasis. It had been published in the Journal of Herbal

Medicine in February 1999 by Dr Maher Succar, who trained in the Ukraine

and was teaching Traditional Chinese Herbal Medicine at the University of

Westminster. He described how a particular extract from a plant was found to be

effective in treating 80 per  cent of patients with psoriasis. It was called

Mahonia aquifolium , and its main ingredients were berberine and

berbamine. He wrote:

In recent years, scientists have discovered that the extract of the bark and root of

Mahonia aquifolium contains alkaloids which have been shown to be strong

antimicrobial and antifungal agents  – berberine, protoberberine, berbamine

and oxycanthine.

Cell culture studies have demonstrated that these alkaloids inhibit the growth

of various tumour cells as well as induce powerful antioxidant activity which

inhibits keratinocyte (abnormal skin cell) growth and alleviates

inflammation . The action of these alkaloids explains why Mahonia aquifolium

extract has been successfully used to treat a variety of skin disorders (e.g.

psoriasis, dermatitis, eczema, fungal conditions) as well as digestive disorders

and blood conditions.



Even more interesting! So much in there to make me sit up. It didn’t just focus on

the inhibition of tumour cells, either. All cancer patients seemed to have

problems with their guts, so anything that might kill the nasties in there sounded

good too. Perhaps it helped kill fungi, parasites and other bugs? A healthy

intestinal tract was of paramount importance to the immune system.

Dr Succar went on:
‘Tests by US and Canadian researchers have revealed that Mahonia aquifolium

is one of the top five most powerful herbal antifungal agents and that it

promotes healthy fat metabolism . Scientists at the National Cancer Institute,

NIH, Bethesda, USA have demonstrated that Mahonia aquifolium inhibits

lipoxygenase and lipid hydroperoxide, and that this effect may be a crucial factor

in explaining why it seems to be so beneficial for psoriasis sufferers.’

Wow. Clearly this was awesome stuff.

More hunting about berberine unearthed a report from 1995. With mounting

excitement, I read that through serendipity, researchers in Changchun, China had

discovered berberine also reduced blood sugar. The research had been led by

scientist Ni Yanxi who’d been treating diarrhoea in patients with diabetes.

So, it lowered blood glucose, reduced inflammation, promoted healthy fat

metabolism, fought off bugs in the intestine  – and fought cancer  – amazing!

Exactly what I needed.

The article reported the reduction in blood glucose was achieved with doses

between 300 and 500mg, three times a day. There were no side effects at all,

even with doses up to 2 grams! This was perfect. And it was good for diarrhoea

too  – it helped gut infections as well as diabetes. I  knew my gut health was

crucial for my immunity and although I didn’t have diarrhoea I wanted to kill off

any pathogenic bacteria that might compromise me. I wanted my immune system

focused on the cancer.

The full effect of Mahonia aquifolium and its berberine and oxycanthine

content is pretty inspiring stuff:

reduces inflammation

reduces blood glucose

antimicrobial and antifungal

has strong anti-cancer activity

improves lipid profile and fat metabolism

reduces keratinocytes and improved psoriasis



improves gut health (and thereby reduces leaky gut)

What wasn’t there about this supplement to love? If everyone took it then doctors

might be out of a job! I simply had to have it.

If it helped the gut, inflammation and glucose levels, berberine might also help

many cancers. I was bouncing with excitement as I told Andrew all about it that

evening. He was delighted I was so happy but was concerned that no-one else

was using it.

‘Are you sure about this? It doesn’t have any trials or research in the West at all.’

‘What’s the downside? Berberine had been used extensively in Chinese medicine

for centuries. We’re way too aloof and dismissive of Eastern concoctions in the

West and far too reliant on Randomised Clinical Trials.’

‘Why don’t they just run those on natural botanicals?’

‘Because there’s no money in it. No new drugs to market. I’ve no doubt many of

their medicines are very powerful and useful. Modern medicines mostly start

from plant discoveries, which are reproduced synthetically, then patented. I’m

going to hunt it down, take it and see how it goes,’ I said.

I mentioned Mahonia aquifolium and berberine to Dr  Callebout, my

lovely integrative doctor, when I next saw him. On my first appointment I’d been

armed with a long list of supplements, thinking he’d cut them right back, but to

my horror, he suggested a whole lot more! This time he rubbed his beard

thoughtfully and said berberine sounded ‘very interesting.’

It sounded more than interesting to me. I  felt like Alice in Wonderland at the

bottom of the rabbit hole in a small room staring at a bottle with the words

‘Drink Me’ written on it. I  had terminal cancer, I  felt boxed in and berberine

sounded like a magic potion. I didn’t want it to shrink me though, just any little

tumours lurking in my system would be great thank you!

I found a website for psoriasis sufferers that sent it out by mail order, and into

my regime it went.

Today researchers are falling over themselves to explore berberine’s amazing

potential not just against cancer but as a PPAR gamma agonist, antiviral,

antimicrobial, antifungal, and anti-inflammatory. Many herbalists now describe

it as the most powerful supplement in the world. There are moves afoot to make



it prescription  – which of course plays to Big Pharma’s clampdown on our

choices.

I began taking Mahonia aquifolium just before starting chemotherapy,

unaware of how much it synergises and enhances the drug. I  was facing six

months of the maximum dose of gemcitabine, cisplatin and 5FU (affectionately

known as ‘five foot under’). Ugh. Was I going to be able to handle that? My body

recoiled at the thought. I knew full well how I was going to feel, I’d been through

chemo five years earlier and had been sick as a dog. This time it was going to be

a much heavier dose and for much longer.

Little did I know (and to be fair to my inner Sherlock Holmes, neither did the

scientists at the time) that berberine is also a calcium channel blocker, which

meant that when I  was given chemo, the cytotoxic drug was held inside my

cancer cells for longer. Chemo must ‘catch’ a cancer cell when it’s actively

dividing or else it doesn’t work. Balancing toxicity with effectiveness is why the

maximum tolerated dose is favoured by medics, even though this high dose

destroys the immune system.

Every cell in the body goes through a period of rest before dividing. Chemo

cocktails are made up of different cytotoxic drugs that work by catching cancer at

different stages of its division. So, the longer you can keep the chemo in the cell,

the better its chance of catching it during its active dividing phase and killing it.

Cancer cells have far less rest and lots more action than healthy cells. But other

cells are fast dividers too, which is why healthy cells in the gut (the centre of our

immunity) and hair are the losers by collateral damage. 10

High-dose chemo only reduces the size of a tumour. It does nothing to the stem

cell at the heart of the cancer. Conventional treatments using both radiotherapy

and chemotherapy leave behind these different cancer cells, the ones that act and

behave differently to the rapidly dividing and obvious tumour cells. In the vast

majority of cases chemotherapy does not offer a cure 11 (the real reason it works

with Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia, I  describe later in Part 2) and the

percentage of positive outcomes at stage IV are zero. No benefit, apparently. Was

it worth it? How could I make it more effective without crippling my immune

system, destroying my gut, developing neuropathy, hearing issues, cardiac

damage and other horrid side effects, not to mention the risk of death by toxic

lysis syndrome?



I was also concerned by the medical profession’s unhealthy obsession with a

tumour’s size. What if I had put its future certain growth (as I was assured would

happen, it would inevitably return) on pause with my radical diet? Would it

eventually die anyway if I  was starving it of what it needed to grow, without

subjecting myself to chemo? Why was there no interest in any of the other areas

of my health, exploring the reasons cancer had begun in the first place? How was

it they didn’t even bother to take serum vitamin levels, like vitamin D?

Starving the cancer cell seemed to be a perfectly logical intervention to me. And

recent research proves that fasting prior to chemo will one day be standard

practice. But the medical profession will only learn of this when the cancer

charities have somehow patented their own approved diet sachets (they are

working on this as I  write, despite telling patients that diets don’t work). The

correct diet protects normal cells, leaves the immune cells more active, and

decreases side effects. Professor Valter Longo, a Professor of Gerontology in

Southern California, had initially been studying reducing food intake for its

known anti-ageing effects, then began investigating a three-day starvation diet

before chemotherapy. The results were so impressive, he now advocates a

fasting-mimicking diet. 12 Professor Thomas Seyfried, a lead researcher in the

field of metabolic cancer therapy, is also an advocate of starving cancer with the

ketogenic diet. Dr Callebout suggested in 1999 that I stop eating at 3pm, which

I did for a few weeks. His reasoning was that the liver was more efficient in the

mornings and digesting food was harder in the evenings. Also, slouching on the

sofa after an evening meal, watching telly and not burning off the food, seemed a

bad idea.

I hadn’t heard the term ketogenic in 1999, creating ketones was not something

I  had focused on. My diet had been what would be described as ‘Paleo’

nowadays, a diet that our ancestors would have eaten, with a focus on removing

inflammatory foods as well as reducing simple carbohydrates and lowering IGF-

1. My number one priority was to reduce the dangerous insulin spike after meals

and lower any glucose in my blood that might feed any little seedlings of cancer.

My tumour load at this stage was low. Unlike others who wait until cancer

returns before acting, I was proactive. I would kick it hard while it was weak and

vulnerable. I  was convinced there was much I  could do to change the dismal

statistics of its inevitable return. Changing the chemotherapy type, perhaps to a

less aggressive drug, lowering the dose, and giving the body longer breaks

between infusions would allow me more time to starve the cancer and give my



immune system a chance to recover. I  was desperate to have a lower dose. It

would mean less nausea, so in theory it would be easier to combine chemo with

other treatments and boost its efficacy and attack from different directions. Sadly

for me, this was not an option.

Green tea’s properties seemed almost magical to me. Not only did it boost the

effectiveness of chemotherapy, but it is a growth inhibitor, its two extracts

epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) and catechin gallate (CG) blocking vascular

VEGF. But its effects seemed to go beyond merely blocking new blood vessel

growth (angiogenesis). I  later discovered both EGCG and CG are inhibitors of

glutamate dehydrogenase (GHD), a precursor of glutamine (an amino acid), the

other key nutrient cancer uses with glucose to fuel its growth. 13

Even though I knew nothing about mTOR pathways or other metabolic pathways

that are abnormal in cancer, I was taking many supplements that inhibited these

during chemo: berberine, hydroxycitrate, gymnema, and pycnogenol. My

oncologist was interested in what I was doing, intrigued to know why I wasn’t

deteriorating as she expected, but I  was worried about telling her. I  was

expecting only negativity, which seems to be the default position of many

oncologists. I didn’t want that. I was confident with my choices and I’d double-

checked everything with Dr  Callebout. But I  was tip-toeing around the

oncologist. It didn’t feel good to mislead her and lie. That made me very

uncomfortable.

With hindsight (an especially wonderful thing – I never thought I’d be looking

back at all) so much research has been published in the last three or four years

about berberine, the natural equivalent to metformin, that I can honestly say this

may have had the biggest single effect on chemotherapy. But of course it would

have been a combination of everything I was taking, the synergistic effect.

I became ever more convinced that starving the cancer, stressing it by making

access to nutrients more difficult or impossible, then adding the killer blow of

chemotherapy, was the way forward. Why waste energy and resources on a foe

without shutting off its supply system first, starving it and weakening its heavy

defences?

Historically, the thinking has been that patients should be given as much

chemotherapy as they can tolerate without dying. Expert opinion is now that a

reduction by 50-70 per cent in the amount of chemo, taken for a longer period,

metronomically (with rest periods), may be equally effective and far less toxic,



especially if used in combination with other drugs or modalities. 14 But high-

dose chemo is so ingrained as the only method of administration, oncologists are

fearful of offering anything less, even though the evidence has been out there for

some time. If they chose this different path, not only would they risk the scorn

and derision of their colleagues, they would risk the loss of their licence to

practice if the patient sues or a fellow oncologist claims they’re not following

protocol. This is exactly what happened to a doctor in Australia. It’s no wonder

cancer treatment has changed so little in 50 years.

If I dropped chemotherapy, I was directly disobeying doctor’s orders. But instinct

told me high-dose chemotherapy was entirely wrong. I felt I was letting my body

down by agreeing to it and I was cross with myself. But I also had great respect

for my oncologist. She was very persuasive. In the end, reluctantly, I caved in.

‘See it like a course of antibiotics – you have to finish the course,’ she told me.

This line of argument was repeated by my obviously worried relatives and my

husband every time I mentioned giving it up.

‘But it might kill me! What if it destroys my immune system and I  never

recover?’

‘Yes, I’m afraid I might kill you with it too, but it’s the best option we can offer,’

she said, trying to keep things light.

Jesus. It’s not like I didn’t know this already. Was this really the only option? It

was now 2000, the millennium. Chemotherapy felt like some kind of torture

from the Dark Ages.

So, still reluctant, I went ahead. And despite all I was doing to help mitigate the

side effects, I felt dreadful. I had not yet come across early research suggesting

that a fast for three days before chemotherapy would help maintain the immune

system and reduce side effects.

I tried to continue with supplements when I wasn’t feeling ill, keeping as fit as

possible with regular walks and bouncing on a mini trampoline to boost my

oxygen, energy, and wellbeing. If I felt up to it, I’d go sailing at weekends and try

and keep my wig on!

Berberine is also very useful for healing a chemotherapy-damaged leaky gut, an

inevitable side effect of treatment. Glutamine is also a useful supplement given

during the chemotherapy, it is pretty much all absorbed into the gut wall, and

although some cancers use glutamine as fuel, it doesn’t ‘feed’ the cancer in the



same way as glucose. 15 By helping to salvage my gut lining and maintain a

better microbiome, it would help maintain my precious immune system, vital for

my long-term survival.

The effects of my cancer-starving supplements (berberine, EGCG, gymnema

sylvestre, hydroxycitrate, pycnogenol, silibinin) and a low-glycaemic diet made

the chemo far more effective than either I or my oncologist had hoped for. To my

absolute joy, after my first round of chemo my blood markers plummeted from

nearly 600 to 130, below the normal range of 150. The relief of being in that

‘normal’ bracket again was huge, although I  knew it was quite possibly false

hope and a temporary reprieve.

Chemo on its own never cures my type of cancer, it merely puts it on the back

burner for a while. But it was time to celebrate. I had won a small battle. Andrew

and I went out that night for a quiet meal in the local Italian restaurant. Perhaps

high-dose chemotherapy was OK after all.

Tempting though it was to think otherwise, I knew it was unlikely I had won the

war. And after another two months of the toxic infusions I was steadily feeling

worse and worse. By now I was completely bald and the nausea was unbearable.

Would this maximum-tolerated dose kill me as my oncologist and I feared?

Enough was enough. I was being dragged down and no longer felt empowered

and in control. I was feeling frail and weak, yet again becoming a passive and

submissive patient. I had to find the strength to stand up for my rights and have

chemotherapy on my own terms.

I was in a tough spot. I  realised the wrong decision might mean the difference

between survival, permanently disabling side effects, or worse, death. But I was

comfortable with my choice. A lower dose might be equally effective and less

damaging.

Somehow, I had to persuade my oncologist to drop the dose. But she had been so

insistent I  knew it wasn’t going to be an easy debate to win. Exhausted, my

willpower and my energy drained, my spirit quashed, how would I persuade her?

After a lengthy discussion with my hypnotherapist I decided I’d try the bolshie

patient tactic. I  was going to be an obstinate, difficult and bloody-minded.

Passive patients die. Noisy ones survive. Known fact.

‘It is your body, don’t forget that. You have every right to refuse chemotherapy

if you want,’ he’d said. I  knew that, but it was so hard to break the ‘doctor’s



always right’ mentality. It’s hardwired into our psyche. We are conditioned from

a young age to follow every suggestion that leaves their mouths.

Oncologists seemed to dismiss the Warburg Effect, 16 the differing metabolism

of cancer or how to alter it. Was I now becoming just as much of an expert in my

own cancer as the oncologist? Did much of what they suggested stem from the

NICE guidelines, from following the recommendations of (always biased)

pharmaceutical companies, or from a fear of being sued? Rather than take a risk

and try something different, do most just follow the herd? I  refused to be a

sheep. I was a 1964 baby, the Chinese year of the Dragon. Time to summon my

inner Dragon and exhale some fire.

My therapist made me repeat the phrase, ‘I am in control. My body can heal’,

several times a day. The more I said it, the more I began to believe it, and regain

the feeling of being back in the driving seat. Yes, I  could steer the treatment

direction back down my path. Yes, I knew I needed lower dose chemotherapy.

I could fight the disease on my own terms. The positive affirmations helped me

switch off my defeatist attitude and empowered me enormously.

When I  next saw my oncologist, I  begged her to stop the chemo completely.

I  knew she was unlikely to do it but I  told her I  felt dreadful, that it was

intolerable. I  laid it on thick, describing terrible stomach pains, telling her that

I had been sick for a week. Of course, it was not all true, but I called on my best

drama skills, gave an Oscar worthy performance and gave her no choice.

It worked. She promised to lower the dose right down for my last three months.

‘As your blood markers have remained steady, below normal ranges, I’ll drop the

dose,’ she said. ‘And we’ll keep the remainder in reserve, if you ever need more.’

I nearly hugged her! I was so relieved. I believe she saved my life that day.

Despite the lower dose, my six-month chemotherapy was still a gruelling

endurance event, like competing in the Volvo Ocean Yacht Race with no stop-

overs. I was also vaguely aware that on top of the chemo and radiotherapy I’d

already been given, this second wave of chemo might encourage a secondary

type of cancer in the bone marrow called leukaemia.

I shrugged that off. No, I  was strong and fit enough not to succumb to that,

wasn’t I?

10 In our bodies the gut, hair follicles and the cells inside bone marrow making red

blood cells all divide much faster than other cells in the body. Immune cells in the



gut have a rapid turnover of every four or five days, hence the collateral damage to

the lining of the gut. Same with hair loss and altered bone marrow. So, holding the

chemo inside the cells until it begins dividing makes it much more effective.

Professor Ben Williams, a long-term survivor of Glioblastoma (brain cancer) used

verapamil, a calcium channel blocker during chemotherapy, as an off label drug.

11 A 2016 study in the BMJ, looking at five-year survival, agrees. Dr  Peter Wise

reported: ‘An important effect [of chemotherapy] was shown on five year survival

only in testicular cancer (40%), Hodgkin’s disease (37%), cancer of the cervix

(12%), lymphoma (10.5%), and ovarian cancer (8.8%). Together, these represented

less than 10% of all cases. In the remaining 90% of patients – including those with

the commonest tumours of the lung, prostate, colorectum, and breast  – drug

therapy increased five year survival by less than 2.5% – an overall survival benefit

of around three months.’ The 12% survival figure for cervical cancer was for

primary cancer with lymphatic spread. http://www.bmj.com/content/355/bmj.i6027

12 He has also been helping to formulate a product called Chemolieve, which is to be

launched soon, in which he apparently has no commercial interest.

13 Glutamine is used by many cancers in combination with glucose. Some as much

or more than glucose, including triple negative breast cancer, ovarian or pancreatic

cancer, glioblastomas and the more aggressive prostate cancers. Malignant cells
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Chapter Eight:

Keeping the Beast in its Box

By the summer of 2000, I  had finally finished my chemotherapy. I  had

survived nine months, far longer than my predicted expiry date of weeks,

and my cancer blood markers were good. Now I  just needed to keep them

there, or better yet, push them further down, as far as possible. How low

could I go?

I was bald, exhausted, and still full of toxic chemical garbage but I  was

alive. I was wary that after high-dose chemotherapy cancer tends to return

with a vengeance, harder and faster than ever because of the lack of any

immune control. The body has been wrecked and ruined by the treatment,

so chemotherapy was ultimately self-defeating. It’s at this point, looking at a

reduced or absent tumour, that most patients take their foot off the gas,

switch to cruise control, breathe a sigh of relief and assume they’re cured.

They return to bad habits and carry on as they were before their diagnosis.

This was a common and fatal mistake.

There was so much more I needed to do. I was confident I was starving the

cancer of glucose, but not confident that the diet and the berberine would be

enough. I needed to detox, get rid of any remnants of the chemotherapy and

rebuild my gut, which I  assumed would be badly damaged. My bone

marrow, if that too had been hit, I hoped would heal on its own. My hair

would eventually regrow  – that was the least of my worries. I  would just

have to keep my fingers crossed about the possibility of future leukaemia

and hope it wouldn’t happen to me. I couldn’t find any statistics on this as

women with my stage of cancer died in weeks. I  was apparently a goner

already.

Post chemo, my plan was to:

1. Detox with a hard core macrobiotic, low GI, pescatarian, anti-

inflammatory, low saturated fat diet for three months (must think up a

name for it)



2. Check my gut microbes at Great Smokies Laboratory (now Genova

Diagnostics)

3. Check my micronutrient status (minerals, vitamins, fatty acid profile)

4. Take intravenous vitamin C and UVBI (ultraviolet blood irradiation) as

soon as possible

5. Exercise more, go sailing, and enjoy life!

6. Launch a new business (hmm… perhaps not one of my better ideas)

By this stage, I  had become a supplement junkie. Relaxing my rigid self-

imposed timetable for even a day was a luxury I  felt I  couldn’t afford.

I wanted to control glucose release at every meal. I got stressed out when

I  missed taking them. Would the cancer get the upper hand? Every meal

seemed like a life or death decision, would the meal feed the cancer, or

would it starve it, help to heal my body and boost recovery.

For now, I  seemed to be keeping it under control. My blood tests showed

I  was still in remission. But how long could I  sustain this lifestyle? Did

I  really need to be so tough on myself? On the other hand, was I  doing

enough? Would the supplements and diet really protect me? Would the

cancer mutate and come back with a rage and force I wouldn’t be able to

contain? The only way to keep track of my progress was to take regular

blood markers, that way I could be on the case immediately if it made an

unwelcome return visit.

If diabetic patients needed to control glucose and insulin release every

mealtime then so did I. Both levels spike after meals and this seemed to be

the critical time to control it. I didn’t know anyone else approaching cancer

in this way but to me it seemed like common sense. I had felt too ill after

chemotherapy sessions to be able to take much of anything let alone

supplements, however in the preceding days before each session I  would

hoof lots of cancer-starving compounds to carry me through. Now I  was

feeling better I was making up for that.

If berberine controlled glucose release into the blood then I concluded the

best time to take it would probably be just before a meal. This was not easy

going, but eventually it became a habit, religiously pill popping at breakfast,

lunchtime and supper. The downsides were that taking as many as I  did,



washed down with green tea and even sometimes olive oil, I could end up a

bit nauseous again.

Sleep had been an issue for years, ever since the first diagnosis. To help that,

I  took melatonin at night an hour before bedtime. It has immune-boosting

effects, such as IL2 and IL12 (good cytokines), which are controlled by the

pineal gland. But I now wondered whether I needed to take as much. I was

afraid I had switched off my own endogenous supply and suspected I would

have to stay on melatonin for life.

Fear and worry were my bed pals. Racing thoughts were hard to push aside.

There seemed to be no escape from the nightmare. If I  stopped the

supplements, the cancer might return. That was not a risk I wanted to take.

There was to be no denial of cancer, no going back to the carefree life I had

before.

Organisation was going to be paramount. Nothing could be left to chance if

I  wanted to keep the beast in its box. I  made a chart of everything I  was

taking, wrote a list of where I  was obtaining each supplement, and made

note of phone numbers and websites for re-ordering. Every Friday, I would

dedicate an hour in the afternoon to preparing for the week ahead, filling

sachets and ordering up any supplement running low. Normal pill boxes just

weren’t big enough! ‘Maracas’ indeed. It was an effort, but the choice was

this or quite possibly death. No choice at all, to my mind.

I became exceptionally strict with myself. Cancer was lifestyle related,

wasn’t it? If I believed the media stories, I would never have got cancer if I’d

looked after myself better. But others lived far worse lifestyles than I did.

I knew that blaming myself for my situation was not constructive. Instead,

I harnessed the strength of my feelings, the anger, guilt, grief, sadness, fear

and worry about my diagnosis to spur me on.

My expanding list of supplements, visits to integrative doctors, tests, and

organic food was costing a small fortune but I  needed this lifeline. We

weren’t poor but even so, it was a struggle. How could every cancer patient

afford all this? And now I  decided I  needed intravenous vitamin C. Yet

another expense.



Andrew never again mentioned the drain on our finances. He was

100 per cent supportive. Even so, I felt terribly guilty that I was denying us

both a much-needed holiday and digging into pensions and reserves. There

can be so many unspoken factors weighing down on the subconscious of the

patient, sapping precious energy, piling yet more stress onto the already

overburdened psyche. But if the boot were on the other foot, I would do the

same in a heartbeat.

Under the care of the medical profession, there’s a sense of security, a safety

net to catch you, that there is something being done. When I came to the end

of my six months of chemotherapy I was going it alone. I had been cut loose

and like many patients in this situation I  felt vulnerable. But I’d already

found my integrative doctors, alternative treatments. I was also empowered

with knowledge. I didn’t wait around in limbo waiting for it to come back.

There was so much more I could do.

I couldn’t rest on my laurels, keep my fingers crossed, hoping time would

erase the memory of the dreadful treatments and the diagnosis, believing

everything would be OK. I’d already been down that road and it had led to

more cancer. This time I  wouldn’t be complacent. While my tumour load

was low and I was still in relatively good shape, I felt it was a good time to

be proactive, to be taking control, not waiting for the axe to fall yet again,

knowing each time the cancer would become more and more difficult to

treat.

Top of my list was a detox diet for my damaged gut. And a series of

intravenous vitamin C infusions, given twice a week with integrative

physician Dr  Kingsley in Leicestershire. The mere mention of high-dose

intravenous vitamin C causes many to shout, ‘This has been disproved!

Linus Pauling was discredited!’ I  stood in a meeting with several health

editors recently and this was indeed the response. Next time I’ll be more

prepared. I’ll have the recent medical literature to hand, which definitely

proves its worth. Many patients are put off this valuable therapy by angry

doctors, convinced it will only hasten their demise.

In fact, this forgotten and maligned treatment is rightly making a comeback.

Big Pharma have, yet again, been hard at work quashing this cheaper

alternative to chemo, but its great results are hard to counter.



Linus Pauling was a Nobel Laureate for chemistry in 1954, then discredited

because he made a hypothesis about the action of vitamin C that was proven

to be incorrect. However, his assumption that higher doses might be useful

for cancer were indeed correct, just not in the way he thought. He and

Dr  Ewan Cameron were both convinced it had something to do with

lowering hyaluronidase, an enzyme that caused the extra cellular matrix (the

ground substance surrounding cancer cells) to soften, allowing cells to move

apart and the cancer to spread. Pauling was so in favour of vitamin C that

anything seeming to disprove his theories led to fierce debate. He was angry

with how the studies were carried out and made many enemies defending it,

but his anger was mainly frustration. Others were not investigating it in the

way he suggested: intravenously.

The two-time Nobel Prize winner was a genius, dragged through the mire

only to be proved right decades later. 17 If you look at recent trials using

intravenous ascorbate vitamin C, they show he was correct. So, before you

throw this book into the bin, it’s important to note that the early trials failed

because they were performed using low oral doses. And later intravenous

vitamin C was combined with glutathione, an antioxidant, which totally

negated its pro-oxidant effect, another reason why many believe it is not

useful.

Cameron and Pauling published the results of a clinical study in 1978,

which showed survival of ascorbate treated individuals was 20 times greater

than non-treated subjects. Another in 1991 showed survival was 343 days

compared to 180 for controls who did not received ascorbate. Crucially

these tests were performed using intravenous combined with oral vitamin C,

not oral route alone.

Two clinical trials followed in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s by Moertel at the

Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota which showed using vitamin C orally

produced no such results. Moertel and Mayo concluded that there was no

significant difference in survival between ascorbate-treated and untreated

groups, but Cameron had administered ascorbate orally and intravenously

together, whereas Moertel administered ascorbate exclusively orally.

Any good oncologist will tell you that free radicals, given the name ‘reactive

oxygen species’, kill cancer. This is exactly how intravenous vitamin C



works. At high doses it turns from an antioxidant into a pro-oxidant, giving

off free oxygen to the area around a tumour.

In this case, the reactive oxygen species (ROS) is hydrogen peroxide

(H2O2). This oxygen production near the cell causes a kind of ‘rusting’ and

allows the cell to be attacked and killed. This balance of ROS production

and the antioxidant status of cells is crucial to the survival or death of

tumour cells. The judicious use of antioxidants is something I  have seen

patients continue to get wrong. Many patients take huge amounts of

antioxidants that counter the effects of the intravenous vitamin C and then

are disappointed it hasn’t worked.

As is the case with any drug or supplement, the dosage determines whether

it is effective, ineffective, or toxic. Using it in the right combination is also

key. In the case of vitamin C, the sweet spot for its cancer busting properties

is a high dose. Unlike the situation with chemotherapy, more is most

definitely more, and the higher the amount (up to 75mg) the more it

becomes selectively toxic to cancer cells by producing more H2O2. Patients

often fail to understand the need to avoid specific antioxidant supplements

like vitamin E, cysteine, and N-Acetyl Cysteine (including whey protein).

However, CoQ10 and ALA supplementation during intravenous vitamin C

infusions recycle the vitamin C and may raise the levels in the tissues and

increase its effectiveness, but both of these would be contraindicated in

chemotherapy. CoQ10 also negates the beneficial effects of statins for

cancer therapy (more on this later).

The hydrogen peroxide created by intravenous vitamin C treatment releases

one of its oxygen molecules into the cancer microenvironment. The cancer

cell then has to deal with this extra free radical. Because cancer cells are

unable to neutralise it – they lack the enzyme catalase – they die. Best of all,

for such a potentially useful therapy, normal cells remain completely

unharmed as the extracellular spaces and neighbouring healthy cells contain

the catalase enzyme. In fact, intravenous vitamin C has been shown to target

the mitochondria in cancer stem cells, the original cancer cells that are

responsible for chemo and radiotherapy resistance, because it stops a key

step in the process of glycolysis, effectively starving the cancer as well as



triggering apoptosis or cell death. It helps block off one of cancer’s main

energy supply lines.

This makes it significantly safer than chemo. After coming into contact with

the tumour, it releases one of its oxygen molecules, kills the cancer and then

the H202 (hydrogen peroxide) turns into plain old water (H2O), which is

then excreted safely by the kidneys. Simple chemistry that even a six-year-

old could understand.

Low doses of vitamin C and ALA, on the other hand, are to be avoided. At

these antioxidant levels vitamin C and ALA helps glutathione neutralise the

excess toxicity inside the cell allowing it to remain immortal. For a short

time, I was fooled into thinking that oral levels could be taken up to ‘bowel

tolerance’, but this is a dangerous strategy. It is impossible to raise blood

plasma vitamin C to the pro-oxidant levels necessary to create hydrogen

peroxide by oral route alone unless you take large quantities of a liposomal

version. 18

If you go the liposomal route, it must be ascorbate and no less than

5000mg should be taken in one go – possibly, to be safe, a little more – to

cause the production of H202. This is an important point because there are

still many advocators of the bowel tolerance method. But this will not raise

vitamin C to the levels required. It will instead help immortalise the cancer

and fuel its growth.

An infusion dose is typically from 25g up to 75g, depending on the tumour

size and size of the patient. It is given three times a week or even daily for

several weeks. The infusion of IV vitamin C increases plasma levels until it

changes from being an antioxidant (neutralising oxygen) to a pro-oxidant by

accumulating and creating hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in the connective

tissues around the tumour, but not in the blood. Perhaps because of this,

intravenous vitamin C has been found to be more effective in solid tumours

than in blood or lymph cancers, but more recent research is showing it is

useful for these cancers too, probably because of its normalising effect on

aerobic glycolysis, the abnormal cancer metabolism.

While on chemotherapy, I  had seriously considered adding the high-dose

intravenous vitamin C at the same time but I didn’t have the confidence to



go through with it. Now, with hindsight and new research carried out at the

University of Iowa, I wish I had taken it with low ‘metronomic’ (regularly

spaced apart) doses of chemotherapy. 19

Integrative and alternative doctors have stood by and watched the

misrepresentation and skewed results of the promising early data. Integrative

doctors knew it worked and have been successfully using intravenous

vitamin C as part of an overall strategy to treat cancer for decades. They

witnessed with their own eyes its beneficial effects. But mistakes were also

made by some integrative doctors, who tried adding glutathione to the

infusions. This is the most important antioxidant in the body. It rendered the

intravenous vitamin C useless by neutralising the pro-oxidant effect and may

have made cancer patients worse by helping the malignant cells remain

immortal, able to resist normal apoptosis mechanisms.

Doubt, disbelief and discreditation of doctors using natural, cheaper

alternatives are recurring themes in complementary therapy. It takes a brave

soul in the medical establishment to step outside the box, research a publicly

discredited treatment and claim it does indeed work. Recently a small trial

on nine patients with pancreatic cancer using twice-weekly intravenous

ascorbate infusions of 15-125g showed some efficacy. 20 Another trial on

ovarian cancer 21 showed that combining intravenous vitamin C with

chemotherapy extended cancer survival and reduced toxicity. Mark Levine,

an author of the latter trial, notes that ‘the atmosphere was poisoned’ by the

earlier failures with oral vitamin C.

Few doctors feel ready to take the risk of scorn and derision by colleagues,

so hats off to Mark Levine. Public criticism and humiliation on sites like

Quackwatch provide the ultimate deterrent to doctors trying anything new or

innovative. Thanks to Levine’s bravery and to others now following his lead,

this treatment is now about to return, not as a miracle cure, but as an adjunct

to other treatments. 22

I wanted to start having intravenous vitamin C immediately after finishing

chemo, so I  hopped on a train up to see Dr  Patrick Kingsley in

Leicestershire a week later. I had asked the medics if I could keep my ‘PICC

line’ in, a small tube that passed through a vein in my arm up into my chest



for administering the chemotherapy. It would be useful for the vitamin C

too.

When I arrived at Dr Kingsley’s house (which was also his clinic) I saw why

patients travelled from all over the country to see him. He was so reassuring

I immediately felt at ease.

My friend Cathy kindly offered to accompany me on my first trip. When

I sat in the consulting room, I suddenly found I couldn’t help crying. To my

surprise tears just began rolling down my cheeks. It was a kind of emotional

release I  think, and relief that there were amazing doctors out there

willing to administer these treatments and keep hope alive. These doctors

were thinking and researching for themselves rather than blindly following

protocols laid down by Big Pharma, the General Medical Council and

NICE.

Cathy was a huge support, although slightly taken aback by the tears. I’d

been laughing and joking on the train there. Dr  Kingsley didn’t try and

make me stop. He let my cry, handed me tissues and instead talked me back

to positivity.

‘If there is any cancer left, we have to make sure we’ve stopped it growing,

then we destroy it. Finally we can flush anything left out of your system.

Only once we’ve done all of that can we get you back to full health.

Intravenous vitamin C will help.’

Dr Kingsley didn’t offer any guarantees but assured me he’d seen some great

successes. I  was keen to get going as soon as possible and blitz any

remaining tumour cells. It only took a few of these little buggers to seed a

new tumour, and given there can be billions of tumour cells in an area the

size of the end of a pencil, I wanted to get started immediately. I might have

little time left to fight it. Effort now might pay huge dividends later.

I relaxed in one of the comfy armchairs in his sitting room to read a paper

while the vitamin slowly infused into me over a period of a few hours. It

was nothing like the clinical, sterile atmosphere of a medical setting. The

Hammersmith Hospital instead screamed, ‘You are a patient, you are ILL!’



At first I was a little nervous about how it would feel. Other patients report

an occasional mild stinging. But with the PICC line in place, I felt nothing.

After each intravenous infusion he would give me a treatment called

Ultraviolet Blood Irradiation (UBI) to kill bacteria and viruses. Cervical

cancer (along with head and neck cancer) is linked to the HPV virus so this

made perfect sense to me. 23 An altered ‘microbiome’ (the mix of bacteria,

fungi, parasites surrounding tumours) is slowly being recognised as a cause

of the disease. It is this tumour microenvironment or terrain surrounding the

cancer cells that is now the focus of research.

UBI was achieved by withdrawing a large syringe of blood from my arm

through a line that was then passed under a UV lamp. This simple but

effective technique (the Knott Technique) was regularly and successfully

used back in the 1940s for polio and other viruses. With the introduction of

mass vaccination programmes, it was side-lined and eventually phased out,

except by a few holistic doctors. Nowadays, it’s still used by the famous

Riordan Clinic in Kansas but most people I  talk to have never heard of it.

There are clinics that now offer a more modern version of this treatment. 24

UBI works its magic by acting as a natural antibiotic and stimulating an

immune response. There is no question that UV kills pathogens – that’s how

city water supplies are sterilised, as well as some spas or pools. But how

might it work if you don’t treat the entire blood system, but only a few

syringes of blood?

The difference between us and a swimming pool (well okay, not the only

difference) is that we have an immune system, an army that normally does

the job of cleaning up infections very efficiently. In cancer this immune

army is suppressed, but UBI triggers a vaccine-like response, up-regulating

it again. When pathogens die, they’re left in a broken-down state in the

blood. The remnants can then be recognised by the immune system. These

become antigens that then stimulate your white cells to mount a more

efficient attack on the pathogens, viral, bacterial or otherwise, that may be at

the heart of your cancer.

Even when treatments use a very small amount of blood, UBI seems to have

a beneficial effect. Is this a much cheaper, simpler and more effective



alternative to the emerging use of dendritic vaccines that work on

stimulating a patient’s immune response? Or would the addition of this

therapy alongside a dendritic vaccine help them work better? UV blood

irradiation has been shown to provide a beneficial systemic response

(throughout the body), improving the abnormal microenvironment around

cancer cells. 25 26

It may sound counter-intuitive, but when you have cancer you want, actually

you need some free radicals to kill your tumour cells. Free radical

generation is exactly the method orthodox medicine employs with

chemotherapy and ionising radiation to kill tumour cells and why

intravenous vitamin C works. Each produces so many free radicals that it

pushes cancer into self-destruction. Yes, those things we’re all told to steer

clear of, those troublesome radicals that cause so much damage and

allegedly age us (I fear it has been mainly excess glucose and insulin, not

just free radicals). We are told we should avoid them at all costs, right?

Wrong. Not when you want to get rid of cancer cells. Tumours defend

themselves by neutralising ammonia (a result of abnormal cancer

metabolism) by producing more of the major antioxidant glutathione to stop

too much internal damage from oxidation and ammonia. By being able to do

this, the cancer cells become immortal, resisting normal cell death.

Glutathione is to be avoided, especially during a kill phase.

Giving these tumour cells an excess of free radicals overwhelms their

defences, giving them the push they need to die through a normal process

activated in the mitochondria when there is too much damage.

Chemotherapy and radiotherapy do the same, they provide free radicals, but

they’re normally given in such a way that they damage healthy cells in the

process. What is not generally known is that you can replicate this free

radical effect efficiently, and more selectively than either chemotherapy or

radiotherapy, with high dose intravenous vitamin C.

Free radicals (Reactive Oxygen Species or ‘ROS’) are chemically unstable

oxygen molecules. ROS are chemically reactive molecules containing

oxygen, such as hydrogen peroxide and superoxide, normally produced in

low numbers during normal cell metabolism. It has been known for almost a



century that oxygen selectively kills tumour cells. To avoid creating too

much oxygen during the cell’s metabolism, cancer cells use a process of

fermentation to make their energy, an anaerobic (oxygen free) process. This

alternative energy pathway (The Warburg Effect) keeps the production of

ROS lower and so helps ensure the tumour’s survival. When a normal cell is

injured (in the mitochondria, for example), an increase of ROS signals the

white cells to come and sort out a problem to either repair or destroy the

defective cell. The aim of chemotherapy, radiotherapy, and indeed high-dose

intravenous vitamin C 27 is to create an excess of ROS, unstable free

radicals, because when this exceeds the tumour cell’s ability to neutralise

the damage caused by the free radicals with glutathione, the cell is

earmarked for destruction.

If you’re now scratching your head, let me summarise: in cancer, ROS

(oxygen free radicals) are good as these kill the cancer cells, glutathione

(antioxidant) is bad as it keeps the cancer cells alive. If you’re healthy, it is

the opposite. Almost everyone seems to confuse this point. Compounds for

cancer prevention are not equally beneficial for treating active cancer. They

are two separate situations entirely. There are major natural cancer

organisations out there who mean well but have yet to realise this

fundamental flaw when they recommend patients take N-Acetyl Cysteine

(NAC), a precursor to glutathione, to help treat their disease.

NAC, low dose oral vitamin C  – at an antioxidant dose, vitamin E and

CoQ10 all recycle the master antioxidant glutathione. All are to be avoided

during chemotherapy treatment. NAC is also found in whey protein and

bone broth. Bone broth is great for healing the gut but choosing the right

time to take this becomes paramount so that treatments don’t cancel each

other out. Taking glutamine with glucosamine is in my view a better

strategy to heal the gut during chemotherapy. However, if at some point you

need to boost white cells, detoxify of harmful metals (NAC is good at this

too), or detox the effects of too much chemotherapy, then seek advice. A

short burst of NAC may be beneficial. It is contentious and there will be

divided opinions. If in doubt, leave it out.

I have also come across differing opinions between complementary

therapists and other health practitioners about whether you should take the



amino acid glutamine during chemotherapy, which can also be used to make

glutathione, but it cannot create this without the presence of cysteine.

Lowering cysteine intake is a better strategy than reducing glutamine.

Glutamine can indeed fuel cancer cells but it’s also crucial for the defence

of the body. It heals and maintains a good gut lining and is essential for the

proper workings of the immune system. It is the most abundant amino acid

in the body. It can be sequestered from anywhere in your system to feed

cancer’s insatiable appetite, so cutting it out from the diet may be a poor

decision during chemotherapy. If your muscles are wasting away, it’s a sign

that your body has a high demand for glutamine. It’s best to starve

glutamine indirectly, by working on the enzymes that break down glutamine

for fuel (e.g. glutaminase or ketoglutarate dehydrogenase – see my ‘Metro

Map’). Although your cancer cells demand it, your body needs it too. 28

Cancer will grab glutamine from any of your tissues whether you starve it or

not and replenishing it should not be feared. It is lowering cysteine levels

thereby blocking the production of the antioxidant glutathione that is a more

important strategy to weaken the cancer cell.

Researching diabetes treatments, I  discovered elevated circulating insulin

also elevates insulin-like growth factor (IGF-1), which in turn stimulates

cysteine and other amino acid uptake. This in turn then boosts glutathione

levels, allowing the cancer cells’ immortality and the ability to neutralise

ROS. 29 A reason why diabetics have much higher rates of cancer and are

much harder to treat.

Oxygen is known to attack and kill cancer cells. In fact, researchers use it to

destroy cancer cells at the end of an experiment. Normal cells are aerobic –
they can deal with an oxygen environment  – whereas the stem cells in a

tumour cannot. They metabolise their energy anaerobically, like primordial

single cells did aeons ago, before the earth was oxygenated. With

glutathione lowered, the cell is much more vulnerable to an increase in

oxygenating substances, making it far easier to destroy (through the ‘caspase

cascade’). I  was to discover a way to trigger this apoptotic (cell death)

process more easily using a better combination a few years later.

Most cancer patients, when they think of oxygenating the body, immediately

think of hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT), a chamber used initially for



deep-sea divers to stop the bends and now used for MS sufferers. Or they

think of ozone or DMSO, both useful too. But patients need to seriously

consider using intravenous vitamin C as a powerful oxygenating method to

kill cancer alongside chemotherapy.

Chemotherapy at high doses wrecks the gut. No question. Many patients are

so severely affected it means they can no longer eat normally afterwards. My

gut, I  felt sure, had suffered damage too, but because I’d insisted on the

lower dose I hoped I’d fared better than most. I was confident I could repair

it.

By now my head was swimming with a lot of information which was hard to

compute with ‘chemo-brain’. I  was learning and assimilating so much.

There was no doubt the medical profession was failing to realise that

whatever they were prescribing, it was nowhere near enough to fight the

disease. It was hard to take everything I  wanted to take during treatment.

Worried for my stomach, I  had dropped taking aspirin and instead I  took

pycnogenol, a natural but not necessarily equal alternative. Curcumin I tried

for its anti-inflammatory benefits, but it often made me feel nauseous.

Instead I kept inflammation down by taking more fish oils.

After my chemotherapy treatment finished, I came across another fish oil,

shark liver oil, which would not only help control inflammation with its

omega-3 content, but also contained high levels of other beneficial

substances. Sharks rarely get cancer although a few solid tumours have been

detected. But no blood cancers that I can find. A Scandinavian oncologist

called Dr Astrid Brohult decided to study shark liver oil after first noting the

beneficial effects of calve’s marrow on children with Leukaemia (a blood

cancer). She discovered the calve’s marrow had immune stimulating effects

because of compounds called alkylglycerols (AKGs). Dr  Brohult then

realised these compounds were found in significantly higher levels in shark

liver oil. The AKGs occur in humans in our bone marrow and spleen (in

very small amounts) and are involved in making our white and red blood

cells. These compounds are also found in human breast milk (there are ten

times more AKG compounds in breast than in cow’s milk) and these are

thought to make a significant contribution to an infant’s immune system.



Dr Brohult discovered that shark liver oil stopped cancer proliferation and

radiation sickness. A study on cervical cancer patients taking SLO before,

during and after radiotherapy found that it reduced radiation-induced

injuries by a very significant 50%. 30 Dr Brohult suggests a dose of 0.3-2.6g

will help minimise the associated decrease in platelets and white blood cells

that accompany radiation treatment.

The mighty shark’s resistance to cancer was mistakenly thought to be

attributed to shark cartilage after William Lane published his book Sharks

Don’t Get Cancer in 1992 reporting that this was the secret ingredient.

The medical profession were quick to damn this suggestion after repeated

experiments with shark cartilage failed to show any direct cancer killing

effects. After that anything ‘shark’ related was tainted and it caused much

uproar when it was discovered that William Lane’s son was selling shark

cartilage products.

Shark liver oil contains four anti-cancer substances: squalene, omega-3,

alkylglycerol and squalamine.

The substance squalene has a partial inhibitory feedback loop on the

mevolonate pathway, the same growth pathway used by cancer cells to make

cholesterol that’s blocked by statin drugs, as I would learn later. (Statins are

particularly effective for blood cancers). The alkylglycerol component of

shark liver oil has an immune stimulating effect, improving the production

of all the blood components (haematopoiesis) so it reduces side effects of

radiotherapy, also boosting white cell counts and improving platelet counts

during chemotherapy. 31 There was a suggestion that taking shark liver for

several months might ‘thicken’ the blood too much. But most patient’s

blood counts suffer horribly with the traditional treatments, as mine did.

I wish I had discovered it earlier.

The alkylglycerols also perform another important function alongside their

immune-boosting effects  – they reduce a key growth factor that promotes

angiogenesis called basic Fibroblast Growth Factor. 32 And the squalamine

content is causing much excitement amongst researchers for its antiviral

effects. Sharks have a rudimentary immune system but are surprisingly

resistant to viral infections. Viruses are known co-factors associated with



many cancers. Rather than fighting the virus directly, it makes the blood and

liver resistant to infection by ‘kicking off’ proteins that stick to the inside of

blood vessels. These proteins are a source of food for some viruses and

without them the viruses are starved to death. 33

Squalene is also found at lower levels in olive oil (0.7% versus circa 40% in

SLO) and amaranth oil (6-8%), which of course are more environmentally

friendly (I blush with shame at my use of shark liver oil, but it was the only

option I knew about). It’s this component that may make extra virgin olive

oil especially good at fighting cancer, not just the much-touted oleic acid.

I  used lashings of it on my food  – I  still have a couple of spoonfuls first

thing every day even now – along with cod liver oil for its omega-3 DHA

and EPA anti-inflammatory effect. Fish liver oils are also a natural and

balanced source of vitamins A and D, both essential for the PPAR gamma

pathway.

I am hoping that alkylglycerols are now available without damaging the

populations of those majestic sea creatures. If you do decide to take shark

liver oil, perhaps take for three months only as I did as this may be enough

to have a long-lasting effect on your immunity.

Was I winning? I couldn’t be absolutely sure, but regular blood tests helped

confirm that for now I  was doing all right. I  was staying within ‘normal’

limits. I had to keep blind faith that I was on the right track.

The diet was especially hard to maintain. I no longer craved the sweet foods,

but could I never let my hair down again? Was my future to be lived on a

knife edge, checking foods all the time, unable to go out and allow myself a

couple of cheeky drinks? Was there no easier way?

17 Sadly, Pauling now has a page on Quackwatch, a site written by Pharma-

indoctrinated individuals. The ignominy persists, perpetuating the idea that

vitamin C is useless.

18 A ‘liposomal’ formulation means the molecule is encapsulated in a lipid so

that it passes through the digestive tract in the small intestine and is taken

directly into the blood stream.

19 https://now.uiowa.edu/2017/01/why-high-dose-vitamin-c-kills-cancer-cells

20 Cieslak JA, Cullen JJ. Treatment of Pancreatic Cancer with Pharmacological

Ascorbate. Current pharmaceutical biotechnology . 2015;16(9): 759-770.



21 Levine M et al Ascorbate in pharmacologic concentrations selectively

generates ascorbate radical and hydrogen peroxide in extracellular fluid in vivo

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences May 2007, 104 (21) 8749-

8754

22 Pofessor Michael Lisanti at the University of Salford, Manchester has

researched the effect of doxycycline, intravenous vitamin C and berberine,

with stunning results. De Francesco EM, Bonuccelli G, Maggiolini M, Sotgia F,

Lisanti MP. Vitamin C and Doxycycline: A synthetic lethal combination therapy

targeting metabolic flexibility in cancer stem cells (CSCs). Oncotarget .

2017;8(40): 67269-67286. doi: 10.18632/oncotarget.18428.

23 In fact scientists have now discovered at least seven cancer causing viruses

and I  suspect more will be found in the future. Also the tumour

microenvironment can host many pathogens that might be parasites, bacteria,

protozoa or fungi.

24 See resources online at www.howtostarvecancer.com

25 Given the huge implications of superbugs, a looming crisis for which we

currently have no pharmaceutical solutions, using UBI would be an easy and

cheap trial to run on patients. As the Riordan Clinic website says: ‘The net

result is the induction of a secondary kill of these infecting agents throughout

the entire body. Treating only 35 cc of blood with UBI induces a beneficial

systemic response.’

26 The current trend with resistant bacteria – like MRSA or clostridium difficile –

is faecal microbiota transfer (yes, poo transplants – don’t throw up). MRSA now

kills more people than AIDS, and TB now has a resistant strain. Both are

gaining ground fast. Maybe in the future there will be UBI clinics in every

surgery, walk-ins for a six-monthly zap! Will UBI work against these superbugs

on its own or as an adjunct to antibiotics and FMT? Phage therapy (viruses that

kill bacteria) is another option with specific phages being bred to fight specific

infections, a therapy to fight bacteria that has been used for decades in Russia.

27 Low dose oral Vitamin C and E can help recycle glutathione, which will not

have the cancer killing effect required. Instead it will have the opposite effect

and keep a malignant cell immortal.

28 Glutamine is excellent for healing a leaky gut and for helping to arm your

white blood cells, in particular your Natural Killer cells. It is also vital to the

peyers patches, which is where a large part of your immune system lies. I’d

use alongside arginine (unless you have an arginine-fuelled cancer). Both are

vital in this battle.

29 I  would find out later that this is one reason why metformin is useful for

cancer treatment – it lowers IGF-1, which in turn reduces the cysteine uptake

and therefore lowers glutathione.

30 Iannitti T, Palmieri B. An Update on the Therapeutic Role of Alkylglycerols.

Marine Drugs . 2010;8(8): 2267-2300. doi: 10.3390/md8082267.

31 Mitre, R., Etienne, M., Martinais, S., Salmon, H., Allaume, P., Legrand, P., &

Legrand, A. (2005). Humoral defence improvement and haematopoiesis

stimulation in sows and offspring by oral supply of shark-liver oil to mothers

during gestation and lactation. British Journal of Nutrition, 94(5), 753-762.

32 -O-Alkylglycerols reduce the stimulating effects of bFGF on

endothelial cell proliferation in vitro. Pédrono , Frédérique et al . Cancer
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Chapter Nine:

Beating the Odds

Each month I tracked my blood markers. Even as a physiotherapist I had been taught that

stage IV meant certain death. It was unavoidable. The cancer would come back.

I tried hard to block out the negative thoughts. I refused to believe it. I knew starving the

cancer and halting its growth was key to preventing an unwelcome return. It was tough

going, sticking to the diet, but I learnt to adapt, and soon realised that all those unhealthy

foods I’d eaten in the past I really didn’t miss. Well, maybe watching others tucking into a

bacon sandwich on a Sunday morning still made me yearn wistfully for a bite.

As my blood markers remained within normal levels, my faith in my own abilities was

slowly growing. And as self-doubt faded, I began to feel so confident in my progress that

I  threw myself back into the toiletries business I’d started just before the diagnosis of

secondary cancer in my lungs. It was certainly a welcome distraction from the dreary

hospital appointments, the nail-biting wait for results and the sad and sorry looks from the

medical staff. I  could see what they were thinking. They’d all been taught the same

dogma. ‘Stage IV. I wonder how long she’s got?’

In the hospital, I  was constantly putting up barriers to the undercurrent of negativity

I  knew was lurking just below the surface. I  was not immune to thoughtless off-cuff

remarks from the staff. My inner equilibrium could be knocked off balance by the

slightest hint of pessimism.

‘I am really pleased with my progress,’ I said to a nurse taking my blood pressure. ‘Let’s

hope I can keep it at bay now.’

‘When it comes back, I’m sure there’ll be many new therapies to consider.’

‘Don’t you mean if?’ I replied, shocked at her lack of empathy. I bet I knew more about

how to control my cancer than she did. How dare she assume progression was inevitable?

It made my resolve even stronger.

At home I was juggling sales meetings, new toiletries formulations, creating designs for

bottles, tubes and gift boxes, and sourcing production from all over the world. Creating a

brand-new product range was exciting. It was also a kind of organised chaos, an antidote

to my structured and scheduled medical regime.

A period of ‘extreme multi-tasking’ is how I would describe these years. But I always put

aside twenty minutes for daily meditation. I  did this immediately after my morning

supplements. I made time for a bike ride or a brisk walk to the park after lunch. This was

surely boosting my immunity, oxygenating my blood and allowing my body to soak up any

glucose released from my food.



Starve cancer. It became my mantra. I  would chant it as I  marched briskly around the

block or the park, squeezing each buttock in turn with every step as I did so, hoping no-

one noticed my bizarre bottom-clenching gait! I would stop occasionally to do a few knee

squats by a bench. I wanted to make sure my gluteus maximus, the biggest muscle in our

bodies, was getting a decent workout. It didn’t take a genius to work out it’d be the ideal

one to target (along with the quads in the thighs). Muscles make up 40% of our body mass

and provide a valuable sink to soak up excess glucose. Exercise also increases insulin

sensitivity in the tissues so it becomes ever more efficient at taking up the glucose and

using it.

Even with the distraction of starting a business, I was still learning and assimilating new

cancer information and trying to formulate a new anti-cancer strategy. If, after everything

I’d done, the cancer made its return, I would need a contingency plan. I continued to buy

survivor stories, huge tomes on alternative medicine and many other books and journals.

My home cancer library now filled several shelves.

I still felt sure there were other ‘big guns’ I  might have missed. Green tea, with its

powerful ingredient epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG) was definitely one. But it only had a

short half-life, so I would need to drink it constantly through the day, sometimes as many

as ten cups! Other natural compounds were also big guns. Curcumin targeted

inflammatory pathways, while genistein, silibinin (milk thistle), quercetin and resveratrol

all seemed to stop cancer growing and spreading. All became constants in my routine,

alongside my supplement cocktail and morning juice of beetroot, celery, carrot and apple.

Quite how they might starve cancer I’d yet to find out, but each seemed to be very

effective from the research I’d seen on their cancer-killing and angiogenesis-blocking

activity. All were taken at every mealtime.

There seemed to be no ‘one size fits all’ for diet. Each complementary doctor had an

individual style of treatment, yet all focused on rectifying deficiencies of vitamins and

minerals (e.g. magnesium and A, B, D, K vitamins) or adding supplements that would

enhance other treatments. But more than anything, they were all completely against sugar.

Making vegetable juices, exercising, home cooking, sourcing healthy food, exploring new

ones, researching, meditating, hospital appointments, the business, it all took time. This

was hardly the kind of lifestyle I  would recommend to anyone just out of a terminal

diagnosis. It was exhausting. In the evenings I  would slide into a warm naturally

fragranced bath, light candles, play music and relax for half an hour. Shutting out the

hustle and bustle of the day was important. I  needed my own little sanctuary just for

thinking. Or not thinking. It became my nightly refuge.

In the end I  created my own Tranquility Spa CD, a relaxation ritual with a bit of

reflexology, affirmations and visualisations all included, designed primarily for myself –
but later I packaged it up as a gift pack with candles, mineral-rich bath salts and a bath

pillow. When I launched, the pack was shortlisted for Gift of the Year.



Bath time was a great place to ponder life, business, my cancer and all its complexities.

Once I had calmed my racing thoughts I would think about how my cancer was behaving

and try and see the bigger picture. I had no detectable cancer in my body, but I was not

about to sit back and rest. It could pounce at any time. ‘When it comes back’, were the

words that always haunted me. The wily cancer cell had been able to steal my body’s

nutrients, blood supply and immunity, and it had used all these against me. How could

I outwit this parasite?

Parasites thrive and reproduce unabated until either their food source runs out or the host

dies. Sadly, with cancer it is usually the latter. How to starve cancer without starving and

damaging myself? On the outside, it appeared to be super powerful, able to resist the most

toxic of treatments, to mutate just when you thought you were getting the upper hand. A

cunning little beast. But was it really powerful, or did it just reroute itself down whichever

path was left unblocked? What if you blocked all the routes? How many were there? Was

it an impossible task to find out? Was it just IGF-1 and aerobic glycolysis, the Warburg

Effect? If so, then why was it so hard to treat? There must be other metabolic pathways

that needed blocking.

Cancer research was getting more reductive, scientists examining smaller and smaller

parts of the cancer genome and then turning their attention to the immune system when

the genomic treatments failed them. What had gone wrong with the patient’s immunity to

allow the cancer to thrive? What had come first, the altered immunity or the cancer? What

if the altered immunity was a result of an altered metabolism and inflammation? If so,

targeting the immune system would be futile unless you shut down the altered metabolism

and switched off the inflammation. Moreover, how had cancer started? Had researchers

and orthodox doctors lost sight of the bigger picture?

I lay there thinking about how the cancer cell was different to a normal cell. It had been

reprogrammed to endlessly divide and make two ‘daughter’ cells and to do this it used

huge amounts of nutrients. On a very basic level, cells are made up of various proteins

(enzymes, organelles, nucleic acids, etc.) encapsulated by a fatty membrane. Each cancer

cell would need both the fat required for new cell membranes as well as protein for

building new internal cell structures. Like building a house, you need a workforce (the

energy to build it) and bricks and mortar. With cancer the main energy source seemed to

be glucose, but it needed access to fat and protein too to build its cell structure.

The process was essentially the same no matter what type of cancer it was, pancreatic,

lymphoma or breast. Starving these cells of fat and the protein it needed was surely

important, as well as blocking the glucose it used for the cell division. Did that mean a

starvation diet might work? But even when patients had cachexia, when the body began

wasting away, the cancer often continued to thrive, stealing nutrients from other parts of

the body. It certainly seemed to be a systemic problem, affecting the whole person, not

just a zone or specific area in the body.



I gleaned information from every doctor I  saw and as many journals as I  could find.

I continued to modify my diet. A description of my approach would probably be a low

glycaemic, low inflammatory, high fibre, mostly pescatarian ‘Paleo’ diet but low in

saturated fat  – in other words, the caveman diet. I  had cut out potatoes, aubergines,

tomatoes, rhubarb, strawberries and all citrus foods. Grapefruit was the worst. All too

acidic or inflammatory for me. I ate no dairy apart from a little parmesan as a treat and

occasionally a little bioactive yoghurt. It was more about how my body was able to digest

the food, the glycaemic index and how it reacted to different food types. If I bloated after a

meal, then I  must have triggered an inflammatory reaction in my gut and inflammation

needed to be avoided at all costs.

Meals were no longer a source of comfort as they had been in the past and cooking was an

added burden to my already jam-packed day, so my meals were very basic. Simple salads

with a bit of short grain brown rice doused with olive oil at lunchtimes. I wondered if this

intense level of commitment was necessary, there was really no way of knowing, but when

I remembered the statistics, I knew I had little choice. I would never be able to return to

my pre-cancer diet.

If cancer needed both fat and protein for creating two identical new progenies, as well as

glucose for energy to create them, then starving the cancer was going to be tricky.

I needed to cut all three food sources, the ‘macros’ in my diet – fat, carb and protein – and

just starving myself might kill me in the process. It didn’t seem to be a long-term solution.

I wondered if there were some foods I could eat safely that cancer didn’t like.

Cutting back on volume came first. The benefits of caloric restriction for cancer were

reported as early as 1914 by Peyton Rous, 34 who also discovered that viruses could

trigger the disease. His work on a viral cause for cancer was not given proper recognition

until much later  – he was finally awarded a Nobel Prize in 1966. Still no-one has yet

acknowledged his observations on diet restriction in mice or his suggestion that it could be

useful for many cancers. The effects of underfeeding gained attention again in 1940, 35

but it lost momentum with the advent of chemotherapy and the scramble for new ‘game

changers’. The latest drugs were allegedly magic bullets.

A reduction in volume seemed obvious to me, even without sight of this research.

I gradually ate smaller and smaller portions. Perhaps this alone would be enough to tip the

balance, weaken the cancer and allow my immune system to regain the upper hand.

Reducing protein was relatively easy, but were beans and lentils a healthier substitute?

I couldn’t be sure. 36

In my quest to lower fat and simple carbohydrates, several supplements piqued my

interest. Gymnema sylvestre is an Indian Ayurvedic herb and a trial on diabetic patients

(Type 1 and 2) showed it reduced glucose. It also seemed to raise insulin levels, which

might make it a risk. Perhaps it made insulin work more efficiently in the body? I was still

taking Mahonia aquifolium tincture but no-one else had written about berberine,



the main constituent of Mahonia aquifolium for cancer. There was no trace of it in

any of the literature.

If no-one was using berberine for cancer maybe I was wrong, perhaps it wasn’t as good as

I thought. In 2002, I decided to swap berberine and try Gymnema instead as the article on

Mahonia (which had mentioned its anti-tumoural, antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory as

well as glucose-lowering effects) in the 1999 Journal of Herbal Medicine was fading

from my memory, crowded out by the clutter of additional information. This swap was a

mistake in hindsight. The combination may have been much better.

Hydroxycitrate, from a plant called Garcinia Cambogia found in India, was able to modify

and reduce fat in the body. My instincts were fortunately correct as I later discovered this

compound could block ATP citrate lyase which converts the excess pyruvate produced by

cancer cells into fatty acids for making new cell membranes. 37 But would it then just

push the cancer to use more glycolytic or other fat driven metabolic pathways? Research

relating to cancer was non-existent for both gymnema and hydroxycitrate  – it was all

about diabetes and weight loss. But in they went, into my cancer-starving regime.

Blocking each cancer fuel supply was imperative.

But how many were there? Was I blocking enough?

Chromium Picolinate was shown to improve insulin sensitivity and improve glycaemic

control, so perhaps it would make the Gymnema work better and reduce the insulin.

Taking the two together might work synergistically. Sure enough, a later review of both

treatments by physician Richard Nahas in 2009 showed that both gymnema and chromium

picolinate to be effective for glycaemic control. 38

Niacin-B3. This precursor of the coenzyme NAD (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) had

fat reducing properties too. It also has a beneficial effect on insulin although the

mechanism for this is less clear. NAD is important in not just the breakdown of fat, but

also carbohydrate, protein and alcohol breakdown and storage, as well as cell signalling

and DNA repair. It may be very useful in the post treatment period as well, when the body

needs to rebuild cells with normal mitochondrial function. Dr Callebout, my integrative

doctor, prescribed a ‘no-flush’ version. 39

A higher caloric intake is associated with more aggressive and worse survival cancer rates,

but was this a result of too much sugar, too much fat, too much protein, or just too much

of everything? Omega-6 oils promoted cancer growth, this was very clear. I completely

avoided sunflower oil and other processed vegetable oils as they made inflammation

worse. In contrast, the Mediterranean diet had a much lower incidence of cancer. Perhaps

olive oil was a ‘safe’ fat to use despite containing omega-6. Its high omega-9 content

I  learned neutralised the omega-6. Butter I used sparingly, even though it contained the

vitamins A, D and K and something called Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA).



CLA was reported to have huge beneficial effects for both prevention and treatment of

cancer. Many natural substances contain this fatty acid (butter, cheese, saturated fat in red

meat) but I wanted to avoid saturated fat, so taking a supplement was the safer option. It

was the omega-7 part of CLA, the palmitoleic acid, which I have since discovered was the

beneficial part. Not to be confused with palmitic acid, a bad oil, (although this can be

neutralised by omega-9) palmitoleic acid can be found in both olive oil and sea buckthorn

oil. And the most beneficial part of palmitoleic acid is vaccenic (aka rumenic) acid. A

natural trans-fat! This has beneficial effects on high blood sugar, elevated lipid levels,

inflammation and excess fat gain, and it enhances insulin sensitivity. It is a super nutrient.

Instead of taking CLA as a supplement as I  did in those days, I  now take a daily Sea

Buckthorn oil capsule, which contains omega-7. But it only really works efficiently in the

presence of bifidobacteria in the gut. Hence the need for checking your gut has adequate

amounts and no ‘dysbiosis’, or abnormal levels of pathogenic bacteria. For metabolic

health, I believe everyone should include omega-7 alongside adequate omega-3 (fish oils)

and omega-9 to help prevent all the major metabolic diseases: Alzheimer’s, cancer, stroke,

metabolic syndrome and heart disease. As a follower of both medical trends and the latest

trends in cosmetics and toiletries, I  always see the cosmetics industry taking on board

these beneficial nutrients much faster. Sea Buckthorn oil has been big news for a while in

toiletries, and yet is still virtually unheard of as a supplement. It should be big news in

cancer and cardiovascular treatment too!

Periodically, Dr Callebout reviewed my supplements and to my horror he would prescribe

yet more. He prescribed Vitamin K3 and maitake-D-fraction (a mushroom extract) both

shown to boost immunity and enhance the effects of intravenous vitamin C. He also

prescribed DHEA (not recommended for hormone-related cancers) which enhanced my

wellbeing and immunity and it also ‘starves cancer’ by blocking the pentose phosphate

pathway, part of the process of building new DNA molecules.

All cancer patients researching their disease will come across articles that link cancer to

sugar, poor diets or lifestyle habits. The result is that on top of feeling unwell there is an

unspoken sense of guilt and shame that somehow you had played a part in causing your

illness. This may not in fact be the case, despite reports that lifestyle and environmental

factors (like pathogens) and carcinogens are thought to be up to 90% responsible for

cancer. 40 Avoiding pathogens can be impossible unless you live like a hermit at the North

Pole. Parasites, bacteria and fungi are all linked as well as the well-known association of

viruses. Many viruses are linked to cancer such as Epstein Barr, HPV, 41 hepatitis B and

C, CMV, 42 human T-lymphotropic virus, Kaposi’s sarcoma-associated herpesvirus

(KSHV) and Merkel cell polyomavirus. More are being discovered as scientists actively

search for a link; the bovine leukaemia virus was added in 2015 as a risk for breast cancer,

a virus highly prevalent in milk worldwide. I suspect many more cancers will be linked to

viruses in the future.



Many people eat appalling diets and have shocking lifestyles yet remain immune to

cancer, while vegans who pride themselves on their healthy lifestyle can be afflicted too.

But the media propagates this blame culture. This victimisation of the patient is

unwelcome and unhelpful baggage; those with the disease stoically submit themselves to

tortuous and barbaric treatments with little complaint, a punishment they feel they deserve

for failing to be a paragon of health before. With cancer shouldn’t you expect to suffer

horribly to get well? If a medical treatment doesn’t make you feel violently ill and have

terrible side effects, then it can’t possibly be killing or controlling all those pesky cancer

cells, can it? Isn’t cancer virtually impossible to rid unless you load yourself up with large

doses of toxic chemicals? After decades of burning and poisoning ourselves with these

destructive treatments, the ‘standard of care’, we are ingrained to believe this nonsense.

I felt the self-blame too. I had abused my insides all my life, thoughtlessly downing foods

and drinks that disagreed with me and made me bloated or tired. I  too felt I had to be

strict and hard on myself with a punishing and gruelling diet. Had I  in some way been

remiss and allowed cancer to develop?

Dr  Callebout pressed upon me the need to sort out whatever might be wrong with my

intestinal health and to check the nutrient levels in my blood. Now I  was through

chemotherapy, I knew it was essential to be properly assessed and have my stools checked

and my micronutrient, fatty acid, vitamin and mineral profiling examined. My medical

training had done me a disservice in this department. Diet and my intestines had always

taken a back seat, never receiving the attention they desperately needed, as the focus or the

reason why other systems in the body go wrong.

Many cancer patients will be able to tell you about infection in the gut or in the site where

cancer developed. Why these prior infections are treated as irrelevant and

unacknowledged in oncology is truly astonishing. Oncologists see cancer as a totally

organic disease that somehow developed out of nowhere, ignoring all the other infections

that came before. There are many different causes of cancer, many from infectious

diseases, but most integrative doctors will tell you that every cancer patient, at some point,

has had a problem with their intestinal health.

Today, much emerging research is focused on the ‘microbiome’, the collection of

organisms that live on and in us, and the nature of our symbiotic relationship. Scientists

are trying to establish why correcting the microbiome has such a big impact on the health

of the cancer patient, no matter where the cancer has developed. 43 Every little crevice on

every surface in our bodies is home to legions of tiny microorganisms and the gut has by

far the most.

I am not alone in my assumption that my intestines would just deal with dietary abuse,

whilst accepting that fatigue, bloating and irregular bowel movements were perfectly

normal. I had not appreciated how easily our gut linings are damaged, particularly in early

life with the use of antibiotics, or other supposedly ‘safe’ drugs. How they might lead to



later damage and longer term systemic effects and disease is only just beginning to be

understood.

My own gut woes may have stemmed from an infection in my early twenties. I’d been on

holiday with my family, windsurfing off a popular tourist beach in Turkey. After a series of

failed ‘carve gybes’ and subsequent ‘face plants’, I  drank far more seawater than I  had

intended and a couple of days later had developed lobar pneumonia in my lungs. The mere

act of breathing brought out the searing pain of pleuritis (inflammation of the lung

membranes) and if this wasn’t torture enough, I had a dose of pericarditis (inflammation

of the membranes around the heart) thrown in, which caused severe pain to radiate down

from my neck and shoulder into my left arm. I couldn’t lie down, so nights were spent

sitting up on deck unable to sleep, watching the stars. I  really should have been in

hospital.

A local doctor prescribed a course of crude, uncoated and strong antibiotics, after which

nothing stayed down, not even water. I  have never been so thin! I  dropped a stone in

weight within a week to just over seven and a half stone. All of this in forty degrees of

heat and on a boat. I  became completely dehydrated, and felt so terrible I  remember

thinking that if I fell over the side I had no intention of saving myself. I would have quite

happily slipped beneath the waves never to return.

Those antibiotics must have totally wrecked my gut and upset my microbial ecosystem.

I  had no clue about probiotic use in those days. No-one did. With both good and bad

bacteria wiped out, my defences were at an all-time low. It may well have been at this time

that I picked up a parasite.

Now I  was fighting the spectre of cancer, years later, I  was aware that the gut was the

centre of my immunity and I would not be well until I had fixed it. Re-establishing a good

‘gut balance’ was a critical part of the jigsaw as well as mending my damaged insides.

I decided periods of intermittent fasting might allow my gut to rest, heal and reduce any

inflammation. As a physiotherapist it was usual to advise rest and anti-inflammatory

treatments (such as ice and ultrasound) for a damaged body part, before the process of

rehab. Dr  Callebout was in favour of intermittent fasting, or time-restricted feeding,

allowing the intestines to rest after three p.m. until the following morning. The rationale

being that the liver is more active in the morning and better able to process food. This

would also starve the cancer of course.

He explained about the constant turf war going on in our intestines, the balance of our

beneficial (commensal) versus bad (pathogenic) bacteria constantly shifting, particularly

when we take antibiotics or eat and drink unhealthy foods. Doctors rarely suggest a course

of probiotics after antibiotics or advise staying off sugary foods during treatment. But if

the balance shifts the wrong way and pathogenic bacteria become more dominant, they

may eventually secrete enough ‘exotoxins’ to cause a break down in the single cell gut

lining. This single-cell thickness in our intestinal walls is all that protects us from



infection entering our bodies from the outside. When those cells lining the gut are

damaged by exotoxins, inflammation occurs and loosens the tight junctions between the

cells. Once these junctions are disrupted, it creates the condition known as ‘leaky gut’ or

Intestinal Hyperpermeability Syndrome, which if you mention it, elicits much eye-rolling

in the medical community.

Because it’s not taught in medical schools and the pharmaceutical companies have yet to

develop a drug for it, to many doctors leaky gut is a condition that doesn’t exist. But it is

very real indeed and leaves us easy prey to opportunistic infections and it can also trigger

autoimmune disease. 44 As luck would have it, I was already taking one of the best gut

healing compounds as part of my self-treatment, I just didn’t know it at the time. Hurrah

for berberine!

While healthy levels of good bacteria make important nutrients like vitamin K and B,

unhealthy levels of pathogenic bacteria create leaky gut, allowing other pathogens and

their toxic by-products easy passage into our bodies. Once inside, they alter the

microenvironment around normal stem cells, creating inflammation and thereby abnormal

stem cells, which lie at the heart of every cancer. This, I  believe, is the root cause of

cancer, which coupled with other resident viruses, yeasts or other pathogens create a

welcoming environment for the cancer stem cells to begin an abnormal metabolism and

flourish.

‘I have your test results,’ Dr Callebout announced in the summer of 2000. ‘You have really

good levels of bifidobacteria and lactobacilli in your lower gut, but I’m afraid you have

quite a number of parasites called Blastocystis hominis .’

‘Blasted what?!’ I said. ‘Parasites? Gross! How do I get rid of them?’

‘Parasites are far more common than you think,’ he said. I was amazed to discover just

how rife they are among humans: up to 100% in some poorer countries, with infection

rates on the rise elsewhere. In the United States, 23% of the total population were infected

with Blastocystis hominis in 2000.

‘It won’t be easy to get rid of it. You’re going to have to follow a very strict regime,’ he

added.

Fine. I  was following a pretty strict regime already, so in for a penny in for a pound.

I knew a list of further supplements would be added to my growing compendium.

‘This protozoal parasite might be the cause of your lowered thyroid results. The two are

often connected,’ he added.

I already had some of the classic symptoms associated with Blastocystis hominis

infection, the main one being serious fatigue. I’d assumed it was the cervical cancer or my

hectic lifestyle but perhaps this ‘blasted’ parasite was the real reason. Other common



symptoms can include bloating, diarrhoea, nausea, flatulence, abdominal pain, hives and

variable bowel habits. 45

Parasites no longer just infect travellers abroad. With our increasingly migrant and urban

communities, these little critters can be spread by poor food preparation hygiene,

unwashed hands, even via our innocent-looking cats and dogs. There is a strong link

between prostate cancer and toxoplasmosis gondii found in our fluffy feline friends. We

humans seem to believe we’re immune to parasites, somehow superior, that anti-worming

is unnecessary for all but our pets. But without paying attention to simple hygiene

measures, we’re at the mercy of these tiniest of creatures, be they bacteria, protozoa,

mycoplasma, viruses, parasites, even calcifying nanoparticles, the smallest of the lot.

Izabella Wentz, pharmacist, sufferer of Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis and bestselling author of

The Hashimoto’s Protocol also had Blastocystis hominis . She blames the

infection in part for causing her thyroid condition and says she never felt completely well

until she’d eradicated it. 46

Wentz found 35% of her clients tested positive for Blastocystis hominis , making

it the most common infection associated with Hashimoto’s. But most medics consider it a

commensal organism and do not see a need to treat it, despite new evidence pointing to its

pathogenicity. 47

Wentz has investigated the wee critter extensively. ‘[It’s] known to cause multiple food

sensitivities,’ she writes. ‘While true food sensitivities…will typically result in a

resolution of symptoms once the food is removed, people infected with Blastocystis

hominis will have the opposite: they develop multiple food sensitivities, and once they

eliminate one food, they’ll develop another sensitivity.’

I too had discovered a sensitivity to wheat and eggs, but also dairy, tomatoes and citrus.

Cutting out inflammatory foods I knew was imperative to my cancer-busting programme,

and I’m certain now that every cancer patient should be routinely tested and treated to

eradicate parasites.

Re-establishing a healthy gut and ridding myself of this intruder was not an easy job. It

involved dedication to the cause, but I knew it was key. Without a properly functioning gut

I would never hope to have a properly functioning thyroid or immune system. I was never

going to get a complete recovery without fixing those.

If I  had thought for a moment that the conventional medical profession would take the

parasite infection seriously, I might have benefited from a short term hit of a combination

of antibiotics alongside my supplements. 48 But I was concerned that taking these might

have created further dysbiosis, although with hindsight it would have only been a

temporary imbalance, easily rectified with the correct pre and probiotics. In the end what

worked for me was several months of the following:



an anti-parasitic supplement formula containing wormwood, black walnut, cloves, o

leaf, garlic, grapefruit extract and uva ursi

betain hydrochloride to increase acidity in my stomach

proteolytic enzymes that digest protein, including bromelain (from pineapples) and pa

(from papaya seeds) taken between meals

raw garlic cloves crushed in an avocado dip

zinc

Mahonia aquifolium (berberine)

fish oils

freshly ground flaxseed

The proteolytic enzymes are believed to digest the protein shell that makes up the bodies

of parasites, making them less able to resist treatment. The enzymes must be taken

between meals otherwise they’ll be used up digesting food instead. The flaxseed was in

effect ‘sweeping’ my colon and helping to physically remove the burrowed parasites from

the walls of my intestine. Psyllium husk is also used for this purpose. This was of course

coupled with an exclusion diet that already no longer contained wheat and dairy, white

rice, corn, carbonated drinks, black tea, coffee, alcohol or high glycaemic fruits.

With the discovery of my underactive thyroid (he had tested both my T3 and T4),

I decided to try a macrobiotic diet for three months to really ‘go for it’ and detox. In this

diet I included mackerel and sardines at least twice or three times a week for my protein,

omega-3 oil and of course seaweed. Seaweed is rich in iodine which would help with the

production of thyroid hormones, but it’s rare that an iodine deficiency causes abnormal

thyroid function. The root cause is almost always in the gut. Dr Callebout also prescribed

half an ‘Armour’ tablet, a small amount of dessicated natural thyroid hormone.

I have to say the prospect of this diet was not exactly appealing. Information, recipes and

inspiration were in short supply in 2000 and I’m not really a lover of miso soup or

wakame. But I perservered.

If I  slipped up I  became cross with myself. Did I  not want to survive? Did I  not care

enough about myself to make the effort? The anger helped spur me on to do better next

time. I  learnt to pick myself up after a diet fail, forgive myself and carry on. Further

cheating would only make the problem worse. I hoped my small transgressions would not

have severe consequences, although I had no idea of the margin for error. I also had no

information on how far I  should take my diet. A glucometer would have been mighty

useful for tracking the release of glucose into my blood and it would have given me some

tangible data to work with, better feedback and motivation.

I became more obsessive about cutting out refined carbohydrates, but still ate slower-

release carbs with high soluble fibre like sweet potatoes, all while knocking back the

supplements and my ‘primordial soup’, a vegetable juice, green tea or olive oil. Ugh. But

the feeling of regaining control over some part of my life was not to be underestimated.



I  was immersed in a world where it would have been easy to have felt helpless, at the

mercy of the doctors and my disease. I needed to take back control.

Dr  Callebout also told me my folate levels were very low. Folate and B12 are both

essential for the ‘methylation cycle’, a biological pathway contributing to almost every

important function in the body, like detoxification in the liver, cell repair and energy

production. It also helps detoxify and rid the body of excess oestradiol, a strong hormone

associated with stimulating the growth of cancer cells.

That I was low in these crucial vitamins was of no surprise. I’d been given methotrexate, a

chemotherapy drug which acts by depleting folate so that the DNA, which relies on it,

can’t replicate. There had been no suggestion of supplementing afterwards – some doctors

are sold on the idea that long-term folate depletion is good strategy. But depletion leads to

further cancer, with a particularly strong link to cervical cancer. 49

B vitamins are also the natural victims of the stress hormone cortisol, and of course every

cancer patient is stressed to a greater or lesser degree. Drinking alcohol is also linked to

lower folate levels. One study showed that women taking folate supplements and

partaking in an occasional drink had the same risk of breast cancer as teetotallers. 50

With Dr Callebout’s blessing, I took a mega sublingual supplement of 5g folate a day for

several months, alongside a mega B12 sublingual vitamin. Both folate and B12 are

normally made by gut bacteria, so while supplementing was a good idea I had to address

the root cause. It is the lactobacillus colonies in our colons which are responsible for the

manufacture of these vitamins and merely supplementing was not going to fix the problem

long term. I  learned that fermented foods would help boost my lactobacilli count.

However a common mistake with cancer patients is to focus heavily on boosting

fermented foods, to the detriment of their bifidobacteria levels, which also need

replenishing and may in fact be more important in fighting the disease.

Although I was told my cancer was not hormonally-driven, I was of the view that the HRT

I  had been given, which contained the strong oestrogen oestradiol, was not healthy.

I wanted to switch to the weaker form, oestriol. It took years of nagging and arguing with

my doctors before I  finally persuaded my GP to switch to Ovestin tablets, many times

weaker than oestradiol but effective at reducing symptoms at a dose of only 2mg a day.

Ovestin tablets later disappeared from public view, 51 not because it’s ineffective but

because the stronger oestradiol is much cheaper to manufacture. This has made getting

hold of more biologically identical hormones difficult. 52

I also took a natural progesterone for protection against breast cancer, at first in cream

form, which I always felt wouldn’t make a discernible difference. I spent six years arguing

again with my GP, who insisted I did not need progesterone as I had no womb, to finally

be prescribed a micronized natural oral form on prescription, a far cry from the synthetic,

carcinogenic progestin my gynaecologist at that South London hospital had been pushing.



I had no idea what an extraordinary difference the oral progesterone would make – it was

like sailing out of a fog bank! I hadn’t realised what a muggy world I’d been living in. 53

Not only that, my sleep was suddenly deep and restful. Even with melatonin, I had been

waking and struggling to go back off. Sleeping for a whole night was something I thought

I’d never experience again. But that first night using melatonin and progesterone together

came as a complete and very welcome surprise.

I believe in eating foods in the best bioavailable form possible to get maximal benefits.

Broccoli needs a four-minute steam. Spinach I ate both raw and cooked. Fruit I kept to a

minimum, mostly apples and berries. The basics of my diet for the first three months after

chemo involved miso soup or hot porridge for breakfast with some berries. I would eat

small portions of brown rice, fish, salads, broccoli and other cruciferous vegetables for

lunch. I could have made it far more interesting had I used a bit of imagination, but I was

too exhausted to make much effort and the thought of preparing meals was too taxing.

It was hard enough just shopping for food. Choices were poor all those years ago. Andrew

was regularly subjected to a bland tasteless meal in the evening, no exotic sauces or

flavours, and although he was welcome to make his own meals he showed admirable

solidarity by eating my barely palatable attempts with little complaint. There are now

cookbooks and recipes that would have made my initial macrobiotic meals less of an

endurance test, but not then. So I approached it like any other challenge. A mental test to

see if I was a worthy adversary of my foe.

Eating out became impossible, not just because I could rarely find anything I felt I could

safely eat (menus are far more diverse these days) but this was also pre-smoking ban.

Within minutes of sitting in a smoky restaurant I’d have a sore throat, which made me

stressed and anxious. Even a trip to the pub to meet friends was fraught with angst

because of the smoke. 54 All of this meant I became somewhat of a recluse during the

week, only emerging at weekends to breathe that clean sea air, not the smelly fumes of

London.

I juiced daily. With hindsight, I may have overdone it on the beetroot and carrot! People

would often ask if I’d been abroad because of my lovely tan…oops. My staple was a

combination of celery, apple, beetroot and carrot. I wouldn’t wash the organic carrots or

beetroot perfectly. I’d read about soil-based organisms positively stimulating the immune

system, but only if the soil had been properly tended, organic and from a trusted source

(thank heavens for Riverford deliveries).

‘There’s a name for this obsession,’ said one of my friends as she watched me prepare a

salad. ‘It’s called orthorexia.’

‘What?’ I asked, quite sure I had no eating disorder.

‘I’ve been reading about it. It’s an unremitting desire to eat only health food.’



‘Well, it’s not because I want to, it’s because I have to! I hardly think I qualify for the tree-

hugging hippie brigade just yet.’

I was cross that she didn’t understand that for me it wasn’t a fad or an obsession borne of

psychosis. I was astounded anyone could class healthy eating as a disorder, much less put

me in that bracket.

My friend just raised her eyebrows. Obviously she didn’t understand the link between high

glycaemic diets and cancer. Neither was she standing in my shoes, or reading the research

that I had. If people thought I was going too far and saw me as obsessive about my food

choices, that was their problem. I was going to do what I thought was right for me. After

all, I hadn’t cut out carbs altogether and I wasn’t obsessing over every gram.

On my next visit to Dr Callebout he questioned the wisdom of a mainly pescatarian diet,

with only fish and nuts and pulses as sources of protein.

‘You realise you need certain amino acids to build your white cells,’ he said. ‘And your

test results show you’re very low on arginine. That helps you detox nitrogen and build

white cells too, particularly the natural killer cells.’

‘And there’s no arginine in fish?’

‘It’s found in game meats like venison and rabbit. These also have much better fat profiles,

with far more omega-3 than farmed animals.’

And so a little arginine-rich grass fed meat and arginine supplements came onto the menu,

right at the end of my parasite flush. Recent research has backed this up, showing raised

arginine levels help T cells fight tumours. They also make immunotherapy drugs work

better. 55

Meanwhile my oncologist was very pleased with my progress. She asked probing

questions about what supplements I was taking but I thought it better not to say too much.

The list was too long, for a start! There was no way I could tell her about the intravenous

vitamin C, it was far too contentious an issue. And I’m not sure what she would have

made of the Ultra Violet Blood Irradiation or my low glycaemic, iodine rich, high soluble

fibre, parasite-flushing diet. So I  kept my mouth firmly shut. I  was sure she wouldn’t

approve and I saw no reason to cause discord between us. Nowadays I would encourage a

healthy dialogue, particularly as the Internet is awash with far more peer reviewed

research to back you up.

She managed to get me enrolled for a trial dendritic vaccine. To this day I’m not sure

whether it helped or not (I had a weak, ‘partial’ response) but I  was sure it was the

combination of modalities that helped. The UV blood irradiation is a natural vaccine, the

intravenous vitamin C is fabulous for fighting pathogens and reigniting the immune

system and I was improving my gut health with my immune-boosting diet, with herbs and

supplements, probiotics, MGN3, the maitake mushrooms, the multi-faceted berberine. All

of this must have had a direct effect on my response to the dendritic vaccine.



Still, from a medical point of view, my ongoing survival was seen as being purely down to

the dendritic vaccine. They got very excited about it. I hated to break it to them that I’d

more than likely improved my chances beforehand with intravenous vitamin C and

improving my gut health. I was told not to expect any long-term effect. The vaccine would

only help reduce the HPV component of my disease which was viewed as the instigator

(although it is only part of a bigger equation), but it was not the reason the cancer

continued to propagate. In fact I discovered I was the only patient out of fourteen on the

trial to survive longer than a few months. 56 I was sad that other women had died, and it

made me realise once again just how lucky I was to wake up every day, to feel sunlight on

my face, to be blessed with some medical training. Without that I  was sure that I  too

would be five feet under.

I was beating the odds. I stayed upbeat and positive, blissfully unaware of the time bomb

inside me.
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Chapter Ten:

Walking on Eggshells

‘You are going to kill yourself if you carry on like this!’ Andrew said as he

watched me struggle up the stairs to my office. ‘It’s ten o’clock, you should be

coming to bed! You are meant to be avoiding stress!’

‘It’s just one email. Won’t take me long. I’ll be back down in a sec.’

He thought I was crazy to be starting a business. He was right. Looking after my

health was already a full-time job, running a business as well was nothing short

of lunacy. But I couldn’t see it. It was a primal need to have an encompassing

task to take my focus off the cancer. I wanted to have something to show for my

time on Earth, to create these toiletries and rituals.

Before the appearance of the lung secondary, I had already written and published

two books entirely on my own. I  had sold 10,000 and 5,000 of each

(Bathrobics and Bathrobics for Pregnancy ) through WHSmith,

bookstores and the Innovations catalogue. Now I  wanted toiletries to go with

each spa ritual.

I had visited the head offices of Boots, The Body Shop and Virgin Vie and

talked over my ideas with all of them. While they were all interested, none of

them seemed willing to push the ‘go’ button and make it happen. The trouble

with big companies is that such decisions become impossible, there is too much

committee-think, too many hurdles to climb. I  had found the same problem

finding a publisher for my waterproof book years earlier. It was made of

polypropylene and had a rubber sucker attached, a unique design that allowed it

to turn inside out into a flip chart to hang over the bath. In the end I had given up

and published on my own.

What the hell. I  had published a book with no experience, I  was sure I  could

create toiletries! None of the companies I’d talked to were producing the exact

products I wanted for my rituals anyway. Finding a contract manufacturer and a

chemist and then sourcing packaging and designs, selling into pharmacies and

department stores, how hard could it be?! Wow. It was exhausting.

With my illness and the growing awareness of the toxicity of our environment,

I realised my initial formulations were nowhere near good enough to launch into



the beauty market. My first creations had all contained parabens, oestrogen-

mimicking preservatives, and some had sulphates and triethanolamine. I would

have never been able to sell them with a clear conscience! I wanted to be proud

of them, 100% happy they were top quality and non-toxic. So, at huge cost, the

whole range was reformulated with clean, rich and natural ingredients. My

toiletries weren’t going to be just marketing gimmicks to accompany my

waterproof books. They were stand-alone excellent products.

Between hospital visits and intravenous vitamin C infusions, I had managed to

see the buyers from John Lewis, Debenhams and House of Fraser and they had

all placed large orders. I was going to make this a success, I was sure of it. But

after a few years of this hectic lifestyle the fatigue was overwhelming, and my

blood markers were slowly rising again to the upper end of normal. I  was

worried.

I had kept up with all my supplements, my diet and exercise and for the first few

years I’d seemed to be almost invincible, resistant to every cold that came my

way. ‘No self-respecting bug is going to live in me!’ I would say, when all around

people were succumbing to colds and flu.

I knew all was not well. Although I would describe myself as functioning, I was

constantly exhausted. The kind of relentless lethargy that really drags you down.

Getting out of bed and walking up a flight of stairs would leave me breathless.

But sales, PR and orders needed to parallel production, so I could not afford to

be tired. I knew I was taking on too much, but failure was not an option.

Steadily the fatigue grew worse. At night I was waking up drenched with sweat.

Not just a little, but soaking. Was this a side effect of all the chemo? Were my

hormones not enough? Or was fatigue and night sweating perfectly normal? My

sixth sense told me I needed to investigate.

I had seen Dr Kingsley and Dr Callebout. Two opinions were good, three was

better, so I decided to see Dr Kenyon too.

One of the tests Dr  Kenyon performs is Live Blood Analysis, looking at your

blood under a Darkfield microscope. There are many who scoff at this basic test

(as usual there’s a nice derogatory piece on Quackwatch) and right enough, it has

been used by the likes of personal trainers and gyms to read blood. But with a

qualified interpreter it is utterly fascinating: you can see in an instant what is

going on inside your body in real-time.



It’s also a pretty easy test to perform. You prick your finger, then blood is

collected on a series of slides and examined. ‘Darkfield’ just means it’s set

against a dark background, so that it’s easier to see the red and white cells and

any fungi.

Dr Kenyon and I sat there in silence. We looked at the slide for a minute or so

while he moved the scope around. This is what we saw:

‘Hmm. They’re all stacked in rouleaux formations,’ he said.

‘Is that usual?’

‘Well, it is common for a cancer patient to have some rouleaux formations.

Cancer causes a release of abnormal clotting factors and inflammatory factors

called cytokines, which causes sticky fibrinogen in the blood. You’ll have to be

careful to stop clots forming.’

‘But that looks like a lot of rouleaux, throughout the whole of the blood! And

surely I’m no longer a cancer patient? Are these rouleaux just a result of chemo?

Is this worse or better than other patients?’ I asked.

‘We’re going to have to monitor it,’ he said.

No wonder I was exhausted! With these ‘rouleaux’, the stacks of red blood cells

all piled on top of each other, abnormally covered in sticky fibrinogen caused by

inflammation, how on earth would they be able to get through the capillaries,

pick up oxygen efficiently in the lungs and then deliver it to the tissues? It’s

unsurprising that blood clots and heart attacks are common after a cancer

diagnosis. And it would explain the extreme fatigue and shortness of breath.

I had begun to wonder if I had become anaemic.



I had convinced myself I had to be improving, that as I got further away from the

diagnosis I must be getting healthier with my strict regime and lifestyle, despite

the obvious symptoms that pointed to the opposite. I had been in denial.

A repeat Live Blood Analysis a few weeks later showed, to my dismay, that I was

getting worse. ‘Rouleaux’ I have since read, are indicative of serious conditions,

including cancer.

I wondered if perhaps I  had another metastasis developing somewhere in my

body, but my SCC (squamous cell carcinoma) marker was still in normal ranges,

which pointed to a no. That was a relief. So what was going on? Inflammation

and hypoxia  – a lack of oxygen  – are now known to promote cancer. Was

I leaving myself open to further problems?

I needed to up my game. But I had been so good, ‘orthorexic’ as I had been told.

But I  realised I  had lapsed with several of my supplements, aspirin included.

Whatever I was doing, it was not enough. It was incredibly disheartening.

I headed home feeling low and hardly said a word to Andrew about my visit.

I didn’t want to let him know just how worried I was. I told him all was fine. At

the same time, I was relieved I had at least discovered a reason for my fatigue. If

I’d relied on the NHS, I  wouldn’t have had a clue as no-one was making any

connection to a possible blood disorder.

The first thing I  did was take a little aspirin. That surgeon back in 1999 had

sowed the seed of doubt about it, but I should have been more reliant on my own

instincts. Now I  wondered if I  could have avoided this situation altogether if

I had taken it every day. 57

After a month of taking aspirin, more fish oils, nattokinase, pycnogenol and

proteolytic enzymes, the rouleaux had started to break up a little. All these had

anticoagulant effects and the aspirin would break up any platelets sticking

together too. I had improved the sticky fibrinogen and reduced the inflammation,

but this did not ease the look of concern on Dr Kenyon’s face.

He asked me if the night sweats were improving.

‘No, they’re still really bad. Is it a delayed post-chemo response?’

He paused, looked up from the Darkfield and said, ‘It looks like you have some

odd shaped red blood cells.’



He asked again about my treatment history, the amount of chemo and

radiotherapy I’d received. I was starting to feel uneasy.

He showed me the slide. When you looked closely you could see many of my red

blood cell membranes were deformed or broken.

‘We need to run some further tests,’ he said.

I began to panic. ‘Do you think I  might be getting leukaemia?’ I  remembered

that bone marrow damage from both chemo and radiotherapy ran the risk.

‘I really can’t be sure at this stage. You will need a formal diagnosis from your

oncologist. Let’s see what the blood tests say.’

The bone marrow is where red blood cells are formed. Together with white

blood cells, they have a rapid turnover which makes them very vulnerable to

chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Chromosomal damage to the DNA by

treatments can lead to a reduced number of white cells and if you’re very

unlucky, abnormally formed red blood cells. Instead of being nicely formed

biconcave discs, my red blood cells now had odd spicules that stuck out of the

sides. I  knew leukaemia was more often seen in younger patients but I  was

determined it wouldn’t happen to me at thirty-nine. When leukaemia was a result

of prior treatment, the cancer was swift and fatal. Usually within weeks. Would

I live to see my fortieth birthday?

I groaned. I knew my poor pelvic bone marrow must have been hit very badly

with chemo and radiotherapy. My oncologist had given me a huge dose of both

in 1994, and then a larger dose of chemo in 1999, even though after three rounds

I had persuaded her to lower it. The hope was to give me a few extra months, to

hell with the risk of further cancer. But instead I  had survived against every

expectation.

This was a mighty blow. I was four years from my secondary diagnosis and a full

nine years from my primary diagnosis. Apparently prime time for a treatment-

related leukaemia to occur. I felt sick. Yet again time to find the answer might be

in short supply. I decided to keep all of this to myself. Worrying Andrew at this

stage without further information would mean both of us panicking. He hadn’t

accompanied me to these consultations as he was travelling a lot for work, so

I didn’t want to distract him. There was little he could do. But what could I do?

When I got home it was back to research stations immediately.



I read that rouleaux are present in myelomas and acute myeloid leukaemia.

‘Myelodysplastic’ syndromes (abnormally shaped RBCs) after chemo or

radiotherapy quickly progress to Acute Myeloid Leukaemia. Therapy-related

blood cancers have a poor prognosis, far worse than other blood cancers and

make up less than 10% of leukaemia cancers. Bugger, bugger, bugger. I thought

I’d done everything I could. I had tried so hard. Was I going to die, not because

of the original cancer but because of the toxic treatment I’d received? Had I put

myself under too much stress with my business and allowed this to develop?

Almost certainly.

What was the treatment for myelodysplasia or AML? More chemotherapy. A

treatment with retinoid (a strong type of vitamin A) was used for chronic

myeloid leukaemia. Or a bone marrow transplant, but this was not offered to

patients with prior cancer. 58

Perhaps the situation wasn’t that bad. I  told myself not to panic, to ‘stay in the

present’ until the test results came back.

When they came a couple of weeks later, this time I  took Andrew to the

appointment with me.

Dr Kenyon handed me a piece of paper with the results.



‘What does all this mean?’ I asked. I was looking at normal ranges and every test

showed my results were wildly out of range. The tumour marker TM2PK seemed

to be particularly alarming. I knew what it meant.

He handed me another sheet. ‘These were results from the other blood test,’ he

said, his face giving little away.

‘The deleted p53 protein, combined with the other blood results and your fatigue

and night sweats, means you’re really going to need to discuss all of this with

your oncologist. She might suggest further chemotherapy.’

Further chemo! No way. I would do anything to avoid that.

The p53 gene I  remembered was a tumour suppressor. Shit! With this gene

deleted it meant the brakes were off for cancer to rampage through my blood and

bone marrow. I looked at the results again and tried to remain calm. I didn’t want

to scare Andrew. But panic was gripping me.



‘You have an abnormal immune response,’ he added. ‘Your Interleukin 5

reading, which measures your allergy or humoral response, is very high. Your

Interleukin 12 and tumour necrosis factor beta results are both suppressed and

these both control your natural killer cells. In other words when the allergy

response is raised, the natural killer cells are suppressed.’

My Interleukin 5 (IL5) reading was 26,000 when normal was meant to be

between 3,000 and 4,000. 59 Did Dr Kenyon think I was in a slow-motion car

crash, heading towards impact again? I felt a cold shiver down my spine. After

everything I’d done to stay alive perhaps I was going to die after all.

‘I think we need to give you some more intravenous vitamin C for a few weeks,’

he said.

‘Can I start tomorrow?’ I  replied. He said he would make some arrangements.

Thank God I’d been proactive about my health and he had a team ready to help!

This could easily have been missed by the usual ‘standard of care’. Conventional

treatments would be woefully inadequate, as I knew from the statistics.

I hugged Andrew in the car park outside and assured him this was a mere ‘blip’,

that I’d sort it out with the intravenous vitamin C, that my SCC markers were

still stable. I didn’t dare mention it was almost certainly another cancer, so he

just nodded and assumed everything was under control.

When I got home I made the call to my oncologist and told her about the deleted

anti p53 protein antibodies. I was shocked by her response. She was mad with

rage. ‘You can’t just have a test done without proper counselling! Send me the

result! Who has performed this test?’ I was so upset by her reaction I clammed

up and said nothing about the myelodysplasia. A blood cancer was not foremost

in her mind, she was concerned about a recurrence of my cervical cancer. Those

markers looked normal. If she discovered it was a possible blood cancer she

would want to give me chemotherapy and this might result in a row. Best keep

quiet. I was tiptoeing between my doctors, walking on eggshells. But I sent her

the p53 test result and she had an immunologist review it.

I said nothing about the Live Blood Analysis as I  thought she might be

dismissive of this test too, but I did tentatively ask her about the TM2PK test.

She had never heard of it. 60 The reason being that abnormal cancer metabolism

is still not recognised as important, either for testing or for treatment.

Conventional treatment is completely focused on the genes for which nice,

expensive patented drugs are available or in development. There was apparently



no drug available for the abnormal glycolysis, the breakdown of glucose, ergo it

was deemed irrelevant.

I still had enormous respect for my oncologist but realised the failings of the

conventional route and its denial of treating the abnormal cancer metabolism.

I had no intention of travelling down the conventional path any more if it meant

further chemotherapy. I would have to work out how to deal with this without

her help.

Lying awake that night my mind was racing. ‘I might kill you with all of this’

was the throwaway line she’d uttered as she had delivered the maximum doses of

chemo and radiotherapy in the early days. Negative words had a way of getting

stuck in my head. I was so sure I’d been doing everything right, keeping my SCC

blood marker low. What more could I do?

I felt as though I’d been kicked in the stomach. I  had been tootling along

thinking the road ahead might be bumpy, but I hadn’t been expecting this major

side swipe out of nowhere. I had been proactive, ready to take on the monster if

it returned. But I had been preparing for a return of the cervical cancer, not this!

A blood cancer meant a whole new approach, as it obviously didn’t respond to

the diet or any of the supplements. It had been sneaking up on me despite my

best efforts. With a sad and heavy heart, I felt I was back at square one. It was

truly gutting.

I wanted to cry but I couldn’t let myself crumple in despair. It would hinder me

in my efforts to work out what to do next. What nonsense that treatment for

therapy-related myelodysplasia and acute myeloid leukaemia was yet more

chemotherapy! Not only was it toxic and immune depleting, but chemo made the

risk of a venous thromboembolism or a blood clot or even worse. 61 I was not

going to take any more chemo no matter what anyone said.

Many cancer patients are at risk of heart disease, strokes, DVTs (deep vein

thromboses) or pulmonary emboli because of cancer’s effects on the platelets

and plasma fibrinogen. It can increase the risk of venous thrombosis four to

seven fold. This is an unspoken side effect of the disease and I knew this risk

was under-appreciated, despite it being a leading cause of death among patients.

Around 25% of cancer patients subsequently die of a cardiovascular event, which

is never directly attributed to the cancer so not included in the statistics. Just the

simple addition of a low dose aspirin prescription to every cancer patient would

potentially save so many lives, or at the least extend survival.



Business was put on hold while as I hunted for an answer. It had to be out there,

I was sure of it, if only I had time to find it. I was desperate and terrified. But

terror was not going to help. What had I missed? Focus, focus, focus, Jane!

I had subscribed to various journals, one of which was the Townsend Letter for

Doctors and Patients. An earlier article on a drug for cardiovascular disease

called dipyridamole had caught my eye. As I scoured the literature I spotted a

mention of dipyridamole again. A small column in the ‘Letters’, written by a

gentleman called Wayne Martin made me sit up. His letter described

dipyridamole, an antiplatelet drug for cardiovascular problems and how its anti-

cancer effects had been ignored. As I read the letter it became clear that here was

a powerful anti-cancer drug that had direct effects on the blood. I felt a shiver of

excitement as I read on. Was dipyridamole going to help rescue me? I was sure of

it.

I am reproducing Wayne Martin’s letter here, because it contains so much

valuable information.

‘Anti-Cancer Effect of Dipyridamole Editor:

‘This is about the anti-cancer effect of dipyridamole. It is a harmless widely-used

drug in treating patients who have survived an episode of thrombotic stroke or

coronary thrombosis that has a vast potential of being a harmless anti-cancer

drug.

‘First let us look at the report in The Lancet in the March 23, 1985 issue, p. 693,

by E.H. Rhodes et al . of St. Helier and Kingston Hospital in Surrey, England. These

doctors for the past 11 years had been maintaining melanoma patients with

Clark’s level IV and III disease on dipyridamole, 300 mg a day. Thirty of these

patients were maintained on this dose of dipyridamole. Of them, 26 had level IV

disease and four had level III disease. At five years, the survival of the level IV

patients was 74%. The five-year survival for the total thirty with level IV and III

disease was 77%. None of the level III patients died. Reference was given that the

expected five-year survival for level IV melanoma is 32%. In the case of

melanoma, 100% of deaths are caused by distant metastases. Reference was

given that when metastases in many forms of solid malignant tumors are formed

from the vascular network, the tumor cells moving in the blood circulation, at the

beginning of metastasis formation, are attached to the vascular endothelium.

Reference is also given that dipyridamole tends to prevent this attachment of

cancer cells flowing in the blood circulation to the endothelium and thus tends to

prevent the formation of metastases.

‘Dipyridamole, like aspirin, inhibits platelet adhesion, and thus tends to prevent

the vascular thrombosis of heart attacks and strokes. In the Lancet in the

December 12, 1987 issue (pp. 1,371-4) was the report of the European Stroke

Prevention Study. The introduction to this report reviewed the indicated lack of

benefit in treating with aspirin, patients who had survived a small stroke, a TIA, a



temporary ischemic attack. In this trial, dipyridamole 300 mg a day was added to

treatment with aspirin and the results were outstanding. Over a two-year period,

stroke deaths were decreased by 50%, deaths from myocardial infarction

decreased by 38% and deaths from cancer by 25%.

‘The numbers of patients involved were small, however here is another indication

of an anti-cancer effect of dipyridamole.

‘I have had a long exchange with Dr Betty Rhodes who has been in retirement for

about eight years. She treated melanoma with dipyridamole because she is a

dermatologist and that is the kind of cancer that she treated. She has been

disappointed that there has been no follow up on this most hopeful indication that

she has demonstrated of dipyridamole in treating melanoma. She feels that

dipyridamole may be just as effective in treating many other forms of solid

malignant tumors.

‘The above-indicated anti-cancer effect of dipyridamole may be due only to its

prevention of metastases, however Eva Bestida et al . of the University of

Barcelona had a report in Cancer Research in the September 1985 issue (pp.

4,048-4,062) on the inhibition of certain human cancer cell growths by

dipyridamole. It caused an inhibition of greater than 80% of adenosine, thymidine

and uridine. These are substances needed by cancer cells to prosper. This may

indicate an anti-cancer effect of dipyridamole other than in the prevention of

metastases.

‘In 1958, Professor R.A.Q. O’Meara of Trinity College, Dublin Ireland, had a report

on Coagulation and Cancer in the Irish Journal of Medical Science, vol. 394, pp.

474-9. I  met with him briefly in 1965. At that time, he felt that with both the

primary tumor or a metastasis, clotting factors are given off by cancer cells and

then cancer cells tend to become coated with fibrin. He felt that our cancer cell-

killing immunocytes can kill cancer cells more effectively if they can make contact

with cancer cells. He felt that this fibrin coat on cancer cells acts as a protective

barrier to prevent them from being killed by immune attack.

‘I think that L. Michaels may have been one of O’Meara’s students. In any event

Michaels had a report in The Lancet in the October 17, 1964 issue (pp. 832-5) with

the title ‘Cancer Incidence and Mortality’ in patients having Anticoagulant

Therapy. In that time frame nearly every patient who had survived a heart attack

or a thrombotic stroke was maintained for year after year on warfarin. The

concept was that warfarin would prevent the formation of the red or fibrin

thrombus. Michaels did a study of such patients to the extent of over 1,500

patient years. There was among them only one death  – that of a primary lung

cancer when in this group eight cancer deaths had been expected.

‘Warfarin will tend to prevent the red or fibrin part of a blood clot. Dipyridamole,

by preventing the formation of the white or platelet thrombus, will also be

preventing the formation of a fibrin thrombus but without depleting vitamin K as

warfarin does.

‘The tendency of cancer cells to give off clotting factors puts cancer patients at a

far greater risk of death from vascular thrombosis. They are greatly more at risk

of death from a heart attack or stroke.



‘In 1958 at the time of the first O’Meara report, there was very little thought being

given to the role of platelets in heart attacks and thrombotic strokes. Beginning in

1945, the standard treatment for survivors of heart attacks or thrombotic strokes

was to anti-coagulate with warfarin or similar anticoagulating drugs. By 1970 the

practice had almost completely come to an end. It was decided that anticoagulant

treatment was not increasing survival. By then it was understood that in the

vascular tree, there will never be the formation of a red or fibrin thrombus without

there first being a white or platelet thrombus. The discovery of the factors in the

arachidonic acid cascade and of the platelet aggregation substance thromboxane

A2 was the basis for the Nobel Award for Medicine in 1982. It then followed that a

platelet thrombus with no fibrin thrombus could be enough of an occlusion to

cause a thrombotic stroke or a heart attack.

‘With this understanding, along with the knowledge that aspirin will tend to

reduce the aggregation of platelets, the entire medical establishment replaced

warfarin with aspirin in treating heart attacks and thrombotic strokes.

‘Since that time there have been three trials in England in using aspirin in the

prevention of a heart attack and two in the USA. Of these five trials only one, the

Physicians Health Study in the USA showed any benefit at all. This one trial that

did show some benefit in the prevention of a heart attack used Bufferin and

Bufferin contains aspirin and magnesium.

‘There are many reasons to believe that dipyridamole at 300 mg a day will be far

more effective in the prevention of heart attacks and strokes than aspirin.

Moreover dipyridamole has none of the harmful side effects of aspirin.

‘As of March 1999, there is now a new light thrown on the harm of platelet

aggregation, this time with respect to cancer. In Cancer Research March 1999, pp.

1295-3000, B. Nieswandt et al . of the University of Regensburg, Germany had a

report on platelet aggregation and cancer. Using three different tumor cell lines in

mice, it was demonstrated that tumor cells can activate platelet aggregation and

that platelet aggregates deactivate cytotoxic NK cells, preventing NK cells from

killing cancer cells.

‘This is to suggest that dipyridamole is a harmless drug. The generic form of it

costs less than one dollar a day for treatment. It has in one small trial been

demonstrated that it is effective against melanoma. There is every reason to feel

that it may be effective against a broad spectrum of cancers.

‘If it were granted that all cancer patients are at a greater risk of heart attacks

and strokes, it is hoped that many doctors will treat cancer patients with

dipyridamole for this reason. However if they do so, it will soon be found that

dipyridamole will be having a marked anti-cancer effect.

Wayne Martin 

25 Orchard Drive 

Fairhope, Alabama 36532 USA 

334-928-3975 

Fax 334-928-0150’



I felt like Alice in Wonderland again, staring at another bottle with a ‘Drink me’

label. This drug might be the lifeline I needed.

From the letter I gathered dipyridamole would:

stop blood clots forming by breaking down fibrin

stop platelet aggregation

stop metastases forming

work in synergy with aspirin and magnesium

allow the immune system to remain intact and not be deactivated

allow natural killer cells access to circulating cancer cells

‘starve cancer’ of nucleosides for new cell DNA (e.g. adenosine and thymid

and hold proteins in the circulation

It was this or further chemotherapy. No question I was going to take it, assuming

I  could get it prescribed. It was a no-brainer. But with all these anti-cancer

effects why was nobody using it? Surely it wasn’t just because it was out of

patent and cheap, so ignored, forgotten and discarded? I knew enough about the

workings of Big Pharma to know this was more than likely the reason.

Wayne Martin wrote in another letter that the Boehringer Ingelheim sales reps

used to speak of dipyridamole’s anti-cancer effects, but when their first patent

ran out they didn’t mention it again. Eli Lily re-patented it for proliferative

disorders like rheumatoid arthritis, then Boehringer Ingelheim got the patent

back again in 1998. All deeply suspicious behaviour. Medical patents were not

meant to be renewed like this. Once a patent expired it was open for other

companies to produce cheaper generic versions. Why did they feel they had to

protect this cheap drug at all costs?

Who was Wayne Martin? A knowledgeable oncologist or complementary

doctor? I discovered he was neither. And that he was 91 years old when he wrote

this letter! He died four years later in 2006, sadly before I could shake his hand

and thank him for saving my life. He was the most remarkable person, with an

open, enquiring and scientific mind, and a prolific contributor to the Townsend

Letter.

Martin’s first interest in medicine was kindled in 1926, at the age of 15. His

mother, aged forty at the time, was close to death, suffering from pernicious

anaemia for which there was no cure. A young Baptist Minister had been

attending to her daily, ready to give her the last rites, and one day he arrived

announcing that everything was going to be ‘alright’. An article had appeared in



his Baptist magazine citing research from Harvard where forty-six late-stage

patients with anaemia had been cured by eating a pound of liver every day. The

young Wayne Martin fed his mother liver three times a day and sure enough,

after three weeks, she was cured. But his doctor had scoffed at the reasoning.

‘Ridiculous, doctors do not learn medicine from the Baptist magazine.’

Ten thousand patients a year continued to die of pernicious anaemia until in

1938, twelve years later, the drugs firms launched a painful liver injection. It

worked for some, but not all. It took until 1948 and the discovery of B12 to

finally hail the cure for pernicious anaemia. Eating a pound of B12-rich liver

would indeed have worked.

Martin came to realise early on that doctors in the US only paid attention if there

was something they could sell, and only changed their practice when instructed

to do so by the pharmaceutical industry. Doctors are encouraged to ignore

studies, despite obvious truths staring them in the face. Randomised clinical

trials paid for by the Big Pharma were the only ‘acceptable’ data. Evidence from

trials was the gold standard, anything less ran the risk of legal action.

After a motorbike accident in his teens in which he lost a leg, Martin’s chosen

career in biochemistry switched to metallurgy. He was an inventor of many

important patents of aluminium alloys. But he never lost his thirst for medical

knowledge and continued to be an avid reader of medical literature, searching for

a cure for both cancer and heart disease, his top priorities. He would digest facts,

gather all the research together and come up with theories, piecing the jigsaw

together like a medical Sherlock Holmes. Much like I was trying to do myself.

Martin pulled together lots of studies on heart disease and cholesterol and in the

1970s, was the first to come up with the theory that HDL cholesterol was

beneficial and protective, not harmful as many have since been led to believe.

This was decades before Dr  Malcolm McKendrick and Kilmer McCully

slammed the industry for using cholesterol as a biomarker for cardiovascular

disease. Rather than testing for cholesterol levels, Martin suggested that platelet

adhesiveness was a far more important indicator of heart disease as plasma

fibrinogen has been definitively shown to be the biggest risk factor. The role of

platelets has been continually ignored for both heart disease and cancer, yet these

small forgotten structures have far more significance than most medics would

have us believe.



Martin felt anticoagulants were not effective enough to prevent heart disease. He

was a passionate promoter of dipyridamole for both prevention and treatment

because of its effects on platelets.

By the 1970s, two opposing views on cancer had already been firmly

established – orthodox versus alternative. Martin’s dismay at how big companies

ruthlessly abused and used data for their own ends and quashed medical

innovation led him to author Medical Heroes and Heretics in 1977. It is long out

of print but I managed to get hold of an old discarded copy from a library which

is now one of my most prized possessions.

It is a wonderful account of the history of medical giants. He discusses Max

Gerson, John Beard, William Kelly, William Coley, Ernst Krebs Jr, and Otto

Warburg, who first noticed the abnormal cancer metabolism. All these names

will be familiar to anyone researching complementary cancer treatments. He

relates the agony of new medical discoveries that came with an almost inevitable

rejection by the establishment, it was a subject dear to his heart. We learn of

Oliver Wendell Holmes Sr, who made physicians wash their hands; Louis

Pasteur who postulated the connection between disease and bacteria; Jonas Salk

who solved the mystery of polio. He charted the paths of many scientists over the

centuries who have been ostracised, derided, vilified and had their lives ruined,

only to be proved right in the end. All braved the wrath and scorn of the medical

establishment. At first heretics, ultimately they were all crowned heroes. And it

seems little has changed since 1977.

Medical discoveries suffer in much the same way today. It has taken ninety years

for Warburg’s theories on cancer metabolism to begin to step out of the shadows.

And it is only the use of social media and the Internet that is allowing growing

numbers of patients to realise this glaring error, an error fuelled by the dogma

taught in medical schools.

Martin identified four distinct groups of people involved in making up the

medical establishment:

1. Sincere, honest, able investigators who can and have followed revolutionary

lines of thought, to the everlasting benefit of mankind.

2. Men just as honest and sincere, but who are or have been enchanted with

false concepts and who in a misguided manner would sponsor either

worthless or harmful modalities.



3. Dishonest, incompetent or deceitful individuals who, in seeking self-

advantage, would risk or actually cause harm to humanity.

4. Investigators who work for large profit-making corporations who often do

not have the wherewithal to object to their work being distorted or shelved for

reasons of profit.

From my own experience and knowledge of the workings of the pharmaceutical

industry, this outlines precisely where we’ve gone wrong with advances in cancer

treatment, where it has faltered and failed. Ultimately it was all about profit over

health. A healthy patient earns nothing for the pharmaceutical companies,

whereas unhealthy individuals provide all sorts of lucrative possibilities.

Further research revealed dipyridamole (DPM) had been used alongside AZT for

patients with AIDS in the 1980s because of its antiviral properties. So perhaps it

would help against HPV, Epstein Barr, CMV and other viruses now proven to be

linked to cancer? In 2014 the University of Pittsburgh began recruiting for a trial

to include dipyridamole once again for HIV immune activation in combination

with the antiretroviral drugs.

Dipyridamole beckoned to me like a siren to a sailor. But who could I  get to

prescribe it? I decided to ask Dr Callebout. Gripping my copy of the Townsend

Letter in my hand I made an urgent appointment with him. Guru that he is, I felt

sure he would know about it.

He rubbed his beard thoughtfully.

‘I read about this in the 1980s,’ he said. ‘I wondered if there would ever be

further developments for its use in cancer. I thought it had gone in the dustbin of

history, never to be heard of again. Dipyridamole was thought of as relatively

ineffectual for heart disease until it was used in conjunction with aspirin, at

which point they realised it improved the effects of both significantly.’

It seemed as if the whole medical profession was neglecting the potential of

dipyridamole. Even for heart disease and strokes it was only being used at later

stages. Would it not be a good prophylactic drug used with aspirin and

magnesium instead of the widespread use of statins? Or should it in fact be used

with statins? Later studies have suggested that this would indeed be a major

improvement on the current guidelines, they work in synergy, improving

cerebrovascular circulation by 50% after a stroke. 62

‘Are there any side effects I should know about?’ I asked.



‘Well, your blood pressure may drop a bit, so we need to watch that, and you

might get some headaches to begin with.’

He ran some checks on my blood pressure, and other standard tests, and saw no

reason why he shouldn’t write out a prescription straightaway. I rushed, huffing

and puffing to the nearest chemist to get it!

From then on I would take both dipyridamole and aspirin. And magnesium.

Dipyridamole might buy me some time. I  couldn’t risk more chemotherapy. It

would see me off this planet. So cautiously I  began by taking a 100mg

dipyridamole pill daily for a week then increased it to twice a day, although the

article had suggested 300mg a day.

I was nervous about what I was doing, but what had I got to lose?

57 A study in Hong Kong showed taking low dose aspirin for seven years can halve

the risk of some cancers. ‘Long-term use showed 24 to 47 per cent significant

reduction on major cancers in the gastro-intestinal [GI] tract, including colorectal,

liver, oesophagus, pancreas and stomach. Long-term aspirin use cut the risk of

prostate cancer by 14 per cent, leukaemia by 24 per cent and lung cancer by 35

per cent.’ Said Professor Kelvin Tsoi. https://www.express.co.uk/life-

style/health/873318/Aspirin-cancer-risk-study

58 Therapy related Acute Myeloid Leukaemia is like oncology’s dirty little secret.

10%  of AML diagnoses are a direct result of prior therapy, either chemotherapy

and/or radiotherapy. But it is this 10% minority that fare significantly worse,

probably because of the accumulated toxicity from prior treatment resulting in an

already depleted immune system.

59 Cimetidine helps to reverse the abnormal Th1:Th2 ratio but I did not make this

discovery until 2007

60 TM2-PK stands for Tumour Marker 2-Pyruvate Kinase (or PKM2), an enzyme that

cancer cells use to produce their energy, which is not present to any great extent in

normal cells. It tests for pyruvate kinase, a by-product of ‘aerobic glycolysis’, the

abnormal metabolism or the ‘Warburg Effect’ present in cancer cells. Elevated

levels are associated with the presence of cancer. Haiyan Zhu, Hui Luo, Xuejie Zhu,

Xiaoli Hu, Lihong Zheng, Xueqiong Zhu: Pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) expression

correlates with prognosis in solid cancers: a meta-analysis. Oncotarget .

2017 Jan 3; 8(1): 1628-1640.

61 Kirwan 2003.

62 A Cochrane Review has also suggested that dipyridamole should be used instead

of statins for prevention. The European Stroke Prevention Study in 1985 in the

Lancet showed adding dipyridamole to aspirin reduced the risk of stroke deaths by

50%, deaths from heart attacks were reduced by 38% and cancer deaths were

reduced by 30%! And this without the addition of magnesium which would

undoubtedly improve results even further



Chapter Eleven:

An Arsenal of Big Guns

While my discovery of dipyridamole was like finding an angel in hell,

I  wasn’t sure it would be enough to stop the impending disaster of

leukaemia. I was still very uneasy about the state of my health and desperate

to find more ‘big guns’. Perhaps I  could add to my aspirin/dipyridamole

drug combination? What else might I have missed in the medical literature?

Were there any other drugs that had escaped the attention of the medical

profession, ignored or forgotten?

I had put aside several journal reports over the years and I  went through

them all again, searching for anything I might have not spotted. It was then

that I  came across a piece on lovastatin in the American Association of

Cancer Research Journal from 2001. Five of twenty patients at the

University of Toronto, Ontario who had either head and neck or cervical

cancer, had achieved stable disease after other conventional therapies had

failed, by taking this simple statin drug. But would it also be useful for

leukaemia?

I wanted to prevent any return of cervical cancer too, so naturally

I  investigated. For me, clinging onto life by my fingernails, anything that

might offer stable disease was seriously exciting!

What other cancers was lovastatin good for? And was it the best statin?

I found several pieces of research by the same team in Toronto, led by Linda

Z. Penn, who had been exploring lovastatin and its use for cancers that

responded to retinoid treatments. 63 Retinoids are vitamin A analogs and

Dr Callebout had already put me on a dose of emulsified vitamin A by the

name of A-Mulsin Hochkonzentrat.

Research suggested lovastatin was more effective and less toxic. The statin

had caused pronounced apoptosis in acute myeloid leukaemias (hoorah!)

and neuroblastomas and was also effective for various paediatric cancers, as

well as head and neck and cervical cancers. Bingo. Another shiver of

excitement went down my spine. 64



But then I  discovered something else. One of my regular reads was the

monthly Life Extension Magazine, a great journal for health hackers like

myself. It was in there I read a ‘letter’ 65 structured by the editor for patients

to take to their oncologists, proposing a combination of both a statin (they

suggested lovastatin) and a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug. This

combination was shown as being more effective for causing apoptosis (cell

death) than using a NSAID (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory) on its own by

triggering something called the ‘caspase cascade’.

It was news to me that an NSAID such as ibuprofen, indomethacin or

celecoxib (but not aspirin) caused apoptosis at all. How had I missed that?

I  thought the COX 2 enzyme inhibitors I’d investigated in 1999 would

merely stop it growing. Perhaps aspirin, which had been the main focus of

my research, was not a strong enough COX-2 inhibitor to perform this

apoptotic function and it needed a more powerful NSAID to send it into a

death spiral.

Life Extension Magazine suggested the combined use of Lovastatin and

etodolac as a safer, more gut tolerated COX-2 inhibiting drug than many of

the others. It was usually prescribed for arthritis. The journal had followed

up a report in the Wall Street Journal 66 that COX-2 inhibitors were proving

to be useful for the prevention and treatment of many cancers as COX was a

fuel that drove them.

But the really interesting fact they shared was taken from the journal

Gastroenterology, 67 which showed that taken together, the statin increased

the cancer killing effect of a NSAID (in this case sulindac) by as much as

five times! There was clearly huge synergy between NSAIDs and statins for

triggering this normal process of cell death. 68

This statin and etodolac drug combination was beckoning to me again, yet

another elixir lost in the rabbit hole. I wondered if I could take both these

drugs alongside the dipyridamole. Would there be a bad interaction or

would they be synergistic, further magnifying their anti-cancer effects?

Who could I  get to prescribe the statin and etodolac combination?

Dr  Callebout wouldn’t be happy about prescribing yet more drugs, so

I  decided to try my oncologist. She was forward-thinking and generally



open-minded. I  felt guilty that I  was withholding so much from her  –

I  didn’t dare tell her about the dipyridamole, which might put her off

prescribing the etodolac and statin. But this was my life in the balance, my

decision, my choice, and discussing myelodyspasia would add confusion

and delay. I  was quite clear I  wanted no more chemotherapy, but if there

were drugs that would help, I didn’t want to have to wait until the cancer had

progressed, I wanted them now.

With huge trepidation I took the articles and the letter from Life Extension

to my next appointment. I had expected a bit of a battle and debate after her

reaction on the phone to the p53 protein test. In fact I expected her to refuse.

But she was far more receptive to the idea than I expected. She had been

investigating the use of statins herself. A stroke of luck!

‘You might have helped me shortcut some of my research!’ she said.

She decided on balance that prescribing the two drugs ‘off label’ (not for

their intended use) was fine, given my stage IV cervical diagnosis, but she

was clearly still worried about my p53 status, or lack thereof. She also

warned me of potential gut issues with the etodolac and to look out for any

muscle weakness with the lovastatin, which was a rare side effect.

I promised I’d be careful.

When I got out of the consultation I gave a jubilant yelp, hugged Andrew

and told him I was going to be OK. I felt sure of it. He grinned, happy that

whatever was happening was going in the right direction. He had every faith

in his medical Sherlock Holmes.

I would check for interactions with Dr Callebout once I had the drugs in my

possession. The statin would starve the cancer of mevalonate and

cholesterol. The etodolac would quell its inflammatory COX component that

fuelled its growth and tip it into a death spiral (apoptosis) in combination

with the statin. The dipyridamole would starve the cancer of adenosine,

thymidine and uridine (proteins for making new DNA). I would starve the

cancer of glucose and other fats with my diet and supplements.

Both cervical cancer and leukaemia were driven by the Ras gene. I  had

deduced this from the research. And the Ras gene controlled the mevalonate

pathway, which produced cholesterol. In other words both cancers fuelled



themselves in a similar way, so perhaps there was a common cancer stem

cell that had started both.

But would blocking cholesterol be bad for the rest of my body? Many

people were taking statins long-term and the downsides seemed to be few

when you compared a statin to chemo. Besides, I was taking the statin for

cancer, not heart disease. Chemo might shrink tumours, but when it came to

survival it only helped by a pathetic 2.7%. The statin on its own seemed to

stabilise disease in leukaemia and advanced cervical cancer. It was clearly a

‘big gun’. What would be the effect of adding all the drugs together?

I would swap the aspirin for the stronger NSAID for three months, then go

back to aspirin if my stomach was OK. I  had already been on the

dipyridamole/aspirin combo for a couple of months. I would withhold this

for a month while I  tried the etodolac/statin combination. The statin and

NSAID seemed to be more important drugs for the leukaemia and the

dipyridamole might or might not enhance the effect. I  would take regular

markers and find out.

I had nothing to lose and everything to gain by trying. The long-held ‘magic

bullet’ theory was a dead duck. There was never going to be a cure-all drug.

That much was obvious.

I was certain that what I needed was a combination of drugs, attacking from

all sides, acting synergistically. It fitted my guerrilla warfare approach of

hitting cancer with lots of bullets from different directions rather than a

bigger, more toxic hit from a single source like chemo, which only allowed

the cancer to reroute and become resistant.

Lovastatin was the first of the statin drugs on the market, extracted from the

fungus Aspergillus terreus, and it opened the floodgates to a new

pharmaceutical opportunity to lower blood cholesterol. A new drugs market

had been created, whether it was necessary or not. No-one was entirely sure

how statins actually worked back then, they just knew they did. 69

I didn’t care, either. Neither did I care about a lack of randomised clinical

trials. All that interested me was that there were drugs already available and

there was a strong chance they would work. I  didn’t want to wait fifteen

years for the results of a trial. I might not have fifteen weeks.



Taking the dipyridamole and aspirin for two months had already made my

SCC markers drop. There had been no side effects, not even headaches.

I  switched to taking the combination of etodolac and the lovastatin for a

month, and before I  added the dipyridamole I  checked with Dr  Callebout

that combining was safe. He gave me the go-ahead. The research already

suggested huge synergy and a multiplication of effects with the NSAID and

the statin. Would the dipyridamole synergise too and multiply the effects

even more?

I had worked out that all the drugs would starve the cancer in a different

way. Once starved of their major metabolic drivers, the statin and the

etodolac combination would deliver a killer blow, triggering apoptosis once

it was weak and vulnerable. At least that’s what I hoped.

But would it work? I was about to find out.

63 It was shown that retinoids exert their anti-cancer effect by targeting the

same enzyme (HMGCoA reductase) as statins to produce their anti-cancer

effects by stopping a growth substrate called mevalonate.

64 Differential Sensitivity of Various Pediatric Cancers and Squamous Cell

Carcinomas to Lovastatin-induced Apoptosis: Therapeutic Implications. Jim

Dimitroulakos, Lily Y. Ye, Mark Benzaquen, Malcolm J. Moore, Suzanne Kamel-

Reid, Melvin. H. Freedman, Herman Yeger and Linda Z. Penn. Clin Cancer Res

January 1 2001 (7) (1) 158-167

65 You can download the letter from my website: www.howtostarvecancer.com.

66 Sept 7, 1999

67 1999, Vol.116, No. 4, Supp A369

68 http://clincancerres.aacrjournals.org/content/7/1/158.abstract

69 The theory in 2003 was that it acted on the Ras gene, but it was only a

theory. Cancer treatments back then were all about the genes, not the

metabolism but Linda Penn had established it was also by inhibiting

mevalonate, a substrate which is overproduced by Ras driven cancers.



Chapter Twelve:

Lab Rat

Taking this drug and supplement cocktail was a giant leap of faith. To my

knowledge no-one had taken this combination of drugs to treat cancer, and

many would see it as too risky because of the lack of randomised clinical

trials. I  was confident from my research that combined with my cancer-

starving diet, they would, at the very least, have powerful anti-cancer

effects. I grabbed every ounce of courage I had and began taking them all

together as a cocktail.

Self-experimenting was scary. It was like sailing across the Atlantic in thick

fog with just a hand-held compass, no chart and no radar. Would I make it

across without sinking? I  have sailed across busy shipping lanes in the

English Channel in thick fog many times and I can tell you that even with

GPS, radar and all the latest gizmos, each time it is still a frightening

experience. In both cases, the worst-case scenario was unthinkable.

I had no idea if my cocktail was going to put me into remission, or for how

long. All I was hoping for was to buy some extra time.

My SCC blood markers had already dropped with dipyridamole alone, but

I had no clue what the drug cocktail had done to my TM2PK blood result

until I went to see Dr Kenyon seven months later for a repeat test.

He sat there with a big grin on his face as he handed me the result.



Boom! My TM2PK markers had dropped from 397 to 21.5! Woohoo!

I nearly danced with joy!

I was stunned, too. To begin with I  didn’t believe it. Had this little

combination done what I thought? Had I stopped the progression of therapy-

related leukaemia, known to be impossible to cure? A TM2PK result of less

than 15 was ‘normal’ but a reading of 21.5 was good enough for me! Had

I stumbled on a magic metabolic combination, a way to starve and conquer

my cancer?

Andrew and I celebrated quietly that evening – with advanced cancer there

is never any certainty. I was also nervous about taking all these drugs for too

long. I  knew they were all relatively low toxicity (certainly compared to

chemo) but I  wasn’t sure what effect they’d have long-term. I  preferred a

natural route wherever possible.

Did I need to continue with them? Would the cancer come roaring back if

I stopped like it does with chemo? These were unchartered waters with no

point of reference. I was making it up as I went along.

I decided to keep taking the dipyridamole for a little while longer but

I stopped the statin after about five months. I only took the etodolac (that

strong NSAID) for three months as I was nervous about my stomach lining.

I wasn’t sure I was tolerating it that well.



All NSAIDs are associated with significant side effects and need to be

approached with caution. Besides their gut effects, less commonly known is

that they can also increase the risk for heart attacks and strokes 70 over the

longer term, especially if you already have cardiovascular disease.

Celecoxib, initially hailed as the answer because it was a selective COX-2

inhibitor with fewer gut effects (like etodolac), was nearly taken off the

market when its significant cardiovascular risks came to light. 71

But dipyridamole acts in the opposite way, relaxing blood vessels and

lowering blood pressure, inhibiting platelet aggregation, undoing all the

negative side effects of the NSAID. So a NSAID combined with

dipyridamole seemed an ideal marriage, and unbeknownst to me at the time,

the statin improved the cardiovascular risk even further by acting in synergy

with dipyridamole. Statins release endothelial nitric oxide, making the

dipyridamole behave like a kind of mild Viagra (PDE inhibitor) relaxing

and improving blood-flow.

In 2011 and 2014 Linda Penn and Aleksandra Pandyra at the Ontario

Institute for Cancer Research published more results on their work on

statins. They noted the potency of the statin/dipyridamole combination for

leukaemia, myeloma and breast cancer – causing apoptosis in multiple cell

lines. I was right about their synergistic effects:

A. Pandyra 

Ontario Institute for Cancer Research, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Statins are drugs that have been utilized for years to treat hyperlipidemia via

inhibition of the rate-limiting enzyme of the mevalonate (MVA) pathway, 3-

hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase (HMGCR). Recent evidence

has demonstrated statins to possess anti-cancer properties against a wide

range of tumours without being toxic to normal cells. Multiple myeloma (MM)

is largely incurable and in acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), less than 50%

of patients with poor cytogenetic disease have a chance of long-term

survival. Therefore, novel therapeutic strategies are urgently needed to treat

these haematological malignancies, subsets of which are sensitive to statin-

induced apoptosis. Through the use of a chemical library screen, we

hypothesize that the identification of compounds which potentiate the anti-

cancer effects of statins will uncover novel molecular pathways and/or

targets that can be exploited in combination with the MVA pathway to

maximize tumour cell death in MM and AML.



A pilot 100-compound library, composed of off-patent pharmacologically

active drugs clinically used for a wide spectrum of diseases was screened in

the MM KMS11 cell line. Dipyridamole (DP), a commonly prescribed anti-

platelet agent potentiated the anti-cancer effects of atorvastatin. The DP-

statin combination is synergistic and capable of inducing apoptosis in a

variety of AML and MM cell lines as well as primary AML patient samples. DP

is a wide-acting agent and known to elicit numerous effects at the molecular

and global physiological level. Further investigations at the level of

mechanism and evaluation of in vivo efficacy are currently underway. As both

statins and DP are pre-approved for use in humans, off-patent, and readily

available, they have the potential to directly impact patient care. 
72

Progress over the following months was good. After taking my etodolac-

statin-dipyridamole combination, my blood markers remained within

normal levels but my immune system was still out of kilter. I was no longer

resistant to colds and flu – in fact they would knock me down for weeks.

‘At least your immune system is working,’ Dr  Callebout said. ‘With

advanced disease it usually switches off, and you’re left with no reaction to

bacteria and viruses.’

Was this why I’d been so ‘resistant’ before? Not because I was healthy, but

because I  still had advanced disease and no reaction? Had the immune-

boosting nutrients helped at all, or had I  been fighting fire with a water

pistol?

70 Except in the case of aspirin.

71 This cardiovascular risk is because along with inhibiting the bad

prostaglandins that cause inflammation and pain, they also inhibit the good

prostaglandins that dilate your blood vessels and increase blood flow, which

you need to maintain oxygenation in the tissues. The result of this is higher

blood pressure from narrower arteries and an increased risk of blood clotting

72 A Pandyra, L. Penn et al; Immediate Utility of Two Approved Agents to

Target Both the Metabolic Mevalonate Pathway and Its Restorative

Feedback Loop: Cancer Research July 2014. ‘The statin-dipyridamole

combination was synergistic and induced apoptosis in multiple myeloma and

AML cell lines and primary patient samples, whereas normal peripheral blood

mononuclear cells were not affected. This novel combination also decreased

tumor growth in vivo.’ Lead researcher Alexandra Pandrya states ‘there was a

dramatic induction of apoptosis when atorvastatin was combined with

dipyridamole with no effect of either drug alone.’ It was the combination, the

synergy that was important.



Chapter Thirteen:

Gifts and Dragons

Friends had no clue about my ongoing cancer concerns. Even Andrew didn’t

know just how close I’d been to another crisis. I wasn’t going to make it a

big issue. It was all under control.

I hadn’t even felt ill or stressed on my drug cocktail. I hadn’t felt nauseous.

Nothing. The apparent ease made me sure that other patients could be cured

of their cancers in a similar way. I was brimming with confidence that I’d

‘cracked it’. Or at least part of it. The answer seemed clear. Starving the

cancer was the right path and my cocktail had been spectacularly effective.

Would it work for other cancers at different stages?

When I  looked at the stress I’d been under, it was no wonder I  had

developed the myelodysplasia. I had been desperate to launch the business,

to produce this new range of toiletries, but it had been at great cost to my

health.

These toiletries and spa rituals were my babies, plugging the hole in my life,

and taking my attention away from the cancer. I was proud I’d managed to

produce and sell them so widely  – my first orders before I  even launched

came to £120K. Not a bad start. But creating the brand was relatively easy

compared to raising the money, producing the goods and then delivering

them to the stores. As a woman starting a business on my own,

I encountered many barriers. The banks wouldn’t lend me a penny.

The department stores kept me waiting so long for their orders that the

manufacturer I’d been working with in Lancashire decided not to bother

with me. I  was extremely disappointed by their lack of faith in me. They

suggested I use a smaller manufacturer to begin with and turned me away.

So I ended up using a manufacturing outfit in the Midlands. I had nowhere

else to go at the time, orders were finally coming in and stock was expected

in time for Christmas. I was very excited about the launch, finally seeing my

baby born and product ending up on the shelves.



Then disaster struck. The manufacturers screwed up production. Removing

parabens had proved too difficult for them and I  discovered later it was

something they had never done before. As a result, the toiletries had not

been preserved correctly and to my dismay I discovered every single product

they had supplied contained the same bug, which smacked of poor

manufacturing practices. All the stock had to be destroyed. I was gutted.

I had been suspicious when the products arrived – they didn’t look or smell

as I  had expected, they were a far cry from the ‘approved’ samples I  had

signed off. My doubts were confirmed when I  sent each product line for

individual microbial testing. I had to be sure they were OK before I fulfilled

the orders to the stores.

The autumn of 2001 was spent howling my eyes out as every penny of

savings I  had in the bank disappeared. I  was distraught. All that effort

wasted. I  would have to find a new supplier and start again but with no

money at all. My pitiful out of court settlement with the South London

hospital had been used up. Where would I find funding and support now?

Eventually using a combination of transactional trade finance I  cobbled

together enough money, found a new supplier and started again. I was not a

woman who accepted defeat in any area of my life! I was not a quitter.

The following year, in September 2002, I  finally launched a range I  was

truly proud of. Clean, natural and smelling gorgeous. Sadly I had lost some

of the initial orders from the year before but nonetheless enough of the

retailers still believed in the new toiletries range and reordered in decent

quantities. When my thirty-minute spa ritual with lovely thalassotherapy

toiletries (Bathrobics Beauty Spa) finally hit the shelves, the public response

and press reaction was outstanding. I was delighted!

Not expecting anything, I entered my Beauty Spa pack into the coveted Gift

of the Year competition. To my surprise I was shortlisted and invited to the

Award Ceremony. When they announced I had won, I was truly stunned! It

was a shock and a delight to be presented with the award by the lovely

comedienne Ruby Wax at the Savoy Hotel in London. A proud moment!



Even though I’d kept my own health issues quiet, I still discussed the health-

promoting effects of the products and the clean ingredients I  was using.

I  spent time educating buyers from all the main retailers. One buyer

remarked that I’d changed the whole course of the UK toiletries business!

I’m not sure I can lay claim to that, but I was passionate about removing

toxic chemicals from products. Get me going with a sales patter on this kind

of thing and it’s hard to shut me up.

Keeping the business afloat after its shaky start was getting more and more

difficult. I could not afford to employ staff, I was swimming in paperwork,

juggling manufacturing, sales and PR, and was mad enough to create yet

another two ranges – two rituals with a range of products for Pregnancy and

then my Tranquillity Spa gift pack. I was trying to run before I could walk,

performing the jobs of ten people. It was crazily busy.

I needed a business partner and I was desperate for investment. Andrew was

too busy with his own projects to give me any assistance. Until my business

made a healthy profit he had to focus on keeping the log fires burning.

Boots the Chemist had shown an interest in the range but they were going

through a merger with Lloyds Pharmacy and could not yet commit. A major

TV shopping channel was finally interested too. The previous buyer had

held our meetings outside because she wanted to smoke at the same time



which I  found incredibly hard, smiling sweetly while she puffed smoke in

my direction. I had already met the new buyer as her last job had been at

Debenhams where she had seen large quantities of my range shift in a sales

promotion the year before and I also had interest from a huge retailer in the

US. I had travelled up to Minneapolis on the way back from a sailing event

and they wanted to pursue a line of products, but I  knew I  could go no

further without serious investment.

Chasing money now took up most of my time, when I  should have been

selling, marketing and fulfilling orders. I  was told that if you had orders

from major retailers then the banks would back you, but in reality the banks

gave nothing away. Not one penny. Not even an overdraft. How did anyone

ever make a business work in this kind of stifling environment? The advice

was to fold and start again, but that seemed too defeatist. I would still have

no money.

One morning in June 2004, my bookkeeper came in and handed me the

Evening Standard newspaper. She had spotted a small advert:

‘Look! A new programme on BBC2 for business ideas that need

investment.’

Well, it could be worth a try.

And so I  applied for this new show called Dragon’s Den. 73 To enter

I  needed to submit a business plan and cash flow forecasts for five years,

which I duly sent. A week later, I  received a call and an invitation for an

interview. Yikes! What had I let myself in for?

Here I am, lamb to the slaughter, entering the ‘den’…



Having a terminal disease while being the sole business owner is not exactly

a great selling point for getting investment! So I never said a word. Part of

the entry process was a disclaimer to say I was fit and well. Had I had any

major operations in the last three years? No. It was nearly five years. Had

I suffered any heart attacks or heart conditions? No. Nowhere did they ask

‘Have you been diagnosed with terminal cancer in the last five years?’

There were some probing questions about mental health. I can imagine that

some participants are so distraught after their experience in the den that

they suffer mental breakdowns. Yes, you could say I  had suffered

depression, but it was an entirely natural reaction to my situation. I was not

going to describe my intense sadness as an illness.

Had I  known just how those Dragons were going to treat me, their

comments needlessly callous and cruel, I  would never have gone in.

I suspect this mean attitude was encouraged by the BBC – Mr Nasty (aka

Simon Cowell) was on fine form on X Factor and Anne Robinson was Mrs

Nasty on The Weakest Link, both hugely popular at the time. Looking at the

subsequent series of Dragon’s Den, they were particularly mean in the first,

especially the lone female dragon Rachel Elnaugh. No sign of sisterhood

from her!



Dragons Den was brand new. It was being filmed for BBC2, in my mind a

bastion of old fashioned English politeness and courtesy, known for their

informative and educational shows. Surely they wouldn’t be following the

same armchair bullying technique, would they? This would be a proper

business forum with proper business discussions, right?

Wrong. This was all about viewing figures. Left in the wake of these reality

programmes are real people with real livelihoods, discarded callously

without a care. Business owners left with battered and bruised egos and

their confidence in tatters, a crucial ingredient for success in any business. If

you have a business idea, my advice is to avoid appearing on the show, no

matter how tempting the extra PR.

As one of the first participants I had no idea how gruelling the experience

might be. I  had been interviewed by a BBC researcher holding a video

camera in a side room the size of a shoebox at the back of the Beeb in

White City. Not exactly great preparation. I was told very little other than

I would be presenting to five ‘Dragons’, ‘successful’ businesspeople. I was

told to prepare a three-minute presentation about my business and then

I would be asked questions about the numbers, projections, marketing plans

etc. All fine.

I had run off some cash flows with my accountant and it all looked rosy.

Except I was called by the BBC the day before filming and told that I had to

change my projections as the Dragons were not going to invest £250K,

which was the number I  had based my cash flows on. I  was to ask for a

maximum of £100K. For a toiletries business that was already supplying

major department stores, plus many other outlets and looking to expand to

the US, this figure was nowhere near enough. I  protested but they were

insistent. I was cross that they were messing me about like this at the last

minute. This meant changing all the numbers and reworking the figures by

myself. I questioned whether it was even worth turning up. After making the

adjustments, my turnover projections for the next three to five years looked

markedly different.

I arrived at the set by taxi, courtesy of the BBC with a mix of unease and

excitement. My worries were not helped by the attitude of the staff who

treated us like cattle. I  was herded into a little room along with other



participants with hardly anywhere to stand, let alone sit. I sat propped on the

edge of a sofa for about an hour before being called.

The show was filmed in October 2004, planned to air in February 2005.

None of us really had a clue about what to expect. There was a great air of

mystery and trepidation. Once you’d been in the den and delivered your

pitch, you were forbidden to return to the Green Room. There was to be no

feedback as to how brutal these Dragons were. We had no forewarning at all.

As soon as you’d been expelled from the room, in many cases spat out, you

were given a quick interview by Evan Davis, a well-known financial

commentator for the BBC, then shepherded straight to a taxi and sent home.

Before I  entered, I  was taken to one side and told I  couldn’t take all my

products into the room as they only had a small display table. What? How

about all my press cuttings? I had so many brilliant quotes – OK magazine,

Cosmopolitan, Sunday Times, Daily Mail, Daily Express, the list was

extensive. They had loved my products. Nope. Not allowed. Really? How

were they going to get an idea of the full range of my products and the

public reaction with only a handful of products and no press cuttings? I was

furious. This was a joke.

I had also been told the only person who could appear was me. Not that

I  had anyone else to bring, but an accountant would have been good.

I realised very quickly that the programme was being rigged, stacked in their

favour. I  was going to be made a target. I  was despondent, they were

changing the goal posts as they had done with the cash flows. I had to make

a quick decision. Should I  go in? I  was still confident that my products

would sell themselves, there was nothing like them on the market. But

I seriously considered backing out.

I would give it a go. It would give the range a bit of publicity and I knew

I  was not just after the money, I  needed a business partner. Would these

Dragons be interested in knuckling down and getting involved in my

business? I would have to make that judgement. How bad could it be? It was

BBC2 for goodness sakes.

This is me on the show with a small selection of my products.



My three-minute pitch, which was never shown on TV, had been perfect.

But I  quickly realised the blank faces in front of me were never going to

invest. My business had historic debt and with hindsight it dawned on me

that unless it was making a healthy profit at the time or had a juicy patent

they could acquire for almost nothing, I was wasting my time. Anything that

required the slightest effort or debt issues was of no interest. I  made no

mention of cancer, the products were good enough to sell themselves

without any of the emotional blackmail you saw on shows like X Factor.

I  certainly didn’t want to share my health struggles with these obnoxious

individuals.

Rachel Elnaugh, the only female of the Dragons, was the worst of the

bunch. When I  told them I had been unlucky with a bad supplier and lost

over £120K of orders at a time when the business was just starting up, she

had feigned sympathy then tried repeatedly to push me to tears. I believe she

was trying to show me up as ‘weak’. I knew her game.

Had I not expected problems with the preservative? No I hadn’t! The tests

run on all the products had apparently all looked fine in the laboratory. I had

to have some trust in my supplier. I never expected to be delivered a batch of

unfit bacteria-ridden product. I  had never heard of anyone in the industry

having this problem. Also I hadn’t expected the manufacturers to then lie to



me and tell me the products were clean whilst they fleeced me of every

penny I had.

On top of this, the ‘Dragons’ all completely failed to understand that non-

toxic toiletries without parabens, sulphates and other toxic ingredients were

the future of this market. I explained the difference but still they just didn’t

get it. Rachel told me in a sneering voice: ‘The Body Shop have already

done naturals. This market is already crowded.’ 74

So instead she probed me about my plans for the future. ‘How do you see

your range in this competitive market in five years?’ I discussed my plans for

expansion into overseas markets like Target and QVC and other marketing

opportunities, and finished with one possible scenario, one I  thought she

wanted to hear but was not necessarily one I wanted to take. ‘Well, I would

hope to sell the range one day to a company like Estee Lauder or L’Oreal,

like Jo Malone.’ Jo Malone I think had regretted her decision to sell out.

‘Who the hell do you think you are? You are no Jo Malone,’ she sneered.

I was shocked at her rudeness. What gave her the right to decide whether

I was a ‘Jo Malone’, whatever she meant by that. It was relatively easy to put

fragrances together, and Jo Malone had put together some lovely scents in

some elegant and simple packaging. But my rituals were made up of many

components. Sure, my packaging needed to improve but I  had managed

everything on a very tight budget.

Rachel Elnaugh knew nothing about me. How dare she suggest I  was a

nobody? I bit my lip. ‘I’m sorry, but could you tell me who you are, please?’

I replied, genuinely curious about this impolite person sat in front of me and

how she’d made her supposed fortune. She told me briefly about Red Letter

Days. Oh, so she had taken other people’s businesses, like spa breaks and

racing super cars, and was selling them on a credit card to redeem in

exchange for an ‘experience’. I knew how that worked. Her business relied

on people buying the day out and then failing to use the voucher. So, her big

idea was to act as a ‘middle man’ and pick up cash from failed transactions.

I must have looked unimpressed, which I was; and rightly so as it turned

out.



The tension in the Den escalated. I didn’t want their money. They were so

arrogant and clearly had no intention of putting any effort into my venture.

What was also evident was what they knew about toiletries you could tattoo

on an ant’s behind.

Telling this bunch of muppets that removing parabens, fake oestrogens, and

other toxic chemicals was the future of this market fell on deaf ears. Since

2003, the rate of oestrogen-driven cancers has escalated beyond anyone’s

predictions. Ovarian, breast and non-small cell lung cancer are all

oestrogen-driven. Rates of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) have

escalated from 12% to 40% of total cancer diagnoses in the last fifteen years

and this is likely a result of the increasing presence of plastics and oestrogen

mimickers in our environment. These diseases affect mostly young women

in their thirties and forties. Most people are unaware that NSCLC is driven

by oestrogen, not by cigarettes. Parabens in cosmetics and toiletries make up

some of this oestrogen load, and microwaving food in plastic containers,

which has become the norm for many busy families, is a practice that fills

me with horror.

Several months passed between filming the programme and it being aired. In

the end, my appearance ended up as a five-minute section on TV (they cut it

down to even less on the DVD) edited down from two-and-a-half hours in

the den. Yes, two-and-a-half hours of grilling on all sides. Ouch.

Of course, the BBC only showed a one-sided version of events. By the end

of the session in the Den they had nearly managed to push me to tears, more

by sheer frustration than their belligerent approach. Their final reasons for

rejecting me were that I was obsessed with it (but wait, isn’t obsessiveness a

good thing in business?) and they questioned my business acumen. Really?

I came out of the experience shaking with fury that I’d been so badly

abused by the BBC. But I came off lightly compared to many others. Two

and a half hours of filming can give the editor a lot of material to work with.

I  was completely at his/her mercy. This was the first series, the ‘mighty’

Dragons had to look invincible and participants meek. It made for more

interesting viewing.



As my friend said after I got home, it really didn’t matter what I had said in

the den, the important thing was that I’d looked fabulous! Reality TV was

all about looking good. She assured me I  had nothing to worry about.

I wasn’t sure that was true, but it did make me laugh!

As a strategy to get well, I  may have got things just a teeny bit wrong!

I wanted to do as much as I could in as short a timeframe as possible, to

cram it all in. In the back of my mind I was convinced I was going to die.

The enormous stress of my health issues, financial hardship, business woes

and  – to top it all  – the emotional and psychological battering in the den

really should have finished me off. Anyone feeling that cancer is just too

much to fight and seemingly impossible to beat should take heart. Despite

all this frenetic activity, I survived. Taking on so much was crazy, but at the

time I just couldn’t see it.

It demonstrates just how good my cocktail must have been. And it

demonstrates that despite tension, stress and pressure, you can still get well

in the direst of circumstances and how resilient the human body can be.

There is always hope.

When I  learnt that Rachel Elnaugh’s business had gone bust only a few

months after the show had aired (and that she’d been bought out for a £1 by

two of her fellow ‘Dragons’) I am ashamed to say I laughed and felt it was

some measure of justice. Hah.

When I  look back and add up everything I  was doing, from creating the

toiletries, the marketing and PR, sourcing products, to selling into stores,

bookstores, spa retreats and pharmacies, all of which entailed huge amounts

of paperwork, I wonder how I coped at all. Especially as the brain-numbing

effect of chemo was still taking its toll. And that did not include taking care

of my ongoing and time-consuming health issues. What I  needed was a

business partner to sweep it all up and work on the business beside me, not

some smug rich investor who would bring little to the party and only

demand yet more from me. It was difficult enough just to stay sane knowing

cancer was still right behind me, snapping at my heels, watching my every

move. I  had carried on regardless. My dogged, bloody-minded refusal to

accept defeat meant I  had been oblivious to the damage that stress had

caused.



But then I am no Jo Malone am I.

73 The US have an equivalent show called Shark Tank.

74 Fifteen years later the Body Shop still have not removed parabens from all

their products https://help.thebodyshop.com/en-gb/products-and-

services/parabens in 2018



Chapter Fourteen:

Danger Returns

Not surprisingly, after all of this, I  was burnt out. I  had never fully

acknowledged just how much cancer had beaten me up. I had carried on as

before, refusing to give in, believing I could cope, almost to the point where

I was denying I had ever had the disease. I would hide the supplements and

drugs I  was taking, furtively swallowing them out of sight, trying to

convince the world I was fine.

If anyone learned about my diagnosis, I wanted them to think I’d made it

out the other side unscathed. That cancer had not robbed me of ‘me’. That

what I’d been through hadn’t been the most devastating experience of my

life. When I  look back now I’m quite sure I  had delayed post-traumatic

stress disorder. I had powered on through, taking on more and more. And

business had delivered yet another punch.

It was a punch too far. I was aware of the link between stress and cancer and

I  finally acknowledged that life mattered more. I  made the gut-wrenching

decision to let my business go.

But my company was my baby. All those beloved creations I’d toiled night

and day to produce. I would shelve them all. I told myself it would only be

until I got myself on a better footing, regained my composure and felt more

like myself.

I still had all the formulations, trademarks and copyright on the rituals and

CDs, so perhaps relaunching in the future was for the best. With a heavy

heart, I informed my buyers that the business was closing.

I was fast approaching my 40th birthday and I needed a break. My markers

had remained steady, within normal levels and it was time to rein back and

have a breather.

I was still sailing regularly, and my birthday was going to coincide with

Cork Week in Ireland, a great gathering of the sailing fraternity – brilliant

sailing and even better après sail. Time to let my hair down for the craic!



I had begun to truly believe that I could conquer cancer. It would not defeat

me. But I  was still being very careful with my diet. I  could not relax

completely about that. But I was no longer taking any of the drugs, they had

been short term. Even the aspirin was only taken every now and then as

I worried about the damage the etodolac (NSAID) might have done. I did

not fully understand at the time how important it was to keep taking it.

Over that summer I did go off the rails somewhat. I was getting close to my

five-year ‘all-clear’ date again (hah!) and I wanted to celebrate both that and

my birthday. In Cork I  found myself in the champagne bar on several

occasions – on the eve of my birthday I was on the champagne bar, diving

into many willing hands, fuelled by Black Velvet cocktails, a mix of both

Murphys (a black stout like Guinness  – full of iron, a disaster for cancer

patients) and champagne. Yup, Jane was letting her hair down!

But it was to be a mistake. After I returned home, my right leg swelled up

with lymphoedema and a few weeks later, I  began coughing and tasting

blood. Night sweats returned with a vengeance. Had the leukaemia come

back too? I panicked.

To my horror, my SCC markers had jumped to 200, above the level they

were when I was diagnosed with the lung tumour. I didn’t need to wait, this

was a clear danger signal. I immediately started taking my drug cocktail, the

little stash I  had in stock from the year before. I  began more intravenous

vitamin C alongside my cocktail of dipyridamole and the statin and

I tentatively took the occasional etodolac, scared about my stomach and how

it might cope.

The cancer seemed to have come back hard and fast. I looked back through

my research and found the piece from the 1999 Journal of Herbal

Medicine . I  realised I  needed the Mahonia aquifolium with its

potent berberine content. This big gun had been forgotten. I hastily added it

to my cancer-starving cocktail again.

Two months later and to my enormous relief, my markers had plummeted

back down to below normal again. By the time a CT scan was performed,

there was nothing, if there had been anything, to see. Perhaps I  had over-

reacted or perhaps I had averted another disaster. I would never know. But



I realised I could not afford to be reckless like that. Cancer was a long-term

problem that would need managing, much like diabetes or HIV.

Would cancer eventually completely disappear over time? Or would I always

have it, lurking in the background, for the rest of my life? Perhaps I needed

to take the drugs more regularly. If it meant taking a few daily drugs, then

that was hardly a problem. It was perfectly manageable.

Whatever had happened, I had got through another ‘blip’. It confirmed the

power of my cocktail. It demonstrated to me that it had worked against the

cervical cancer as well as the leukaemia, but perhaps the addition of the

berberine had helped boost the synergy further. Perhaps cervical cancer was

more driven by glucose and fat than the leukaemia? 75 (This is indeed the

case. Leukaemia is more driven by glutamine.) 76

My minor transgression had not been fatal. I was back in control. Thank the

Lord. This had been a valuable lesson. I would not let myself slip like that

again. I decided to continue to take the statin and got another prescription

from my oncologist who agreed it was worth taking longer term.

With my business closing I had a void in my life. I really wanted to focus on

trying for a baby. I now felt confident I could beat cancer again if it came my

way. I was no longer scared by it. I didn’t care if others thought my actions

reckless, that I might die and leave the child without a mum. With all the

knowledge I had acquired over the past decade, I didn’t feel like I was selfish

in bringing another person into the world.

After lengthy discussions with Andrew, we decided an egg donor and a host

surrogate would be emotionally easier for all parties, even if logistically it

was far more difficult. We put out the word that we were looking and to my

joy one of my gorgeous friends offered up her eggs. I was overwhelmed by

her generosity, it was such a huge thing for her to do. We had lots of long

chats, she was totally happy about it. That she was prepared to endure

hormone injections and go through this for us was the most amazing gift.

We had also found a surrogate in an old school friend but getting both

women to synchronise cycles was easier said than done! With huge hopes,

we started treatment at a well-known fertility clinic in Harley Street. There

was no reason why it should fail, both parties had had children of their own,



and both had a track record of success. My donor was still under 35, still a

good age for donating.

But the first cycle gave us a very disappointing number of eggs and in the

end, we only managed eight viable embryos. Of those, only two were of

reasonable quality. I  remember looking at them through the microscope,

thinking how amazing it was that these bundles of cells could eventually

transform our lives.

The implantation of our two little embryos took place. We had to wait an

excruciating few weeks to see if one – or both (gulp!) had implanted.

I will never forget the crushing blow of discovering that neither had taken.

I  couldn’t understand why not. Both women had children. Why was this

fertility business so difficult? Had the clinic done something incorrectly?

Should the transfer have been done in the dark as I  later learned was

standard in another clinic?

I had scaled so many mountains to get to this point, so I told myself this was

a mere bump in our journey to parenthood. Hey, this was only our first

attempt!

Our surrogate was so disappointed and took the failure personally. I had not

been expecting that. I  tried to reassure her that it often failed, particularly

the first go, but she felt too emotionally drained to carry on. It was indeed

asking a lot of her. Without meaning to, I  must have shown my dashed

hopes and disappointment. It was an intense situation. I  was sorry she

wanted to stop but understood.

Would my friend consider donating eggs again? Thankfully yes. But now we

had to find another surrogate. Fortunately COTS the agency came up trumps

with a surrogate but she lived near the Scottish border and we were in

London! Still, distance didn’t matter. Once visits and all the vetting

procedures had been completed, which all took several months, we were

anxious to get started again. But just as we were about to proceed the

surrogate discovered she was pregnant by her husband for another baby. We

were hugely disappointed.



She had already been a surrogate for two for other women and this was baby

number seven for her. After another wait, COTS found us another angel. A

lovely lady called Rebecca who was much closer to us in London. Perfect.

Once again we went through the same implantation process. We crossed our

fingers and waited to see if it worked this time.

I tried not to pick up the phone every day to find out how she was. I didn’t

want to sound too desperate. Somehow I was totally convinced it was going

to happen this time. Then, one morning, my mobile rang. I picked up the

phone, nervous with excitement.

‘My period has started,’ she said quietly. ‘I’ve taken a pregnancy test just to

be sure. I am so, so sorry but it hasn’t worked.’

She told us she’d started a relationship with a new man and that he wasn’t

keen for her to do it again. I was floored. I pulled myself together, thanked

her and told her we should meet up for a drink anyway, but I wasn’t sure

what we would do next.

A few months later the lady up near the Scottish Borders became available

again. She had given birth to baby number seven! She was so fertile, how

could it fail? Her doctor wasn’t happy about her becoming a surrogate again

but she was perfectly happy to go ahead after a few months break. I would

not give up hope! We waited until she was ready, then the two remaining

embryos were defrosted and the transplantation took place.

I remember taking her call standing in a changing cubicle in a shop, half-

dressed. I  took a deep breath as I  answered. Were we finally going to be

parents?

But it was not to be.

My friend who had donated her eggs had now been through two cycles for

us. I hated subjecting her to all these unnecessary hormones. I just couldn’t

ask her to do it again, it was unfair. I went over to her house, we had a long

chat and I  told her I  was going to find someone who could do ‘straight’

surrogacy instead, without the involvement of a clinic. Besides, we just

couldn’t afford to do it through a clinic again.



We both shed a few tears that it hadn’t worked and hugged each other. It was

sisterhood at its very best. I  will never ever forget her generosity. I  was

simply overwhelmed by all the women who up to this point had been on this

journey with me. What incredible angels there are in the world.

But now Andrew and I were back at square one. We had no more embryos,

and no more money in the pot to fund more attempts through a clinic. Even

though I  was gutted, I  held onto the belief that somewhere out there was

someone special who could help us. One day I would be holding my own

little baby, looking into his or her eyes, feeling the love and bond between

us. Please God.

75 AKT Inhibitors Promote Cell Death in Cervical Cancer through Disruption of

mTOR Signaling and Glucose Uptake. PLOS ONE 9(9): e107846

76 Inhibition of glutaminase selectively suppresses the growth of primary acute

myeloid leukaemia cells with IDH mutations Emadi, Ashkan et al.

Experimental Hematology, Volume 42, Issue 4, 247-251



Chapter Fifteen:

Devising My ‘Metro Map’

My immune system had been wiped out by chemotherapy and several years later

it seemed I  still had not fully recovered from the onslaught. In 2002, I  had

swapped the immune-boosting and glucose-lowering berberine for gymnema, as

I  had forgotten the long list of reasons why I  had chosen berberine. In fact,

berberine is so effective as an antimicrobial, the army are investigating it as an

anti-anthrax supplement.

I reintroduced it into my regime in 2004 when my markers had shot up again, but

there was still no other research I  could find about it, so with hindsight I  still

failed to take it as regularly as I needed to. Instead I  looked for other ways to

boost my immune system.

It was in 2007, during an outbreak of avian flu in the UK that caused mass panic

and hysteria, that I discovered cimetidine as an immune booster, also a potent

anti-cancer drug. I was concerned that if I did pick up a potentially deadly bug

such as avian or ‘bird’ flu, I  might fare worse than others because I  was

struggling so badly to fight off any infection. I  was picking up one bug after

another, they would lay me flat for weeks. Despite defeating cancer, I  was not

thriving, I was merely surviving.

Perhaps I had to reboot my innate immune system from scratch. Maybe it needed

to relearn how to react to colds and flu. Perhaps the trick was to build it back up

again slowly, allowing it to relearn how to recognise pathogens. But this

approach wasn’t working. Every cold was as bad as the last. I was not building

up my immunity at all.

I discovered that my Th2 immune response, the humoral response to allergens,

was permanently raised (this was what Dr Kenyon had tested – my IL5 result). It

was this that was preventing me from raising my Th1 (pathogen) response to

opportunistic infections. When one goes up, the other drops. Anti-histamine

drugs helped reverse this problem, by dampening the Th2 response it allows the

Th1 response to come back up. Research showed cimetidine would do just that.

It was an old drug, no longer available over the counter in the UK, despite being

liberally prescribed in the 1980s for gastric ulcers.



It was still available in other countries like Germany and the US. I should have

asked one of my friends in America to buy it and send it over to me, but instead

I  used an online pharmacy in Canada. As it was an antacid, I  used it for just

three months as I  was concerned it might mess up my digestive system long-

term. Having an acidic stomach was important for proper digestion. It was all

such a juggling act trying to get my body back in balance! But it worked. From

being continually blitzed by bugs I was suddenly back to my old self. Hurrah!

Especially when I added berberine back into my regime.

It was also in 2007, digging around for drugs for other cancer patients, that

I  concluded metformin, a common diabetic drug would help starve cancer of

glucose. And I have since discovered it has many other effects against cancer too,

like blocking IGF-1 and mTOR (a key enzyme for cell division), boosting good

bacteria in the gut so also improving immunity, while blocking hexokinase 2,

one of the steps in the oxidative phosphorylation pathway, reducing the

conversion of lactate back to glucose 77 and increasing insulin sensitivity.

Metformin, I decided, was a ‘big gun’, it would help boost any cancer-starving

diet, but rather than taking it after a meal as many diabetics do, for cancer

patients with ‘normal’ blood sugar levels, would it not be best to starve the

cancer by taking it before meals, before the rise in glucose occurred at all? 78

Timing, just like when to exercise (which I  decided was best fifteen minutes

after meals to reduce insulin and glucose), must be of critical importance. A

large part of metformin’s effects take place in the gut, in a similar way to

berberine, modulating the ‘microbiome’, which can be unfavourably altered by

both high saturated fat as well as too many simple sugars. Both metformin and

berberine improve the number of health-promoting short-chain fatty acids in the

gut that reduce inflammation and keep the intestinal barrier intact. 79

Both berberine and metformin were included into my daily regime, I alternated

between the two, but occasionally I added them together. Perhaps I should not

have done this without a glucometer to check my glucose levels, but I suffered no

ill effects. I  was not a diabetic and metformin is ‘normo-glycaemic’, in other

words it doesn’t drop glucose levels below normal readings. It is safer than many

doctors believe, for years it had been tarred by its more dangerous sister

phenformin.

Word was spreading by now that I was a stage IV survivor and that I might know

something about achieving remission in impossible circumstances. I was finding

myself taking more and more referrals from friends and friends of friends.



I  really wanted to put cancer behind me, but I  also knew I  now possessed

valuable information that could help others. Reluctantly, I took on a few cases –
kidney, bladder, pancreatic, colorectal and breast.

I tried to stay at arm’s length, as researching for them brought back all the bad

experiences I was trying hard to forget. I needed to stay detached, so I rarely met

the patient and only communicated through emails.

Alongside natural and alternative therapies, I  found many off label drugs that

might offer benefits to these patients. Propranolol was a beta blocker that would

help reduce VEGF, the growth factor that stimulated the growth of new blood

vessels to feed cancer. Propranolol also blocked matrix metalloproteinases 2 and

9 (MMP-2 and MMP-9), so it prevented the tissue scaffold around tumour cells

breaking down to allow it to metastasise, changing it from being cancer-

promoting to becoming cancer-hostile. But it would interact with dipyridamole

as both can potentially lower blood pressure. However, dipyridamole,

I discovered, also blocked MMP-9 and blocked Wnt signalling, the latter often

altered in cancer. Sulindac was a NSAID that seemed very useful for colorectal

cancer but very difficult to obtain.

I encouraged people to make their own Spot of Bother Charts. But it was clear

that after a couple of years, this arm’s length approach wasn’t working and the

list of supplements seemed too long and confusing. What were the ‘big guns’,

which were the most effective drugs and supplements and why? People

continued to die and no-one was able to get any of these off label drugs

prescribed from their oncologists. I had some spectacular successes though, two

stage IV patients are still alive and very much kicking as I write, both at least

fourteen years after their terminal diagnoses using natural therapies alone.

These successes were the ones I’d met in person, only then had they fully

grasped the importance of the low glycaemic diet, the need for a fully integrated

approach and regular supplements. Without this extra level of support, I realised

patients could drift from their diets and simply revert to their oncologist to get

them better. A doomed approach with stage IV disease.

The more I discovered, the more I deduced that every patient would need to stop

all three dietary ‘macros’: the bad fats, simple carbohydrates (especially glucose)

and the protein (e.g. glutamine) together to achieve the best results.

Despite lengthy explanations on the phone and sending articles from Pubmed

and Medline, I  felt I  was mostly wasting my time. Most patients failed to



understand just how important it was to modulate their diets or the importance of

adding more to their armoury to boost the woefully inadequate ‘standard of care’.

Combinations were key. Professor Jane Plant’s book Your Life in their

Hands was all well and good when it came to reducing IGF-1 by cutting out

meat and dairy, but I felt it just didn’t go far enough. I had been ruthless about

sugar. No honey, no bananas, no grapes, no alcohol – you had to really starve

that cancer. No half measures.

Jane Plant still thought pizzas and honey were okay, whereas they were definitely

on the banned list to me. It was important to reduce the ‘glycaemic load’ and that

dangerous post-meal insulin spike. Cutting out IGF-1 was only one angle, but

cutting out glucose and lowering insulin, reducing saturated fat and protein

alongside reducing the IGF-1 was surely better.

From observing the behaviours of other patients, I could see that most were still

eating white potatoes, white rice, bananas, bread, honey, grapes and fruit juices.

I  knew they would not fare well without the drugs to help them and a better

understanding of how cancer was feeding itself.

With a sigh of resignation, I knew I had to take a more active role. So I found

myself helping patients design their own Spot of Bother Charts, sitting down

with them face to face, discussing what changes they needed to make and who to

see. I became a ‘facilitator’, steering them in the right direction to find the drugs,

doctors and supplements they needed.

To explain in simple terms what had worked for me, I  put together a basic

triangle diagram that showed how each of the drugs I’d taken had worked to

starve each ‘macro’ of the diet that cancer needed. My theory was that you had

to starve all three sides of the triangle, the fat, protein and simple carbs together

for maximum effect. As cancer became more resistant, it switched from glucose

to using glutamine. If you only blocked one route it would simply use another. In

fact, it does this through a great many fuel lines. Cancer is able to utilise not just

glucose and glutamine, but also fatty acids, acetate and hydroxybutyrate

(ketones) and lactate. Determining what fuel was being used by the cancer was

important but the research regarding this in those days was hard to find. The

metabolism wasn’t seen as important, the focus was all on the genetic changes.



This ‘Triangle Theory’ to starve cancer was a very simplistic diagram but it

explained my theory visually and easily, based on my sparse knowledge ten years

ago.

Dipyridamole starved cancer of the nucleotides and other proteins

Metformin and berberine had starved the glucose

Lovastatin had starved the fat (cholesterol)

Once starved, I  had delivered the killer blow with the intravenous vitamin C,

ozone, the etodolac (NSAID) and lovastatin combination; all had triggered

apoptosis. In fact, what I had done to ‘starve’ my cancer was much more detailed

than I have drawn above and it has only been in recent years that I have been able

to piece together exactly how good my combination really was. This simple

triangle diagram became a template for me to include other fat, glucose and

glutamine pathways that I  had blocked, and as my knowledge about the fuel

pipelines increased, this triangle eventually evolved into my Metro Map (see

later). A comprehensive cancer-starving combination, which can be used and

adapted for every type of cancer.

To newly diagnosed patients, I emphasised the importance of taking more than

one treatment at a time, to not rely on the standard of care which is currently



inadequate to treat such a complex disease. Taking just a little bit of metformin

alongside chemotherapy, for instance, would not be enough. Nor would taking

any drug on its own. Nor does ignoring the many abnormal metabolic pathways

of the cancer. But this was how their oncologists approached treatment, using

one drug at a time and when that failed (because the cancer mutates), using

another drug, failing to acknowledge the importance of the stem cell and how it

is the change to its metabolism, which I have concluded after much research, is

the real reason cancer becomes resistant. It shifts its fuel source to continue to

feed itself in a new way. The constant search for new ‘genetic’ drugs only serves

the pharmaceutical industry, not the patient. I had to remind my friends that they

were not in a trial. This was the real world and combinations were the key,

especially when the medications I  suggested they investigate and ask for had

little or no toxicity, backed by years of safety data. Treatment absolutely had to

be an integrative approach. My theory was that the major fuel sources need to be

blocked at the same time to starve it. Don’t give cancer any quarter.

Despite all of this, it was frustrating to watch patients make the same mistakes

time and time again. Most would not realise the level of effort required to get

well. Some felt they would rather die than change their diets or take lots of

supplements and pills (and there are a lot!). Patients are naturally resistant to the

idea of taking many drugs. And some were reluctant to offend their oncologist,

the majority of whom remain resolutely against anything complementary and

who dismissed diets as useless. Patients would rather meekly do as they were

told, all their faith entrusted to the white coat and the ‘system’.

For those patients I was wasting my breath. I could only help those who were

ready and willing to take on the disease, patients who recognised the failings in

the current medical system and were able to take those extra necessary steps.

The more advanced the disease, the more they had to do. I could only offer my

suggestions and support.
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Chapter Sixteen:

Two Slow Car Crashes

One day in 2012 my friend Louise phoned me.

‘Rachel has just called me from Dubai,’ she said, her voice breaking. ‘She

told me her triple negative breast cancer has spread. Can you help her?’

Rachel was a mutual friend from Guernsey. She had two children under five

and she’d moved out to Dubai with her husband. I winced. Triple negative

has the worst prognosis of all the breast cancers  – it does not respond to

hormonal or herceptin treatment. Treatment usually involves a gruelling

combination of surgery, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. If you don’t get rid

of it first time, it progresses rapidly. Survival with a recurrence is measured

in months.

I spoke to Rachel directly later that week. She was in tears.

‘The oncologist told me bluntly that everyone has to die as if it were

normal,’ she sobbed. ‘But I’m only forty. I have young kids. Cancer isn’t

normal. I  don’t want to die. I  want to see my children grow up and have

families of their own. This just isn’t fair.’

I was horrified by her doctor’s heartless comment. Not for the first time

I  wondered whether some oncologists get a perverse kick out of telling

patients they’re going to die. So much power is handed to them – they wield

the axe by either palliative under-treatment or conversely by over-treatment

with large amounts of chemotherapy and immunotherapy drugs.

Rachel had been diagnosed with a secondary in her mediastinum (the

section between her lungs) months earlier but she had only just been told

her prognosis. Many oncologists feel they’re protecting the patient and the

family by saying nothing early on, and I can understand why they shy away

from revealing the true facts. But this is backhanded cruelty. If patients are

kept in the dark until they’re almost on their deathbed, it leaves them no

time to accept the diagnosis, make plans, find other treatments. The



desperate search for alternatives at this stage is heart-breaking. I see it time

and time again.

Oncologists view the slow car crash as inevitable, unstoppable and messy.

Their job is to merely cushion the blow with palliative treatments and leave

the family to pick up the pieces. That’s their job as they see it. It is no

wonder oncology attracts only the hardiest personalities.

Often a patient is given a piece of paper with a cryptic code like T3N2M1

on it, in the hope the patient goes away and discovers for themselves exactly

what this means from Dr  Google. The code can easily fool patients into

thinking they’re only a stage III when in fact the M1 means a distant

metastasis, stage IV. Patients are lulled into a false sense of security, to be

confronted with the harsh reality of their situation when time has passed

and the chance for any effective use of other treatment modalities becomes

harder.

‘I think you should come back to the UK for a second opinion,’ I  said to

Rachel.

So, she made an appointment with one of the UK’s top oncologists,

Professor Justin Stebbing in London. When she arrived, Rachel, Louise and

I sat around my kitchen table and spent the whole afternoon going through

some research I’d found her. I drew up her Spot of Bother Chart. On it I had

included metformin, the lovastatin and etodolac. I  talked her through the

reasoning.

I suggested she take her chart to her appointment with Professor Stebbing

but she was reluctant. She was too overwhelmed with her diagnosis to know

what to do.

So off she went to the appointment with Louise with a list of questions

instead, to ask about being prescribed metformin and lovastatin, to ask about

whether her tumour was inflammatory and to ask for a NSAID. I’d tried

explaining how inflammation drives cancer.

At the time, I  couldn’t find enough data to support the inclusion of

dipyridamole for triple negative cancer 80 but I  hoped Professor Stebbing

might think the other three drugs were worth prescribing, given she was



stage IV, ‘terminal’. It was surely only reasonable that patients should be

allowed to seek treatments that might help save their lives. Was this not

humane?

During her consultation Rachel forgot to ask anything about the off label

drugs. Louise reported back to me that she’d only spoken to Professor

Stebbing while hidden behind her scarf, probably to hide her tears. I insisted

that I come with her on her next visit. She agreed.

So a month later, I walked into Professor Stebbing’s consulting room with

Louise and Rachel. It must have been an odd sight, all three of us trooping

in together. After our introductions, I  explained that I  was there to help

Rachel make some decisions. With Rachel’s permission I  stood up and

spread out the A3 Spot of Bother Chart on his desk. His eyes widened in

surprise! I  could tell the professor had never seen anything of the sort

before! Who was this audacious woman?

The chart had many different suggestions, from intravenous vitamin C,

stereotactic radiotherapy, sono and photodynamic therapy, high intensity

focused ultrasound, to the more conventional PARP inhibitors (he was

already investigating these). It listed her supplements, diet and detox

suggestions too. And of course the metformin, lovastatin and an NSAID like

etodolac.

Completely ignoring his stunned reaction, I  stood there rattling off the

possible merits of metformin and a statin. Had he ever prescribed those?

And did her tumour express COX2? What did he think of using a

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory?

After he recovered from his initial shock, we had a lengthy discussion about

the use of complementary treatments.

He was unsure about the intravenous vitamin C but agreed she could try it,

and the photodynamic therapy. After much deliberation, but not outright

dismissal, he said he couldn’t prescribe the drugs.

‘They are not regarded as standard treatments for cancer and I do not want

to prescribe these without randomised clinical trials.’ He had said.



No matter, I had anticipated this outcome and had already booked another

appointment for her around the corner with Dr Kenyon who I hoped might

be able to prescribe some of the drugs.

By now Rachel had quite a large tumour in her mediastinum. Both Professor

Stebbing and I  knew the standard medical treatments on their own were

never going to control her disease for long. They would only buy her a few

months, not that we said so in her presence.

An hour later, Dr Kenyon ran some tests. Rachel still appeared to have good

liver function and she hadn’t been wrecked by chemotherapy at this stage.

All was looking good if she wanted to start photodynamic therapy. But

Rachel had other ideas. She just didn’t feel comfortable with alternative

treatments. She wanted to stick with convention, although she did agree to

the metformin, so Dr Kenyon, with a bit of encouragement from me, wrote

out a prescription for her.

I met Professor Stebbing several times with Rachel and he gave me his email

address. Together we discussed treatments she eventually decided to pursue,

such as stereotactic radiotherapy. And despite the huge tumour resting

between her lungs, Rachel stayed alive for a further twenty-two months.

Precious time with her young family.

When she died, her passing felt like a personal failure to me, despite my

efforts. I wished I had managed to get her all the drugs I felt she had needed.

A proper cocktail that targeted several fuel lines. Triple negative breast

cancer was tricky. What fuel did TNBC use that others didn’t? It was one of

the hardest cancers to cure. In her honour, I would make it my mission to

find out. If I could find out what it was and how to block it, perhaps it would

help reverse this dreadful disease that afflicted too many young mums.

A few months later, I  was asked for help again for a lady who’d been

diagnosed with malignant melanoma. So I met with Beth and her two sons,

both in their twenties. We all sat in my kitchen and made a treatment plan

together. I  sketched out a Spot of Bother Chart and showed them the

rudimentary cancer-starving triangle. We investigated lots of different

natural approaches that she might want to try as well as old drugs. Everyone

was happy with Beth’s chosen path. It was important that the decisions were



made by her. She felt it would be useful if I  accompanied her to see her

consultant at the Royal Marsden Hospital in London, the best-known cancer

hospital in the UK.

From the research done by Dr  Betty Rhodes at St. Helier Hospital on

melanoma patients in the 1980s, I knew dipyridamole would be helpful for

her. I  even managed to acquire the original paper from the Lancet. But

convincing oncologists to prescribe anything off label would be particularly

hard at this bastion of traditional treatments. Still, we agreed it was worth a

try.

We added a statin and an NSAID to her list as I’d found good articles on

both that related to melanoma. I couldn’t find much evidence for metformin

at the time so stuck to just three drugs: dipyridamole, a statin and an

NSAID. The following week I met her at the hospital.

She greeted me as I  entered the waiting room of the Royal Marsden,

rammed full of gloomy, silent patients and families. It was standing room

only. Her sons could not attend that day and Beth introduced me to her

brother and sister who had come instead. They both eyed me with suspicion,

clearly they did not approve of my presence.

When we entered the consultant’s room, I realised with some dismay that he

was ‘old school’. He peered at us over his reading glasses as we sat down.

Beth, buoyed up by her new treatment plan and feeling more in control of

her disease, launched into quick speech about how much better she felt to

have cut out sugar from her diet. Unfortunately, this set the tone for the

whole meeting. Diet was the last thing he wanted to discuss.

‘I have already explained that changing your diet is a waste of time,’ he said,

as if scolding a disobedient child. ‘It has never been shown to help cancer

patients and all you are doing is depriving yourself at a critical stage when

you should be relaxing and eating what you like best,’ he added.

So she might as well be gorging on chocolates because she was going to die

anyway? No wonder patients call it The Royal Mars Bar.

‘I wondered what you thought about her trying some photodynamic

therapy?’ I asked, regretting the words as they fell out of my mouth. I could



see his calm demeanour changing from one of tolerance to one of irritation.

He looked me straight in the eye with an icy glare.

‘There is no evidence that will help either,’ he answered curtly. ‘She will

just be wasting her money.’ 81

If this was a difficult subject to tackle, then broaching the subject of off label

drugs was going to be really hard. For Beth’s sake I had to try and get her

something. Sticking to the standard of care alone would fail.

‘Okay. We’ll park that idea,’ I  said, just to humour him. ‘I’ve also been

looking at some off label drugs that might help,’ I added nervously. ‘This is

an article in The Lancet showing that dipyridamole, an antiplatelet drug,

might help stop metastases. It stopped progression in several patients with

stage IV disease.’

I handed over the article. He took the piece of paper from me, said nothing

and stared at it. I carried on,

‘Dipyridamole also has antiviral properties and the article suggests there

might be a viral component to melanoma.’

‘This is not evidence! This isn’t a randomised clinical trial! It is a study on a

few patients in 1985!’ He made a snorting sound and the article was thrust

back at me. Beth stole a look at me, winked and rolled her eyes to say,

‘Exactly the reaction we expected.’

‘I know it’s old, but what if it’s been overlooked?’ I added, cross that not

being new did not mean it wouldn’t work. It was like saying The Beatles

were rubbish because they split up in 1970.

‘How about looking at a statin?’ I asked, bringing out the next article and

aware I was rapidly losing ground.

‘And what date is that research?’ he asked.

‘Um… 2005, published in Melanoma Research,’ I said.

‘This is 2013! If these were in any way useful wouldn’t we already be using

them?’



‘So you don’t think they might be of some help? Do you want to read the

article?’ I  said in a small voice. Obviously not. The oncologist turned to

Beth.

‘I want a word with you. Alone.’

Crikey. That hadn’t gone well. I  knew I  was going to meet with some

resistance, but it had been far worse than Beth or I had expected.

He stood up, opened the door and beckoned for her brother, sister and me to

leave the room. We filed out and once again, he threw me a huge scowl.

I turned to see that Beth was okay and he slammed the door shut in my face.

I could hear him talking in heated tones to Beth. I felt bad. I’d been trying to

help and it wasn’t fair that she’d been caught in the crossfire between us.

I was also upset he had been so dismissive without even examining all the

evidence. Where was patient choice?

But what happened to me next was truly shocking. As soon as I was in the

corridor her brother and sister turned on me. Dave towered over me and

pinned me against the wall.

They both began yelling in my face, Dave jabbing me in the chest with his

finger.

‘Who the hell do you think you are?! Are you a doctor? How dare you make

suggestions to the oncologist! You have no right interfering with her

treatment!’

I stood there trying to breathe calmly, ‘I…I’m just trying to help her,’

I stammered.

Nothing like this had ever happened to me before. I was desperate to escape.

There was little point entering into a discussion with them, they were in no

mood to listen. I wriggled my way out of their grip and quickly headed for

the door.

‘Don’t you dare contact her again!’ shouted her sister at my back as I sped to

the exit.

Cancer is a confusing and frightening experience for the whole family and

I knew they were only acting in what they thought were her best interests.



As much as I told myself that they were only being overly-protective, I was

very shaken by this physical and verbal abuse.

Once safely outside the hospital, I  sent Beth a text with an excuse about

having to go home urgently. She probably guessed they had been rude to me,

but I never told her what they’d done. Beth and her sons would have been

mortified if they had ever found out. She had enough on her plate.

Helping a desperate patient was one thing, but dealing with protective, angry

relatives was quite another! I vowed to never accompany anyone on a visit

ever again. It was not good for my own health! But how would patients ever

get hold of these drugs? It seemed an impossible task. Oncologists were

bound by rigid protocols. God forbid they should prescribe anything as

innovative as low dose aspirin to help a dying patient!

Later I  sent her off to see Dr  Callebout, but she never asked for

dipyridamole or any of the other drugs. I believe her oncologist at the Royal

Marsden put her off. Why had he been so antagonistic and angry? And why

shouldn’t she try and save herself by any means possible? Had the

oncologist felt threatened by me questioning his authority? This was not

patient-centred care!

To my dismay I learned that she died six months later.

I felt I  had failed again. I  couldn’t help but wonder how she would have

fared if only she’d taken a drug cocktail. When would the oncology

profession wake up? Could they not see how rigid and inflexible they were?

Closed to every suggestion, it seemed for no good reason at all. How had

this arrogance got so bad? What on earth had gone wrong with the

profession to make them behave like trained killers, refusing to allow

patients to save themselves. ‘My way or the highway! I decide how you are

going to die.’ Oncology was so messed up and the losers were the patients.

Once you’re diagnosed with stage IV, you’re given few options but to go on

a treadmill of approved drugs, none of which have ever cured anyone with

advanced disease. New drugs and trials are so overhyped in the press that

people have too much faith in them. The pharmaceutical industry have

hoodwinked the medics and especially the vulnerable patient into believing

modern medicine and their patented drugs hold all the answers. It is only



natural to believe the latest drug is going to be better than the last. But if you

examine the statistics, this, sadly, is not the case.

The NHS budget is so tight, it relies on most patients with stage IV dying

with the first treatment option, invariably high dose chemotherapy, the

cheapest but least effective treatment. A dead patient is a massive saving! It

is far cheaper for the NHS if you die as soon as possible than if you hang

on, clinging onto life needing lots of nursing care and costly medications.

And just to kick you when you’re down, the side effect of high dose

chemotherapy is that it will effectively ruin or markedly reduce your chances

of recovery by crushing your immune system, an essential ingredient to your

long-term survival.

If, against the odds, you have proven yourself a ‘worthy’ candidate by

surviving the high dose chemotherapy, the NHS reserve the newer and often

eye-poppingly expensive immunotherapies for the people who make it this

far. By then the immunotherapies are, of course, less effective as the

immune system is struggling after being blitzed by the chemo. And we

wonder why the UK has the worst survival rates in Europe.

As a stage IV patient in the NHS, you’re playing a deadly game of snakes

and ladders using conventional therapies alone. If you survive the

chemotherapy, when the cancer comes back (as it will – chemotherapy alone

fails to kill the cancer stem cells) you may then be offered a lifeline, a ladder

in the form of a targeted drug to climb back up. If it’s available you grab it,

so grateful but tired and exhausted from the previous treatment. If you’re

lucky, this new drug works for a while but the effects are only short term –
average life extension with targeted drugs at this stage is around two or three

months. Boom! You land on another snake and slide back down again. If

you’re still lucky they ‘rescue you’ once more with another line of

treatment, perhaps a newer immunotherapy drug. How grateful you are to

the wonders of modern medicine! Your hopes are raised yet again, only to

be dashed when the hype fails to live up to expectation. There are no more

ladders. Only snakes.

The whole paradigm of cancer treatment is wrong.



Cancer has two types of cells. Stem cells and fast dividing cells. The ones

targeted by oncologists are the fast dividing cells. They do nothing to

address the cancer stem cell. And cancer stem cells are the ones that cause

the cancer to spread. These are located at the heart of every tumour and are

untouched by conventional treatments. Chemotherapy, radiotherapy and the

newer targeted drugs are short term solutions as they leave the stem cells

behind to regrow and become more resistant.

It is a medieval, cruel and heartless game. And could so easily be different if

the medical profession would look at using cocktails of drugs, not only ones

to target the genes and fast dividing cells, but ones that attack the stem cells

too.

As patients, we need to be aware of this despicable game the pharmaceutical

companies play with us, while we cling on to life, our bodies mercilessly

used like laboratory mice. When would oncologists prescribe off label drugs

alongside conventional care? Surely it had to happen soon. As the doctor at

the Royal Marsden had pointed out, this was 2013. When would the

profession wake up?

80 I  have since uncovered an article published in Clinical Experimental

Metastasis published in Jan 2013. Researchers in Naples, Italy have discovered

that dipyridamole stops triple negative cancer progression in mice.

81 I had read a report that clearly showed photodynamic therapy might benefit

stage 3 and 4 melanomas: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22653896



Chapter Seventeen:

Finding My Tribe

In February 2015, I was quietly reading the newspaper with my morning cup

of tea (green of course), when I noticed an article in The Telegraph. 82 I sat

up when I realised it was all about cancer and the use of old off label drugs!

At last!

A Professor in psychology, Ben Williams, had been diagnosed 20 years

earlier with an incurable brain tumour. He had followed traditional

conventional medicine having surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy but

he healed himself completely using a few drugs that he’d researched and

added into his cancer regime. Someone else who had been cured using a

cocktail of old drugs! Hoorah!

He had used verapamil, a calcium channel blocker during his chemotherapy

(another effect of berberine), an antibiotic called Accutane normally used

for acne, a vitamin A analogue (which weakly blocks mevalonate – I had

used a statin), which meant travelling across the border to Mexico to get it.

He had also used tamoxifen which besides its oestrogen-blocking effect, is

an IGF-1 inhibitor (I was now taking metformin daily as an IGF-1 blocker,

both for its anti-cancer and anti-ageing benefits).

As I read more, I nearly fell off my chair. There was a new clinic in Harley

Street, right here in London, investigating an almost identical drug

combination to my own: metformin, a statin and two other drugs. My God.

This new clinic, called the Care Oncology Clinic, were studying the use of

these drugs as adjuncts to conventional treatment, just as I  had always

suggested. Two of the drugs I had not seen or heard of in oncology before,

doxycycline (an antibiotic) and mebendazole (an anti-parasitic drug). No

sign of dipyridamole anywhere though. But they were looking at adding a

NSAID to some of the treatment programmes in the future. Perhaps they

could add dipyridamole into their programme too!

What was more incredible was the chief oncologist at the Care Oncology

Clinic was none other than Professor Justin Stebbing! According to the



article, he was overseeing this new clinic in Harley Street, prescribing the

very same off label drugs I had begged him to prescribe to Rachel!

I can only describe what came over me as a metaphysical rush. Goosebumps

or call it what you will, the sensation was incredible. My feet and legs began

to tingle and a hot prickling sensation swept all over me, up my back and

down my arms.

They say you have two great moments in life, the first when you’re born, the

second when you realise why you were born. This was that moment.

As soon as I’d finished reading the article, I was convinced that someone

had finally cracked the cancer code, that the answer had indeed, as I  had

always believed, been in using combinations to starve the cancer. I had to

meet these people. I  wanted to find out more about the drugs they had

chosen and why they might work.

Doxycycline was an antibiotic, mebendazole was an anti-helminth or

worming pill, commonly used for children with pinworms. I  had always

wondered if cancer might be caused not by ‘random genetic mutations’ but

perhaps triggered by something as simple as a co-infection of various

microbes? No doubt these drugs had other effects beyond their antimicrobial

ones. Did microbes affect the mitochondria or did doxycycline work because

it acted on mitochondria, on the metabolism, as they were once ancient

bacteria? If viruses were known to cause cancer, was it such a stretch to

think that other microbes, like bacteria, yeasts and parasites, could affect

cancer too? Was that partly how they worked? Was it an altered

microbiome, the environment or terrain around the cancer which also

affected it?

The article listed several drugs being investigated by the ReDo campaign

(Repurposing Drugs for Cancer) for their anti-cancer potential. It listed

cimetidine which I had also taken for a few months a few years earlier for its

immune-stimulating and anti-cancer effects, but dipyridamole was nowhere

to be seen. No matter, the Care Oncology Clinic were on the case with the

other drugs! I cannot begin to tell you how delighted and excited I was!

I stood up, danced around the kitchen like a lunatic then promptly burst into

tears. Emotion poured out of me. I  realised this would change everything.



Elation that finally there might be a serious step change in cancer treatment.

Two fingers up to all those arrogant oncologists who had ignored me! This

trial would prove me right, I  knew it! I  was so excited to finally have

somewhere I  could send the many patients who approached me for help.

This clinic meant I no longer had to fight the medical profession on my own,

having doors shut in my face, being sneered at, laughed at, belittled, fingers

jabbed in my chest. Here was validation of everything I  had said and

thought about cancer that had been dismissed as ridiculous.

How could a lowly physiotherapist, albeit a stage IV survivor, have lived

when so many eminent cancer scientists died? In the eyes of the medics

I was a spontaneous remission, an anecdote, a medical anomaly. Now I had

found my army, fighting back against these entrenched doctrines, not on the

other side of the world, but right here in London! I could hardly believe it!

I realised with dismay this meant I would finally have to write my book, and

writing it would stir up many painful memories. But without my help I was

worried this clinic would struggle. I knew about the Cancer Act 1939, which

meant they were not allowed to advertise. They would need a patient to

champion their cause. And I was patient zero.

I didn’t want cancer playing a central role in my life again. I  desperately

wanted to bury it, for my struggles to be forgotten, for people to never know

what I had been through. But my story would have to be told. Patients would

need to know I had walked in their shoes, that I too had felt the sorrow, the

sadness, the despair. I needed them to know there was hope and so much

more they could do. But it would mean revealing intimate details of my

illness, my relationships and my struggles. I  would be unmasked. Damn,

damn, damn.

But this time I  would not be fighting for better treatments for myself,

I would be fighting for all the mothers, fathers, daughters and sons affected

by this dreadful disease, each one of them badly let down by the current

inadequate standard of care. Patients deserved better, they were too ill to

fight for themselves or realise just how badly they were being treated by the

pharmaceutical companies. I was convinced that with the right cocktail, we

had all the drugs we needed to cure cancer already.



Who had started the clinic? What did they expect to gain? Who was funding

it? It couldn’t be a big pharmaceutical company as these were all cheap off-

patent drugs and would be of no financial interest. I  was confused. But

equally thrilled! This clinic could shake up the entire medical profession! It

was not going to be popular with Big Pharma for sure.

If it became as successful as I believed it should, this clinic would rock the

pharmaceutical giants to their core. I  knew they’d need all the help they

could get to overcome resistance and attempts to shut them down.

I  immediately phoned my friend Louise. We agreed to meet at a café for

lunch.

‘That is incredible!’ she said when I  showed her the article. ‘What a

turnaround by Stebbing! He’s prescribing the very drugs he didn’t want

Rachel to have only a few years ago!’

‘To be fair, I  don’t think he could have prescribed the metformin as she

wasn’t diabetic, and the statin is for lowering cholesterol and not normally

used for cancer, so he was in a very difficult position. Oncologists have their

hands tied by strict protocols. It is difficult for them to prescribe these

drugs – in many ways it seems harder now than it was seventeen years ago

when I got hold of them, even though the research is stronger.’

The waiter handed me my cup of green tea, which I  would have gladly

swapped for a celebratory glass of red. ‘It’s not easy for doctors to step

outside the narrow options laid down by NICE. They have to be very brave

and know that the patient or their relatives aren’t going to come back and

sue them. People are so litigious nowadays.’

‘Yes, but he knows the patient is dying. If something might work, surely the

doctors should try it?’

‘I agree with you, Lou. The red tape is crazy.’

‘You’re going to do that embarrassing thing with the tea bag now, aren’t

you?!’

She watched me squeeze the last few drops from the bag into my hands and

smear it over my face. ‘That’s better! Young and beautiful!’

She laughed. ‘I admit you don’t look too ancient given your advanced years.’



I had done a lot of research into moisturisers and anti-ageing ingredients for

my toiletries range and found a lot of overlap with nutraceuticals. Green tea

was a consistent winner both internally and externally  – I  couldn’t give a

rat’s arse what people in a café thought. The benefit of being the wrong side

of forty is you care little what people think of you.

‘I distinctly remember Stebbing telling you to sit down when you spread out

Rachel’s Spot of Bother Chart,’ she said re-emerging from behind the menu.

‘I think you terrified him.’

I laughed. ‘Scary Jane!’

Perhaps I  had. Most patients and relatives are so terrified and compliant

they’re ready to do anything the oncologist suggests. They would jump out

of a window if he or she said it would make them better. This gives some

oncologists an unhealthy sense of power and an air of arrogance and

superiority. Professor Stebbing was not like this, he gave patients his phone

number and was ready to help day and night. He was their hero. To have me

striding into his consulting room, determined, demanding and purposeful

must have been an unusual sight nonetheless.

I hadn’t meant to come across as confrontational. I was merely trying to add

to Rachel’s list of medications and enhance the standard treatments. 83

As I sat there with Louise, there was no doubt in my mind what I needed to

do. ‘I am going to write to Professor Stebbing today,’ I said. ‘This clinic is

up against it. These treatments are going to meet with a lot of resistance

from Big Pharma and probably a great many oncologists. Stebbing is really

sticking his neck on the line. Behind the scenes, I sent him many emails and

we discussed lots of things I never told you about during Rachel’s care, not

just about these drugs. Perhaps I ground him down in the end!’

‘Perhaps you did! You are persistent, that’s for sure! Write to him and I will

back you all the way,’ she laughed.

Later that day, I fired off an email:

Dear Professor Stebbing,

I am sure you remember when I first met you a few years ago with Rachel T-C

demanding she should have metformin and a combination of lovastatin and



etodolac! Apologies for that. A mixture of frustration and um… more

frustration, I think. I can’t tell you how delighted I am to see some joined up

thinking treating cancer as a systemic disease and not just a local problem.

There is too much emphasis on micro-targeted therapies nowadays and

scant regard to the macro. I am so pleased to see a cancer clinic offering to

use these cheap ‘dirty’ drugs as I  used many of them myself to overcome

cancer back in 1999 alongside dietary changes and detox. You may have

forgotten or I may not have told you, I had stage IV cervical which had spread

to my lungs sixteen years ago. I  persuaded two integrative doctors to

prescribe dipyridamole (Persantin) and later metformin, the latter I  am still

taking and I also later took cimetidine for a short while which I am ashamed

to admit I  bought direct from a Canadian online pharmacy. Lovastatin and

etodolac were a combination my oncologist (now retired) decided had

enough research behind it to prescribe to me in a high dose for three months.

She was in fact delighted when I  gave her my research as she was

investigating statins at the time! I know you are chair of the World Vaccine

Congress and I  wondered if you have you read the following article in The

Scientist about probiotics and vaccines?

http://www.the-scientist.com/?

articles.view%2FarticleNo%2F40973%2Ftitle%2FBacteria-Boost-Viral-

Vaccine-Response%2F

I am sure this is old news and this article relates to flu but I firmly believe the

gut and the immune system are inextricably linked and that to get the best

effect from a vaccine a few weeks prior to injecting the patient, that the

patient should be on a really good probiotic. Intravenous vitamin C would

also prime the immune system for cancer vaccines. Are you also looking into

2-methoxyoestradiol? And I am sure you know all about the exciting vitamin

D research. Sulindac/lovastatin for colon cancer, gemcitabine/curcumin for

pancreatic cancer, low dose naltrexone and alpha lipoic acid, I could go on…

I would love to come and do some voluntary work for you, would there be

anything I  could usefully do? Anyway, DELIGHTED to see this clinic up and

running! I will be sending patients your way! And I am serious about a job as

I want to do something meaningful whilst I write my memoirs! Best regards,

Jane McLelland

I hit the send button and wondered how Professor Stebbing and the clinic

would respond.

82 http://www.telegraph.co.uk/lifestyle/wellbeing/healthadvice/11424747/The-

professor-who-cured-his-cancer-with-a-cocktail-of-everyday-pills-and-20-years-

on-remains-disease-free.html

83 N.B. Confrontation is not the best way to approach your doctor! The best

way? Evidence, evidence, and yes, more evidence. Know as much about the

treatment as you can.



Chapter Eighteen:

Mobilising the Troops

Whichever way I  looked at it, the Care Oncology Clinic were trying to

achieve something monumental and I  knew I  had to help. If they proved

successful, they would threaten not just pharmaceutical giants but also

major cancer charities like Cancer Research UK (CRUK). The latter survive

both on cancer being incurable and on keeping the pharmaceutical industry

with a steady supply of guinea pigs for their trials and new patents. CRUK’s

mission was to get more patients onto clinical trials, to ‘stop more patients

dying’ (whilst taking lots of expensive medicines), not to find a cure.

Drug companies base new drug launches on a thirty-year profit return, with

drugs developed to encourage repeat prescriptions over many years rather

than one-off cures. Old off-patent drugs make them very little.

So who were the brave people behind this clinic who were daring to

challenge the status quo? With a bit of background digging, I discovered the

Clinic is owned by Seek, a private Biotech company with some seriously

clever scientists. They are redeveloping metformin and other old drugs as

well as ibuprofen, so that they can be delivered more efficiently to the areas

needed with fewer side effects. Genius.

They don’t hope to make much money from the Clinic – it’s there to study

the drug combinations, put into practice a metabolic approach and allow

doctors to do the job they signed up for as medical students. To improve

lives and get patients better. Not poison them with ever more toxic drugs and

make their last few months on Earth a misery.

The very next day, a return email arrived in my mailbox from Gregory

Stoloff at the Care Oncology Clinic. It appeared they were equally excited to

have discovered me too! Gregory and Dr Robin Bannister wanted to meet

me as soon as possible to share ideas! Holy moly. I  can’t tell you what a

shock this was. For years I  had been challenging the way oncologists

prescribe treatments, quietly waging a little war on my own, championing

the old drugs and losing. To be asked what I think? And to share my ideas?



To me, these concepts were alien to most of the medical profession, most

oncologists were a brick wall.

When I met Gregory and Robin, I was blown away by their enthusiasm and

commitment. We were so much on the same page I felt like crying. We had

travelled completely different roads to arrive at the same junction, and we

were now driving off in the same direction! Even though their cocktail is

currently dismissed by the medical profession at large, I  found nothing

controversial in their approach. It totally matched mine. Combine the old

drugs and attack the different metabolic drivers. Stress the cancer, starve it,

weaken it and then trigger apoptosis.

Gregory had worked on mergers between pharmaceutical giants. He saw

first-hand how old drugs were left on the shelf collecting dust. It’s hard to

get Gregory to speak about himself but I’ve gathered he initially studied

medicine before switching to finance, and his eyes remained open to the

broader view and the big problems in medicine. But despite setting up his

own pharmaceutical company to explore his ideas, he has always been an

outsider in that world. His fresh and lateral approach to problems are what

the industry needs but they are unwelcome in a world dominated by large

corporates with vested interests in maintaining high prices and profits before

people. He doesn’t fit the profile.

It was an incredibly emotional meeting for me. I don’t think they understood

just how much it meant to be finally acknowledged for all the time and effort

I had put in to researching, not just for myself but friends and family. They

couldn’t know the obstacles I’d faced. To keep going despite the rejection

and scorn. The realisation of just how close I  might have been to saving

some of my friends if only I’d got them on more of the repurposed drugs.

Used appropriately, at the right time, in the right combination, at the right

dosages, I knew they held so much potential to save lives. There will always

be patients for whom treatment comes too late. Nothing, no matter how

amazing, is going to work if organ damage is too severe from other

treatments or from the cancer itself. Long-term remissions, even with late

stage patients, will be the aim of the Clinic and I have every confidence they

can do it.



It’s hard to talk about cures. I haven’t had a cancer ‘episode’ for years but

I can never say I’m cured. Confident that my disease is controlled yes, but

cured is a big uncomfortable word. Certainly the longer I  remain disease

free the more confident I am.

When I said I felt I’d been over-treated with chemotherapy, they completely

agreed. What? I had to keep pinching myself that I was hearing correctly.

Indeed they plan to get patients back to normal using low dose

chemotherapy where possible, by getting their oncologist to agree.

When I  came out of that meeting I  had never felt so totally, passionately

driven. I knew I would do whatever it took to get this therapy accepted by

mainstream doctors. Patients had suffered enough.

How was I  to spread the word? When I  mentioned how I  had cured my

cancer with a handful of old drugs and how there was a new clinic offering a

similar cocktail in a few Facebook groups I  did not get the enthusiastic

response I’d expected. Patients were unsure of using any drugs, no matter

how small the toxicity. Most wanted natural cures, if anything. Patients

would need to be educated. It was time to ‘come out’ and admit publicly that

I  had been terminally ill, with a closed Facebook group dedicated to off

label drugs with anti-cancer effects.

Directly promoting the Care Oncology Clinic was not allowed by law. The

Cancer Act 1939 is an antiquated ruling that prevents advertising for cancer

treatments. While I understand it helps prevent corrupt salespeople selling

fake cures, it also stops people discovering effective help too. Ultimately it

keeps Big Pharma in control. I  had to be cautious, only mentioning the

Clinic by name when asked.

The Clinic needed patients through its doors. Without the statistical data to

show combination therapy works, it risked being shut down. It still does.

Over the next few years they hope to recruit about 5,000 patients on the

study and so it’s become my mission to spread the word to the masses. With

the Cancer Act dangling over my head, this is proving more difficult than

I thought. I have also run into quite unexpected resistance from friends and

doctors.



A few weeks ago, I was telling a friend about the Clinic over dinner when

she mentioned her father had advanced cancer. ‘You must send him over to

the Clinic!’ I said, expecting her to be as enthusiastic as I was. I’d explained

the treatments and how they’d help starve his cancer. But her response took

me by surprise.

‘I don’t believe it. If it’s so good then how come my dad’s oncologist isn’t

giving it to him already?’ She said looking completely unconvinced.

I should have known this might be the reaction. It’s a pretty instinctive

question and one that comes up regularly. As a layperson you only realise

the failings of the medical system when you’ve been in the thick of it and

it’s let you down. Even then most people have unerring faith that everything

possible was done to save their loved one. But was it?

It is not unusual or even unexpected for a well-meaning relative of a patient

to remain closed to suggestions outside the conventional path. Relatives can

unwittingly be the hardest obstacle to a patient’s survival. Taking a less

orthodox approach in their eyes is too risky  – they may think

complementary treatments will only hasten their demise. New

immunotherapy drugs or exciting vaccines are very enticing, but you

shouldn’t put your eggs in one basket. Adding metabolic drugs that starve

the cancer will weaken the enemy and stop drug resistance. By adding add

extra weapons to your anti-cancer armoury you can raise the cancer-busting

power of traditional drugs. Combinations are the answer to this ‘emperor of

all maladies’. It is not immortal.

Fear of the unknown and an unquestioning faith in the system is a driving

force behind pharmaceutically-fuelled oncology. Treading an alternative

path can cause terrible arguments, depression, anxiety and family break-ups

at a time when everyone should be pulling together. Often the patient is

being pulled in so many directions, it’s easier just to keep the peace and

stick to doing as they’re told.

Even my own GP is resistant to the idea of using a combination of old

drugs. When I mentioned I was going to be volunteering in a cancer clinic

he said, ‘That’s the last place you need to be.’ I had taken a press cutting

with me from The Independent newspaper, about Dr Bannister, the Clinic



and how his wife’s tumours were shrinking with the treatment, hoping my

local doctor’s surgery wouldn’t mind me putting it up on their noticeboard.

I’d shown the receptionist who thought the story was amazing, particularly

in light of my own experience. ‘Of course you can put it up,’ she said.

Before I did, I decided I ought to run it past my doctor first.

He took one look at the article, speed reading, and dismissed it. ‘This is all

very well but there’s no science behind it. Where’s the evidence?’

What! There was a ton of science. I couldn’t believe my ears. Apart from

ample science in the article, the proof was sitting right next to him, living

and breathing, despite a terminal diagnosis. I think he’d been looking after

me for so long he’d forgotten I had been stage IV.

‘Results will eventually be published in a peer reviewed journal like the

BMJ, but you know I  took statins, etodolac and other drugs. You even

prescribed the statin after my oncologist suggested I keep taking it. You can

see it worked for me. My markers plummeted during that time.’

‘If it’s that good then add it to the water.’ Typical knee-jerk reaction from a

doctor. Yes, that thought was mooted years ago when statins first appeared

on the market amidst much hype about their miracle effects. Lovastatin, the

first statin and the one I  took, was far weaker than more recent statins and

had far fewer side effects. Since then statins have become stronger and side

effects more likely. The conflicting research about whether we really need to

reduce cholesterol for heart disease continues to mount while other benefits

of statins, like their anti-inflammatory effects, are suppressed. Dipyridamole

had been the first drug routinely prescribed for heart disease. When statins

were discovered they stopped prescribing dipyridamole. No-one thought to

combine the two together, yet the two drugs work synergistically enhancing

the effects of each other. 84 For cancer though, the beneficial effects of

statins are quite clear. There is a growing heap of research on simvastatin,

atorvastatin and lovastatin (the lipophilic statins) for nearly every cancer,

showing their clear benefits.

‘Yes, you could argue a good case for everyone being on metformin,’

I countered. ‘Our diets are far too high in carbs. We were not designed to eat

the way we do. Our Western diet is a disaster for the metabolism. Taking



metformin regularly would stop a lot of health problems developing and

decrease your work load significantly!’

If he wanted science, I  would blind him with it. I  started to talk about

metformin and the mTOR pathway, statins and the Glut receptor and the

mevalonate pathway. I  could tell he wasn’t really listening. He was still

staring at the article, glazing over. After feigning interest in what I  was

saying for a minute he piped up with a smile, ‘There’s the problem!’

What had he spotted? ‘They are just after people’s money!’ he exclaimed.

‘What?’ The total cost of treatment including four consultations and

medications for an entire year came to a mere £1250, roughly £100 a month,

which included the cost of the drugs! In what way could that be seen as

costly for a Harley Street clinic, when the total average cost of cancer care

was estimated to be roughly £100,000 a year? How did he expect the Clinic

to pay their staff and overheads? On fresh air? And how exactly were the

patients going to get hold of these drugs? They couldn’t get them on the

NHS.

‘Well, good luck with it, but I bet it won’t work,’ he added.

Oh really? I thought to myself. ‘How much do you bet? A million?’

We bet on a measly pound, which I’m going to hold him to. And he still

wouldn’t let me put the press cutting up on the surgery noticeboard. When

I came out of his consulting room, I  told the receptionist his reaction. She

read it again. ‘Can I  photocopy it and take it anyway?’ she asked. ‘Of

course,’ I said, ‘take it!’

My doctor may have had a point. Being involved with an oncology clinic is

potentially a psychologically disastrous choice for any cancer patient, even a

healthy one. The loss, grief and trauma gave me deep physical and

emotional scars I continue to bear. But over the years I’ve found the strength

and courage to shelve my personal feelings and help many friends and

relatives through their diagnoses. I’ve been able to help many survive long

after their predicted expiry dates.

Most cancer clinics are deeply depressing places that fill me with dread. The

ritual of cutting, burning and poisoning the cancer, while you are fed pizza,



chips and ice cream, served with a muffin on the side and a bottle of Coke to

wash it all down. With the Care Oncology Clinic, I no longer have to battle

an antiquated system. If a cancer patient asks me for advice I draw up a Spot

of Bother Chart, work out the metabolic drivers of their cancer (is it fuelled

primarily by glucose, glutamine, fat, ketones) use my Metro Map (see later)

to give the patient some treatment options and point them in the direction of

the Clinic to see a doctor. Then I  sit back and sigh with relief! No more

tense meetings with blinkered and arrogant oncologists! Phew!

In a few short months, I  helped get two major articles published in the

Sunday Times and the Daily Mail, spoke at a key Metabolic Conference on

cancer, visited Adam Afriye MP in Westminster several times, 85 met with

the former Deputy Prime Minister and helped push through some small

changes in legislation with off patent drugs. At last I  feel like I  might be

getting somewhere, albeit slowly.

What I  achieved with Professor Stebbing was an unusual working

relationship in oncology. In other areas of medicine, say in neurology,

doctors work with multidisciplinary teams that may include a

physiotherapist, occupational therapists and an extended nursing team.

Integrative teams in oncology are woefully inadequate. To me they should

include a complementary or functional medicine practitioner, a nutritionist,

lifestyle coach, a dentist and a physical therapist. Not just an oncologist,

surgeon, radiologist and oncology nurses.

With Professor Stebbing we collaborated and worked out an integrative

strategy and guided Rachel’s treatment choices by working together. A

collaborative task force. As a result, she had taken metformin, received

photodynamic therapy, intravenous vitamin C, stereotactic radiotherapy

(cyberknife) as well as traditional treatments, several supplements and diet

modifications. It was so refreshing to receive encouragement and a blessing

for these rather than derision and scorn. And there was absolutely no doubt

that our joint efforts had helped her survive much longer than anyone had

ever thought possible.

Professor Stebbing is a genuinely caring man and it was of no surprise to me

that he had teamed up with the Care Oncology Clinic. As one of his

colleagues says on his charity web page: ‘Professor Stebbing is a tireless and



creative protagonist in the battle against cancer. Always open-minded and

receptive to new ideas, he has the intellectual courage and stamina to bring

the fight to the enemy. He is a risk-taker, and we desperately need more like

him.’

Indeed. We certainly do.

What makes this clinic really stand out for me though is that they collate

information not just on these drugs, which would be awesome enough on its

own, but on the patient’s other supplements and treatments. During the

consultation it’s noted whether the patient is having intravenous vitamin C,

hyperbaric oxygen, vitamin D, laetrile, cannabis oil or any other off label

drugs, and the best bit is they don’t bat an eyelid on any of it. No more lying

or deceit. The data becomes a melting pot, where the truth about what really

works for each cancer type will eventually float to the top.

The savings from these cheap drug cocktails, alongside appropriate

conventional treatments and proper nutritional advice, could be so vast

I can’t begin to imagine it. Could this on its own save the NHS? The price

for treating most cancer patients is roughly £5,000 a week, while metformin

costs just five pence a day! Even metformin on its own is a wonder drug that

reverses many diseases of ageing. It could potentially change the health of

an increasingly obese nation at risk of metabolic syndrome, diabetes, cancer,

heart disease and Alzheimer’s.

My hope is that one day soon, prescribing medicines off label for cancer

will become the new normal and that powerful natural supplements will

rightfully be given their place in our medicine cabinets. The time has come

for radical changes in medical thinking and it can’t happen soon enough.

But the impetus for change has to come from the patient. Doctors are too

constrained by their protocols and too governed by fear and bullying from

NHS bureaucrats. Persuading doctors to break rank has to come from a

groundswell of public and patient pressure.

Someone called me an activist this week! Who, me? Golly, I suppose I am.

Who would have thought? Yes, I am now on some kind of a mission. I feel

destined to do this, whatever ‘this’ is. It certainly involves informing as

many people as possible about this cocktail and getting the message out



there. Doing nothing has no longer become an option for me. But what

should I do next?

Maybe I have to lead a march against the corruption of Big Pharma? But

perhaps I  should just treat them with the disdain they deserve. The best

punishment may be to ‘starve’ them too by killing off their obscene profits

and letting them quietly die, tempting as it is to give them a good kicking

while they’re down. Perhaps we patients should start a class action and sue

the big ones for unnecessary suffering.

Or maybe the best way is just to continue spreading the word about these

cheap old drugs and getting patients on board. My Facebook page arms the

patient with knowledge, strength, hope and solidarity. If it encourages them

to stand up to their oncologist like the man in front of the advancing tanks in

Tiananmen Square, then I believe, with strength in numbers, there will be a

gradual shift in attitudes. We absolutely must do something. The health of

the nation, both literally and financially, demands it.

What is important to me now is to ensure other patients don’t have to suffer

the woefully inadequate cancer treatments we have today. People are dying

and suffering needlessly, families are torn apart and the medical profession

is painfully slow to change. But all of this can and will change with the

introduction of low-cost medications and supplements. Barbaric, outdated

cancer treatments will eventually move aside. Social media is now too

strong for Big Pharma to have it all their way in the future. The knowledge

once learned cannot be unlearned. My Facebook group is growing every

day.

I put enormous effort into educating and empowering my patients with daily

updates on the latest research. But this means I find myself in an awkward

place. I stand somewhere in the middle, between conventional medicine and

the complementary approach, not approved by either. The divide between

the two approaches is still a yawning chasm. So much so that it often seems

there’s outright war between the two. The clamour of the alternative camp is

now so loud that many patients are no longer sure whether they should try

any conventional medicine at all. Some patients who would benefit from

chemotherapy are now too frightened. The patient is left floundering in the

middle, utterly confused, not knowing which way to turn. Conventional



doctors can be hostile at the mere mention of complementary advice, while

on the other side there are die-hard advocates of all things natural who will

not let a single drug cross their lips. ‘No drug comes without side effects,’ is

their standard retort.

As I stand here in the middle, I can hear the war of words flying over my

head. Any attempt at drawing attention to these old drugs is drowned out by

the din. The conventional doctors yelling ‘Quacks!’ at the integrative doctors

and them yelling ‘Poisoners!’ in return. How to change these entrenched,

dogmatic and polarised views?

Instead of targeting the medical profession or integrative doctors, I decided

the solution would be to reach out to patients. Given that both sides are still

failing to provide a cure, more and more patients are investigating my

middle path, joining my online revolution. This cocktail therapy has global

implications ethically, socially and financially and this patient-led revolt is

happening right now. We patients have far more power than we’re led to

believe and we must learn to wield it. One by one, my lone voice is being

joined by more and more patients. Most are not interested in the arguments.

All they want is to get better.

Gregory Stoloff, Robin Bannister, Justin Stebbing and their team of doctors,

scientists and researchers are staking their reputations on these cheap old

drugs and so am I. They are brave pioneers. They are nothing short of

amazing.

84 Kim, Hyung-Hwan et al. ‘Additive Effects of Statin and Dipyridamole on

Cerebral Blood Flow and Stroke Protection.’ Journal of cerebral blood flow

and metabolism: official journal of the International Society of

Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism 28.7 (2008): 1285-1293. PMC. Web.

25 Jan. 2018.

85 Mostly to talk about the Off-Patent Bill and Saatchi Bill, which have now

merged together into the Medical Innovations Bill.



Chapter Nineteen:

Parenthood at Last

It’s March 2015, and I am sitting in a studio just off Carnaby Street, an area

of London full of cool media types wearing hipster clothes (who anywhere

else you might easily mistake for the homeless), with their barely

decipherable marketing speak. I  glance around the room and survey the

dozen other hopeful parents with their array of talented offspring. I wonder

how many of them had struggled with infertility too, or how many were

divorced or separated, caring for step-children or half-brothers and sisters?

Families were so complex these days. Against all odds, Andrew and I had

finally made it to parenthood – it had taken us ten years of heart-breaking

failure  – finally we had become the proud parents of two gorgeous boys.

Hardly anyone thought surrogacy bizarre or unusual any more. Not that

I had told many people. At Jamie’s school, only a couple of the other mums

in his class knew.

At that moment, Jamie emerged from the audition room, his face beaming.

‘How did you get on?’ I ask. I’m never allowed into auditions with him so

I had no clue what they’d asked him to do.

‘I told them I had a KCF Big Value Bucket last night and it was the best

meal I’ve ever had!’

The other mums laugh at his muddle-up of the name but inwardly I groan.

I’d bought him said meal as ‘research’ for the KFC audition. I was curious

about his reaction as not one morsel of fast food had ever passed his lips.

Not easy to achieve with an eight-year-old. In 2006, KFC had been in the

dock because of their use of hydrogenated fats. And after all my time

educating him about healthy food, just one taste of the chemical flavour

enhancers and tasteless poultry raised with hormones and antibiotics, and he

was hooked. Damn it!

Visions of Jamie in the future float through my head. I  see him lounging

around in a shared bedsit with out-of-work actors, a pile of greasy cardboard



in the bin and unwashed dishes in the sink.

‘Well done! Let’s see if you get a recall, darling,’ I say as I usher him out of

the building. If he did get a recall I’d have to turn it down on principle and

that’d annoy his agent. He was only there for audition practice  – the last

thing I wanted was for him to land the job. Hopefully they’d be put off by

his name muddling. How on earth could any eight-year-old not know their

brand in this day and age?

Jamie had started acting the year before and I know what you’re thinking.

No, I  promise you I’m not a pushy mum. Honest. He is a natural and it

seemed only fair to boost his confidence encouraging something he was

obviously destined for. Friday nights have always been either a magic show

with his younger brother Sam as his trusty assistant, or the pair of them

performing a dynamic dancing display, or a funny play. He’d already

appeared in several TV commercials, some short films and was about to film

a speaking part in Call The Midwife for the BBC. We were also waiting

on word for a feature film.

Jamie can stand in front of a crowd of people and just talk, about anything

at all, with no apparent stage fright. I am in total awe of the ease in which he

learns his lines, then mucks about without a care in the world until the word

‘Action!’ is uttered. Then he switches to delivering with total conviction,

even in a cockney accent if required. Not easy for a boy brought up in plum-

speaking South West London.

I’ve always been fearful of making a fool of myself in public and had

crushing shyness as a teenager. Nowadays, I  have a more devil-may-care

approach. Defeating terminal cancer makes you feel you can take on most

things. But I’m still a bag of nerves if asked to speak about my cancer

experience, something that seems to be happening more and more. I’m

hoping it gets easier, although it can’t possibly be as bad as my gruelling

experience on Dragon’s Den. Perhaps it was good training for the

position I  find myself in now. I  may have to talk at events with a hostile

reception. The idea of taking any drugs, no matter how safe, is still

abhorrent to many.



As we leave the audition, I check my watch. We should make it home for

Sam’s bedtime cuddle. His younger brother arrived three-and-a-half years

after Jamie by the same wonderful surrogate, another bundle of total

gorgeousness. Sam is super sporty and not at all interested in drama. I don’t

think I  could cope with two actors in the family  – the sibling rivalry is

intense as it is!

We take the bus back home and Jamie tackles his homework on the top

deck. We never take the tube unless it’s late, as I  can’t stand the over-

crowding and whiffy armpits. As usual Jamie is not the slightest bit

interested in his book. It’s during these moments alone with him that he

often asks about his birth, particularly when we take the number 14 bus past

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital. Where he entered our lives like a tidal

wave of joy.

His questioning has progressed from ‘How are babies made?’ to slightly

more in-depth questions, but they always make for interesting and

entertaining eavesdropping.

‘When Tabatha gave birth to me did you take me home straightaway?’ I can

see the man in front pretending to read, his head turned slightly towards us.

I have no issue telling Jamie about how we created him and how amazing

his ‘tummy mummy’ Tabatha is.

A pretty young blonde girl opposite catches Jamie’s eye and he grins

cheekily at her. He’s such a flirt! Fortunately, he has grown out of sticking

his tongue out at anyone smiling at him. When he was two years old he once

went around the entire carriage pointing to each person in turn saying, ‘He’s

got a willy. She hasn’t got a willy. He’s got a willy…’ while I  blushed

furiously and tried to stop him. Mortifying! But very funny. Shyness is a

word that doesn’t feature in his dictionary.

‘Is having a baby painful?’ he asks. He has obviously seen something

recently on TV. I’m trying to prepare him for his role in Call The

Midwife so I’m quite relaxed about it. As part of our chat I discuss how

childbirth is different for every woman. I  describe how a TENs machine

works to make the whole birthing experience easier. The man in front of us

has been reading the same page for quite some time.



Surrogacy is something I have always been open about with both Jamie and

Sam. Jamie loves to hear the story of how he was born, the rush to hospital,

how he nearly arrived in this world on the back seat of our car, how we had

driven through red lights to get to the hospital from Kent, and what

complete and utter joy it was for us when I first got to hold him. Andrew and

I had waited so long for that moment. ‘Hello Jamie,’ I’d said as I cradled

him in my arms, looking down into his bright blue eyes, uncannily like my

own. He blinked back at me from his scrunched up little face with a

knowing look as if to say, ‘Ah, I’m in hospital and you must be my mum. Hi

Mum.’ If I had known then how much he would love drama, I would have

realised what he was really saying was ‘Tada!’ I will never ever forget it.

What I haven’t told Jamie was the finer detail, how the nurses sadly failed to

understand our surrogacy. I attended several antenatal classes at the hospital

but was eyed with some suspicion as I  had no bump. With hindsight it

would have been best to attend with Tabatha rather than on my own, but she

lived quite some distance away. Logistically it was difficult.

When we had arrived at the hospital, Tabatha was already ten centimetres

dilated and her contractions were coming in quick succession, so I was more

than a bit panicked. We had phoned ahead to tell them it was a surrogacy

arrangement and that we were on our way. It turned out the hospital had

only seen one surrogacy birth before and it had been a gay couple. On the

assumption we were also gay males with a female surrogate they had

assigned a gay midwife to come to greet us. He was all smiles to begin with,

but his attitude immediately changed when he discovered it was a

heterosexual arrangement. His disapproval was obvious. Was a gay

arrangement perfectly acceptable, but not a woman asking another woman

to carry for her? He was so dismissive of our concerns that we asked for

another midwife. I am convinced he then tainted the entire staffroom with

tales of how dreadful we all were.

Tabatha was moved to the delivery suite. They told us that the delivery room

was too small for us all and that Andrew would have to wait outside. He

looked gutted. ‘Too crowded,’ they had said but neither of us were going to

miss the birth of our son. Tabatha and I  told them quite clearly that we



wanted Andrew to attend, so in we all went, disobeying orders. And there

was more than enough room.

Jamie then steadfastly refused to come out. But after a bit of persuasion

from the obstetrician, there he was! My world changed in an instant. A baby

boy. Our boy. My Jamie. I was instantly in love.

Tabatha lay there smiling, relieved it was over. The last stage had been

exhausting for her.

‘He is just perfect,’ I said, taking him over to her. ‘How can we ever thank

you?’ I was filled with happiness.

‘Well, he’s all yours now!’ she grinned. ‘I’ve done the easy bit, over to you!’

‘You have truly been an Angel.’ I kissed her and passed Jamie to Andrew.

He had his first proud dad moment. He too was overwhelmed.

There was no show of joy or jubilation from the staff. It wasn’t how I’d

imagined it at all. They had no idea how to react in this situation. Was

I  stealing a child? Should they be happy for me? Sad for Tabatha? In the

end, all I got was a stony silence and frosty stares. I ignored it all. I was in

heaven with my little man.

The hostile attitude didn’t end there. To my dismay, it continued when we

got back to the ward. The atmosphere was thick with disapproval and

judgement. The staff either glared at me or acted as if I didn’t exist. I was

snubbed, ignored, talked over and they were downright rude. Everything

I  did was criticised. Without the surge of female hormones at birth, how

could I possibly know what to do? The hormones taught you everything you

needed to know about childcare, right? Of course not.

Tabatha was a neonatal maternity nurse. She too was shocked at their

attitude. The nurses came over to us both, but instead of speaking to me,

they addressed all aspects of the mothering, breastfeeding, nappy changing

and bathing to Tabatha, completely ignoring my existence. She politely told

them that she was not the mother and please could they talk to me. It was so

unnecessary.

They certainly didn’t like the fact I  refused to wash Jamie straightaway,

neither did they approve of me taking off my top and giving him skin to skin



contact. How dare I?!

Seeing the bonding I  was establishing, one midwife told me curtly, ‘That

child is too cold. He needs to be dressed.’ Rubbish. The ward was so hot a

mother had just fainted with the heat, everyone was complaining. When

I  finally dressed him, reluctantly, in a light romper suit, another midwife

remarked, ‘That child is too warm.’ Sigh.

Because Jamie had taken a while to emerge, he needed to be kept in hospital

overnight, to check his lungs.

‘You will have to go home and leave the birth mother with the baby,’ the

staff nurse told me brusquely. What?! And leave Tabatha to bond with him?

How could that be the best decision? Tabatha was equally confounded.

‘There is no way I’m going home without my son! I am going to stay right

here,’ I said. ‘If there are any decisions that need to be made about him I am

going to be here to make them.’

This did not go down well. The staff refused to let me stay on the ward.

There were apparently no beds available for me, although I counted at least

eight free on the ward and another five empty side rooms. How many did

they need? I legged it down to the private ward to see if I could take a room

for the night, but no, none available there either. I dashed back to the ward

and begged them to let me stay. Tabatha said she would go home and I could

have her bed, but apparently this was not acceptable. ‘Not hospital policy.’

There seemed to be no good reason why.

I argued, but they failed to see just how important it was for me to remain

with Jamie. I explained it would be unfair on Tabatha to have that time with

Jamie, it was crucial bonding time between him and me. Unbelievably they

summoned the hospital bed manager to come and have a word with me.

This large, overbearing woman told me curtly that there wasn’t room for me

and I would have to go home. Wow.

I couldn’t see the hospital filling up with a wave of expectant mothers. So

I waited until the nurses changed shift at 7 o’clock that evening and the bed

manager had gone home. Cheekily, I  just moved myself into a side room,



moved Jamie in and said nothing. I wasn’t going home and that was final.

They would have to call the police.

No-one questioned me, so I  sat on the bed with my beautiful baby in my

arms. ‘Hello Jamie,’ I  said again to the little blue eyes looking up at me.

‘Hello Mum,’ said his scrunched up, wrinkled little face. Oh joy! It was the

best feeling in the world. To hell with the rude staff. My world was right

here in my arms. No-one was going to ruin the best day of my life!

Later, with Jamie asleep on my lap, an older night nurse visited me and

explained why they were being so mean. She confided that they all thought

I’d coerced Tabatha into giving him up. They assumed she would be

distraught and upset by giving up a baby. In fact, she was absolutely

delighted with her ‘job’ and was handling it very well. She was over the

moon to have achieved a healthy baby boy for us after all we’d been through.

‘I hear them talking in the staff room. They just don’t understand. None of

them have ever seen a surrogacy arrangement before. I think it’s an amazing

story, so just try and ignore them. Don’t let them upset you.’

I tried, but they had already tainted what should have been a completely

wonderful experience. It was only one night, I told myself. I had a lifetime

of joyous evenings ahead of me!

That night I  didn’t get a wink of sleep, I  was savouring every moment

staring at my little man, so calm and peaceful in my arms. I was full of awe

for this tiny little thing, so totally dependent on me. I WAS A MUM! Wow.

The next morning the bed manager stormed into my room, furious. She

shouted angry words at me, but I really wasn’t in the slightest bit bothered.

She could be as cross as she liked. Frankly I couldn’t give a flying fruitcake.

Her words just washed off me.

‘Surely it isn’t policy to split up a mother from her child?’ I said. ‘I will be

writing to the hospital manager about your despicable treatment of me. And

you can have your bed back right now. We are not staying a moment longer.’

I phoned Andrew to bring the car round with the new baby seat. I needed to

be home. We packed our bags and left. Tabatha came with us, all four of us

leaving the tense atmosphere behind. As we left, we roared with laughter at



the attitude of the staff and the furious bed manager! You had to see the

funny side. I was elated to finally be home with our baby boy. A baby boy!

MY baby boy!

When it came to Sam’s birth, again by the same amazing angel Tabatha

three years later, we had no intention of repeating the same sorry birth

experience. We chose Kingston Hospital instead. We’d learnt a lot and

realised that the staff needed coaching, so they were given a full list of

‘What To Dos’ if anything went wrong during the birth and a brief on how

we expected to be treated. We made it clear that if Sam needed to stay in

hospital and Tabatha was fine to go home, that I was to stay instead of her.

The staff present at Sam’s birth could not have been more different. Sam’s

arrival was greeted with the kind of joy and happiness from the midwives

I had expected with Jamie, not with stares of disdain.

Sam’s birth was far easier, and the staff even allowed me to deliver him, an

amazing experience. Another perfect little boy. Our family was complete!

The family I had always yearned for and thought I would never have. I felt

so blessed and so lucky! I was overcome with love, totally smitten by them

both.

The struggle for a family had been long, painful, difficult and expensive.

After giving up on egg donation, we had contacted COTS again and asked if

they had any surrogates prepared to offer ‘straight’ surrogacy, where the

surrogate self-inseminates. We were introduced to Tabatha a few months

later and I knew instantly she was right for us. She was warm, open-hearted

and was doing it for all the right reasons. Tabatha, herself a midwife with a

child of her own, made it abundantly clear that she wanted to do it for us

because she had lost friends to cancer. She explained she was surrounded by

babies every day and that she would find it easier. I  must say I  wasn’t

entirely convinced by this, but as I got to know her better we developed an

amazing sense of sisterhood. She really is an incredible, selfless person.

From then on, I had organic deliveries sent to Tabatha’s house every week,

provided her with multi-vitamins, folate, probiotics, massage and

reflexology. I  wanted her to feel as special as she was. Even then we had

three failed pregnancies and two years of trying before we finally achieved a



healthy pregnancy. On each failed occasion, I  expected Tabatha to turn

around and say she’d had enough but every time she told us resolutely she

would carry on and try again. Like me, she was not a quitter. I  love that

woman.

When we got home from the audition, Sam had been dozing off in bed, but

as soon as he heard the front door he leapt out and ran down the stairs to

greet and hug his older brother. He really does adore Jamie. As good and

healthy as this brotherly love is, I secretly felt a bit miffed not to have had

first dibs in the hugs.

I got to have my cuddles with Sam later, snuggled up in his bed while I sang

him a lullaby and massaged his back. Jamie stopped me singing him

lullabies when he turned five. Frankly I can’t blame him – it was always the

same song and my skills in that department are woefully lacking. Jamie told

me he was no longer a baby and please could I stop. Sad face. I’m dreading

Sam saying the same thing. I’ll feel ever more redundant in the motherhood

department as their independence grows.

As I  kissed each goodnight, I  said my daily silent prayer of thanks to

Tabatha, without whom the crazy life we lead would be so different. She has

transformed our universe beyond measure. The joy I see on their faces when

we play in the park, at home or muck about on the boat, and the easy

cuddles they have for me, makes me burst with happiness. They have the

biggest hearts and beautiful loving natures. They are truly special. They did

not arrive without the usual challenges, but our boys are the most wonderful

gift anyone could ever give us.



Chapter Twenty:

The Future?

‘At this date, we are not limited by the science; we are

limited by our ability to make good use of the information

and treatments we already have. Too often, lives are

tragically ended not by cancer but by the bureaucracy that

came with the nation’s investment in the war on cancer, by

review boards, by the FDA, and by doctors who won’t stand

by their patients or who are afraid to take a chance.’
Dr Vincent DeVita, former director of the NCI 

(National Cancer Institute), 

editor-in-chief of The Cancer Journal , 

and author of The Death of Cancer

It has become increasingly obvious that genetics only play a part of the

equation. Even James Watson, DNA pioneer (with Francis Crick and

Rosalind Franklin) is deeply frustrated by the slow progress in the field of



cancer. Although initially hopeful about the Cancer Genome Atlas project

that mapped out our entire genomic code, he recognised that sequencing

DNA did not reveal the answer everyone hoped. Recently Watson was

heartened by the discovery that Stat3, a transcription code for the genes to

tell them what to do, is involved in most if not all cancers. Importantly, Stat3

is now being recognised as a crucial key modulator of mitochondrial

‘respiration’, the way it makes energy, which firmly supports the metabolic

theory, rather than the genetic or ‘somatic’ theory of oncogenesis (how

cancer begins).

Stat3, a transcription factor, has been shown to be altered first (triggered by

inflammation), this then results in mutagenic changes that increase cancer’s

appetite for more nutrients, driving ever more rapid cell proliferation. There

is now emerging evidence that metformin, the diabetic medication, blocks

this malfunctioning pathway, enough for James Watson to take metformin

daily as prevention. But he is frustrated by the slow uptake of this simple

intervention for every cancer patient. He has recently stated,

‘The depressing thing about the cancer ‘moonshot’ is that it’s the same

people getting together, forming committees, and the same old ideas and it’s

all crap…’

Indeed.

Despite this, he is still positive that in five years’ time he will see 80% of

cancers becoming treatable as do I, if my revolution takes off.

I believe almost all stage IV cancers can be reversed from being incurable to

becoming treatable, unless organ damage is too severe, with the right

combination of drugs, given at the right time and in the right order. All too

often, death is a result of too aggressive chemotherapy or a side effect of the

toxic therapies currently on offer, as nearly happened to me. My brush with

fatal therapy-related leukaemia was a little too close for comfort.

We need to embrace a more comprehensive approach, combining lower

toxicity drugs and natural therapies, to achieve a ‘gentle’ remission, one that

gets the patient better without killing the patient in the process.



Currently, patients receive aggressive and cruel treatments, using too much

chemotherapy, radiotherapy and indeed too aggressive surgery. I  firmly

believe we can cure cancer if we took a better approach to what and how we

use all the drugs already at our disposal.

I am convinced the answer to cancer has been out there all along, many of

the solutions buried and lost in piles of old scientific journals just waiting

for us to uncover. And discovering them was a matter of piecing the old

information and piecing data together like a jigsaw, fitting the metabolic

parts together, both natural and pharmaceutical, into cancer-starving

combinations. Had I stumbled across a cure?

The ‘McLelland Moonshot’

Instead of the current deeply flawed approach of treating genetic changes

alone, surely the answer is to treat the genetic, metabolic and altered cell

signalling together ?

This is my ‘moonshot’

1. STARVE YOUR CANCER (my ‘Metro Map’)

2. STOP ABNORMAL CELL SIGNALLING (Hedgehog, Wnt, Notch,

PPAR gamma, inflammation)

3. STOP IT SPREADING (block growth factors and MMPs)

4. SNUFF IT OUT (trigger apoptosis in a more gentle and natural way

through the caspase cascade and oxygenation, use low dose

chemotherapy and radiotherapy)

5. RECOVER!! Which includes detox, recovering the immune system and

mitochondrial loss.

In that order, ‘pulsing’ the apoptosis so that any dead cells can be safely

cleared without too much toxic build up.

Dr Chi Van Dang, director of the Abramson Cancer Center in Pennsylvania,

also believes the answer is to deprive the cancer of its fuel, recognising the

insatiable appetite of the cancer cell. He acknowledges that they are

‘addicted’ to nutrients and without enough fuel, they just ‘wither and die’.

Without a constant supply of food cancer cannot survive.



So is it possible that managing cancer or even a cure could be as simple as

taking a handful of cheap old drugs, with few side effects, alongside a

modified lifestyle and cancer-starving diet? Imagine that if in the future if

you are unluckily diagnosed with cancer, but only a stage 1 or stage 2, how

simple and convenient it would be if all you had to do was wander down to

the chemist to pick up a prescription for a few drugs and then receive some

dietary and lifestyle advice?

Advanced cancers might need more than this approach, with longer term

management of diet and lifestyle and with the patient continuing to take a

few of the drugs. Could this be the answer to maintaining a lasting

remission, much like HIV is controlled today?

In my vision of the future I see oncologists and patients working together

with many other health professionals. But they will need to be specialists.

Each cancer patient will need a tailored diet and exercise regime. Every

cancer is driven by different metabolic and genetic changes, which is why

there can never be one specific recommendation. If your disease is more

glutamine-driven (e.g. cancers with an over-expressed MYC gene), it may be

important to follow a more vegan diet, cutting out protein. Melanomas,

prostate and ‘Braf-driven’ driven cancers that rely more on fat and

glutamine should avoid ketogenic diets.

I have long given up trying to change attitudes in the medical profession.

Instead it is the patients who are joining my revolution, individuals who

have tried everything else, both conventional and complementary who still

have cancer continuing to rampage through their bodies. They are the ones

who are joining me in using these old drugs and other natural cancer-

starving therapies. Slowly and surely, as more patients get results and

incredible remissions occur, the word is spreading. Egged on by success

with other patients, more and more patients are turning to this multi-drug

approach. Yet despite seeing results before their eyes, many oncologists

continue to ignore the metabolic approach, concerned that prescribing

anything different will lead to disciplinary action.

Even when you are first diagnosed, there remains a lack of understanding

about the need to control the tumour’s abnormal cell signalling, its demand

for nutrients, the influence of stress, and the urgent need to quell



inflammation. After a cancer diagnosis, you are normally sent home with

nothing. No pill, no immediate treatment, just a head churning over all sorts

of frightening scenarios.

Understandably, you can’t help but imagine the parasitic lump inside

continuing to grow whilst nothing is being done. Why haven’t the doctors

prescribed anything? Is the problem so enormous that taking anything is

worthless? Yet it is at this point, right at diagnosis, that is the prime

opportunity to begin to control its growth. The prescription of something as

simple as an anti-inflammatory, other cancer-starving drugs and an

immediate visit to a skilled functional medicine practitioner and nutritionist

could have an enormous impact on our dire survival statistics.

Years from now, when oncology practices finally change, as they must, I feel

sure we’ll look back with sadness at how many patients died and suffered

needlessly. We’ll be amazed that the medical profession persisted for so

long with cruel and destructive treatments, duped by the hype and false

promises of the newer pharmaceutical drugs.

Ever since 2003, when my eyes were opened to new exciting possibilities,

I  have been looking on, helpless, while disastrous toxic approaches were

used on friends and loved ones, knowing that they would almost certainly

die as a result. I felt so alone championing old drug cocktails, despairing as

the new ‘game changing’ targeted treatments inevitably failed. These were

the bad old days, the ‘whack-a-mole’ drug approach, chasing genetic

mutations. All I could do was wait patiently for science to back me up. Now

the articles are mounting on old metabolic drugs. There is undeniable proof

of their efficacy. But there are few ‘Randomised Clinical Trials’ and because

of this, medics remain dismissive of these drugs.

Despite the incredible potential of the cheap, off-patent, low toxic drug

cocktail I describe in this book, you must take a rounded approach. If you

take them without addressing your immune system, your diet, your gut

health, your lifestyle and stress, you will not achieve the best results. A fully

integrated approach, preferably with an oncologist who helps guide you

through your choices both orthodox and complementary, who understands

the metabolic nature of the cancer, will be key to the future of the

profession. High dose chemotherapy will eventually disappear, and a raft of



new drug cocktails will be used, amongst them much lower doses of

chemotherapy.

Research on ‘repurposing’ drugs is still very much in its infancy and viewed

as experimental. But they work. Should the patient have to wait until

Randomised Clinical Trials are completed, in another ten or fifteen years?

Should the medics continue to do as they’re told and ignore them?

Even the British Medical Journal in October 2015 reported that a

retrospective analysis of recently approved immunotherapies revealed that

only five out of thirty-six new drugs had any significant effect on overall

survival. 86 How they got approval in the first place is very worrying indeed.

But with the stakes so high for every new drug launch, is it any wonder that

desperate pharmaceutical companies are giving out misleading data for

approval?

Getting these old off-patent drugs accepted by doctors and the public as

cancer ‘game changers’ may be hard, purely because they are so very

mundane, familiar and cheap. There’s no schmaltzy, shiny new packaging.

There’s no fanfare or media party unveiling the next generation

breakthrough. No exotic destinations for the oncologists’ annual conference

paid for by the pharmaceutical company. No-one can afford that kind of

marketing budget when the drugs cost less than five pence a day.

Both doctors and patients have a natural tendency to believe the newer the

treatment, the more expensive a drug is, the better it is going to work. But

this is not the case. New is not always better, age and experience often

trump youth and beauty. These drugs are indeed game-changers, to use the

parlance of Big Pharma.

Stories from other patients using off label drugs and other metabolic

approaches are pouring in. 87 Slowly and surely, as more patients achieve

disease stabilisation and incredible remissions occur using old drug

cocktails and other cancer-starving therapies, the word is spreading. I know

I have already made a big difference to many, but so much more needs to be

done.

It is early days, and the metabolic approach is still viewed as highly

experimental, but the success rate looks very promising. When results are



eventually published from the Care Oncology Clinic, the efficacy of these

drugs will be available for all to see. Yet despite seeing results before their

eyes, many oncologists continue to ignore it. Worse, it continues to be

treated with derision and scorn and much resistance, which makes life

tricky not just for the patients who struggle to get hold of the drugs they

need, but for the doctors working in this field. It is hard to raise awareness of

the importance of these metabolic drugs.

So out with the new and in with the old!

Most patients that join my Facebook group are diagnosed with terminal

cancer. Many have been told that there was nothing more conventional

medicine could offer them. So with nothing to lose and everything to gain, a

brave few started using the old drugs in 2015, and despite grim prognoses,

many of them are still alive today. One by one, others have followed. My

page is now growing fast, purely through word of mouth, and I  am

witnessing my crew (they’re like family to me) achieve some incredible

remissions before my very eyes! Patients with incurable brain tumours given

only weeks to live, home-schooling their kids because they want to spend

every second with them, passing over all their worldly belongings to

relatives and preparing for their imminent funerals. Then, suddenly finding

that they have their lives handed back to them! Brain tumours, lung

metastases are disappearing… wow, wow, wow!

Social media is creating a rumbling militant spirit of rebellion amongst

patients, upset about their unnecessary suffering. You don’t need to be a

vocal revolutionary: changing your oncologist or simply getting yourself

enrolled in the Care Oncology study, demonstrating the value of these

medicines, is perhaps all that is required. And although change will happen

more slowly, it will happen. Hurrah!

For me, it’s been a long hard road back to ‘normality’, getting my life plan

back on track. At times the obstacles looked too high to climb. When it all

seemed too much I concentrated on placing one foot in front of the other.

Taking one step at a time. And very slowly, with every step I took, I inched

closer and closer to the top.



I stand here looking down at every difficult path I  forged to get here. The

sun has broken through the clouds. The view is simply breath-taking.

86 Doshi Peter, Jefferson Tom. The evidence base for new drugs BMJ 2015; 350:

h952

87 I  will be posting patient survival stories on my website

www.howtostarvecancer.com



Facebook entry: April 2016

Today is a very special day. Many years ago I was told I would never have

children but thanks to an incredible angel, 10 years ago that gloomy

prediction was turned on its head. Fighting traffic jams to pick up our

amazing surrogate from her home we raced from Kent up the A2 to the

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, the anxious parents-to-be leaning out of

windows shouting at slow moving pedestrians to get out of the way while we

put pedal to the metal, breaking speed limits, running red lights and darting

down bus lanes to get to the hospital in time! Jamie was so nearly delivered

on the back seat!! We made it and out came the most amazing bundle who

continues to delight, surprise, amuse and fill me with absolute joy. And we

got lucky again three years later with my wonderful Sam! They are both so

adorable. They are both funny, witty and so super-talented

So to celebrate J’s birthday, I took him on a special weekend, just me and him

on a cultural tour of Paris. What culture did we see? The Louvre? Musee

D’Orsay? No!! We went on an evening Ghost tour, we ran in and out of

fountains and rolled down grassy banks by the Eiffel Tower, jumped up and

down over big ventilation grilles near the Arc de Triomphe, watched street

performers, had both our caricatures sketched (: -o!), went on a great cycling

tour of the city and chased bubbles outside the Pompidou Centre! The Lego

display in Les Halles was the closest we got to art…

Happy 10th Birthday to my gorgeous boy!! What a wonderful, wonderful

weekend! I can’t wait to do it all again with Sam.

I love you both so much.

Mummy xxxx

Mummy. The word still sends a rush of joy through me.

I may have survived cancer, but you Tabatha,

You gave me back my life. I am forever in your debt



Part Two

The Metabolic Protoco l



Chapter Twenty-One:

Your Cancer-Starving Cocktail

In this section I  describe what I  believe are currently the best, least toxic

drugs to starve and snuff out cancer. As with all science this is a fast-moving

area and I will be sending updates by email through my website.

Jane’s ‘Piccadilly Circus’ Analogy

Fifteen years ago, few cancer researchers understood the stem cell, at the

heart of every cancer, the cell responsible for drug resistance and metastasis.

Neither was it understood how ‘metabolically flexible’ the cancer stem cell

was, able to shift from using one fuel supply to another, re-routing itself to

maintain its constant supply. Without a comprehensive cocktail blocking off

each fuel pipeline, cancer becomes ‘resistant’. But don’t imagine the

resistance as merely a ‘genetic adaptation’. Wipe that thought out of your

head and insert ‘metabolic adaptation’. For most people this is a mind flip

that opens their eyes to where the approach to treatment has being going

wrong for decades. Instead of just treating the genes, we should be treating

the altered metabolism that goes with it.

To make this easier to understand I now explain this to cancer patients as

my ‘Piccadilly Circus Analogy’.



This is an aerial view of Piccadilly Circus at night. The place is buzzing,

with lots of pedestrians, buses, taxis and cars. It is an exciting vibrant place

to be! Even after living in London for nearly twenty years, I  still find it

thrilling. Bars, restaurants, theatres, cinemas, clubs, galleries, the list is

endless.

Looking down from above, you can see the pedestrians heading in different

directions and the vehicles moving up and down Regent Street, Shaftesbury

Avenue, St James’ and Piccadilly.

This is similar in some respects to the behaviour of a cancer cell. It is

accepted that cancer cells possess distinct bioelectrical properties because it

utilises different ion channel transport (e.g. calcium channel transporters).

And there are common genetic changes in many cancers, such as p53, the

tumour suppressor gene. The different directions of the traffic and the

shifting routes of pedestrians represent the genetic changes. They can move

in many directions, altering their direction of flow. In the same way, a

tumour can contain up to 2000 different mutations, allowing a tumour to

evade genetically targeted treatments.

What is less visible is what happens below the surface, or at the heart of the

cancer. Below the surface is the underground system, the ‘Tube’ or ‘Metro’

system. And this has a finite number of routes. These are like the fuel



pipelines of the cancer stem cell. To get to Piccadilly Circus if one fuel line

is blocked, you can travel around the underground and still reach your

destination by another line. Similarly the wily cancer cell is able to re-route

and still feed itself with a different fuel source.

Unlike the genetic changes where it can endlessly mutate, below ground

there are fewer options for rerouting and better opportunities for blocking its

growth. It is the stem cell that is cancer’s real Achille’s heel and yet this is

currently ignored by the mainstream, which treats only the fast dividing

cells.

Explaining the complexity of cancer to a patient with no medical knowledge

is hard. My Spot of Bother Chart and my simple Cancer-Starving Triangle,

while useful, did not really explain the more numerous metabolic routes and

the need to use a bigger cocktail. I had worked out how to starve my own

cancer, reversing the altered metabolism by blocking each side of my

cancer-starving triangle diagram. The same combination would also help

others in the same way. The combination of both my drug cocktail together

with the Care Oncology Clinic cocktail I  believe would work very

effectively on a great many cancers by blocking off a great many pathways at

the same time.

Cancers that were more aggressive or behaved differently might need more

drugs and supplements. I  decided to research which other fuel lines other

cancers used to make them behave differently and seek off label drugs that

should be added to my triangle to starve cancers such as triple negative

breast cancer and pancreatic cancers.

With much scratching of head, rubbing of chin, contemplative baths, further

digging through hundreds of research articles, I  have pulled together one

comprehensive and I  believe thorough cocktail of drugs, based on the

findings of top researchers working in the field of cancer metabolism (e.g.

Professor Thomas Seyfried, the Care Oncology Clinic, Dr Laurent

Schwartz, Professor Gregory Riggins, Professor Michael Lisanti, Dr George

Yu, Dr Michael Retsky, Dr Pan Pantziarka, Dr Ahmed Alsekka, Dr Abdul

Slocum and many others). The more drugs you add, the less of each you

need, as long as they target different pathways. In theory, at least, this means

chemotherapy and toxic immunotherapy drugs could be drastically lowered.



My Hallmarks of Cancer

I have identified five abnormal processes that happen as a cell becomes

cancerous.

These steps or ‘hallmarks’ of cancer are:

A little less confusing I think than the Hanahan and Weinberg Hallmarks of

cancer identified in 2000 88 which are ‘sustaining proliferative signalling,

evading growth suppressors, resisting cell death, enabling replicative

immortality, inducing angiogenesis, and activating invasion and metastasis’.

All of these were linked to genomic instability and tissue inflammation and

it wasn’t until 2011 89 that they realised they had forgotten the

reprogramming of energy metabolism (Otto Warburg’s discovery in 1924)

and the evasion from the immune system. Doh! Embarrasing.

Each step needs to be treated, but it remains clear to me from the published

research that tackling the altered metabolism and starving the tumour is key

to achieving lasting remission.

Abnormal Cell Signalling



Some of these signals are ‘cause’ and some of these are ‘effect’. The

symbols are only representations of the cell membrane receptors that receive

these signals and are for illustrative purposes only.

Emerging evidence suggests the cause of cancer is either prolonged

exposure to inflammatory cytokines (e.g. the cytokine IL6 released from

deep visceral fat or chronic infection or prolonged exposure to a

carcinogen), or prolonged stimulation of ‘Toll Like Receptors’, or

stimulation of growth factors and hormones like IGF-1 and insulin. The Toll

Like Receptors are ancient pathogen pattern detectors  – TLR1 to 9, but

mostly 4 and 9 are activated in cancer. 90 Because IGF-1 and insulin

signalling drive growth by increasing nutrient availability, they are included

in the next section, the abnormal metabolism. Cancer may be a result of all

these factors combined. Research has yet to establish this definitively.

How to treat Abnormal Cell Signalling

These differ in individual cancers. You will need to do your own research

online and quiz your doctor to find out if your cancer ‘expresses’ any of the

following to determine which of these you need:

Hedgehog Signalling  – this is present in the majority of cancers.

Berberine, Metformin and the anti-helminth (worming) Mebendazole in

particular, are effective treatments against this. 91

Wnt/beta-catenin   – Wnt signaling is controlled by miR-34a, an

epigenetically-controlled micro RNA strand with antiviral activity, so it may

be linked to many viral-driven tumours. 92 Deregulation of Wnt signalling is

responsible for invasion and progression of herpes viruses (e.g. CMV,

Epstein Barr, HPV). These viruses have evolved to manipulate and control

this vital pathway to promote viral propagation, evade host immune

recognition and maintain latency. Wnt also appears to play a part in

encouraging bone metastases by interfering with the normal activity of

osteoblasts and osteoclasts. And it affects the c-Myc gene and cyclin D1.



The cyclin D1 gene is amplified and the protein overexpressed in many

cancers and about one-third of breast cancers. Other Wnt-driven cancers

include colorectal, ovarian and renal, cervical, hepatocellular and sarcomas.

Treatment : Aspirin and dipyridamole help stymie this abnormal cell

signalling. Both also have beneficial effects on bone remodelling 
93

 
94

 and

antiviral effects. Niclosamide, NSAIDs and Vitamin D3 also improve this

abnormal signalling pathway.

Notch  – I never had any of these abnormal cell signals tested in my day,

but Notch is now known to be associated with cervical cancer. To combat

this, the natural flavonoid luteolin is what you need. 95 Unknowingly I had

obtained this naturally in my daily celery-rich vegetable juice although

I now cheat and take a supplement as luteolin is also a SREBP-2 inhibitor

(see later). The supplements sulforaphane and quercetin also target this

abnormal cell signalling. Notch is associated with an alteration in the

surrounding fibroblasts and the gene c-MYC. Both may make cancer

especially aggressive. Notch-driven cancers (e.g. gastric cancer, head and

neck, cervical squamous cancer, some breast cancers, colon, leukaemia,

glioma, medulloblastoma) might benefit from the drug niclosamide, an old

parasitic drug. Evidence shows niclosamide targets multiple signalling

pathways  – Notch, OxPhos, NF-κ B, Wnt/β -catenin, ROS, mTOR, and

Stat3. 96

Treatments : Luteolin, sulphoraphane, quercetin, niclosamide. All have

multiple targets in cancer but if you take sulphoraphane and luteolin, they

will need to be stopped temporarily when you want to trigger a ‘kill phase’ of

treatment (see later).

TLR-4  – The role of this ‘Toll Like Receptor’ in cancer has only recently

been studied but it is present in head and neck, esophageal, gastric,

colorectal, liver, pancreatic, skin, breast, ovarian, cervical and breast cancer.

Treatment : Berberine. 
97

 Low Dose Naltrexone (LDN)

TLR-9  – This is linked to oncogenic viruses. 98

Treatment : Low Dose Naltrexone. Professor Angus Dalgleish, oncologist at

St George’s hospital in London was so impressed after witnessing the

disappearance of some advanced tumours that expressed TLR-9 using Low

Dose Naltrexone (LDN) he investigated it further and applied for a patent to

repurpose the drug for cancer treatment. 
99

 Despite learning about it in



2001, it was only recently that I decided to begin taking LDN. Since taking it,

I  have had an improvement in my lymphoedema. Happy face. Chloroquine

(hydroxychloroquine or chloroquine sulphate) an antimalarial drug, is also a

possible treatment for TLR-9 that also prevents macropinocytosis (see later in

the abnormal metabolism section).

Integrins  – Integrin protein molecules are located on the surface of cells

spanning the phospholipid (fat) cell membrane and they normally ‘grip’

healthy cells in place like Velcro to form tissues and organs. Faulty p53

signalling causes integrins to retreat inside the cell and be sent to the wrong

part of the cell surface, allowing the cancer cell to break away and travel in

the blood stream. 100 Evidence is in short supply for treatments, but

I hypothesise that dipyridamole may have some effect as it has an affinity

for protein, so it may help prevent the integrin retreating into the cell,

keeping it on the surface of the cell to perform its Velcro-like function.

Oestrogen Receptor  – these receptors are found inside cells. They

are upregulated in breast, ovarian and endometrial cancers but other less

obvious cancers may also be oestrogen positive, such as gastric and NSCLC,

even colon and liver cancers. Indole-3-carbinol (I3C or DIM) 101 and

melatonin 102 help block oestrogen receptors as does metformin. 103

Research in Adelaide, Australia has shown that double positive, i.e.

oestrogen and progesterone positive cancers, fare better than oestrogen (ER)

positive alone. Progesterone given to these double positive patients slowed

tumour growth. 104

EGFR   – (epidermal growth factor receptor) I  do not know whether my

cancer expressed an active EGFR, but if it did, berberine, EGCG (green tea)

and curcumin are natural antagonists, so I already had it covered, or partly at

least. Unlike gefitinib, erlotinib and lapatinib, these natural alternatives

come without severe side effects. Chloroquine may hold the key to

preventing resistance to both EGFR and HER2 targeted treatments (see

macropinocytosis) and for many aggressive cancers.

Interleukin 1 and 6 (PGE2)   – these inflammatory cytokines

release COX (cyclo-oxygenase) an enzyme that fuels growth but it can be

neutralised by a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (NSAID).



Treatment : Either aspirin or a stronger type. Initially, I  used aspirin and

then switched to etodolac for three months. I never took the two together as

the stronger non-steroidal would cancel out the anti-platelet effects of the

aspirin and raise the risk of stomach bleeds significantly. Today, I continue to

take a daily 75mg of aspirin as part of my prevention strategy and only use

the stronger NSAID occasionally and only with a meal.

PPAR gamma (peroxisome proliferator-activated

receptor gamma).  – This is a receptor in the nucleus that is a master

controller of fatty acid storage and glucose metabolism. When Wnt

signalling is upregulated, PPAR gamma is downregulated. This occurs in

many cancers. The PPAR gamma also controls inflammation and insulin,

which makes it important to regulate in all metabolic disorders including

cancer. It is the target for several diabetic drugs, the glitazones, which

reduce insulin resistance and increase insulin sensitivity, but they have

significant side effects. Statins, 105 Berberine 106 and another natural extract

called Honokiol activate PPAR gamma. It is also partly activated by

ibuprofen. Whilst they work, these are a bit like sticky plasters for activating

this receptor. The root problem is linked to low gut flora (bifidobacteria in

particular), and not enough fish oils (omega-3), vitamins A and D and

omega-7.

Once you have worked out which of these abnormal cell signals are

applicable to your cancer, you can get to the hub of your treatment, how to

starve it…
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Chapter Twenty-Two:

How to Starve Cancer

Treatments for the Abnormal Cell Metabolism

It would be nice to think that you could stop the abnormal metabolism in the tumour with just a handful of drugs

and supplements and not bother with the exercise and diet, but from what I have witnessed, this is just not possible,

or wise. Those that make the effort to cut out the appropriate fuel source (mostly glucose) from their diet are the

ones who do the best. Starving cancer, I believe, is the most important step to treat cancer. Once starved, it is

weak and vulnerable. Then kill it. Boom.

Although this is a radical new approach to defeating cancer, evidence is mounting fast to support this idea. It is not

about starving the body, although fasting intermittently helps. It is about targeting the tumour with drugs such as

metformin to reduce glucose and statins to reduce its ability to make cholesterol. I  often hear ‘I have normal

cholesterol levels I  don’t need a statin’, but this is missing the point. They reject statins for the wrong reasons.

Statins work, they starve cancer, there is a ton of evidence. If you doubt this, type in your cancer, e.g. ‘melanoma +

statin + Pubmed’ into a Google search.

So how does the abnormal metabolism happen? (More science alert! Skip this section if this is not your thing!)

The abnormal cell signals, especially prolonged IL6 (inflammation) and TLR signalling (pathogens) trigger

something called STAT3 in the cell through activation of tiny little RNA strands called microRNA that take

epigenetic (environmental) information from the cell membrane into the cell. Stat3 is a ‘transcription factor’. Stat3

talks to the genes of the cell and this leads to an alteration in their expression (e.g. overexpression of Ras and

AKT). An upregulation of these genes (they do not have to be mutated, they just become ‘overexpressed’) triggers

an excess production of Acetyl-CoA. Acetyl-CoA is a central node both for generating new ‘daughter’ cells and for

its role in regulating gene expression. It is the principal building block for the generation of fatty acids, sterols,

amino acids, and nucleotides, needed for manufacture of the ‘daughter’ cells. The cancer cell will use whatever fuel

is available in the primary tumour site to maintain its growth and specialise its metabolism to grow.

Excess production of Acetyl-CoA leads to ‘acetylation’ of the DNA histones (the scaffold surrounding the DNA)

which alters the polarity of the DNA. Acetylation has the effect of neutralising the electrical potential from positive

to neutral, so that histones are no longer attracted to their polar opposite, allowing the DNA strands to part or

‘loosen’ and thereby allowing carcinogens and viruses to enter the DNA or to become reactivated. Genetic

mutations then result. (In other words, carcinogens pour fuel on the fire).

The Metro Map

It has taken me a lot of time to research which treatments and pipelines are the best to target, but here it is, your

route map to guide you to the drugs, supplements and therapies you need to starve your own cancer, no matter the

type or stage of disease. My Metro Map represents the metabolically flexible cancer stem cell, present in every

cancer, able to shift its different nutrient supply routes, with some routes easier to block off than others.

Like the underground and the over ground at Piccadilly Circus, there are two separate systems in a tumour, each

behaving very differently and representing two different types of cancer cells; fast dividing cells and cancer stem



cells. Quite distinct and requiring two completely different approaches to treatment.

My ‘Metro Map’ has not only helped me work out how the cancer cell is feeding itself, but it is much easier for the

patient to visualise what is going on. Bit by bit as I researched and added more fuel lines, I have gradually worked

out how cancer rewires its metabolism. I have been able to see beyond the complexity of the disease and unravel

much of its mystery. I no longer think of cancer as impossible to cure. I believe all that is required is to attack the

stem cells with the right cocktail alongside the fast dividing cells. This differs slightly in each cancer type,

depending on how it has ‘specialised’ its metabolism. Cancer will adapt how it feeds itself to the fuel available in

the location of the primary tumour as it develops. 107 So the clues to starving and defeating cancer lie in

determining what fuel it is using, you will need to work out your cancer’s ‘metabolic phenotype’. This you can do

with the aid of PubMed articles and a helpful oncologist. As you search, type in words from each Metro fuel line,

(e.g. HER2 breast cancer + chloroquine or macropinocytosis) working through each fuel line in turn. It might take

you half an hour or so. E.g. A search reveals that adding chloroquine works for HER2 breast cancer patients so this

type of cancer uses macropinocytosis to scavenge extracellular protein and fat. 108

However, there are two problems with this,

1. Researchers are only just working out each cancer’s metabolic phenotype so not all the information may be

available yet but you can get a good idea of the major fuel pipelines and whether it is driven by glucose,

glutamine or fat.

2. Once you have worked out the fuel lines that need blocking, how to get hold of the drugs you need?

Unable to obtain the drugs from either their oncologist or their GP, I have little doubt patients will start up ‘Buyer’s

Clubs’ much like the HIV patients had to do in the 1980s (remember the film?). Although this will be frowned

upon by the establishment, why shouldn’t a patient try and save their life? If they have been told there is nothing

more that can be done, why should they have to meekly go home to die?

So here it is, my Metro Map of how you too can starve your cancer. Each side of the triangle represents either a

glucose pathway, glutamine or fatty acid pathway.

Note that some of the drugs target several pathways across both sides.

METABOLIC PATHWAYS



Glucose Pathways

Glut 1  = Glucose Transporter 1, Insulin, PP Pathway  = Pentose Phosphate Pathway, OXPHOS  = Oxidative

Phosphorylation, Aerobic Glycolysis

Glutamine/Amino Acid Pathways

IGF-1 = Insulin like growth factor-1, Gln OXPHOS = Glutamine oxidative phosphorylation, mTOR = mammalian

target of rapamycin, Macropinocyctosis (Autophagy) Nucleoside Salvage (Autophagy), Glutaminolysis, Acetate

Pathway

Fatty Acid Pathways

SREBP-1  = Sterol Regulating End Binding Protein-1, SREBP-2  = Sterol Regulating End Binding Protein-2,

ACLY = ATP Citrate Lyase, F.A.S. = Fatty Acid Synthesis, F.A.O. = Fatty Acid Oxidation, Mevalonate Pathway

TREATMENTS (written in colour)

MET = Metformin, TAM = Tamoxifen, BERB = Berberine, DOXY = Doxycycline, NICL = Niclosamide,

CHLQ = Chloroquine, DPM = Dipyridamole, EGCG = Epigallocatechin Gallate, URS = Ursolic Acid, CUR =
Curcumin, RES = Resveratrol, L-ASP = Asparaginase, BPTES = bis-2-(5-phenylacetamido-1,2,4-thiadiazol-2-

yl)ethyl sulphide, MIL = Mildronate, IVC = intravenous vitamin C, 2DG = 2-Deoxyglucose, DCA =
Dichloroacetate, 3BP = 3-Bromopyruvate, Low GI = Low Glycaemic Diet, CHR = chromium picolinate,

QUERC = Quercetin

These words may be medical mumbo jumbo to you, but it really doesn’t matter if you don’t fully understand each

pathway or how they work. The sad truth is oncologists don’t know about them either. Yet. But what you do need to

understand is that to starve your cancer and obliterate the cancer stem cell it is critical these pipelines are blocked

off. And this can be achieved mostly by using low toxicity drugs and supplements that won’t kill you in the process.

Hurrah!

My Metro Map above shows the major routes a cancer stem cell takes to feed itself. The altered metabolism in

cancer is far more complex than just aerobic glycolysis! Otto Warburg was only partly right with his discovery in

1924, as these pathways demonstrate. Although I show these pathways as separate, there is crosstalk between them

and not every route is exclusively blocking one nutrient macro, for example Mevalonate not only stops the

production of cholesterol, it stops protein prenylation too. But for simplicity’s sake, it is a handy reference guide to

working out which drugs and supplements you need for your particular cancer’s metabolic phenotype.

Almost all the drugs and natural supplements that I have chosen, have ‘pleiotropic’ effects, in other words they

work on several targets at the same time, so you will find that the drug and supplement list is less extensive than

you might expect.

All the metabolic processes in the cell are either a breakdown (lysis) – like glycolysis, glutaminolysis (catabolic

reactions) or they are a re-building (anabolic) process to make new cell components.

Where to Start?

The Warburg Effect (Glycolysis) and Reverse Warburg Effect (OXPHOS)

An increase in aerobic glycolysis is one of the most common properties of cancer cells, detected by glucose PET

scans in around 80-90% of all tumours which means it is the prime target for most. But in a few cancers glycolysis

is in fact very low 109 e.g. in prostate cancer the Warburg Effect is only present at late stages after many mutational

events. Prostate cancer instead relies on lipogenesis (energy from fat) and glutaminolysis (energy from glutamine).

Other cancers upregulate oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in the mitochondria rather than glycolysis in the

cytosol right from the beginning, such as certain melanomas 110 and the numbers of mitochondria reaccumulate in

a great many different cancer cells as a cancer progresses, making it more resistant to being killed off by oxygen

free radicals and by glycolysis inhibition alone. 111 This is why it is imperative to know the fuel your cancer is

demanding and to target that as a priority. Targeting the wrong fuel could make the situation worse by making it yet

more resistant. Generally, it helps to remember that the majority of cancers use glycolysis first, then they switch to

glutamine/fat pathways as they become more advanced. More aggressive cancers like ovarian make this switch

earlier in its progression which makes it behave in a more aggressive way – the more aggressive the cancer, the

more pathways need to be blocked.



Aerobic Glycolysis, the Warburg Effect is the switch from making ATP – the energy currency – efficiently in the

mitochondria to an inefficient fermentation process in the cytoplasm even in the presence of oxygen (which is why

it is called aerobic even though it is an anaerobic process, most confusing). This unusual metabolic feature of

cancer has been well documented and is the most understood of all the abnormal metabolic pathways. This makes

glycolysis the prime target for most types of cancer.

The process of glycolysis involves several steps, each step providing an opportunity to use a drug or a natural

compound to block each one. The by-products of glycolysis are used for lipogenesis (the generation of fatty acids)

to satisfy the increased demand for energy and the macromolecules (nucleotides, cell membranes, enzymes etc.)

needed for growth and proliferation so by blocking glycolysis you can start to block the fat pathways too. So much

is the focus on this pathway, that it is often targeted to the exclusion of the other pathways. Using a combination of

DCA, 2-deoxyglucose, 3BP and ketogenic diets can achieve remarkable remissions but it may be too extreme a

method if it fails to tackle other pathways concurrently. Dr  Nasha Winters, a Naturopath specialising in the

metabolism of cancer, has witnessed patients ultimately having a rebound effect. This is most likely because the

cancer learns to scavenge extracellular nutrients and use glutamine pathways so ultimately the cancer returns more

aggressively than ever. Achieving remission is good, staying there is quite another. Targeting glycolysis alone in my

view is not a good long-term strategy. I am convinced extremes need to be avoided and a slower safer reduction in

tumour size and metabolic activity is a better path to tread.

Lactate, a by-product of glycolysis can become a fuel in a ‘Reverse Warburg’ effect leading to an upregulation in

the oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) pathway. Lactate is not only a by-product in the cancer cell, it can be

manufactured by the surrounding fibroblasts in the connective tissue around the cancer cell. The fibroblasts are

instructed by their neighbouring cancer cell to destroy their mitochondria (mitophagy), so that they too obtain their

energy from the fermentation of glucose, glycolysis, the product of which is lactate. The increase in lactate in the

tumour microenvironment is then shuttled back into the cancer cell where it is converted to pyruvate. Pyruvate then

re-enters the Kerbs cycle (OXPHOS) in the mitochondria in the cancer cell. This is known as the ‘Reverse Warburg

Effect’. Many mitochondria show an increase in activity in cancer cells, contrary to the belief that these energy

powerhouses in the cells, are all ‘switched off’ or damaged in cancer cells. With more advanced disease, it is not

imperative to turn the mitochondria back on, as many suggest, as this could make the situation worse.

What is imperative is to starve each source of fuel that the cancer demands. So whilst many mitochondria may be

damaged, others are working overtime with a surge in numbers to maintain the fuel supply. And a good way to

target these highly activated mitochondria? I was to learn the antibiotic doxycycline is highly effective as it breaks

down these mitochondria, the energy-giving organelles found in super-charged cancer cells. 112 Mitochondria were

ancient bacteria that were engulfed by a single cell over a billion years ago to help adapt to an oxygen environment,

resulting in one of the most successful partnerships ever. All our cells (bar our red blood cells) are descendants of

this endosymbiotic arrangement. Berberine, with its antibiotic effect, can also reduce the upregulated cancer

OXPHOS pathway, as can niclosamide an old drug for tapeworms.

This ‘Reverse Warburg’ concept is hard for many to grasp as it is hard enough to grasp the glycolytic metabolic

shift. The cancer cell will adapt to meet its changing nutrient circumstances, and it can use almost anything it can

get hold of. Even in nutrient poor circumstances, like in pancreatic cancer, the cancer cell cleverly develops a

process called macropinocytosis, a ruffling of the cell membrane to engulf extracellular protein and fat to feed

itself. 113 The environmental constraints on the pancreatic cancer, including hypoxia (a lack of oxygen), only serves

to enhance the tumour’s aggressiveness. Sarcomas, melanomas, lymphomas, mesothelial and hepatocellular

carcinomas behave a little differently and use the amino acid arginine for fuel, so depriving arginine in these

specific cancers may be a useful target if shutting down the other pathways is not enough.

These metabolic pathways feed the cancer with either amino acids (protein  – e.g. glutamine, serine, arginine)

glucose or fatty acids and if one of these becomes depleted (e.g. on a ketogenic diet) the stem cell switches to

another pipeline. The important message is that it is targeting several, not just one or two of the stem cell ‘metro’

fuel lines, which is vital to achieve a lasting remission and avoid rewiring your cancer to a more aggressive

phenotype.

I have included a few other pathways that I personally didn’t target like the macropinocytosis (e.g. upregulated in

pancreatic cancer, HER2 breast, triple negative breast) and fatty acid oxidation (upregulated in Myc overexpressing

Triple Negative Breast cancer, PC3 prostate cancer and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, Burkitts lymphoma and



GBM 114 ) because there is little point in just copying what I did if your cancer is metabolically different to mine. If

you have a more aggressive cancer, you will need to add more to your armoury to starve it, possibly adding the

glutaminase inhibiting drugs.

By blocking or reducing several fuel sources at the same time, I had weakened it and made it more vulnerable to

the normal cell suicide process of ‘apoptosis’. Once starved, it only took a small change, either lowering the

glutathione (antioxidant) or a rise in free radicals (ROS) to make it defenceless to being killed.

This multiple hit approach is shared by Professor Michael Lisanti in Salford, Manchester in the UK. In 2017 he

published a paper in the journal Oncotarget, which showed that gradually increasing levels of doxycycline, a

common antibiotic, over several weeks, blocks OXPHOS (glutamine, lactate or glucose fuelled) and fatty acid

oxidation. This creates drug resistance to the doxycycline (metabolic rewiring) and forced the stem cell to convert

its metabolism from OXPHOS to a more glycolytic phenotype. This was then followed by the addition of

intravenous vitamin C, which blocks step 6 of glycolysis and lowers glutathione. This caused the remaining cells to

die. This two-pronged approach of attacking two pathways together proved lethal to many different cancer cell

types. 115 Lisanti also discovered the addition of berberine enhanced his results. No surprise to me!

This ability of the cancer stem cell to shift its metabolism and adapt to a new environment is applicable to all

types of cancer stem cells.

This flexibility to switch to an alternative fuel pipeline is easy to spot once you are aware that it happens, when you

too scour the current medical literature – which you are going to do of course! This is the reason cancer develops

drug resistance, not because of ‘genes’, the genes are a result of altered metabolism, the cancer evading treatment

by scurrying down another Metro line.

As I read the research, I learned

If you block mTOR, the cancer cell upregulates a process called ‘autophagy’ (self-eating). 116

If you block glycolysis (in the cytoplasm) the cancer cell upregulates oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) in

mitochondria. 117

If you block mevalonate with a statin the cell can upregulate the cholesterol pathway through SREBP-2. 118

Certain cancers e.g. sarcomas, lymphomas, use arginine as fuel. When this is deprived the cancer cell use

alternative pathway (autophagy) to acquire glutamine. 119 Concurrent arginine deprivation and glutami

inhibition (reducing glutamine) caused the cancer cells to starve to death.

If you block fatty acid synthesis the cancer cell can upregulate ketone metabolism and glutaminolysis. 120

If you block fatty acid oxidation the cancer cell upregulates aerobic glycolysis. 121

If you block glutaminolysis your cancer can upregulate macropinocytosis. 122

If you block ATP citrate lyase (ACLY) the stem cell increases the SREBP1, SREBP2 and acetate pathways. 123

If you look at the way these paths reroute by mapping them out on the Metro Map, you will see that generally the

cancer will reroute up the same side of the triangle, in other words if it can’t access fat one way it will use another

fat pathway. The knowledge that this metabolic shift occurs has huge implications for treatment. It is essential to

take a comprehensive cocktail of drugs and supplements, and best to take them together rather than one at a time to

prevent it rerouting at all. Taking a little metformin just isn’t going to work! Wonder drug that it is. Timing and

dosage of each is also important and best worked out by a doctor who understands the metabolic nature of your

disease and who has experience in this area. The Care Oncology Clinic would be my first port of call even though

they don’t use all the drugs I  suggest. You can always add more and I  have a list of doctors to contact on my

website.

At the very least I  would target the following pathways with every cancer: Glut 1, Aerobic Glycolysis (use 2

modalities), Reduce Insulin, IGF-1, mTOR, Mevalonate, SREBP-2, Fatty Acid Synthesis, Glutaminolysis (2).

How to Starve Cancer of Glucose

Insulin  – the most dangerous hormone in the body (no it’s not oestrogen!) reduced by a low glycaemic diet,

metformin, berberine, appropriate and timely exercise, chromium picolinate, gymnema sylvestre

Glut 1  – (Glucose transport receptor)The Glut 1 receptor moves to the surface in cancer (normally it is only Glut

4) to accept more glucose into the cell. Inhibited by Statins, Quercetin 124



Pentose Phosphate Pathway  – DHEA (not for hormone driven cancers) 125

Oxidative Phosphorylation  – Berberine, Doxycycline, Metformin, Niclosamide

Metformin virtually abolishes Complex I function 
126

Berberine causes mitochondrial fragmentation and depolarisation 
127

 and alters mitochondrial membrane

permeability 
128

Doxycycline suppresses mitochondrial function 
129

Niclosamide affects the inner membrane potential of the mitochondria resulting in the uncoupling of oxidative

phosphorylation from electron transport, which inhibits the production of ATP.

There is an unfounded fear of switching off excess ATP production, people believe that this will cause instant

death, but this is what happens when people take antibiotics and these have a long history of safety.

Aerobic Glycolysis  – This can be blocked at several points –

Intravenous Vit C stops step 6 of the glycolytic pathway G6PDH 
130

Short Term Fasting 
131

 
132

 will slow down glycolysis. Often viewed as ‘dangerous’ for cancer patients, but what is

more dangerous? Terminal cancer or a day off eating twice a week? Or stopping at 3pm and not eating until the next

day. Olive oil with all its beneficial properties, including calories, I would suggest as safe to consume even during a

‘fast’.

2 Deoxy-d-Glucose (2-DG) is similar in structure to glucose, so it blocks the cell from taking up normal glucose

molecules, like putting water in a car’s gas tank. It has shown to work synergistically with metformin. 2-DG is being

used by Professor Thomas Seyfried and the ChemoThermia clinic in Istanbul 
133

Dichloroacetate (DCA) , a pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase (PDK) inhibitor enhances the oxidative activity of cells

by activating pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH), the enzyme of glucose oxidation in mitochondria. At high doses it

causes neuropathy and inflammation. Because it fosters the conversion of pyruvate into acetyl-CoA and activates

mitochondrial OXPHOS, it may be best avoided, especially in advanced cancers that use mitochondrial respiration.

Metformin virtually abolishes Complex I function 
134

 and inhibits Hexokinase 2 
135

3 Bromopyruvate (3BP)   – a powerful glycolysis inhibitor that may be too extreme. Currently lots of arguments

about patent rights, and it is not without side effects. I believe less aggressive cocktails are equally successful.

Remember that extreme glycolytic inhibition (including ketogenic diets) without blocking other ‘metro’ routes

concurrently may cause a rebound effect through a different pathway and a more aggressive tumour phenotype

further down the road.

How To Starve Cancer of Fat

Fat is ignored by a great many people in the cancer field. 136 Generally regarded as a ‘safe’ macro to eat, it has not

been properly acknowledged as a source of fuel for cancer, especially the low density lipoproteins. Cancers

upregulate the LDL receptor on their surface to acquire more circulating low density lipoprotein (LDL  – bad

cholesterol) from the circulation. Statins, by reducing the amount of LDL in the circulation will help prevent this

nutrient uptake. Remember the more pathways you can block, with the least amount of toxicity the better. You will

need less of the really toxic drugs like chemotherapy or other targeted drugs. All cancer cells upregulate fat

metabolism for the manufacture of new cell membranes, through fatty acid synthesis (SREBP-1 and FAS) and the

cholesterol pathways (Mevalonate and SREBP-2). Blocking all these pathways means that the cancer cell will

struggle to make new cell membranes. You can markedly slow growth.

Treatments

SREBP-1 (sterol regulating end binding protein 1) The master regulator of lipogenesis – Berberine 137

SREBP-2 (sterol regulating end binding protein 2)  – another cholesterol pathway  – Dipyridamole 138

Luteolin

ACLY (ATP citrate lyase)  – Hydroxycitrate from Garcinia Cambogia is highly effective at blocking

this pathway. 139

F.A.S. (Fatty Acid Synthesis) 140  – Metformin/berberine + aspirin 141

Metformin or Berberine reduces the glucose availability

The ‘acetyl’ part of aspirin (acetyl salicylic acid) binds to the amino acid serine



Aspirin should not be used at the same time as a stronger NSAID because this raises the risk of gastric problems

significantly. It is over activation of this FAS pathway that leads to activation of the HER1/HER2 tyrosine kinase

receptors in breast cancer. 
142

Mevalonate  – the lipophilic (fat-loving) statins – lovastatin, atorva statin and simvastatin block the cells ability

to make cholesterol for new cell walls. Hydrophilic (water loving) statins may make cancer worse as these statins

target the liver, triggering a rise in mevalonate in other tissues in the body to compensate. Pravastatin (hydrophilic)

has been shown to make cancer worse in lung cancer, 
143

 whereas simvastatin (lipophilic) has potent beneficial

effects. 
144

Fatty Acid Oxidation Upregulated in many resistant cancers like prostate cancer, 145 MYC driven TNBC 146

melanoma, GBM, it is critical for stem cell renewal and chemotherapy resistance 147

Doxycycline 
148

 alters fatty acid oxidation

Mildronate  – a drug used by many sporting athletes to ‘cheat’ and enhance their metabolism (Maria Sharapova

was banned because of the use of this drug). It is also used in Silicon Valley as a ‘nootropic’ to enhance cognitive

abilities. This is an old forgotten FAO inhibitor. Research is lacking about whether this would be beneficial, so its use

would be highly experimental but it has few if any side effects that I can find. The more toxic FAO inhibitor etomoxir

was shown to reduce ATP, reduce glutathione and increase ROS in Glioblastoma cells and cause cancer cell death.

149

Starving the tumour of Glutamine and other amino acids

Direct glutamine inhibitors rapidly cause necrosis (cell death) of the intestinal mucosa and problems in the nervous

system, so inhibiting glutamine should be approached indirectly, avoiding powerful inhibiting drugs like acivicin or

DON.

Every cancer cell needs glutamine for growth and cancer cells seem to be particularly addicted to glutamine if they

have a MYC mutation. Glutamine is the most abundant amino acid in the human bloodstream, levels are

maintained through a combination of dietary uptake, de novo synthesis, and the breakdown of muscle protein

(catabolism). Glutamine is needed for the manufacture of DNA, organelles, fatty acids, enzymes and for the

production of glutathione.

After glutamine enters the cancer cell, it is broken down by glutaminase to form glutamate. Glutamate is then

either converted to glutathione or broken down to alpha ketoglutarate which is then taken into the Krebs cycle for

OXPHOS. Mitochondria can convert the broken-down glutamine into lactate very rapidly to support fatty acid

synthesis. By simultaneously making glutathione (the master antioxidant), the tumour can neutralise the excess

lactic acid produced during this process.

IGF-1  – Stopping this is critical. If you have any doubt about this, investigate Laron Syndrome. This syndrome

affects a tiny population in Ecuador. These people have a genetic defect in the liver that prevents them from being

able to bind the IGF-1 hormone. This means they do not grow higher than 4 feet, but as a trade-off, they are

protected against cancer, diabetes and Alzheimer’s. Methods to reduce IGF-1 are:

Metformin 
150

Dietary restriction of protein and dairy. 
151

Tamoxifen and raloxifene

mTOR (Mammalian Target of Rapamycin)

Metformin/Berberine , both raise the master metabolic regulating enzyme AMPK which in turn lowers mTOR 
152

AMPK is an anti-ageing enzyme present in every cell. mTOR is an enzyme that gathers proteins together just prior to

the cell dividing. Reducing the number of cell divisions slows both cancer and ageing. Hence both metformin and

berberine’s anti-ageing effects.

Serine  – an amino acid used as fuel by some breast cancer, also used for making fatty acids with glucose and

serine.

Aspirin 
153

Nucleoside Salvage (Autophagy) –

Dipyridamole

The cancer cell will grab nucleosides (which are hard work for it to make), fatty acids and other proteins from the

surrounding microenvironment rather than make them from nothing (de novo). After chemotherapy when there are



lots of dead cell fragments left behind in the tumour microenvironment, the cancer cell quickly learns how to recycle

and reuse them, becoming more aggressive in the process. Chemotherapy is more effective (cytotoxic) in

combination 
154

 with dipyridamole. This is likely because of dipyridamole’s ability to stop nucleosides being

salvaged. 
155

Macropinocytosis (Autophagy) –

Chloroquine

This mechanism enables cancer cells to scavenge extracellular nutrients if they are in short supply or demand is

high. Macropinocytosis is a process where the cell membrane ‘ruffles’ and engulfs extracellular fluid, pulling in

proteins and fats from outside the cell to supply itself. Chloroquine works by disturbing the pH of the lysosomes that

are breaking down the engulfed extracellular fat and protein. 
156

Macropinocytosis occurs when glutamine and cholesterol levels are insufficient to meet demand, it happens early in

some strongly Ras dependent cancers 
157

 like pancreatic cancer 
158

 and melanomas. 
159

 Approximately 30% of all

cancers contain a mutation to the Ras family of genes. Commisso et al . demonstrated that starving a tumour of

glutamine stimulates (upregulates) macropinocytosis. This scavenging process might be used by a great many Ras-

driven cancers, upregulating this pathway as the tumour progresses. Glioblastoma (GBM), the most lethal of primary

tumours uses this pathway. Professor Thomas Seyfried, Ahmed Alsekka and others have been using chloroquine

sulphate successfully as part of a cancer-starving combination to treat GBM. 
160

 Chloroquine (or the safer

hydroxychloroquine), in my view, should be part of many cancer’s treatment from diagnosis. It was also found that

blocking macropinocytosis with chloroquine overcomes resistance to EGFR inhibitors 
161

 (e.g. Erlotinib) and HER2

inhibitors 
162

 (Herceptin) which makes the inclusion of chloroquine essential for all cancers that might express these.

The downside with chloroquine is that it inhibits a gene called Bcl-xl and caspase 3, both important in triggering

apoptosis, so perhaps it is best used cyclically and stopped just before (24 hrs) a ‘kill phase’ if starving the tumour

alone is insufficient.

The combination of chloroquine and dipyridamole has not yet been investigated, but I have a hunch that together

they would enhance each other synergistically. If so, this combination may be extremely useful for more aggressive

Ras-driven cancers like pancreatic cancer, where dipyridamole has been shown to inhibit 70-90% of liver

metastases to the liver as part of a multimodal drug cocktail. 163

Glutaminolysis –

This important pathway breaks down glutamine, an amino acid so that it can be used to make new proteins,

enzymes and nucleotides. Like the glycolysis pathway, the glutaminolysis pathway also involves several steps that

can each be targeted. Glutaminolysis is highly active in many aggressive forms of human cancers, including triple-

negative breast cancer (TNBC), pancreatic cancer, lung cancer, lymphoma, glioblastoma and it is also a feature of

prostate cancer. It is a general feature of metastatic cancer as these are more aggressive than the primary.

Glutamate Dehydrogenase/Ketoglutarate Dehydrogenase  – EGCG (green tea)

Glutamine Transport   – A combination of ursolic acid and resveratrol or ursolic acid and curcumin prevents

glutamine uptake by the cancer cell. 
164

Glutaminase inhibitors  – The harder a cancer is to treat the more you will need to add. Particularly aggressive

cancers may need the following glutaminase inhibitors:

BPTES   – clinically it was not shown to be that effective until recently, a new version has been developed,

emulsifying the drug into nanoparticles to help absorption. This has improved its efficacy and importantly it had no

effect on the plasma levels of liver enzymes. As it starves glutamine, it encourages glycolysis, so used in

combination with a glycolysis and glycogen inhibitor it becomes even more effective. It has been tested on

pancreatic cancer patients in combination with metformin and this combination showed significantly enhanced

results than either treatment alone. The more pathways blocked, the more effective the combination.

L-asparaginase   – this drug is used for childhood leukaemia (ALL), described in textbooks as anti-metabolite

‘chemotherapy’, this is not true! It is in fact a metabolic enzyme that starves not just the amino acid asparagine but

also glutamine. Childhood Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia is one cancer the medical profession claim can be

completely cured. So if you need any proof that starving cancer is the answer, here it is! We have been tripping over

the truth! The cure rate of acute lymphoblastic leukaemia increased from 5% in the 1950’s to the present 90% when

doctors began using multimodal chemotherapy regimens containing L-asparaginase. No surprise then that is being

‘rediscovered’ after being around for nearly 60 years, returning as a treatment for other glutamine-driven cancers

like Triple Negative Breast cancer and Pancreatic cancer. This drug is also being reformulated to be less toxic (side

effects include hepatitis, pancreatitis, coagulopathy and neurotoxicity which can occur at high dose). The new

version is being encapsulated inside red blood cells to avoid the allergic reactions and to stop it from being broken

down by enzymes to extend its action.

Dietary restriction of asparagine – If you have one of these aggressive cancers it is a good idea to deplete asparagine

from your diet  – found in many foods, including asparagus, beef, poultry and potatoes. Asparagus also has high



levels of glutathione so definitely avoid this innocuous looking vegetable. Removing these foods has been shown to

reduce metastases. 
165

107 Matt Vander Heiden, Associate Professor of Koch Institute for Integrative Cancer Research, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology is researching this theory and although it is hard to prove, he agrees that lots of data supports this

hypothesis. (confirmed by personal email). But different breast cancers metabolise nutrients differently so other factors

must be at play, such as any pathogenic influence.
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Chapter Twenty-Three:

How to Stop Dangerous

Metastases

Starving the cancer is good, preventing its spread is even better, as it is the

spread of cancer that almost always kills, not the primary. Here are yet more

additions to your cocktail to manage growth factors. Fortunately, you are already

controlling some of these with your drug cocktail already.

Managing Growth Factors and MMPs (matrix

metalloproteinases)

The metabolic changes in the cell trigger changes in the surrounding tumour

microenvironment. Rapid cell division creates lots of lactic acid, the acidic by-

product of glycolysis, which is damaging to the surrounding tissues. So, to

protect itself, the body attempts to remove the lactic acid by making new blood

vessels (angiogenesis), with an increase in vascular endothelial growth factor.

The increase in blood vessels also has the downside of supplying more nutrients

to the tumour so the result is an ongoing cascade of further growth. Other key

growth factors that are secreted are Platelet derived growth factor (PDGF),

Transforming Growth Factor beta (TGF-β ) and Fibroblast Growth Factor.

There is also an increase in enzymes called matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)

which break down the surrounding stromal tissue (scaffold around the cell),

allowing the cancer cells to break off and spread. Metastasis, the spread to

distant organs can happen very early in cancer, contrary to previous medical

thinking. Blocking MMPs and other growth factors are an essential part of

treatment alongside ‘starving’ the cancer and should be instigated from

diagnosis.

Treatments to Stop Abnormal Growth factors (FGF, VEGF,

PDGF, MMP2, 3, 9)



To explain the importance of blocking these growth factors, especially the

MMP’s I describe my ‘Great Fire of London’ theory to cancer patients.

Stage one cancer is akin to a house fire. By stage IV it is like the Great Fire of

London. It will devour everything in its path and is virtually unstoppable.

Throwing buckets of water from the Thames was not enough to put out the

flames in the summer of 1666, but what did eventually work was the destruction

of houses in its path, the use of explosives and clearing areas, to create ‘fire

breaks’, blocking its ability to jump from house to house and depriving the fire

of its fuel.

In the same way, cancer needs to be stopped from spreading by creating ‘fire

breaks’. Metastases (secondary cancers) are the cause of over 80% of deaths.

To support its growth, the cancer cell sends signals to the surrounding area

(microenvironment). These signals change three main structures:

Fibroblasts in the connective tissue . The fibroblasts eat their own

mitochondria (mitophagy) and convert to using the glycolytic pathway (Warburg

Effect) to create lactate. Metastases are observed to behave in a metabolically

different way to the primary tumour, possibly because they can more readily use

lactate and ketones.

Immune cells (macrophages) The immune cells become transfor

into tumour associated macrophages – TAMs

Blood vessels (angiogenesis) Hypoxia, a lack of oxygen, trigge

protein called HIF (hypoxia inducible factor) which then stimulates the rel



of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) leading to the proliferatio

blood vessels.

It is a release of growth factors from the fibroblasts that triggers a breakdown of

the extracellular matrix by enzymes called matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs)

which allows the cancer to spread. MMPs are currently completely overlooked

by oncology. They were all the rage in research decades ago, but having failed to

find patentable drugs, Big Pharma decided to try new approaches like targeting

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), the growth signal for the cancer to

form new blood vessels to feed itself. Avastin (Bevacizumab), a drug which stops

VEGF, was hailed as a new ‘game changer’ when it launched in 2004 but, on its

own, it did not have the expected results everyone had hoped for and it came

with nasty side effects. However, in combination with other modalities, its value

may be more beneficial.

Unknowingly, I  had inhibited vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF),

Platelet Derived Growth Factor (PDGF) and transforming growth factor β (TFGβ

) with my combination of aspirin and dipyridamole, but I had also stopped the

extracellular matrix changes too. My cocktail had targeted all the growth factors

and MMPs (yay!). Other drugs also work on these growth factors; mebendazole,

propranolol and doxycycline:

MMP-2 chito-oligosaccharides (chitin) 166 Mebendazole 167 Propranolol

THC 169

MMP-3 – glucosamine sulphate 170

MMP-9 – Dipyridamole 171 Doxycycline 172 Propranolol 173

VEGF – aspirin 174 Propranolol

PDGF – Dipyridamole 175

TGFβ – Dipyridamole 176

Chitin is found in the exoskeleton of shellfish like shrimps (which I  love and

I make a point of eating some of the shell) and it is also found in abundance in

mushrooms, which I  ate every day. I  believe this is one of the main reason

mushrooms are so beneficial for cancer prevention and treatment, keeping the

extracellular matrix intact and in turn stopping the transformation of

macrophages.

I had taken glucosamine sulphate, not for cancer but for my damaged knee, not

realising it would help stop my cancer spreading, but this may in part explain

why I was ‘lucky’ and only had one lung metastasis, despite an appalling diet



following my first diagnosis for a couple of years. And dipyridamole is a

powerful MMP-9 inhibitor, the reason it is so effective at stopping the cancer

spreading to other parts of the body. I  occasionally now take the beta blocker

drug propranolol, which is both a powerful MMP-2 and MMP-9 inhibitor, but it

cannot be used at the same time as dipyridamole as both can drop blood

pressure. Propranolol can also affect my Raynaud’s (poor circulation in my

fingers and toes), so I  avoid it in cold weather, whereas the combination of

dipyridamole and a statin improves it. Doxycycline which is not only useful for

starving cancer, is another powerful MMP-9 inhibitor.
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Chapter Twenty-Four:

How to Reboot the Immune

System

Cancer is the result of abnormalities in white blood cells (macrophages),

which become altered. Because these are ‘self’ the body does not recognise

them as the enemy so this allows the cancer to spread unchecked.

Macrophages are converted to tumour associated macrophages (TAMs)

because of a combination of hypoxic (lack of oxygen) conditions, the

presence of the abnormal growth factor ‘transforming growth factor-β ’

(TGF-β ), immunosuppressive inflammatory cytokines (IL-1, and IL-10),

PGE2 (bad prostaglandin) and exposure to Th2 (the humoural immune

response). 177 These factors convert ordinary macrophages to tumour-

associated macrophages and it is these little blighters that allow the cancer

to grow unchecked by our immune system. These macrophages break away

from the original tumour with the help of the matrix metalloproteinases

(MMPs) and can travel throughout the circulation to seed new tumours.

With growth factors and MMPs put on hold, inflammation quelled, hypoxia

improved, you can reduce the transformation of tumour associated

macrophages (‘TAMs’). Those naughty TAMs in my body had sought to

evade detection and eradication by the rest of my immune system by

traveling around the blood hidden in a clump of platelets and saturated fat

(another reason to avoid saturated fat if you have metastatic cancer). Aspirin

and dipyridamole, both antiplatelet drugs, synergistically serve to break

down the platelet clumps and expose the abnormal macrophages to the rest

of the immune system. Statins help lower the amount of fat available for



these metastatic clumps in the circulation, making them more vulnerable to

eradication. Berberine also lowers triglycerides.

My magic cocktail had been very successful for beating cancer, but another

remained, I  still had a suppression of my Th1 (pathogen response which

includes Natural Killer cells) and a raised Th2 response (humoural immune

response). In other words, the few Natural Killer cells I had in my system

were suppressed, so I could not mount the necessary attack.

It took me until 2007 to discover how to rectify this by using the

antihistamine cimetidine, reversing the Th1:Th2 imbalance. This, I believe,

was the biggest boost to my immune system, but other ‘big guns’ were Shark

Liver Oil (alkylglycerols), Chinese mushrooms (e.g. shitake, maitake and

turkey tail), correcting my gut microbiome, eliminating any parasites, taking

pre and probiotics, especially bifidobacteria, and the berberine and

metformin which both favourably alter the gut flora. All these were key to

my immune improvement during this ‘recovery phase’ after the onslaught of

not just cancer but the after effects of all the treatment. I have no doubt the

intravenous vitamin C gave my immune system a huge kick, along with the

ultraviolet blood irradiation before I was given the dendritic vaccine, which

may have had little effect in reality. I will never know. Vaccines were seen as

the Holy Grail of cancer treatment but despite all that promise, they were

spectacularly unsuccessful. This was before the realisation that abnormal

cell signalling, growth factors and the abnormal metabolism were to blame

and that they wouldn’t work if these were not switched off first. Success

would always be elusive. Even then, I  am convinced the immune system

needs to be enhanced and primed for the vaccine. I wonder whether I would

have had a better response if I  had used cimetidine before my dendritic

vaccine. Perhaps, in the future, they will try vaccines again with a more

holistic approach.

I am also sceptical of the new immunotherapy drugs for the same reasons.

I overcame stage IV cancer long before the invention of the new ‘mabs’ or

‘nibs’, or any new PDL-1 inhibiting immunotherapies. Without addressing

any of the preceding reasons for the immune system to be malfunctioning,

the use of these new drugs, in my view, is ultimately futile. 178 No surprise

that the use of many of the drugs in my metabolic cocktail and correcting



the gut are being shown to overcome resistance to immunotherapy drugs. It

is the metabolic rewiring of the stem cell that is both the problem and the

answer. Starve your cancer!

177 Quatromoni JG, Eruslanov E. Tumor-associated macrophages: function,

phenotype, and link to prognosis in human lung cancer. American Journal of

Translational Research. 2012;4(4): 376-389.

178 The following articles all point to the importance of the right bacterial

balance in the gut. Whilst many patients focus on boosting lactobacilli with

fermented foods, it may be increasing the levels of the bifidobacteria that

may be more important.

IMMUNOTHERAPY. Could microbial therapy boost cancer immunotherapy?

[Science. 2015]

Tumour immunology: Intestinal bacteria are in command. [Nat Rev Immunol.

2016]

Immunotherapy Not Working? Check Your Microbiota. [Cancer Cell. 2015]



Chapter Twenty-Five:

How to Kill Cancer

You’ve stopped the abnormal cell signalling. You’ve starved it. You’ve stopped the growth

factors. You’ve addressed your gut issues.

This may be enough to make many early or less aggressive cancers disappear, although

this approach may take longer to achieve (it can take up to 7 or 8 months for the metabolic

drugs to show effects). But what if your cancer is aggressive, a stage 3 or 4, and not under

control? You need to reduce the fast dividing cells too, not just the stem cells, by

triggering ‘apoptosis’ or cancer cell suicide.

Remember that tumours contain two different sets of cancer cells; fast dividing cells and

stem cells. This book is all about the stem cells. Conventional medicine is all about the

fast dividing cells. Combine the two and you can more than double the results (see my

graphs on the following pages).

Fast division is the last event to occur in the steps leading to transformation. These fast

dividing cells are the progeny of the stem cells but not stem cells themselves.

So which less toxic drugs stop the fast cell division?



Many of my drugs and supplements target several processes at the same time, they are

termed ‘pleiotropic’. The more targets or pleiotropic a drug or supplement is, the more

useful I  believe the drug or supplement to be. Mebendazole, the antihelminth (de-

worming) drug has multiple targets and its most recognised benefit in cancer is for

slowing down fast cell division. It is a fantastic low toxicity drug that works in the same

way as the chemotherapy drug vincristine, but without the toxicity, making it ideal for

paediatric use. Exactly like vincristine, it works by fatally disrupting the microtubule

formation in cancer cells that occurs as the cell is attempting to divide, a process that all

cancer cells undergo. 179 However mebendazole also helps reduce abnormal cell

signalling (Sonic Hedgehog), it is an MMP-2 inhibitor and there is also evidence it helps

to destroy the tumour-associated macrophage cells that suppress immunity, in

combination with low dose chemotherapy too. 180 Mebendazole also activates caspases to

promote apoptosis through the ‘caspase cascade’. It is a wonder drug! It has low

absorption in the gut, but taking it with some fat will help. Piperine from black pepper,

which you can buy as a supplement, may help increase levels too.

Most chemotherapy drugs are acidic (which encourages tumour growth), and the result is

a lot of tiny fragments of broken up cells, like DNA pieces, that the metabolically flexible

cancer stem cells can learn to scoop up and re-use (autophagy). To outwit the cancer cells,

it is essential to target both fast dividing cells and stem cells at the same time. If you kill

too much of the tumour with a high dose of chemotherapy, this provides lots of potential

nutrients for the remaining stem cells. Reducing both together in a controlled fashion,

must surely be the best approach? Too often I  see patients killed by too much

chemotherapy.

To demonstrate this dual approach, this chart shows the cancer kill rate of metformin

(targeting the stem cell) and temozolide (a chemotherapy drug targeting the fast dividing

cell) when used individually and then when they are used together:



Note that metformin (at 40%), a cheap off-patent drug with few side effects, has a greater

cancer kill than the chemotherapy temozolide (at 35%)! Note the synergistic effect of

adding both together – 35% and 40% creating a 94% cancer kill, greater than the sum of

each part individually, there is powerful synergy. 181 Imagine the potential of adding other

synergistic low toxicity metabolic drugs that penetrate the blood brain barrier. Who says

brain cancer can’t be cured?

This next graph is a comparison of another chemotherapy drug for brain cancer (this time

carmustine aka BCNU) which works on the fast dividing cell, compared with berberine:



This 1990 study tested the tumour-killing effect of berberine and BCNU (carmustine) in

vitro and in vivo (cell culture and in rodents). Berberine alone produced a staggering 91

per cent kill rate in glioma cell cultures, more than double the effect of metformin. 91%!

Stunning. At this rate of kill, berberine must surely target both types of cell, the fast

dividing cells and the stem cells. This graph is sadly not the same for every cancer as each

has a different metabolic profile. But wow. Combining berberine with BCNU yielded a

massive kill rate of 97 per cent! 182

As both metformin and berberine have different stem cell targets (e.g. Metformin reduces

IGF-1, something berberine cannot do. Berberine targets SREBP-1) it would be wise not

to rely on berberine and chemotherapy alone. Lower doses of chemotherapy would reduce

the terrible side effects of these harsh treatments if the right cocktails were used, e.g.

mebendazole as a chemotherapy enhancer shows great promise, which could be especially

useful for childhood brain cancers as it has virtually no toxicity. 183 Intravenous vitamin

C, at high enough doses and used regularly, also acts like a chemotherapy drug, it too can

cross the blood brain barrier.

Combining Chemotherapy with Non-Steroidal Anti-

Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs)

NSAIDS are powerful anti-cancer drugs, but exactly how they worked eluded researchers

for years as it was known they had greater effects on cancer cells than just COX2

inhibition alone. They have discovered they don’t ‘starve’ cancer, instead they trigger

apoptosis when used at high enough doses. Non-aspirin NSAIDs disrupt the ‘S’ phase of



cell division, the point when the cell manufactures new DNA, replicating its genetic

material. This is the phase of cell division that is the most receptive to conventional

chemotherapy drugs and is the phase when cancer cells are most resistant to radiotherapy.
184 It would make sense then to sensitise these resistant cells by combining the treatments

together but this is not current clinical practice, despite studies showing irradiation with

concurrent high dose NSAID was not associated with an increased level of side effects.
185

‘The real debate comes down to use of these compounds in two settings: cancer

prevention, which involves long-term use of a drug, and cancer treatment involving short-

term, focused use of the drug,’ said Douglas Trask, M.D., Ph.D., University of Iowa

Associate Professor of Otolaryngology in an online report from Science Daily. ‘Published

studies show that heart and kidney problems occur with long-term use, especially when

used for more than one year. While there appear to be cardiorenal effects of NSAIDs even

with short-term use, these risks may be minor compared to the potential benefit to treat

cancer more effectively.’

Concurrent use of a statin and dipyridamole would also help mitigate any cardio effects

and enhance efficacy. If these and intravenous vitamin C, berberine, mebendazole, a non-

aspirin NSAID (used short term or ‘pulsed’) were used in a cocktail alongside

chemotherapy, could the maximum tolerated dose be dramatically lowered?

Chemotherapy is useful, there is no doubting that, but the maximum tolerated dose is far

too much, particularly for the stage IV patient when the toxicity and level of immune-

suppression often kills the patient faster than if they had no chemo at all. My insistence on

a lower dose, whilst I also took the berberine and other cancer-starving drugs, dropped my

markers into normal range very quickly, but it required a full Oscar-winning performance

to get it. At low dose, given judiciously, chemotherapy can be immune stimulating , a

fact that many natural and alternative therapy protagonists will deny. It is a knee jerk

reaction to cut it out completely because of its reported inefficacy for stage IV patients,

but do not automatically rule it out if your oncologist is willing to give you a low dose.

With the current standard of care, only around 50% to 60% of patients will survive longer

than five years (far less 10 years), and these statistics have remained the same for decades.

And, for many patients, the thought of a long ‘battle’ or ‘war’ armed with the barbaric

weaponry currently on offer is just too great. Many start flying the white flag and accede

defeat with little resistance almost from the start.

Using the word ‘war’ or ‘battle’ is tantamount to literary suicide for a cancer book

nowadays. Counsellors are told never to use these words or other bellicose phrases when

talking to cancer patients. These words are, quite rightly, being shunned by cancer patients

as they try and grasp the enormity of what faces them. Many books now focus on ‘making

peace’ and ‘learning’ from your cancer. Sure, do that if you think it is going to help, but

that alone is not going to get you well. So, I am going to buck the trend. Yes, you need to



wage a war, but of a different kind. Be smart. Be sneaky. Outwit it. I don’t believe you

have to suffer to slay it.

Looking back at history, we have much to learn from the ancient Greeks and how they

played out a great many of their wars. It was a very simple, very effective technique and

casualties were few. If we were to employ a similar approach, our bodies would be spared

the hugely toxic high doses of chemotherapy and this dreadfully damaging treatment

would be consigned to the dustbin of history where it belongs. ‘Making peace’ with your

cancer (whilst you slay it) would be an easier thing to achieve as a result. Did I ever ‘make

peace’ with my cancer? Did I learn ‘lessons’ or feel it was a ‘gift’? I guess I am not afraid

of it, if that is making peace. I learnt to live with it. I have learnt a lot about the human

body, especially mine, and the various aspects of the disease. But making friends with it,

being thankful for it? No. Never. Cancer was always the enemy. But how you choose to

approach your disease is entirely up to you.

Leaving the psychologically terrifying aspect of the disease aside for a moment, on a

cellular level it is indeed one of battle, however you choose to think about it in your head.

Whilst you ‘make peace’ with it, understand there is a very real power struggle taking

place, a turf war between your healthy cells and cancer cells, not just for territory, but for

nutrients. Cancer behaves like a parasite, taking up your body’s supplies, your immunity

and gradually growing until it encroaches on your own life systems. As frightening as this

sounds, there is, I believe, an easy and far less damaging approach to defeating it.

To illustrate my approach, let me take you back to a city called Plataea located South of

the city of Thebes in a Spartan controlled region called Boeotia, located in Ancient

Greece in 431 BC…

Plataea was a well defended small city that somehow managed to survive being

overthrown by Spartan led forces and was one of the last strongholds in Southern Boeotia

that still swore allegiance to Athens. Unfortunately, its location made it incredibly

vulnerable. Knowing that they would be attacked, the Plataeans had built up incredibly

strong defences. Despite being vulnerable, the citizens of Plataea felt sure that in times of

trouble they could rely on their old ally Athens to come to their rescue.

The citizens of the nearby city of Thebes were under the control of Sparta. They were

getting fed up with this neighbourly Athenian-controlled nuisance and decided they had

had enough. Knowing it was fiercely defended with very strong, high walls, lots of

weaponry and many fit young soldiers, they hatched a plan to take it in a different way.

The idea was to use stealth and cunning and by doing so hopefully use less force and so

less bloodshed.

The Thebans had heard that there were some Plataean citizens in the city who, knowing

their vulnerable position, felt very unsafe. They knew an attack would come from Thebes

sooner or later. A few of the inhabitants of Plataea decided they would rather surrender

and live to fight another day without the risk of a war.



The Thebans persuaded one of these nervous citizens to become a traitor and help them

carry out their dastardly plan.

One night at about 3 o’clock in the morning, the traitor opened one of the gates of Plataea

to an advance party of about 300 soldiers from the Theban army. They met no resistance

and they marched straight into the market square of Plataea, taking the city by surprise.

The plan was that this smaller troop would occupy the city until the larger attacking force

arrived later during that morning. This nearly worked, like the Trojan Horse.

The Plataeans were so shocked by this unexpected invasion, that they immediately

surrendered. During the night however it became clear to the Plataeans that the Theban

army was only small, so the men, women and even the slaves gathered together and

mounted a full fight back in the middle of the night. Some Thebans escaped, some were

killed, but the Plataeans took 180 of the invading army hostage and regained control of

their city.

When the large attacking force of Thebans arrived as per the original plan, they were

upset that their original plan had been foiled and wanted the immediate release of the

hostages. They promised to retreat in return for their safe release, to which the Plataeans

agreed. But as soon as the Theban army left, the Plataeans went against their word and

executed every single one of the hostages.

This, of course, did not go down well. The Thebans were beyond furious. Outraged, they

launched a full scale attack on the city with siege engines and battering rams. The

Plataeans were fully expecting this reaction and were well prepared so they fought them

off, each attack being effectively rebutted. For two years, the Thebans fought on their own

in vain to take the city.

After all this time with no sign of success, yet unwilling to give up, the Spartans arrived

on the scene to help their Theban allies (part of the confederate). The Spartans suggested

another approach.

First, they built another wall around the city to protect themselves from any Athenian

armies that might arrive to rescue the Plataeans.

Next, they built a giant mound of earth outside the city wall from which they planned to

mount an attack by climbing and entering over the top of the wall. But the higher they

built the mound, they higher the Plataeans inside the city built the defending wall. The

Plataeans laughed at their pathetic attempt. This made the Thebans and Spartans even

more enraged.

Next, the Thebans and Spartans brought in their big battering rams, but these were

rendered useless by the Plataeans who used large beams on chains, swung from the walls

that were so effective that they smashed the rams. Again, the Plataeans jeered and shouted

insults at the attackers from the ramparts of the city wall.

Seething with rage and undeterred the Thebans then tried to burn and smoke them out.



They waited until the wind was in the right direction then took huge bales of hay up to the

top of the mound they had built earlier and hurled them over. The Plataeans saw what they

were up to and were ready with buckets of water and beaters to put out the flames. A large

part of the city was destroyed, but still the Plataeans would not surrender.

The Plataeans seemed able to outwit their every move. The Thebans and Spartans were

now weary, they had used up all their best weapons and had got nowhere. But they were

still furious at the slaughter of the hostages, they were determined to beat the Plataeans

somehow. They would not give up.

With no effective weapons left at their disposal, the decision was taken to sit it out and

wait, to starve them into submission. The plan was to keep them captive. No food would

be allowed to enter, and no-one was to escape the city.

This was a strategy that required much patience, but the Theban troops camped outside

the city walls for a further two years and just remained there in readiness to pick off

anyone attempting to flee.

Eventually, in 427 BC, four years after the start of this battle, the Plataeans, weak, hungry,

and reduced in number, eventually decided to surrender on the promise they were given a

fair trial. The Spartans agreed.

Were they shown any mercy as promised? Or a fair trial? After they had brutally

slaughtered the Theban hostages? Certainly not!

In a mock trial they were asked a single question by five Spartan judges,

‘Have you done anything to help the Spartans and their allies in the present war?’

As each soldier could only answer ‘no’, inevitably they were led away to their execution.

Horrified the surviving women looked on as their menfolk were murdered, before they

themselves were taken away and sold into slavery.

The city of Plataea, once so strong and indestructible, was razed to the ground.

Lessons:

1. Weaken the Enemy

Attacking an enemy when they are in a position of strength is a waste of resources and

effort. You risk losing troops and allies in the fight and there will be lots of collateral

damage. With the most difficult, seemingly invincible foe, one who is quickly adaptable, it

is easiest to kill him when he is weak and defenceless.

2. Starve the Enemy

It is a simple and effective tactic still used by warring factions today.

A cancer cell needs constant sources of energy, predominantly glucose and access to

proteins and fat, to keep on making more copies of itself. Think of it like building a new

house. You cannot create a home using tools and a workforce alone. You need the bricks



and mortar. Likewise, cancer needs proteins and fat for biomass and glucose for the

energy to build new cells. If you starve a cancer cell of its energy from glucose alone, it

redirects to other sources of energy instead like glutamine and fat. The trick is to starve it

of its critical fuel pipelines.

3. Patience

Weakening and starving may not shrink tumours overnight, it may take many months to

use this method, but once the cancer is weak, then other treatments like chemotherapy,

radiotherapy, intravenous vitamin C and other drugs like NSAIDs and statins can be

employed far more effectively and crucially, at less toxic levels to pick off the remaining

cancer cells by triggering apoptosis.

4. Combine Forces

Starving cancer by maintaining a very strict diet alone is not a feasible or realistic option

for most patients. So combining other approaches  – off label low toxicity drugs, a

personalised (but not extreme) diet, specific supplements and timely exercise will all work

synergistically. Once starved, triggering apoptosis by less toxic methods, the caspase

cascade and low dose chemotherapy, will be far more effective if you have already made

the cancer weak and vulnerable. If you only target fast dividing cells, as current

conventional cancer protocols dictate, yet ignore the stem cell, you allow the cancer to

continue to flourish and become more aggressive.

Metronomic (short pulsed intervals) low dose chemotherapy given every 4 to 8 days,

compared to the maximum tolerated dose every 21 days, was shown to boost anti-tumor T

cell immunity. 186

Triggering apoptosis of cancer cells beyond chemotherapy–

This in a nutshell, is my protocol to starve and defeat cancer:



Apoptosis refers to active, programmed single cell death, different to necrosis, which is a

passive process. In cancer the apoptotic process is regulated by:

1. Caspases (cysteine-dependent aspartate-directed proteases). These carry out cell

death duties with minimal effect on surrounding tissues. These are activated in the

mitochondria.

2. Bcl-2/bax these regulate apoptosis and can either promote apoptosis or rescue the

metabolic function of the mitochondria and prevent apoptosis

3. Fas (first apoptosis signal receptor) is a death receptor on the surface of cells that

leads to programmed cell death (apoptosis) leading to a triggering of caspase 8.

Metformin uses this route to cause apoptosis. 187

Death by Caspases

Caspase activation is an underutilised and safer option for promoting cancer cell death,

although it might take longer to achieve. The natural ‘caspase cascade’ is activated when

the antioxidant (redox) status (glutathione: oxidant balance) of the cancer cell is altered in

the mitochondrial membrane. Activation of apoptotic ‘caspases’ results in the generation

of a cascade of signalling events and the controlled demolition of cellular

components, a less damaging approach than using chemotherapy alone which causes free

radical release by sheer damage to the DNA. At the beginning of cell transformation, a

rise in ammonia and lactic acid levels initially fuels further growth, but after this the

cancer needs to tightly control its redox status, or homeostatic regulation of its oxidant

level, to ensure its immortality.

Cancer cells survive by keeping glutathione, the master antioxidant, at a high enough level

to keep the cancer cell from self-destruction. Reducing levels makes these fast dividing



cells defenceless. If glutathione is lowered and ROS or reactive oxygen species levels are

increased, the cancer cell becomes unstable and unable to sustain itself and apoptosis

results.

How to raise ROS – oxygen free radicals

1. Intravenous vitamin C

I have witnessed people complaining that intravenous vitamin C made them worse. This is

indeed likely to be true in some cancers as intravenous vitamin C blocks glycolysis

(glucose), so it will push glutamine-driven cancers to be even more aggressive if they have

failed to block off other glutamine fuel lines first. 188 This was demonstrated by Professor

Michael Lisanti in Salford, Manchester, blocking glutamine pathways (glutamine fuelled

OXPHOS and fatty acid oxidation) with doxycycline before administering the intravenous

vitamin C with berberine, was many more times effective and a ‘synthetically lethal

combination’ across many cell lines. On its own, intravenous vitamin C is 10 times more

lethal to cancer stem cells than chemotherapy. When this is combined with doxycycline

the synergy multiplied to being 100 times more effective!

Delivering intravenous vitamin C on its own is a risky strategy unless you have a strongly

glycolytic tumour like endometrial cancer. In 2000, I  had used aspirin, berberine and

intravenous vitamin C together which had blocked many pathways (you can now work out

which ones by checking my Metro Map). It was during this period that my antigen

markers dropped to a level of only 40, the lowest they ever reached. It would be wise to

use doxycycline or niclosamide alongside the intravenous vitamin C to prevent glutamine-

driven OXPHOS becoming upregulated.

Another mistake is that the intravenous vitamin C is not delivered at a high enough dose

or given often enough to produce hydrogen peroxide and reduce glycolysis. Many

complementary practitioners like to administer it at least three times a week. Once a week

is not enough, as shown by the Danish study on prostate cancer 189 which used

intravenous vitamin C only once a week as a monotherapy at 60g and probably pushed the

cancer into a more aggressive glutamine/fat driven phenotype. As prostate cancer uses

glycolysis the least, it is no surprise that this study failed to show any benefit.

2. Other Oxygenating Methods

Look into ozone, which I  had with my intravenous vitamin C infusions, hyperbaric

oxygen therapy (HBOT) chambers and DMSO. Some people even exercise with portable

oxygen tanks. HBOT can be useful to help prevent neuropathy during certain

chemotherapy infusions.

3. Artemesinin

This can be quite toxic and should only be used under the guidance of a qualified doctor,

despite being ‘natural’.

4. Niclosamide



Pre-treatment with niclosamide, sensitises cells to apoptosis with hydrogen peroxide

(intravenous vitamin C). 190 Given its many other targets (Stat3, Notch, OXPhOS, NF-κ

B, Wnt/β -catenin, mTOR), this old worming drug has risen to one of my top drug

choices, especially for more aggressive glutamine cancers, if you can get hold of it.

How to Lower Glutathione

Glutathione is made from glutamate (from glutamine), glycine and cysteine. The trick is

to lower cysteine as the body has ready access to glycine and glutamate. To lower cysteine,

avoid L-cysteine and NAC supplements, whey protein and asparagus. Possibly even avoid

bone broth during a ‘kill phase’. Certain antioxidants also need to be avoided, CoQ10, low

dose vitamin C and vitamin E will all neutralise the free radicals you need.

Sulphoraphane, despite its other beneficial effects on cancer reduces the activity of

caspase-3 while upregulating Bcl-2 which puts the brakes on apoptosis so this needs to be

stopped during a ‘kill’ phase, 191 as does luteolin. However, pre-treatment with

chloroquine (stopped 12-24 hours prior to chemo) showed it sensitised cells to apoptosis

through mitochondrial caspases. 192 Sulphoraphane and luteolin might also sensitise the

cells to the caspases.

1. Statins get a bad rap for their glutathione-lowering effect in other diseases (e.g.

cardiovascular), but this is a huge benefit for cancer patients 193 as I  discovered in

2003; statins increase the cancer kill of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs by five

times.

Sadly, the ‘dangers’ of statin therapy are everywhere you look nowadays with grim

predictions of dementia, sore muscles and an increase in type 2 diabetes. These effects

take mostly years to develop, if they have any effect on you at all (I had none). And

these side effects can be stopped or reduced by the addition of resveratrol, metformin,

berberine and a few supplements like omega-3 oils, squalene (shark liver oil or olive

oil) and vitamin D (avoid CoQ10 as this will help the cancer cell recycle glutathione –
no good if you want to cause apoptosis through the caspase cascade). It is a fact that

many cancer patients are now refusing a statin because of the hype of side effects, yet

still allowing themselves to undergo high dose chemotherapy. These are worlds apart

when it comes to toxicity. Treating cancer is completely different to treating

cardiovascular disease and I see many patients failing to grasp the unrealistic fear of

statins when compared to the nature and prognosis of their disease, such is the level of

scaremongering in the media.

2. Feverfew (parthelonide) 194 a natural botanical, lowers glutathione, generates

reactive oxygen species, and activates caspase-7, -8, and -9.

3. Sulfasalazine . Some cancers like pancreatic are very hard to treat with

chemotherapy; it is a mass of extremely resistant and metabolically adapted cells.

Lowering glutathione and re-sensitising the cancer to chemotherapy with sulfasalazine

has been shown to be helpful 195 which might be the extra nudge it needs to send it

into a death spiral.



The Press: Pulse Strategy

Professor Thomas Seyfried author of Cancer as a Metabolic Disease likes the

press-pulse approach. He believes the cancer environment needs to be stressed by

reducing nutrient availability, using the ketogenic diet and a glycolysis inhibitor (2-

deoxyglucose) combining with EGCG, hyperbaric oxygen therapy (HBOT) and the

macropinocytosis inhibitor chloroquine sulphate. 196

He is achieving success in glioblastoma patients with this cocktail, which shows proof of

this multi-pronged ‘starving’ concept. 197 If you look at my Metro Map you can see which

routes are blocked with this combination. He tried pulsing DON, the powerful glutamine

inhibitor in animals but he found this was too toxic with the risk of serious gut and brain

damage. He is a firm advocate of ketogenic diets which seem to be more successful for

brain tumours, which is a mystery to me as these tumours appear to have an appetite for

ketones 198 but perhaps it is the cocktail that is the answer. If you try this diet, which does

benefit some patients, it would be wise, in my view, to add other starving modalities (like

berberine which targets the acetate/ketone pathway by blocking SREBP-1) to prevent the

cancer becoming more aggressive and harder to treat in the longer term. In my experience,

many patients who try this diet for treating their cancer find it hard to achieve ketosis for

long periods anyway, but the diet at least encourages a low glycaemic intake. It might be

best to ‘pulse’ the ketosis (one or two days) if you choose this diet rather than follow it

strictly for extended periods. However if you get epilepsy as a result of a brain tumour, the

ketogenic diet can be very beneficial for reducing seizures, but perhaps berberine might

achieve the same effect. 199

Valter Longo, gerontologist at the University of Southern California and author of the

Longevity Diet has also proved the ‘cancer-starving’ principle. He has shown enhanced

cancer kill with a five day ‘fasting mimicking diet’ where specific foods and calories are

withheld, then followed by low dose chemotherapy. Not only did it show enhanced cancer

kill, but also an increase in tumour infiltrating lymphocytes (cancer killing white blood

cells), so an increase in the immune response. 200 Sadly Longo seems to be of the

impression that statins reduce life span and he discourages their use. I can only assume he

has been looking at reported cardiovascular effects, without consideration to the synergy

and potential of the statin and dipyridamole combination or the benefits of statins for

cancer patients – they are spectacularly effective in increasing survival times. 201
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Summary

To summarise my protocol  – Starve it. Stop it spreading. Snuff it out.

1. Starve the cancer by using all four modalities; exercise, diet, supplements and

the off label drugs. Lifestyle modifications are just as important as the drugs.

a) A low glycaemic diet at all times. No cheating! Avoid all simple sugars.

Look up The Montignac Method for a list of the rough glycaemic indexes of

foods but remember that this is a diet designed for weight loss/cardiovascular

health and not cancer. Montignac died aged 63 of prostate cancer which is

fuelled by fat and protein. You will need to cut out more foods from your diet

than this, but view dietary changes as treatment. With any luck you will be

able to add the occasional treat back in the future.

If your cancer is glutamine-driven, cut out red meat, even poultry (asparagine)

and reduce other protein (even beans contain glutamate) and eat a mainly

pescatarian diet.

All cancers need fat so cut out saturated fats too. Instead take sea buckthorn oil

and supplement with omega-3 oils for their anti-inflammatory and lipid-

modulating effects. Avoid a really ‘extreme’ diet. Be sensible.

b) Include intermittent fasting (time-restricted feeding) into your regime but

not for extended periods while you have cancer. Fast for one or two days a

week or stop eating after six o’clock in the evening until 11 o’clock or midday

the next. Cut down on portion sizes, particularly in the evening. Set

achievable targets but aim to be tough on your cancer and ‘go for it’ for three

months.

c) Exercise. Fifteen minutes after every meal, go for a brisk walk and clench

those buttocks! Do more exercise if you can. Avoid ‘extreme’ exercising

which will only deplete your immunity. Going for a walk 15 minutes after

supper rather than watching TV on the sofa will pay dividends. Otherwise the

bad stuff just stays in the system to be used as fuel by the cancer overnight.

d) Investigate off label drugs in my Facebook group. My top recommended

drugs to starve cancer are: aspirin, metformin, lipophilic statins,

dipyridamole, mebendazole, doxycycline, niclosamide. Be selective. All these

drugs have ‘pleiotropic effects’ (many targets). Use ones with a low risk of

side effects. Combine drugs and supplements that target different pathways

rather than the same pathway, or there will not be synergy. Do not ‘self-hack’

and self-prescribe as dosages need to be carefully and gradually increased.



Beware of drug interactions and always check with a health professional

before taking any of these.

2. Add supplements. Include berberine, gymnema sylvestre, chromium

picolinate, hydroxycitrate, luteolin, vitamins A, B, D, K, magnesium, ursolic

acid, curcumin, EGCG, resveratrol, glucosamine sulphate, niacin, omega-3 and

omega-7. Remember to monitor blood glucose levels with a glucometer. For

most healthy individuals, normal blood sugar levels are currently set between

4.0 to 5.4 mmol/L (72 to 99 mg/dL) when fasting. Up to 7.8mmol/L

(140mg/dL) 2 hours after eating is considered normal but not ideal when you

have cancer. This needs to be lower. Post prandial levels should not drop below

a reading of four. This type of dieting is dangerous for Type 1 diabetics.

3. ‘Pulse’ a stronger NSAID (etodolac, celecoxib, diclofenac or the liposomal

version of ibuprofen) with a statin to trigger apoptosis. For the best cancer-

killing effect I  believe this strategy should also be combined with low dose

metronomic chemotherapy and intravenous vitamin C. Add other glutathione-

lowering drugs and oxygen therapies if this is not enough to reduce (kill) the

tumours.

4. Be proactive. Do not wait until your cancer is progressing before taking

action. You will only make your task bigger and harder to contain. It is with

dismay that I  regularly see people waiting for cancer to return before doing

anything. Prevention. Prevention. Prevention.

5. Discover the individual metabolic drivers of your cancer by researching

Pubmed for clues. Type in ‘Metabolic Phenotype’ then your cancer (e.g.

melanoma) into Google. Look for words in the articles that correspond to

words on my Metro Map to work out whether it is glucose, glutamine, lactate,

ketone (SREBP-1), fat-driven or all of these. Prostate cancer, for example, uses

glutaminolysis, arginine and lipogenesis (fatty acid synthesis). But not

glycolysis until in its later stages so intravenous vitamin C and 2-DG or DCA

for example, would not be a priority. It is still worth blocking the glycolysis

pathway (with IVC) to prevent it rerouting once the OXPHOS pathway has

been blocked. Drugs that target more than one side of the triangle should be

included in every programme.

6. Find out the genetic changes in your tumour (the histology). Mutations and

over-expressed genes make the cancer cell hungrier than ever for certain

nutrients and they each affect the metabolism in different ways.



Oncogenes turn on and suppressor genes turn off cancer cells. When oncogenes

are switched on in cancer, it is like having the gas pedal in the car permanently

stuck down, allowing cancer to progress.

If suppressor genes are turned off it is like taking the brakes off the car, it allows

the cancer to progress unchecked. Both oncogenes and suppressor genes can be

changed ‘epigenetically’, in other words by changing the environmental stimuli

around the cell. Little strands of ‘microRNA’ carry information from outside

the cell into the cell to influence the genes and how they behave. Diet,

supplements, exercise and the drugs all affect the activity of the genes and can

switch them off or turn them on. Having a BRCA gene mutation does not mean

you automatically need to undergo surgery.

While all cancers share some common metabolic properties, they also have

distinct sensitivities depending on their oncogenic mutation profiles. This

knowledge is important for personalising your diet and treatment:

P13K/Akt increases glucose transport (Glut receptors), glycolysis 

lipogenesis.

The p53 gene, a tumour suppressor, guards normal mitochondrial oxid

phosphorylation. When deleted or mutated, common in a great many cance

promotes the switch to glycolysis, the fermentation of glucose in the cytoplas

MYC stimulates mitochondrial glutaminolysis and glutamine addiction as 

as glycolysis and fatty acid oxidation. 202

The Src gene regulates glycolysis. Src-3 increases oestrogen metabolism. 203

HER2 and EGFR increase glycolysis, glutaminolysis and fat metabolism.

Braf mutations love ketones. 204

Ras activates greater glucose consumption, lactate accumulation and redu

mitochondrial activity (less OXPHOS) 205

Kras, a more aggressive Ras oncogene, makes the cell more dependen

glucose and glutamine. This mutation is present in the majority of pancre

cancers and these cancers use a process called ‘macropinocytosis’ to 

nutrients from its surroundings. This process is likely upregulated in m

advanced (stage IV) cancers as they become more aggressive. (See the actio

dipyridamole and chloroquine which will both help block this).

7. Demand to have regular metabolic markers of your disease so that you can

chart your progress.



Antigen markers (CA15-3 is a marker for breast cancer, CA19-9 antigen ma

elevated in the blood of some patients with gastrointestinal tumours. CA-125

marker for monitoring ovarian cancer, CEA, SCC, etc.)

TM2PK test (also known as PKM2)

Levels of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH).

A PET scan will show glucose uptake. Other tracers can track glutam

(protein), phosphocholine (fat) and ketone uptake on PET scans 

unfortunately these are only just being introduced. One day these tests wil

standard.

Measuring the lactate produced to glucose consumed (mol/mol) ratio 

determine the glycolytic efficiency of your tumour.

Scans to detect oxygen consumption will reveal the ‘Reverse Warburg Effect

increase in oxidative phosphorylation (super-charged mitochondria) with

increase in lactate uptake. This is visible on special MRIs tracking 

oligomycine-sensitive oxygen consumption rate (mitoOCR)

The presence of the following in your tumour suggests it is using ketones

avoid the ketogenic diet):

– Succinyl CoA: 3 Oxoacid CoA Transferase (OXCT1),

– 3-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase 1 and 2 (BDH1 and BDH2)

– Acetyl-CoA acetyltransferase 1 (ACAT1).

To date, none of these tests, bar the glucose PET, LDH and antigen markers are

regularly used. It falls to us, the patients, to demand these tests and push for

better treatment and services.

8. Visit a practitioner in functional medicine. Undergo micronutrient status

tests, thyroid checks, DHEA levels and stool tests (for parasites) as well as

genetic tests. Understand your body, your cancer, what your body is lacking or

what you need less of. We are all different.

9. Combine therapies.

Take targeted genetic drugs if available to weaken and reduce the fast-divi

cells.

Take immunotherapy drugs with caution, knowing that they work best only w

your microbiome is healthy 206 (especially with sufficient levels

bifidobacteria) and when the abnormal metabolism and growth factors have b

normalised. Otherwise you may end up taking ever greater amounts, becom

increasingly toxic, to try and overcome the cancer, eventually reaching a p



where the immune system simply fails. Side effects of immunotherapy drugs

overwhelming inflammation and autoimmunity. 207

10. Other treatments can be added to your protocol to increase the chances of

ridding yourself of cancer (e.g. photodynamic therapy, High Intensity

Frequency Ultrasound, stereotactic radiotherapy – cyberknife or Proton Beam,

hyperthermia).

11. Target growth factors and MMPs with supplements and drugs. The role of

the extracellular matrix and blocking Matrix Metalloproteinases (MMPs) as

well as FGF, VEGF, PDGF are not fully appreciated. Blocking these is critical

to halting growth. Remember it is usually metastatic spread that kills the

patient.

12. Block oestrogen which drives certain cancers, especially for cervical,

uterine, breast, prostate, lung and brain cancers. Indole-3-carbinol or DIM,

melatonin, metformin and of course tamoxifen. The latter two also block IGF-

1. 208

13. Investigate drugs/supplements to target the abnormal signalling pathways

your tumour reveals (Sonic Hedgehog, Wnt, Notch). This information should

be available from your oncologist or search medical journals online.

14. Boost immunity. Consider taking cimetidine for three months after

treatment if you have shifted to a more Th2 immune response as I had (test IL5

and IL12 and TNF beta responses). Various Chinese mushrooms (e.g. maitake,

Turkey tail) will help stimulate a better immune response. Melatonin works

particularly well with IL2 (interleukin 2) for treatment in some cancers e.g.

kidney.

15. Oxygenate using intravenous vitamin C or liposomal C (ascorbate) in high

dose, at least 3 times a week, ensuring you are also blocking fat and glutamine

pathways too. On its own, or used only with glycolysis inhibitors, this treatment

will fail. Look into including HBOT (hyperbaric oxygen therapy) or ozone

infusions.

16. Avoid stress whenever possible. Meditation, visualisations, yoga, pilates,

relaxing baths, do whatever it takes! If you are particularly stressed,

propranolol may be a good choice to help block cancer spread (MMP-2 and 9

inhibitor, VEGF inhibitor) as well as calm you down (remember it cannot be

taken with dipyridamole). Cortisol levels are highest in the morning.

(Sometimes I  take propranolol in the morning, dypridamole in the evening –
always check with a physician).



17. Understand the stage of your disease and do your own research. Oncologists

make decisions on your behalf. Do they expect you to recover or are they

offering palliative care under the banner of curative treatment? Put yourself in

the driving seat. Find out what they are really thinking, you need the truth, not

reassuring platitudes, to make the best decisions. Remember the stats do not

apply to you. Ask questions, be annoying! Understand what the oncologist

realistically expects to achieve from treatment. Is he working towards a cure or

merely believing he is watching the slow motion ‘car crash’, merely trying to

minimise the impact? If you are brave, ask them for a rough idea of prognosis

(this is more to gauge their expectations, not your own) but remember it is

100% out of date and wrong! Do not be disheartened but let this guide your

level of action. The worse the prognosis, the more action you need to take.

18. Be organised. See my website wwww.howtostarvecancer.com to download

a chart or use a drug-taking app to stay on track. Make a list of what you’re

taking and when you should be taking it. Make a note of supplier’s websites

and phone numbers for re-ordering. Devote one hour a week to ensuring pills

are organised for the upcoming week.

19. Listen to your intuition but do not always ‘follow your gut’. Your gut may

well be telling you to eat sugar! (Those naughty critters in your intestines send

pleading messages to your brain), particularly if you suddenly adopt a low

sugar diet and add cancer starving drugs and supplements.

20. Keep an open mind! There will be lots of people telling you to avoid

chemotherapy at all costs and to avoid all drugs. There are benefits to both.

Avoid polarised views on this as you may be missing something important.

Remember metronomic low-dose chemotherapy is completely different to the

maximum tolerated dose of chemotherapy that is usually given.

Cancer is complicated. But not as complicated as the pharmaceutical industry

would have you believe. It will take a few read-throughs to get the scale of the

input required and I realise this is all a huge amount of information to take in if

you have just been diagnosed. I urge you to consult with a growing number of

functional medicine practitioners, join my facebook group:

(www.facebook.com/groups/off.label.drugsforcancer ) and visit my website for

further help if this is all too overwhelming (www.howtostarvecancer.com ).

Beating cancer needs dedication and if you are committed, I  firmly believe

almost all cancers, even stage IV (unless organ damage is too severe) can be

reversed and that it is possible to achieve long-term remission (a ‘cure’) without

http://wwww.howtostarvecancer.com/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/off.label.drugsforcancer
http://www.howtostarvecancer.com/


the huge toxic doses of chemotherapy and radiotherapy as per current standard of

care. Immune systems will be less damaged and it will be far easier to regain full

health if this approach were adopted, surely the ultimate goal for every patient.

Oncologists are obliged to prescribe only ‘approved’ drugs, but imagine if they

were allowed to use their training, experience and expertise to guide and

personalise treatments using safe off label drugs as well? Surely the goal is to

save lives? Instead patients continue to die in droves, with oncologists forced to

follow out-of-date formulaic regimes and wait for the General Medical Council

and NICE to approve the use of off label drug combinations. Will their shackles

ever come off?

The world desperately needs more ‘revolting’ doctors willing to treat the body

holistically, more integrative practitioners who can provide intravenous vitamin

C, ozone, ultraviolet blood irradiation, hyperthermia, hyperbaric oxygen and

even offer faecal transplants to the very sick. A clinic that provides the correct

nutrition for the individual so that he or she can learn what to avoid and what to

eat during their period of healing. I dream of running my own health clinic one

day, offering everything a cancer patient needs to nurse them back to health.

Today I continue to take berberine and/or metformin and half an aspirin daily,

and I still rattle with about 15 key supplements. I look after my gut with a good

diet, I  take occasional probiotics and prebiotics to keep my immune system

functioning optimally. I regularly use time-restricted feeding, not eating for 16 or

18 hours between meals, then a couple of times a year I  fast for a few days to

regenerate immune stem cells. If I  become concerned I  am running low on

immunity, I take a short term (couple of weeks) boost of cimetidine and book in

for some intravenous vitamin C. If I  panic that cancer might be coming back,

which does happen (I am only human) but touch wood only false alarms so far,

I  take my cocktail of dipyridamole, statin, a strong NSAID, metformin and

berberine for a few weeks. I have continued to remain healthy.

I hope that after reading this book you are not daunted by the task ahead. There

are a lot of drugs and supplements in my protocol, but you will get used to taking

them. Always, of course, under medical guidance. Do not give up, as tipping the

balance from cancer destroying you, to you destroying the cancer, might be the

simple addition of one or two more low-toxicity drugs. Give it time to work, it

may take several months, but put in the effort and the rewards are immense. My

body is rejuvenated; I feel better, fitter and stronger than ever and younger than



I did fifteen years ago! Believe in yourself. You can achieve this too. Go on! Do

it.

Find strength and solidarity through my Facebook group and together let’s ignite

a global revolution – it is long overdue.
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